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THECHANCE OFALIFETIM
PPERTHE WORLD’S GREATEST R

Sailing enthusiast and computer addict

alike, this, the most demanding yacht

race in the world, provides an
enthralling challenge to your powers of

judgement, skill and dexterity.

THE AMERICA'S CUP
The America's Cup as the most
demanding yacht race in the world is

designed to put to test the

manoeuvrability and handling of

modern 12 metre yachts. It has captured

the imagination of the millions who like

watching nations, yachts and individuals

compete in a race where everyone starts

with a realistic chance of winning. The
skill and strategy is in finding the quickest

path around the America's Cup course

and each skipper 'tacks' and 'gybes' his

yacht to capitalise on favourable wind
shifts that increase boat speed through

the water. The constant changing of

direction is an essential strategy to take

the opportunities to forge ahead of the

competition and cross the finish line in

a blaze of glory.

THE GAME
The official America's Cup Computer
game is a realistic and powerful graphic

representation of 12 metre yacht sailing

and demands all the determination and
abilities needed to win the America's
Cup. There are 3 levels of difficulty, a

choice of challenge and either single

player or two player modes. The
demonstration' routine, coaches you
through the various game screens and
single player mode provides the essential

opportunities for practising the skill of

sailing. (Your joystick is your crew and
so improve your joystick skills to

improve your's and 'your' crew’s

performance. Practice makes perfect and
success comes from repeated good
judgement, learning from one's mistakes
and excellent teamwork). Set yourself

out on a challenge, the Kke of which
you'll never see again.
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PERENNIAL PARTICLES

7 EDITORIAL
In which the pensive Penn postulates

8 ZZAPI RRAP
Lloyd takes a day offfrom gardening to dustdown
the Hermes and delve into his mail

42 ZZAPI READERS'TOP 30

43 ZZAPI CHALLENGE
Two readersshowthe Scorelord a clean reartyre
when they climb aboard their Super Cycles

46 THE SCORELORD SPEAKETH
Still ranting on about high scores and Ego our
nasty chartmaster presents more heroic jostick

wagglers

52 STRATEGIC WITHDRAWAL
Our mini Mancunian lists his personal top 10
games and hangs up his helmet and makes a
strategic retreat from ZZAP! to explore new
battlefields

79 ZZAPI TIPS
ZZAP’smale GirlieTipsterMrPenn hands over his

nightie to Julian Rignallwho refusestowear it but
takes over the TIPS all the same

98 ZZAPBACK
A stroll through the pages of Issue Eight shows
that reviewing standards are still as high as ever

101 CHRONICLESOFTHEWHITEWIZARD
The Wiz gets to grip with another mixed bag of
adventuresomesoftware including Agrosoap and
a Superhero game

1 16 COMPETITION RESULTS
Prizes, prizes, prizes, and you wonnem!

121 NEWSFLASH
LEADERBOARD moves up to tournament level,

the drokking news onJUDGE DREDDand a peek
at GAUNTLET amongst other things . .

.

130 COMPUNET CORNER
TheCompunet bill grows as a host ofgoodies are
downloaded

CRUCIAL COMPETITIONS

41 BEARING UP
Fancy a job babysitting for the Bearing family?
Your chance to collect one of fifty copies of THE
EDGE’s Sizzling new game

51 FASTER THAN LIGHT
Not how you would describe the 1541 Disk Drive
on offer here, but thirty copies of LIGHTFORCE
also go to runners up

100 ELIMINATEAN EDITOR
Drop a bomb on our enigmatic editor and
QUICKSILVA will donatea copy ofGLIDER RIDER
to the top 30 shots

1 14 THROW DOWN THE GAUNTLET
PartOne ofatwo-part competition that has a real

GAUNTLETarcade machine as first prize.Amons-
ter US Gold wordsquare should sort the wimps
from the heroes

120 HUBBLE BUBBLE
A bendy Berk, Drutt and Boni for the best slimy
meal plus 30copies ofTRAPDOOR forthe runners
up courtesy of PIRANHA

129 ORIGINALARTWORKON OFFER
Theteam atAUDIOGENIC are offeringthe orginal
artwork from the inlay of PSYCASTRIA as well as
twenty five copies of the game

PICK OF THE BUNCH

22 THE SENTINEL
The weirdest game ever seen within these walls
earns FIREBIRD a coveted Gold Medal

34 ANTIRIAD
PALACESOFTWARE’S latest graphically stunning
arcade adventure Sizzles nicely

106 LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOBOS
Anaughty, raunchyromp on the veryadventurous
Planet of Phobos - whereyou can scratch and sniff

to your heart’s content

108 THE PAWN
Ah adventure with both visual and imaginative
clarity finally makes its mark on the Commodore
64— and earns RAINBIRD a Sizzler

136 BOBBY BEARING
A roll around for THE EDGE as they show who’s
who in the world of metal balls

1 72 TRAILBLAZER
GREMLIN GRPAHICS get a Sizzlershowing who’s
who in the world of fast balls

1 76BOULDERDASHCONSTRUCTION KIT
Rockford gets redesigning with a kit released by
DATABYTE and created by FIRST STAR

FABULOUS FEATURES

57 STOCKING TOPS
Theteam round up a list ofgoodies thatyou might
want to make sure Santa knows about in time for
Christmas

69 INTO THE FUTURE
Interesting newgames are on the Festive Horizon.
Full reviews are due next month, but here’s an
early peek

124DUM. . .DUMDUM. . .BAPBAPBAP
Be a rock megastarfora meagreTWOQUID with
a MICRORHYTHM digital drum kitfrom FIREBIRD.
Julian gets with the beat
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Alright. So you’ve wiped out the Russians in

Summer Games.'* You’ve scored near perfect 10s

in Summer Games II.™ And your performance in

Winter Games™ now sends chills down competitor’s

spines. Well, just how far are you willing to go to

prove you’re the best? Does 24,000 miles sound
reasonable?

Visit exotic places.

In World Games,™ you’ll wing your way around the

globe beating the pants off foreigners in eight inter-

national events, each one authentic to its countiy

of origin. You’ll see incredible, exotic locales as you
travel the world circuit. Why, you’ll even have your

own on-screen tour guide to smooth your way.

The events the Olympics forgot.

To become the champion, you’ll have to dive off the

treacherous cliffs ofAcapulcoGo stomach to stomach
with a 400 pound Japanese sumo wrestler. Jump
barrels in Germany. And pump heavy iron in Russia.

Next, it’s off to Scotland for the caber toss.

Canada, for the near impossible log roll. France, to

ski the Slalom. And, at last, the U.S. of A., to ride

the meanest bull in the states.

This, then, is a challenge of global proportions.

The question is, are you ready to go the distance?

C8BR3 PRESS YOUR BUT)

Aio^rs? Acri0N
There’s nothing but

action when two of

the world’s fastest

movers get together

to bring you an
outstanding

collection of action

packed titles.

SUPER CYCLE
Racing was never so fast and furious. Push your cycle

to the limit and you win, push it over and you crash.

Any more realistic and you'd need insurance to ride it

THE MOVIE MONSTER GAME
This is a new and different approach ... instead of

running away from monsters, you are the monster

gobbling up everything and anything in your way.
U.S. Gold Ltd., Units 2/3 He

Birmingham B6 7AX. Te



editing new events

i from around the
r world to test your
joystick mettle to the

full.” „
; Zzap64

SMASH
HIS

FACE IN

’s GreatestSportingChallenge,
Eight international events:
Cliff Diving, Sumo Wrestling,
Bull Riding, Barrel Jumping,
Log Rolling, Weight Lifting,

Slalom Skiing, and, of course,
the Caber Toss.

Visit eight nations to compete.
Includes a detailed history and
travelogue foryour reference.

Join the World Hall of Fame.
That is, if you acquire the gold.

One to eight players.

Commodore 64/128 &9.99

Atari ST 5:24.95 disk

8UITC

GRAPPLING ACTION... WARFARE ACTION
CBM 64/128 CBM 64/128 ifigqi'W'CTHlillFygj
CasseHe Disk Ufjj IHUT M*ki

£9

^
^

£ 14.95

^

Whatever thrills you,

there’s amazing
variety and plenty of

nerve tingling choice

in this latest set of

releases. You look
for action then it’s

action you’ve got!

CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING
Take on any 8 rowdy wrestlers, each with his own
individual style when it comes to busting heads. These

guys use every dirty trick known to man and a few that

aren't. So you'll have a real fight on your hands to win

the coveted 'Championship Wrestling' Belt!

DESTROYER
As captain of a fully armed, Fletcher class US Naval

Destroyer conduct a seek and kill 'sub' hunt, a convoy

escort, a hold rescue, or 4 other progressively difficult

scenanos, for a different mission every time.
Holford Way, Holford

Tel: (021) 356 3388

L

vlsiWs

Spectrum 48K 58.99 cass.

Amstrad 59.99 cass.514.99 disk
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LIGHTFORCE is for VENGEANCE
LIGHTFORCE is the Punishment Arm of

Galactic Fighter Command.
When a Terran-settled system at the edge of

the galaxy is seized by an alien force,revenge
comes in the form of a lone

LIGHTFORCE fighter.

LIGHTFORCE confronts alien in a dazzling

battle above the strange landscapes of the

Ice-Planet,the Jungle Planet,Alien factories

and the impassable Asteroid Belt. *

LIGHTFORCE - at the speed of Light
- from FTL.

SHOCKWAY RIDERS are the pick of the

street gangs - ATHLETIC,AGGRESSIVE &
ARROGANT - as they cruise along the

triple-speed moving walkways that circle

the great MEGACITYS of-the 2 1st Century.

THE ULTIMATE AIM OF EVERY RIDER
is to go “FULL CIRCLE” - to do that,he must"

fight off the Block Boys, the Cops and the

Vigilantes - as well as negotiating the Speed
Traps and Rider Ramps erected by the angry

local residents!

SHOCKWAY RIDER is the most original

arcade gam5 of the y^r -

THE ULTIMATE FUTURE SHOCK!!

LIGHTFORCEAVAILABLE SEPT. '86

SPECTRUM £7 .95

AMSTRAD & COMMODORE £8 .95

FASTED‘THAN "LIGHT FTL faster than light, carter follis group of companies,
-in — SEDGLEY ROAD EAST, TIPTON, WEST MIDLANDS DY4 7UJ. Tel: 021 -557 2981 (4 lines)



( . . . I also buy Zzap!, but I really hate reading it ...

)

Careful with that axe, Eugene ...

( . .

.

I burnt it with the compost from the garden . .
.

)

Careful with that axe, Eugene . .

.

( . .

.

Zzap always goes for gross covers . .
.

)

CAREFUL WITH
THAT AXE,

EUGENE!

Q

As you may have noticed (unless

you always turn to this page first),

this issue ofZZAP! has undergone
minor cosmetic surgery. We
thought it was timewe made a few
changes, so this ‘new look’ will

develop over the next month or

two into a full face lift (no jokes
about dimples or beards, please).

The biggest change of this

month however, is the departure
ofSean Masterson, who has hung
up his well-worn helmet and is

leaving to fight his battles on pas-
tures new (in a comer of some
foreign field that is forever Eng-
land). Sean joined ZZAP! in August
of last year and soon proved his

worth on the Strategy front with his

vast wargaming experience.
Despite being constantly jibed

about his diminutive size, he fre-

quently contributed to various

reviews and features— most not-

ably the Infocom and Datasoft
interviews. But now he’s gone

(sniff). So, as of next month we
won’t have a strategy column—
but don’t depair, we’re working on
the problem even as I write.

Hopefully these small changes
won ’t affect yourenjoyment of th is

Liddonesque (that’s B-l-G for the
uninitiated) December issue, full of

well-crucial competitions and exc-
lusive reviews and previews of

new software (I won’t bore you
with trite details about how many
as-yet-unreviewed games we’ve
got in this issue). And next issue

will be bigger and better still! (See
page71 for details). With that said,

I shall depart. See you next month

ADVERTISERS ' INDEX
Activision 1

5

Argus Press Software
158, 159

Ariolasoft 25, 86
Audiogenic 147
Cascade 1 74
Creative Sparks 89
CRL 47
Database 1 65
Databyte 96, 97
Datel 126,127
Digital Integration 55
Domark 68
Durell 78
Electric Dreams 93, 1 1 8, 1 1

9

Electronic Services 1 2

1

Elite 18,19,49,180
Euromax 49
Evesham Micros 94, 95
Firebird 60, 61
Gargoyle 6
Gremlin Graphics

26, 27, 112, 113
Hewson 1

1

Imagine 28, 39, 50, 76
Incentive 9,13,65

Konami 37
Llamasoft 171
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Martech 33
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81,140,141
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Mosaic 117
Nexus 62
NMC 123
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38, 66, 67,125,133,179
Odin 59
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152,153,162,166,167
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ZZAP! Backnumbers 134
ZZAP! Mail Order 48
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ZZAP! T Shirts 175

GAMES REVIEWED
180 163
Ace of Aces 148
Antiriad (S) 34
The Archers 103
BMX Simulator 1 69
Bobby Bearing (S) 1 36
Boulderdash
Construction Kit (GM) 176
Captain Kelly 1 68
Dante’s Inferno 29
Fist II 1 56
Glider Rider 160
Highway Encounter 1 78
Inheritance 101
Kwah!! 102
LeatherGoddesses 1 06

Mad Nurse 1 32
Marble Madness 1 70
Montezuma’s Revenge 1 54
Movie Monster 138
Orpheus in the
Underworld 150
The Pawn 108
Pub Games 164
Red Max 32
Robo Bolt 150
The Sentinel (GM) 22
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Street Surfer 161
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Trailblazer (S) 172
Trapdoor 30
Uchi Mata 21
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SOFTWARE
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US GOLD
CALENDAR
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THE GATHERCOAL BACKLASH
Dear ZZAP!
This letter concerns that news-
paper clipping from the Canberra
Times (October issue, ZZAP! Ed). I

cannot believe that Mr Gathercoal
can be so narrow-minded.

It is not the fact that he says
‘Computer games promote vio-
lence’, but that he thinks that,
‘Computer games are rivalling
video nasties’! I honestly fail to see
how they could be. Computer
games may seem violent at times
(especiallywhen the object is to kill

everyone in sight) but, let’s face it

usually when you kill someone, all

that occurs is that they disappear
in a cjoud of smoke. When was the
last time you saw a computer
game that showed human entrails
splattered all over the wall as sn
manyijf the currentvideq nasties
do? Even if a computer game ok
show^uciyfig^^pQujd* har
be called as bad, c<
graphics ar^urelwijt asfifel

It seems .to me tiipitis n<
‘ humble video game? which is haf^
ing adverse effects on children,
but the video nasties. The trouble
is that although videos may have
an ‘18’ certificate on them, chil-

fl#?
n
,?

re stjl1 ab,e t0 watch them.
Why? Because irresponsible
parents take out the film forthem
and let them watch it. Of course

Jheir child starts to show
violence etc, they cannot

Eharvi<

id tt

Sit.

tieir

to theicontent bf

It sounds to me like Mr Gather-
coal is simply gathering wool and
making a big name for himself.

Well, you have my views, I

expect that quite a few readers will
agree with me.
Michelle Peters, Sevenoaks,
Kent

A nail squarely hit on the head,
IthinkMichelle. Parents are only
human (I expect Gathermole
himselfis a human, possibly
even a parent), and us humans
have a tendency to pass the
buck wheneverpossible, espe-
cially when it comes to appor-
tioning blame for ‘little
Johnny’s’ violent behaviour.
LM

8

Dear ZZAP!
I find it hard to believe that a

magazine of your quality would
print such statements in the

Scorelord’s section surely you
realise young people who read

your mag, and may well try some-
thing very very (I stress) danger-

ous! Of course, you don’t know
what I’m talking about so here:

ZZAP! Issue 1 4 challenge: ‘
I toy

with the idea of adding the last

drops of Domestos from the BLUE
bottle.’ You would not toy, would
you idiot, you would probably die!

ZZAP! issue 17 (latest) Chal-

lenge: ‘

I reached for my container,

ooured mvself some extra thick

77API 64 December 1 986

Harpic.
’ 1

Pouring my third Harpic I

settled back
It’s comments like this that

make you go down in likeness.

Please stress this very carefully.

Simon Aylett, Cheshunt, Herts

You ’re probably correct Simon
As they say at the end of so

many TV Circus/Variety prog
rammes — ‘please do not try

copying the high -wire act as

seen performed by the Inveter

ate Fliers in this programme as

it can prove very dangerous to

the inexperienced.
LM



A COMP-UP

Lloyd

Dear Lloyd,

GALCORP one month and LAUGH
the next. Poor comps minion, I

think having to work in a broom-
cupbdard has finally got to him.

But please don’t sack him for

I these unforgivable mistakes as

I this would probably finish him off.

Andrew Cleal, Furnace Green,
Crawley, Sussex

Laugh was there? It was bent a

I bit, that’s all.

g LM

WE love

A READER ON HIS
HIGH COMMODE
Dear ZZAP!
I’m shocked at the letters you print

criticising Commodore User
magazine. I’m happy to settle for

buying both magazines. The
people who write in saying these
things must buy Commodore User
if so why? Commodore User may
not sell as many as ZZAP! but it’s

just as good. From now on ZZAP!
64 must stop printing these silly

letters because I think that ZZAP!
readers are jealous because Com-
modore User are first for reviews
and maps in most cases. Here are
my ratings of the computer mags.

ZZAP! 64 V COMMODORE
USER
ZZAP! CBM User
Presentation 98% 95%
Reviews 95% 97%
Hints and Tips 90% 90%
Previews 92% 98%
Adventure 95% 97%
Other News 92% 95%
Value 97% 90%
Overall 94% 97%

Note: ZZAP! sometimes is childish

and reviews are too much waffle

not fact. CU is better and well put
together.

Anonymous, Belfast, N Ireland

•

I’ve got tohand atleast a couple
more letters on the same subject
but with different views (proba-
blyprompted by the sudden
rash ofanti-ZZAP! letters in last

month ’s CU (getting your own
back for having to peel all those
stickers off the PCW stand, eh
Eugene)?).

‘Waffle not fact’, seems
patently unfair criticism, and as
for being first with reviews—
just check your facts my dear

Anonymous. (Is that an Irish

name)?
Here's another letter on the

same subject ... .

LM

Dear Lloyd,

Most days of the year are spent
waiting impatiently for the next
fabulous issue of ZZAP! 64. To
pass the days away I decided to

try and remedy the waiting by buy-
ing another computer magazine,
namely Commodore User. I was
disgraced by the amount of slag-

ging off ZZAP! 64 received from its

own or ex-readers. Comments
such as ‘

I read ZZAP! 64 and hated
it so much I burnt it with the com-
post from the garden’ or ‘When
Mike Pattenden sees that other

fool Gary Penn does he push him
under a 1 0 ton lorry or offer him a
free subscription to Commodore
User?'.

Personally I’d go for the lorry.

Unlike ZZAP! who try to cut out
magazine/computer slagging off

matches, this letterwas answered
by the following statement: ‘We
don’t see a lot of the ZZAP! 64
team, but we know they’re avid

readers of CU, how else would
they stay in touch?’
What a load of rubbish, most

reviews in ZZAP! are the first seen
for that game. It is this sort of slag-

ging offthat causes people to stop
buying magazines.
Andrew Gosling, Longridge,
Preston, Lancs

Thanks for the compliments,
Andrew, and we’ll try and keep
the ‘slagging’ to a human
minimum!
LM

MEDALLION
GRAPHIC
ADVENTURE

Breakingthrough the dense cloud coveryou
were relieved to see a dazzling white snowfield
spread below you. Desperately preparing for a
crash landing, you were distracted by a glint

sunlight on glass - a building! Could
the lost civilisation?

Your attention however was
the ground hurtling towards you

.

From the
producers of™eGRAPHIC

ADVertTURG
CRGATOR

AVAILABLE FROM
ALL LEADING RETAILERS

or direct from:
INCENTIVE SOFTWARE LTD.,
2 Minerva House, Calleva Park,

Aldermaston, Berkshire RG7 4QW.
Telephone: (07356) 77288.

VISA PRIORITY ORDERFORM
Please rush me for my: Commodore 64
Spectrum BBC B Amstrad CPC
WINTERWONDERLAND £7.95
Apache Gold (except BBC) £7.95

Graphic Adventure Creator {
'Jfg

g2.95

I enclose cheque/PO or please accept my credit

card No

Name
Address

ZZAP! 64 December 1 986 9
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MANCHESTER A
DISAPPOINTMENT
Dear Lloyd,

I have never felt the need to write

to ZZAP! Rrap before but! . .

.

after visiting the 8th Commodore
show in Manchester I have been
urged to put pen to paper. Oh
Dear! What a disaster, 43 stands,

abysmal. And what’s more no

ZZAP! 64/Newsfield. That was the

straw that broke the camel’s back!

It ruined my day. After visiting the

7th in London, I was stunned, I just

had to go to the next.

When I saw the advert forthe 8th

I filled in the form instantly, posted

it and informed all my friends who
were so anxious to go after I told

them how mega it was. They were
so disappointed they’ve deserted

me.
Back to the show now, when

you went in you were greeted by

two fit birds ‘selling’ the program

(in May it was free). The thickness

of it, or should I say thinness, 1

8

pages, most adverts, for 30p you

could tell it was going to be crap!

Now I have got that off my chest

I feel a bit better.

I hope to see you at the 9th

show, (with the stands, and the

program, b/w photostat (1 side) for

80p) but I do hope it is a lot better.

Keep up the good work lads.

Mike Robertson, Formby, Mer-
seyside

ZZAP! didn’t attend because it

came too soon after the some-
what exhausting week-long
PCW Show. I'm sorry to hear it

was disappointing after the 7th

Commodore Show, which was
certainlya huge success, though
lowon stands. The 9thpromises
to be much better— I hope.

LM
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WILL
Dear Lloyd,

After my last silly letter, which was
not printed (thank God) I have
come to my senses and realised

how easy it is to make jokes and
say stupid things about ZZAP!
reviewers. It’s a lot harder to write

^ a constructive sensible letter mak-

I
ing interesting comments which

I

other people can follow up with

I
other letters.

My point is about two
magazines, but I expect is true of

others. The story starts when I

read my new copy of ZZAP! What
do I find? Beyond Forbidden

Forestsizzles at 91 %. ‘ BeyondFF
I is a brill game, one which makes
I me proud to own a C64.’ Oh good
I I think, I might get that. Then I read

• the Iridis Alpha review— sizzler

95%. ‘Another stunning and
innovative release which earns

itself the position of the best shoot

em up on the 64 to date.’

Ah, must think about buying

that. Then Miami Vice review—
30% ‘

. .

.

who wants to pay £9 for

music and nothing else?’ Must
avoid that.

Now I have just bought C&VG
(no complaining I like to see what

is happening on other micros). I

turn to the Beyond FF review.

Average mark 3.75 out of 1 0. ‘This

game will probably only appeal to

thosewho like spending money on

m useless products.’

Oh dear, no good.
IridisAlpha review average mark

7 out of 1 0, but only 5 for playabil-

ity. ‘You control what is known as

a Gilby Robot Fighter. That much
is clear. Little else is.’

Oh dear dear.

Then Miami Vice. Average 8.25
I out of 10. ‘It isn’t a mega-game,
I but it is a good program, profes-

I sionally put together and fun to

I play.’

• Ah, might buy that.

Now, I don’t want any of you
moaning that C&VG doesn’t

review games well enough or any-

thing like that. It maybe true, but

that isn’t the point. If I had read just

C&VG I might have got Miami Vice

and not the other two. If I only read

ZZAP! I would have bought
BeyondFFand IridisAlpha and not
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Miami Vice. Now I am not going to

say which I am going to buy or

which magazine I prefer but I will

say this.

It is the person’s opinion that

counts when he buys a game. I

know you can’t try out games in

your average Boots, but small

local shops allow you to do this. I

think it is vital that we are allowed

to try out games to choose ourse-
lves.

Many of my friends always buy

your Sizzlers and Gold Medals and

are nearly always pleased, but

quite a few times they think the

game is boring or slow etc. I think

WH Smith and Boots should pull

their socks up and let us try

games. £1 0 is a lot for 2 hours of

play and then nothing.

Oh and don’t moan that mags
do agree on some games, I know
they do, but it isn’t all the time.

I rest my case.

James Jopling, West Wickham,
Kent

Icertainlyagree—shops should
allow would-be purchasers to

try a game. Once upon a time

you could always Usten to a

record in a shop before buying.

That became largely redundant
with pop radio giving music
airplay time. Thesame isn ’t true

of computer games.
As to the differing views bet-

ween magazines, obviously a

degree ofpersonal taste enters

into a review, but more to the

point, it is the enthusiasm ofthe

reviewers for the medium in

which they work that colours

the quality of what is said. I I

requote your quote: ‘You control |

what is known as a Gilby Robot \

Fighter. That much is clear. Lit-
\

tie else is ’
. . . |

Oh dear. Oh dear indeed—
|

thisjustgoes toshow the extent £
to which C&VG must have
played the game. And bear in

mind, that considering the

‘brush up ’ZZAP! reviewershad
with JeffMinter ofsome moons
ago, you could argue that they

had an emotional reason for

being unfair over Iridis Alpha.

LM



THE HEAT IS ON!
Get spellbound - and hot - with this unique medieval arcade adventure.

Another fast-moving, richly animated scorcher from 1985’s Programmer of the Year,

Steve Crow - author of “Wizard s Lair” and “Starquake”.
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Available for Spectrum,

Amstrad and Commodore
SPECTRUM/AMSTRAD/
COMMODORE CASSETTE: £8.95

AMSTRAD DISK: £14.95
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newson Consultants Ltd. Order by Credit
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As part of our continuing development of innovative software we are always happy to evaluate software sent to us with a view to publication
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A GRAPHIC LLOYD
Dear Lloyd,

As nobody outside of ZZAP!
Towers has ever seen your bulb-

ous/slim figure, we decided to pro-

duce a few images of what we
think you look like.

SB Hobdell and Ossie, Mil-

denhali, Suffolk

I think I like the one of me and
my (wot’s this ‘weeds’ bit?)

flowers for Clair Hirsch best.

LM
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From the
producers of

\
THE LEGEND OF

PRISONER

I

Dear Lloyd,

I’m writing to your magazine in

SHOCK AND HORROR! I’m writ-

ing with reference to your compet-
ition section, where R Todd won
the ‘ Electric Dreams’ competition.
The game that he supposedly

created
,
was created by a team of

people who made the series The
Prisoner, which was originally

shown on ITV some twenty years
ago. It was re-shown recently on
Channel 4.

Can you please tell me whether
you’ll be cancelling the prize and
rapping his knuckles for copying
an original game?
Can you please tell me whether

you will be catering for the 128; a
straight YES or NO please.

Is it possible to send taped mes-
sages to you instead of writing

long letters?

Peter Dudley, Mitcham, Surrey

128: 1thoughtI (orwe) had given 1

a straight answer in previous
issues (how's that for avoiding i

an issue)? Taped letters are a
nuisance frankly. Finally, you I

weren 't the only reader to spot
R Todd’s game’s provenance,
Peter. The next writer has a
sligh tly differen t opinion though

LM

Dear Lloyd,

I was appalled to see that your
‘ Design a Game ’ competition was
won by someone who had copied
his entry from the late 1 960’s TV
series The Prisoner re-broadcast
in 1983. The version depicted in

ZZAP! issue 18 is identical, and
also bootlegged. Nevertheless,
Kosha will still be an excellent

computer game, even if unoriginal.

James Radford, Ilkeston, Der-
byshire

I think I'll have to see the
finished product before com-
menting further on this one,
other than to say that many
games are derivatives of other
and older ideas. It’s the actual
gameplay elements that make
something feel new.
LM

GLOSSING OVER
Dear ZZAP!
Mag is brill, but enough of praise
because your reviews are starting

to annoy me. In the last few
months I have noticed faults in

your reviewing.

Firstly, the simulations such as
Summer Games, Winter Games,
Hyper Sports etc, have been given
far too large a lastability rating, in

my opinion something that keeps
interest for only a couple of weeks
should not be in the 90% range.
On high rated games average

type music is given higher ratings
than it should be.

But the game that has really

pointed this out to me is the review
of International Karate which I

recently bought. Most of the rat-

ings were correctly high though
Penn claiming the graphics made
Fist look crude is ridiculous, they
are better but it would take an
Amiga to make Fist look crude.
What really bugs me though is

PRESENTATION 94% this has
been glossed over to match with
the other marks.

For 94% we get: No pause
game! No select player level. You
have to get up from your comfy
position to press ruddy FI every
time instead of pressing fire but of

course we do get lots of ‘cute

touches’.
So come one ZZAP! give us the

true facts about the game and
don’t gloss over bad points just

because the rest of the game is so
good.
Stephen Maloney, Tamworth,
Staffs

I'm afraid to say that the egregi-
ous Penn still considers the
graphics in Exploding Fist to be
crude, slow and jerky by com-
parison. He says IK is smooth
and fast and contains more
frames of animation. Presenta-
tion ‘glossed over’! (he exclaims
scornfully)— don 't be silly, the
use ofjoystick has to be taken
into consideration and in IK the
moves aremore logically access-
able from the joystick than in

Exploding Fist.

A select player level: the
object ofthegame is toprogress
as far as possible— what’s the
point in allowing you to start on
a high level, eh? And what’s
wrong with ‘cute touches'? In
the case of IK they made it all

more interesting to watch and
play— well, at least we thought
so. So says GP.
LM
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Is by

Peter Torrance
Lonesome Cowboy ‘LUKE WARME’, not a

Dime to your name and only dreaming ofriches.
But there is a LEGEND.A legend ofgreat riches

in an Indian Burial ground.

The legend of . . . APACHE GOLD!
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1 neGRAPHIC
ADVGrtTURG
CREATOR

Available from air

leading retailers.

Or direct from:

INCENTIVE SOFTWARE LIMITED
2 Minerva House, Calleva Park,

Aldermaston, Berkshire RG7 4QW.
Telephone: (07356) 77288.

PRIORITYORDERFORM
ES
VISA

Please rushme formy Spectrum fiSMM
|

,7^
JR*

Commodore64 Amstrad CPCD

Apache Gold WinterWonderland £7.95

Graphic Adventure Creator / Tape £22.95

l Disc £27.95
I enclose cheque/PO or please debit my credit card

No _

Name

Address
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Dear Lloyd.

ZZAP! has been going for one and
a half years now, so as I have every
issue so far published, l thought I

would write and comment on your
magazine.
1. The Name: Personally, I like the
name ZZAP! It follows suite with
CRASH. What did disappoint me
was AMTIX! I was expecting
something like ‘Pow’ or ‘Blam’.
2. The Price: Well done! You have
kept the magazine going at a sen-
sible price. Something most
magazines fail to do. No doubt
ZZAP! wili go up after Christmas,
but then that's the Conservative
Party for you.
3. The Cover: Congratulations to
Oliver Frey. I haven’t found a better
artist this century.

4. Letters: t think I have to take the
majority view that this section is

getting out of hand. The last few
issues have gone way OTT. Please
try and control the letters.

5. Reviews: Ali the cynics who
complain about the magazine
going downhill; as far as I’m con-
cerned it’s still the best. Issue 1

does admittedly hold the record
for review pages, but the quality
hasn’t changed.
6. Richard Eddy: A man with
character. Being new,, his ego
hasn’t inflated much. I can’t stamp
many of your reviewers with the
title ‘Mr Nice Guy’, but Dicky cer-
tainly deserves it.

7. Compunet/Art Gallery. The
compunet page can be boring, but
recently with all the demos it’s

been quite interesting. Keep that
standard up. The Art Gallery is

great, another of the first things I

turn to. Let’s have no more people
like Hacker Chris though.
8. Terminal Man. Fab! I don’t see
why it was so unpopular. Great
storyline, great artwork. Perhaps
it’s something to do with the fact
that I’ve just turned 12
9. Rockford, Thing, etc. Rockford
was great at the beginning, mak-
ing his witty comments but with
the arrival of Thing the margin
became a battlefield and termi-
nally boring. But then came the
‘nose on legs’ (He’s great; what’s
his name?), who seemed to break
the whole thing up. Now the mar-
gin is back how it used to be; keep
it that way.

10. Lloyd Mangram. Great!
Although he sometimes comes up
with a bad reply, Lloyd isn’t really

a bad sort . .

.

Gordon Darroch, Horstead, Nor-
wich

Actually, ZZAP! shouldn’t have
been named ZZAP! It was
intended that the trio ofcompu-
ter titles should logically be
named CRASH. BANG and
WALLOP, but Chris Anderson
(ZZAP! 's first editor) didn 't quite
go for it, and then that bunch
over at Specialist Retail Press
went and ‘nicked ’ BANG from
under our noses. A travesty of
history no less.

LM

Dear Lloyd,

Computer games, eh? Gor
‘blimey, I remember when I was a
lad. Eagerly running up to the
change counter and foisting over
my pound note. Maniacally
stuffing the 1 0 pees into my poc-
kets and racing up fie nearest
escalator in the direction of the
Selfridges toy department; with
sweaty palms and my little heart
racing with anticipation, and just
one thing on my mttcjjv

Sorry..? No I wasn’t desperate
for a toilet, you'old cynic. I was
actually off to play the arcade
games.

referring to the commercial
arcades here) monotonously fail to
do.

Who remembers that car race
you chased another
bird’s-eye view of a

track, avoiding oil-slicks and
being awarded ratings of rookie or
pro etc? That was in the mid-
Seventies, and it wasn’t exactly

lg then,

ironicallyState-offlHHHHimi^H
though it wasn’t, heart-attacking

|
playable it most certainly was.
Howmany of today’s Commodore
games could confidently lay claim
to that?

Yes, there they were— tucked Out of the countless hundred/
. » _ . . _ V >

- yaway, over in the corner of the
department— right next to the
giant orange (!) the entire focus of
my youthful attentions. I could
barely contain myself as I pushed

thousands,
count the truly exceptior
on the fingers of my rM
(And I lost three oft

nose-picking acci
reak

myself through the gathering sur- So why is this?
rounding the machines and waited
impatiently for my go.
Okay, the games were predo-

minantly value as opposed to chip,
operated. Okay, I admit they had
black and white screens and sur?
the the graphics made Space
Invaders look like the film Tron.
And even if the people of the time
werestill loping about in flares, the
point I’m making still remains. And
that is that the games were inordi-
nately playable. They captured the
imagination and satisfied the
instincts in a way that the compu-
ter games of today (and I’m not
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never

still

Commodore is cerl
cally capable, has tl

been an even semi-cor
capturing-all-necessary-̂

?merendition of a game as ele

as even Space Invaders?
I’ll tell you why. It’s sim.

inherent computer progra
games designer set-up. It

rarely works. Just because some-
one is a binary genius with a flare
for art, why should it follow that
they should be equally procf »«*

when it comes to the relati

new, specialist area of TV g
design?

an

Thrust and Dropzone came
close. Boulderdash even closer.

Let’s look atAndrew Braybrook
for a minute. Uridium was well
thought out, and technically
gorgeous! But to play? A
Braybrook has got somfj
good ideas, but the cor
implementation of thesr

yet to capture the elusive
of ‘Addictivity’.

For starters, isn’t it about time
the software companies revised
their attitude toward film/TV tie-ins §
and arcade conversions? Don’t
they realise that this particular
horse they are flogging is very
nearly dead? And that when*
droosJthey will be sitting di|ectly

ighlightan ex
‘

tr misguide
tice, the utter embodiment

when Software Projects
released a version of Dragons Lair.

Why? The original’s gameplay
wasn’t particularly stunning. So
what were they trying to achieve
by this? Perhaps they were confi-
dent that improvements could be
made to the graphics or sound?
How could they have dreamed of
dang ltj

If more
analysis of

infinite p<

tainment

London

HBP*

was put into the
s design, the

of this enter-

whose surface
barely been m

rStched, will be slowly realised.

Programmers seem to have got!

bogged down by creating auaio/
visual demonstration pieces with
their computers. And although this

a^tl be very impressive, it’s

that it will ever be a
te for ITV now is it?

II would be interested in having
the ZZAP! team’s thoughts on the
current software situation. For
instance what 64 games of today
do you believe compare ‘addic-
tion’ wise, to the compulsion you
may have experienced on games
of old, such as Donkey Kong and
Defender etc?
Mark Roberts, Ealir

Ah, THATMrRoberts again. As
you will have noticed, I had to

cut your ‘interminably long ’ let

\

ter (your quotes). Ihope you
RSimk I’ve done it sympatheti-
cally. Icould answer that you 're

looking through the wrong end
of a pair ofbinoculars with the
rose tint of the past (and was
thereHovisyet for tea. . . ?)but
tha§ would be a cheap quip

realansweris toolong togo in to
here. Don't think I’m avoiding
this one, but I really do feel it ’s

ofaproperanswerm thewt
ofan article,

over to you for a
Gary—

ure issue.

Hf

'
'

'' :

j
'

;

m

Surrey



The Oecepricono have formulated a
new plan The details are unknown but the
At itobots have intercepted a map. along
w-th <*, word that the Derepticons

are budding a giant,

robot with which
to threaten

the Earth

THE PLANET EAHTH WANTS YOU
If the Earth is to be sawed, the Autobcte

wiS need your heio One cnas may cal for

speed, another for agrtty yet another
for sheer power As piubiems arise

you must decide winch Autobat is

best suited for the jab

lb carry out ther plan, the
Oeceptcans must steal e/tergy

from several therein sources
YbuH need to track their

movements on the map to

know when and where to send
in reinforcements

avid Crane

BATTLE TO SAVE THE EARTH
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Dear ZZAP!
I see a certain publication calling

itself a magazine has made some
rather serious allegations against

your Mr Rignall (ie: software

piracy). I myself have bought the

first few issues of it but I find it is

fast transforming itself in to the

computer equivalent of The Sun.

I was however surprised to see
that your publishing exec, Graeme
Kidd, is issuing a writ against

them. Surely this will only give

them more ‘sensationalist’ head-
lines and I feel he would have been
better to treat the article with the

contempt it deserved and ignored

it. ZZAP! is far too superior to this

publication and should not lower

itself by engaging in petty slanging

matches. It may have arrived with

a bang but I am sure it will go out

with a whimper.
T O’Byrne, Bank Top, Bolton

In fact, despite the headline over
the article you mention in Bang,
Graeme Kidd did not issue a

writ, but threatened action of

some sort unless the unsup-
ported allegations against
Julian Rignall (and therefore

Newsheld) were withdrawn. As
I write, I am informed that the

allegations of the un-named
‘second software house ’ have
been found to be completely
without foundation. Since publi-
cation of the article, Newsheld
and Specialist Retail Press (pub-
lishers o/Bang have joined
forces to investigate the whole
matter of trade piracy, as
reported in Computer Trade
Weekly.
Despite numerous rumours to

the contrary circulating within
the software industry and the
public, Julian is hard at work
doing an excellent job as a

Newsheld journalist for ZZAP!

A RETAILER RIGHTSAGAIN
(

Dear Lloyd,

Thank you for publishing my last

i
letter— I didn’t think you would. It

still seems to be stirring up one or

i two readers and has certainly

made me grudgingly admire your
1 good nature in facing a hail of criti-

<

cism month after month. It seems
to show that a lot of misun- 1

derstanding is caused by not read-

ing articles or letters properly or in

context. Still, it’s a lot more
interesting than the nauseatingly

sychophantic faecal matter that
,

used to infest your pages! (Isn’t it?)

I still maintain that a reviewer’s

note of how long was spent play-

ing a game is an effective measure
of its appeal. Of course it is subjec-

tive, but so is everything else he
says and at least time is a measur-
able quantity.

Old Classics: It might be
interesting to see reviews of some
all time classics from before the

birth of ZZAP! For instance, I

would rate Gridrunneras a classic

shoot em up and Jumpman and
Loderunnerare probably the most
playable platform games ever writ-

ten. Today’s graphics are wonder-
ful, but the best of yesterday’s
playability is rarely surpassed. I

wonder if your reviewers have ever
seen Ankh from Beyond? It’s fas-

cinatingly different as have been
most of Beyond’s products. I won-
der if anyone archives old compu-
ter games and whether any will

become collectors items in years 0
to come?

Joysticks: I appreciate these #
reviews very much and, in the

main, agree with the findings. We •
try very hard to avoid selling sticks ^
which are known to be of poor per-

“
formance or durability. However, I £
do have one ortwo quibbles about
September’s tests: It might be 0

>
useful to ask whether the Joyball

is available with fire buttons on the •
I left for right handed players,

because it is ergonomically use-
> less for right-handers as it is.

The same comment applies to
* the Wizard and, in addition, it

. should have been made clear that
f

the Wizard doesn’t actually have a

j
stick at all. This is what makes it so
difficult to use. I dislike the Pro Ace

I but, to be fair, it should have had
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higher marks for durability. If

someone were to produce a really

comfortable Comp Pro or Arcade
we might, at last, have a stick

deserving a 1 00% mark.
I largely agree with your ‘Over-

all ’ marks but it would be interest-

ing to know how they are derived,
1 because they often seem to bear
no mathematical relationship to

1 the other marks. How about an
(occasional) top ten readers ’ joys-

tick table similar to the top 30

,

games? Finally, I should make the
(

point that, although most man-
> ufacturers are using micro i

switches these days, the original

» Kempston Competition Pro (A <

superb stick) had leaf switches
1 and it was very easy to fine tune

{

the sensitivity to your personal
requirements.

Compilations: Customers get

extremely peeved if their full price

games are released on a compila-
tion, within weeks of purchase, at

a vastly reduced price. In one case
a game was actually released on
compilation BEFORE it arrived as
a single! Some dealers now refuse

to stock them at all because the

value of the singles can be
1 reduced by up to 90% overnight.

There is no doubt that compila-
tions of current releases inhibit

sales of singles and compilations

alike through damage to customer
and dealer confidence. Is it sur-

prising?

)
PIRACY: I would love to know

how many cartridge copiers have
) been sold. Does anyone in their

right mind believe that anyone else
> in their right mind is going to spend
£30 to £40 just to make personal

' backups of theirown software? No

>
matter what is stated as a token
warning on the advertisements, it

) is certain that copy cartridges are

used almost entirely for illegal pur-

> poses. And you guys happily fill

your pages with advertisements
forthem and even fill the odd page
ortwo describing how to use them!
Transferring personal software
from tape to disk is acceptable but
the temptation is always there to
‘ Just make a copy for my friend(s)’.

Some cartridges make copies that

run only with the cartridge inserted

and that just might be acceptable,

but I seriously doubt whether
many of that type sell when the

freeloaders are so readily availa-

ble.

Software houses who state that

they are only after the commercial
pirates must have their brains in

,

their buttocks. One school kid can
(and does) make say 1 0 copies i

and flog them to his mates for a
quid. That pays for his game (two

games if it was a ZZAP! special). If
(

each ofthem repeats the process,

then we have a hundred floating
,

around. Just one more generation

and there are a thousand and a i

fourth generation give TEN
THOUSAND. Those figures are 1

based on just ONE retail sale to

ONE kid. The mind boggles at the
(

potential numbers involved if a
thousand kids make ten first gen-
eration copies thus producing ten

thousand illegal copies in one fell

swoop! Very few games retail any-
thing like that number and those
that do probably have 50,000
illegitimate brothers. Would you
believe that one customer had the

gall to bring in C2N blatantly com-
plaining that it wouldn’t load his

pirated copies? Is it simply ignor-

ance of the law or does no-one
care about theft anymore?
Now where do the games come

from? It should be from your local

friendly dealers, of course. The
best ones will keep good stocks,

give advice, demo the game and
may even give a discount to regu-
lar customers. But you can be sure

that they have been losing money
for months on software that

doesn’t sell and are sick to death
of giving away tapes just to get rid

of them. They will change to selling

cheap business systems orgo out

of business altogether.

It is happening now.
‘So what?’ you say. Well, apart

from the fact that you have lost

your chance of seeing or trying

before buying, if dealers don’t buy
games, then distributors won’t be
selling them and they are falling

like skittles already. When they go
bust, they usually owe a few
software houses a small fortune

and some of them go bust too.

How long are intelligent program-
mers and software houses going

to continue spending months of

their lives devising ever more bril-

liant productions to be ripped off

by hordes of verminous parasitic

little pirates? They are going to

jack it in of course and do some-
thing that actually pays them for

their labours. Or maybe they will

just double their prices to t|7 to

make their efforts worthwhile!

Eventually there will be far less

producers and outlets and, inevit-

ably, far fewer games produced.
The few who survive will jack up
their prices to justify staying in

business and they will get away
with it because there will be little

competition.
Using high prices as an excuse

for copying is total BLX! If making
games cheaper were to be consi-

dered as a method of reducing
piracy, the price would have to

come down to that of a blank tape.
What arrant nonsense! Trying to

justify copying on the basis of

making personal backups is also

hogwash. If a tape is genuinely
faulty it will normally be replaced
by either the retailer or software
house. With the exception of a
need to save a human life, NO
EXCUSE IF GOOD ENOUGH TO
JUSTIFY STEALING.
How about a nice serious,

responsible and accurately
researched article on copyright,

the new law, how it effects the boy
pirate, the producer, advertiser

i

and retailer of copy devices— pre-

ferably before all the programmers
) stop producing games for your
guys to review?

i John Trott, TC Computing Ser-
vices, 28 Kenvarra Park, Col-

1

eraine, Co Londonderry

* Well John, you see just how
)
long-sufferingIam! Commercial
piracy does seem tohave caught

I the headlines recently, obscur-
ing the home copying that cer-

tainly continues unabated.
Perhaps Newsheld’s joining of
forces with Specialist Retail

press will result in some
interesting spin-offs for a
magazine article such as you
suggest.
LM
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RE-WRITING
HISTORY
Dear Lloyd,

Something strange is happening
concerning a major event in recent
American history, when loyal,

upstanding young citizens

perished, fighting the ‘communist
war machine’.

In America, defeat is hard to

accept, but with thousands dead
there was nothing else to do—
until now.
When Hitler came to power, he

re-wrote German history, which
gained him support but, as
everyone knows, it didn’t help him
gain popularity.

Now America seems to be fol-

lowing a similar trail.

First came Rambo— the film

—

why not re-use First Blood and
send John Rambo back into the
Vietnam war, fighting and killing

communists single handed, by the
hundreds, just as befits RockyIV?
The whole of America promptly
goes out and buys up every
Rambo weapon in sight and now
believes it won the Vietnam war.
Children can now play at being
Rambo, and kill the baddies with
weapons— only this time the bad-
dies are communists and the
weapons are knives, bazookas
and guns— not make believe is it,

anymore? Not only that, but these
‘toys’ are released in Britain, allies

of America (even though they
defeated us in the Civil War).
Not only does America now

think it won Vietnam, but half the
kids in Britain think it also.

Still with me so far? Well, wait for

it— so far it’s been the film and
game— both make believe and
totally stupid. Now there is a seri-

ous side to it— not only can you
help America with the Vietnam War
for the third time, but do so tacti-

cally as the most serious game of

all — a wargame simulation.

Now think about this, if the
strategists of America couldn’t
help the US ofA win Vietnam, how
can a mere wargamer of today do
any better— well they probably
can if the wargame is made in

America— no doubt you can ’t lose

against the, quote ‘Communist
war-machine’.

So, to all software houses in Bri-

tain, stick to make believe games,
they sell better, and don’t copy the
American way of thinking — I

couldn’t stand the wait for the
adventure where you, as a lone
Vietnam war veteran have to kill

the evil communists and rescue
the trapped princess, it’d be too
much . .

.

Stephen A Graham, Carlisle,

Cumbria

Re-writing history is a constant
game. Do you know now
whether the Romans were a
Good Thing for Britain or a Bad
Thing? Was Henry VIII really so
rotten to his wives? WasRichard
IIIa much-maligned, hard-work-
ingking with a shght stoop oran
evil child murderer with a
devilish hunchback?

There’s a moment in time
when ‘history’ passes into the
public domain becoming almost
romantic fiction. True, maybe
Vietnam hasn 't actuallyreached
that point yet. Rather more to

the point, SOME Americans are
re-creating recent history in an
attempt to wipe out the bitter-

ness of defeat— it’s a cathartic
exercise (LMLWD). I doubt
whether in the long run history
willrecord Vietnam as an Ameri-
can victorybecause ofa fewhys-
terical films, a successful mar-
ketingploy to sell toys, ora war-
gaming computer game.
LM

DISKED OFF
Dear ZZAP!
When I purchased my CBM 64, it

took me a while to find a good
software magazine, then I disco-
vered ZZAP! 64. Great, I thought
everything I wanted, but when I

started buying your sizzlers and
Gold Medals (Summer Games II,

Koronis Rift, Winter Games and
The Eidolon) just to name a few, I

discovered something else hardly
heard of in ZZAP!, MULTILOAD.
Do you think anyone has access

to a disk drive (I know you don’t,

as your reply to a letter in ZZAP!
Rrap issue no 9) so why do you
persist in reviewing the disk ver-

sions of all games when more
often than not the cassette is an
inferior product.
MULTILOAD almost destroys

the game with its lack of options
and inaccessability. If you can’t
review the cassette version why

don’t you wait until it’s available

and review it for the majority, ie:

cassette owners.
So why don’t you try and get

back to your readers, just

remember we’re not all disk drive

owners.
Gary Robinson, Slough, Berks

Sad but True: all the games you
mention are American imports
and as so often stated before,
Americans don’t have cassette
games. Result: we get disks to
review long before the cassette
versions are available. Where
there is any serious problem
resultingfrom cassette load, it’s

usually stated when known.
And ifwe waited for the cassette
versions in most cases, we
wouldn’t be first with the
reviews, would we . . . ?

LM

That seems to be more than enough to fill my allotted pages.
It’s time to takemy long-suffering, slim/bulbous person out
of this madhouse of pre-Christmas decoration for another
month (by which time Dick Ed will no doubt be arguing with
Julian over what Easter decorations to put up. That’s life for
you—we hurtle from statutory holiday rap to bank holiday
like a diary gone mad). If you’re mad (or sane) or just plain
angry, write to LLOYD MANGRAM, ZZAP ! RRAP, PO BOX 1

0

LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB. I may be listening . . .

The 1stchoice

EXPRESS SPECTRUM„

BBC andCOMMODORE
REPAIRS

l

WHY PAY HIGH

m

FIXED’ PRICES
(We do not charge you for our
fancy premises by charging
high ‘fixed’ prices!)

Reputations take time to build,

we have been repairing ZX 8 1’s,

Spectrums, QL’s. Apples and
BBC’s professionally, for 2Vfe

years - who is coming second?

in all U.K. with While-u-Wait repairs!

with INTERNATIONAL repair service!

Every parcel sent by
Royal Mail Receipted Post and insured

for return journey!

(For next day delivery include £ 1 .50

extra).

(Securicor by prior arrangement).

On-site maintenance for Apples.

I.B.M.'s and most makes of printers

also available.

Guaranteed 4hr response!

WHY DELAY - OUR ESTIMATES ARE
FREE AND WITHOUT OBLIGATION. IF

YOU DO NOT LIKE OUR ESTIMATE
WE WILL RETURN THE COMPUTER
AND REFUND THE POSTAGE
INCURRED!

FOR PROFESSIONALISM - "Of all the

repair companies 'Sinclair User' spoke
to. MANCOMP seemed the MOST
PROFESSIONAL when it came to advice

and a helpful attitude" AUG 85.

FOR HONESTY - We let you watch
your computer being repaired and if

there is nothing wrong with it. we will

tell you!!!

FOR REPUTATION & HELPFULNESS -

"I have come across a firm that will be

more than willing to advise you as to

how to remedy your problems. They
are called MANCOMP and as well as

repairing faulty computers, are also

quite willing to discuss your problems
with you and offer reasonably cheap
and more importantly CORRECT
CURES" Phil Rogers POPULAR
COMPUTING WEEKLY JAN 85.

o MANCOMP ltd
z 11 )

(Dept.

Printworks Lane, Levenshulme.

Manchester Ml 9 3JP

Phone 06 1-224 1888.

OR 061 -224 9888.
OPEN MON - SAT 9am to 7pm

EXTRA-SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR
EDUC INST., H.M. FORCES.
CHARITIES. HOSPITALS. ETC!

Hardware and software design
probems? Contact us for the
complete service, from design
through to manufacture.

What we do today . .

.

others do tomorrow!

NOTE OUR PRICES AND WATCH OTHERS FOLLOW THE LEADER

ZZAP! 64 December 1 986 1
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At first Uchi Mata
seems confusing

>, M and unplayable.
w It’s not until you

thoroughly read
the instructions and begin to
use a couple of simple moves
that you get into the swing of
things. Then, you can really

appreciate the game.This isn’t

a straightforward beat em up,
there’s a lot more to itthan sim-
ply pressing the fire button and
moving the joystick in one
direction.A good grip is impor-
tant, as is the position of your
feet, and the moves have to be
performed quickly and pre-
cisely. A great deal of skill is

involved in actually grabbing
the opposition and gaining
enough of an advantage to
throw him. It’s fairly easyto get
to third Dan with little know-
ledge of attacking ordefensive
moves, but to become profi-

cient and progress past third

dan it’s essential thatyou have
a thorough understanding of
defensive moves. Success-
fully performing a throw is

extremely gratifying and highly
rewarding. The players aren't
very well drawn, buttheymove
superbly and add to the overall
feel of the game. The spot
effects are functional and the
music is fitting but irritating—
fortunately it can be turned off.

Overall, Uchi Mata is a classy,
playable simulation which will

certainly appeal to those
interested in the sport.

O riental martial arts have
been around for centuries.

Karate, Tai-Kwon-Do,
Kung Fu and Kendo all rely on
strength and dexterity with some
form of weapon, ranging from rice

flails to a clenched fist. However,

and weight of an opponent against
them.

Uchi Mata offers you the
chance to throw either a computer
or human controlled opponent
around the screen in a series of

bouts, scoring points in much the

tion will have him landing on his

feet.

Only four major moves are pro-

vided in the instructions, but by
using the training option it is possi-

ble to discover undocumented
throws and practice defensive
moves.

the well known present day deriva-

tive of Ju-Jitsu — Judo — differs

from other forms of self defence in

that no weapons are used at all.

Instead of bashing the living day-

same way as Brian Jacks would in

a live contest. Each bout is played
over two minutes and points are
scored by successfully throwing
the opposition.

All throws are executed by mov-
ing the joystick in more than one
direction, a sort of sweeping
action. However, before your
opponent can be thrown you have
to get a good grip, done by quickly
pressing the fire button when in

range. Once a successful grip is

made, a ‘grip light’ is displayed to

signal that you must attempt to
perform a throw. If a move is not
executed as soon as the grip light

appears, then another attempt has
to be made at gaining a good grip.

Once a throw has been per-
formed, the referee appears in the
top right hand corner of the screen
with his hand outstretched to indi-

cate how many points have been
awarded for the throw. Either

three, five, seven or ten points are
given, depending on how your
opponent lands. If you manage to
perform a perfect throw, ie: the
opposition lands flat on his back,
then a full ten points are awarded
and the bout is over. Otherwise,
the player with the most points is

declared the winner when the time
limit expires.

Whenever a move is made by an
attacking player, the defending

player can counter it if he is fast

enough. If the defending player is

actually thrown, then a quick wig-
gle on the joystick in the right direc-

rv When this first

came in it

1
seemed really

l -JEEBi impressive with
its wealth of

moves, excellent animation
and all. On playing I became a
little disillusioned: It seemed
too easy and opponent after

opponent fell to the same
move . . . how boring. Was it

another case of the Fist syn-
drome? No! After watching
and playing a few more games
it became apparent that the
third dan opponent was just

I always thought
Wf' ^ International

• |
Karate was theA|l bees knees of

beat em ups, as it

was one of the only game
where one particular move
couldn’t be repeated to send
your score spinning forward.
In Uchi Mata the throw isn’t

quite so important, but a good
grip is. Far more skill is

required in performing a throw
in Uchi Mata than in any other
beat em up, it’s not just fast

reactions and quick thinking
which are involved. The idea of
a training mode is very sound
as it allows you to learn some
of the more impressive throws
which are not given. Uchi Mata
is a game for quick thinking
throwers notsnap happychap-
pies with bash happy chop-

sive moves— so much for the
safe move! Later opponents
are really challenging and the
game becomes totally addic-
tive as you battle to get a good
grip or break your opponent’s.
The two player mode is great
fun too, especially If both are
proficient at the game. Great
stuff, highly recommended to
all fighting game fans.

lights out of an opponent, Judo
relies solely on using the strength

UCHI MATA
Martech, £8.95 cass, joystick only

i’KUJ'OMU
VUKO flCHUI
ROHft H 51111*0

PRESENTATION 95%
Two player and practice options.

Adequate instructions and
exceptional use of joystick.

GRAPHICS 80%
Reasonable definition but effec-

tive animation.

SOUND 75%
Simple tune and functional spot
FX.

HOOKABILITY 82%
The throws prove initially over-

whelming, but are easily mas-
tered with practice.

INSTABILITY 91%
Ten levels of increasingly chal-

lenging and rewarding play.

VALUE 86%
Could be cheaper, but it’s the

only Judo simulation available.

OVERALL 89%
An addictive and challenging

simulation which requires quick

thinking as well as fast reactions.

’UCHI WHOT7' ZZAP! 64 December 1 986 21
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SENTINEL
Firebird, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk, keys only

• Wholly original 3D strategy game

• 10,000 challenging and absorbing levels

T he Sentinel — all seeing, all

powerful . . . almost. No-one
is quite sure who or what it

is or where it came from, but it’s

here. It’s here and if it isn’t stopped
it will take control of the whole uni-

verse. It will drain the energy from,

every planet in our solar system,
redistributing it as it sees fit. It has
already conquered 1 0,000 worlds,

and now it will claim ours.

Unless
A miracle. The creation of a

robot. A Synthoid. A lifeless shell

powered by thought. An entity with

properties similar to those of the

Sentinel. Capable of absorbing
and shaping energy to its own
requirements. Capable of destroy-

ing the awesome threat.

And so the Synthoid is trans-

ported to the nearest planet ruled

by the Sentinel. It’s objective is

clear: eradicate the presence of

the Sentinel and reclaim as many
of the 1 0,000 worlds as possible.

Each planet dominated by the

Sentinel is presented in first per-

son perspective and is fashioned

into a landscape comprising of

three-dimensional solids arranged
to form hills, valleys and
chequered plateaus on which
trees are planted. The Sentinel

always stands atop the highest

point on the landscape. The
Synthoid always materializes at

the lowest point. To dispose of the

Sentinel, the Synthoid must
absorb it. However, to do this the

Synthoid must be able to see the
base of the square occupied by
the Sentinel. This is the only way
an object can be absorbed.
The Synthoid is not part of the

landscape or the energy distribu-

tion, so its appearance is not

detected by the Sentinel . . . until

the Synthoid absorbs a tree and
affects the planet’s energy status.

Should the Sentinel detect such a
change in the balance of energy, it

will slowly turn clockwise or antic-

lockwise to view its surroundings
in an attempt to locate the source

O h dear, what have Firebird done? How can they expect to
sell an absolutely brilliant game when it depends on your

capacity for deduction under pressure? Yes, sad as this must
seem, this game makes you think. I know this will come as a
shock to some of you who have only ever pressed fire buttons
before, but really it’s not all that bad. In fact, contrary to popular
belief, it can be fun to use the space between your ears to play
a game. Take it easy, now. Play the game after you have had a
good rest and it will do you more good than harm. Basically,

what you have here is the best game ever written for a compu-
ter. In fact, there is no waythe concepts used in thisgame could
ever have been realised without a computer. That is what
stretching a computer to its limits is all about. Pure genius.
Larry Niven once envisaged 1wireheads’, people who had a soft

electrical current sent directly to the pleasure centre of the
brain for the ultimate in stimulation. Until then, I guess we can
make do with this. But of course, you lot will probably think it’s

boring. Well crawl back into the pond with the rest of the amino
acids . .

.
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of the imbalance, ie: the Synthoid.

Once located, the Sentinel will

slowly drain the Synthoid of all its

energy, reverting it to trees which

are then replaced at random posi-

tions on the landscape.
If the Sentinel can’t see the

square on which the Synthoid

22 ZZAP! 64 December 1 986
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The Synthoid’s energy status: a boulder is worth

two trees and a robot is worth three trees

Scanner Gauge: fills with distortion when the Synthoid
is being scan ned by either a Sentinel or a Sentry

BBS8Q3||£ 4i

resides, it can’t absorb the Synth-
oid’s energy. So, the Sentinel
creates a Meanie from a tree near
to the Synthoid. A Meanie can’t

absorb energy, but it can force the
Synthoid to hyperspace to a diffe-

rent, possibly more inconvenient
part of the landscape. Three units

of energy are lost when the Synth-
oid hyperspaces.

(Energy cannot be created or
destroyed, it only changes from
one form into another). Both
Synthoid and Sentinel have the
ability to manipulate energy —
thus, energy permitting, the Synth-
oid can change a portion of its

energy into another object: either

a tree, a boulder or another robot.

The Synthoid cannot move —
physically. However, by creating
another robot shell it can transport
from one point to another, pro-
vided the base of square onto
which the Synthoid wishes to
move is visible. Once the Synthoid
has teleported, the old shell can
be absorbed to regain the energy
lost.

If the Synthoid places a robot on
top of a boulder and then tele-
ports, it can increase its ‘height’
and see squares which were previ-
ously out of view. By continually

I
can’t comprehend how Geoff Crammond conceived this
game, it is an immaculate conception. 100% original. It is

unique. There has never been a game like it and there never will

be. The only valid comparison I can make is that The Sentinel is

the computer game equivalent of chess. It’s a timeless classic
which will spawn many an imitation, none of which will be in

the same league. The look of the chess pieces and board can
be changed, but the game always remains the same. The nature
of the game can be altered, but not improved upon. One word
of warning, though: The Sentinel is such an unusual concept it

will not be appreciated by everyone who experiences it. It will

only appeal to those who truly appreciate its qualities. And then
it grabs you so hard it’s frightening to think it might never let

go. But then, who cares when you get hooked by something as
mindblowing as this . .

.

As games go on the 64 most of them are based around
effect. Presentation is everything and if you slap a passa-

ble game on top then you’ve got a hit. In most cases that’s not
so bad, people are usually quite happy. But this game is diffe-

rent. It’s all game. There’s no frills, just the game. Nothing is

superfluous, the graphics just do their job, the sound just does
it— it’s all functional. That leaves the game. And it’s brilliant, I

haven’t seen anything this good on any computer. Ever. How
someone can come up with an idea like this is totally beyond
me. This is something very special indeed, probably the most
innovative thing since Elite. It does take a little perserverance
to get into the game but the effort is definitely well spent. The
atmosphere can really take you over. The on-screen action
doesn’t appear to be all that fast, but once things get going you
really do have to think and move very quickly indeed. The Sen-
tinel is near as dammit perfect — mentally demanding,
extremely rewarding and technically astounding. Firebird have
got something to be proud of, and I’d advise anyone to try the
experience.

using this technique, the Synthoid
can make its way around the land-
scape until it can see the base of
the square occupied by the Sen-
tinel, whereupon it can absorb the
Sentinel.

ZZAP! 64 December 1 986 23
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mmm . . . For quite a few days now there have been argu-

ments over the ratings to this game. Pm in a minority here
at ZZAP!— I don’t think The Sentinel quite deserves the Gold
Medal awarded to it, personally I think a Sizzler rating is more
fitting. OK, so it’s a good game which I initially really enjoyed
playing, but I couldn’t quite find that extra something to keep
me coming back for another go. Admittedly, The Sentinel is an
amazing concept, one of the best a home computer has seen,

and there’s plenty there for those who like the game. But I

couldn’t quite get into it. Perhaps I’m completely wrong . .

.

What I strongly recommend you to do is try it out for yourself

first— you could either love the program, appreciate its qual-

ities like me or just downright hate it. After all, our reviews are

based on a balance of personal opinions—sometimes unanim-
ous, sometimes not . .

.

Once the Sentinel has been
absorbed, no other object can be
taken. So, the Synthoid must place

a robot shell where the Sentinel

once stood and hyperspace to

another planet. The more energy

left after hyperspacing, the further

the Synthoid will travel. Thus, by

absorbing a sufficient amount of

energy it is possible to hyperspace

from the first planet to say, the

twentieth.

Each planet has a special sec-

urity code— given after the Synth-

oid has absorbed the Sentinel and
hyperspaced. By using these

codes, the Synthoid can progress

through the 10,000 levels without

having to start from the first planet

every time.

Higher levels also feature Sen-

tries — creatures which look

slightly different to, but behave
exactly the same as the Sentinel.

However, the Sentries remain

active once the Sentinel is

absorbed, so they are best dis-

posed of before the Sentinel.

There can be as many as five Sen-

tries positioned on a landscape

along with the Sentinel, each pos-

ing a problem of its own.

The Sentinel is without doubt an

exceptional piece of software. It

deserves credit— hence the

Gold Medal award— but it defies

rating since it is in a class of its

own. The four critical appraisals

are intended as a guideline. The
decision to indulge in this unique

experience is entirely in your

hands . .

.
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giants and opted to

stay with Rovers.

This promising
centre-back has sigr

ed a new contra
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C16 + 4 MSX Spectrum 48k
The game to answer every boyhood dream - the chance

to rnake it to the vetvtop offoo^st^dom. Starting on

your path to glory as a 17 year old apprentice with a

Fourth Division team and only £500 and 10 goal /

scoring cards in your pockets, the footbafing /
vwrid is at your feet Adoptthe identity of a pro- /
fessional footballer and develop a career /
through the ups and downs of match /
days, transfer deals and injuries etc. /
Display your talents in Football /
League,U.ELFA,FAandMilkCup /

games and then if you’re good / W
enough the ultimate accolade / J/
of your sport, the Footbafler / MI
of the Year Award. / Mf

Amstrad, BBC/Electron

Atari CBM 64/128

,nd Mar
DerekW C16+4 CBM 64/1

\MSX Spectrum 4

\ Amstrad

\£9.9
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His departti
end of an era^
signalling the

remarkable scori«
which has made tfl
born player the club|
prolific scorer in then-
war league history.

First came \ 1||l

Tiger" the martial \
'mk

arts classic in which \ 1|k

you had to prove your \ Ilk

physical skis to become \ \
a Ninja Now you have to \
prove your supreme mental \ ‘tX

agfity in the second part of the V m
Way of the Tiger saga “Avenger", \
the ultimate arcade adventure. \
Yaemon the Grand Master ofFlame has \
assassinated your foster father Naijishi \
and stolen the Scrolls of Kettsuin. You have \
sworn to the God Kwon that you wfl avenge \
Yaemon’s murderous act and recoverthe sacred \
scrofls. Your enemies are marry, varied and all are \
deadly. AB your skis courage and nervewl be caBed

upon when you begn the final conflict in the Great

Keep. Good Luck- oriy the brave hearted wi suvive. Gremlin Grai

Alpha House, 10 Carver Stn

Available November
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ID OF THEIR TIME

Future Knight TraOblazer

C16 + 4 MSX Spectrum 48K
ft**'

Future Knight

in CBM 64/128

Amstrad

Disk

Arise Sir Randolph to take up the challenge of death that

\ has befallen the fair maid Amelia, held in the evil

dutches ofSpebott the Terrible. Acting upon an inter-

dimensional distress signal from the galactic

cruiser SS Rustbucket, don your Omnibott Mark

IV attack suit and venture forth in pursuit of

your beloved’s captors. Defend yourself

nobly against the Berzerka Security

droids. Fight your way through 20

gruelling levels onto the planet’s sur-

face into Spebott’s castle where the

fate of Amelia lies with the out-

Amstrad Disk

CBM 64/128

Disk

14.95/

come of your mortal combat
with the awesome Hencho-

f .

WsF™*

droid. Is there any gal-

lantry and bravery left in

this modem day

universe?

Available

November

/*

%
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Thunder into

the unknown at a

breakneck speed,

pushing your reflexes

to their limits in this de-

finitely exhilarating jour-

ney that’s not one for the

fainthearted. Roll left, roll right

avoiding the endless chasms of

doom that lay in and around the

squares of mystery. Squares that will

sometimes slow your progress, on oc-

casion with fatal consequences and

sometimes speed up unexpectedly or make

you jump automatically. Keep a keen eye on

the dock as the quicker you complete your task

the higher will be your bonus. CBM 64 version is an

amazing 2 player simultaneous game. Amstrad Disc

version contains extra features.



to the hugely successful Hung Fu simulation.

Eight more deadly opponents to combat as you develop your karate skills and advance to become a

black-belt master.

Authentic fighting moves with 4 different locations create an outstanding and realistic atmosphere.
j

Imagine Software ( 1 984) Limited -6 Central Street* Manchester-M2 5NS-Tel:061 834 3939



game if you are to succeed in this

task.

The adventure begins in the
woods outside the cavernous por-
tal of hell. After searching the

I

am the way into the doleful city,

I am the way into eternal grief,

I am the way into forsaken race,
Justice it was that moved my great
creator:

Divine omnipotence created me,
and highest wisdom joined with
primal love,

Before me nothing but eternal
things were made,

'

And I shall last eternally,

Abandon every hope, all ye who
enter.

v, I found the per-
verse nature of
this game initially

SL I appealing, but
lost Interest after

a few lengthy plays. Despite
the unusual scenario, Dante’s
Inferno is a fairly run of the mill

arcade adventure with nothing
new to offer. It’s playable, but
not overly compelling, and at
the price I wouldn’t consider It

to be an essential purchase.

So begins Dante Aligheri’s

rather doleful poem Inferno, the
tale of a pilgrim’s journey through
hell to Mount Purgatory on the

woods for any useful objects, the
pilgrim must walk through the

gates of hell and begin his adven-
ture proper. The gates of hell lead

straight into limbo, a bare and
blasted land patrolled by hornets.

Across the river lies the first cir-

cle of hell, the place where virtuous
non-Christians are sent. An evil

whip-wielding demon patrols this

area and tries to track the pilgrim

down. The demon’s touch is

death, so he is best avoided.
Passing through circle two you

must dodge the lustful who are
eternally blown around by a hur-
ricane. If the pilgrim is unlucky
enough to touch the lustful, he
becomes one of them and the
game ends. As you progress
through the other seven levels you
will meet such horrors as Medusa,
the slothful, the gluttons, the
wrathful, and finally Beelzebub
himself.

I I’m not overly

Vi, impressed with
Pfcwja this latest offer-

BHwBam ing from Denton
Designs. The

gameplay and concept isn’t

exactly innovative, but like any
’trundle round exploring and
solve a few puzzles’ game
there’s quite a bit to keep you
going. Ten quid is a high price
to payfor afew prettygraphics
and some interesting sounds.

other side of the world. Not the fet-

tle for a computer game you may
think, but using the story as the
basis for a plot, Denton Designs
have produced what must the first

computer game-of-the-poem.
The game takes the form of an

arcade adventure in which you

complete this task— take too long
and you will remain damned for all

eternity . .

.

All action takes place in a scrol-

ling window, with the pilgrim

appearing in the middle of the
screen. The pilgrim can be moved
up, down, left or right and also
made to pick up or drop objects—
an action which needs to be taken
at regular intervals during the

If the pilgrim remains there too
long, the hornets will seek him out
and sting him to death.
The pilgrim can only escape

from limbo by crossing the river

Styx. But the cold water kills any
living thing on contact, so what is

the pilgrim to do? Perhaps Cha-
ron, ferryman of the river, can be
persuaded to take him across in

his boat . .

.

f The storyline to
this game is cer-
tainty weird, but
very original

nevertheless.
The format of the game itself

isn’t original though, it’s just a
pretty simple arcade adven-
ture cum collect-the-objects-
and-use-em up. The graphics
are quite reasonable and por-
tray the action nicely, and the
spot effects and music are
fine. Sadly, thegame is lacking

any real sparkle or nailbiting

action. Ardent arcade adven-
turers might find it fun, but I

didn’t

must guide the pilgrim through
limbo and the nine circles of hell to

confront Lucifer, the root of all evil.

You only have seven game days to

DANTE'S INFERNO
Beyond, £9.95 cass, joystick or keys

OBJECTS ORB SCORE HXSCORE

1 1200 1200

PRESENTATION 79%
Informative instructions, good
title screen and pleasant enough
in-game presentation.

GRAPHICS 77%
Imaginative sprites but bland
backdrops.

SOUND 68%
A reasonable ditty plays
throughout.

HOOKABILITY 78%
The puzzles are quite straightfor-

ward and so is the objective.

LASTABILITY 68%
Nine ‘circles’ of hell to get
through in seven days.

VALUE 60%
An expensive journey to hell.

izm
OVERALL 66%
Nothing special — look before
you leap.
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S trange things are afoot in a

dark and slimy castle . .

.

Down in its dungeon there

lurks a large blue creature called

Berk, a poor underpaid and over-

worked minion whose life consists

of performing every tedious task

his tireless master demands. To
make matters worse, the poor

chap is shut away in the very low-

est vaults of the smelly and dank
dungeons. The grimy kitchen is

coated with many years of wear

and tear. Slime grows from the wall

and . . . well, it’s just generally

unpleasant.
Berk’s master is holding a ban-

quet this very night but nothing has

been prepared for the celebration.

So, Berk must race round the

Trapdoor is one

appealing games
which you really

enjoy playing for

a couple of gomes. The main
character. Berk, Is really

something else in the way he
moves about the place—* he’s

beautifully animated and isthe
most appealing ’cute’ charac-
ter to appear on the 64 since

Gribbly Grobbly. The other
characters are really neat too,

big, colourful and well ani-

mated. However, there Is one
big problem and that’s playa-

bility. After a couple of g4mes
>f doiraI was bored of doing the same

thing time after time. If you’re

into fast action games then
avoid it, but if you like puzzle

games played at a leisurely

pace then Trapdoor is worth
yourwhHe.

kitchens making meals from what-

ever can be found lying around.

Berk is very houseproud and
doesn’t like to see the castle in an

untidy state. Unfortunately, all his

little minion friends insist on mak-
ing a mess and getting everything

disorganised. The main problem is

Drukk, a small yellow creature who
has a passion for purple worms
which, unfortunately, your master

has also taken a liking to.

A large trapdoor lies ir> the

centre of the starting screen and
can be opened and closed by a

small lever. The trapdoor leads to

the very depths of Berk Towers
where all kinds of underworld nas-

ties lurk. It also acts as a larder in

which all manner of succulent

beasties reside. Whenever Berk

opens the trapdoor there is no
knowing what may emerge. It’s

worth being nifty with the controls

in case a ghost decides to

announce itself, as it can only be
disposed of by feeding it one of

your precious worms. There’s also

a mean old flame-thrower which
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Master relaxes in the Towers, get-

ting fat on such delicacies as
boiled Slimies. He shouts down his

order for a particular meal in a
resounding bellow and it is then up
to Berk to prepare it.

On the far right hand side of the
screen there is a temper meter. If

the nasty Master is happy with

Berk’s work, then it stays at a low
and happy level. But if he is kept
waiting, the temper meter rises

until it hits the angry meter at the
top and the Master changes his

mind and orders a totally different

meal.
Assorted utensils are scattered

around the kitchens which prove
very useful for cooking and catch-
ing ingredients, but do remember
to check everything as some pots
are stacked inside others. If Berk
loses an object that might be vital

to complete a task, then it is really

Eyeball Crush seems to be the order of the day here, as Berk culti-
vates a home grown eyeball— or three

Trapdoor is one of
my favourite
games at the
moment, it has
everything an

arcade adventurer could wish
for: great puzzles, super
graphics (especially on the
main character of Berk him-
self) and it’s absolutelypacked
with humour. The great thing
about Trapdoor is that it is very
consistent, there appears to
be no part of the game that is

lacking, it’s all there and it’s all

superb. If you miss this game,
then you’ll have missed one of
the most magnificent puzzle
games ever devised.

quite pointless to carry on. The
only way out is to throw himself

down the trapdoor and end his

miserable life. But there is no pride

in suicide, and the unsympathetic
Boss shouts down: ‘YOU SILLY
SUICIDAL LITTLE BERK!’.

If Berk completes all his chores
by the end of the week, then his

boss will be reasonably happy and
send down his wages. Unfortu-

nately, the money is locked up in a
fortified safe, so Berk will have to

work out how to open it before he
can have a wild night on the town
with his fellow Berks.

AUractive in even/ way

Mutable backdrops and large,

extremely well drawn and ani-

mated characters.

sowife s|%
Weak title screen]une and a few
reasonable soot

Instantly appealing and addic-
tive.

Hve tough tasks which are fun. to

complete.

A quality game at a sensible
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will insist on burning Berk to a
smouldering crisp if it isn’t lured
back down in to the trapdoor in

time.

While Berk desperately tries to
organise the castle meals, his

Graphically, Trap-
door is exquisite.

All the characters
are beautifully

drawn and move
smoothly (Berk is incredibly
cute and well animated) and
the backdrops are simple but
very effective. As for the game
itself ... OK, so Trapdoor
doesn’t boast a huge number
of locations and there are only
five problems to overcome.
But it’s the quality of the puz-
zles that counts in this game,
not the quantity. The tasks are
so involved and such fun to
complete that they make Trap-
door worthwhile, especially at

the price. And that’s why it

deserves to be a huge hit



down to the engineering level.

The mines have been put in the

most inaccessible of places and to

defuse all of them you must make
your way through the Moon’s
automatic defence systems.
These include laser fences, which
can be turned off for a short period

of time by running over the relev-

ant switches, pulsing laser gates

(which can’t be turned off) and
slime (which impedes steering and
wrecks your tyres). All of these fea-

tures deplete your shields, but

there are other features like walls

and buildings which totally destroy

your bike if crashed into.

The other two levels can be
completed in a similar fashion,

although it gets increasingly more
difficult to manoeuvre your bike

around the maze of buildings and
walls. Well, saving the day was
never an easy task, now was it?

Oh my god, The
Last V8 has come
back from the
dead to haunt me
— a binary zom-

bie in the form of Red Max. It

looks good, but plays incredi-

bly badly. Just like the original.

Red Max is far too frustrating

to be worthwhile, even for two
quid. If you reached nirvana

with The Last V8, then you will

probably get off on this.

PRESENTATION 79%
Demo mode and good on-

screen display.

GRAPHICS 84%
Effective backdrops and a
reasonable sprite.

*

SOUND 67% V
Jolly music and derivative spot

effects which don’t suit the

game.

HOOKABILITY 44%
Some initial urge to explore . .

.

LASTABILITY 32%
. . . which soon wears off due to

frustration and boredom.

VALUE 42%
Cheap enough to interest fans of

The Last V8.

OVERALL 36%
Not much of an improvement
over its predecessor

—

The Last
V8.

in the middle. The bike can be
made to accelerate by pressing

the fire button (releasing the fire

button applies the brakes) or turn

left or right— as it does, the land-

scape scrolls. What you must do
is make your way over the surface

of the Moon and run over the flash-

ing mines to deactivate them.

Once you’ve done that an alarm

sounds telling you to make your

way to the lift, which will take you

The main prob-
lem with Red Max
is its lack of con-
sistency. The jolly

ditty that plays on
the title screen doesn’t seem
to fit the game, which deals
with bomb disposal. To make
matters worse, when you die

by electrocution or crashing
an even jollier tune plays —
weird! The playing area is also
incredibly small compared to

the status section — which
appears to have too much
worthless info on it If you
found The Last V8 fun then give

this a whirl, but it’s not what I

would consider to be an
essential purchase.

RED MAX
Code Masters, £1 .99 cass, joystick or keys

R ed Max puts the responsibil-

ity of saving mankind into

your grubby little maulers.

You see, following a devastating

nuclear holocaust on Earth the

survivors regrouped and began to

rebuild civilization. Imagine their

horror when they suddenly disco-

vered that the sun was just about

to go supernova—they’d survived

a war, but were going to be wiped
out by the good old friendly sun.

Naturally they weren’t going to

give up without a fight and they set

about finding a way of escaping
the impending holocaust. A scien-

tist worked out that the Moon
could be colonised and a giant

anti-gravity orb assembled on the

dark side. This could be activated

at the moment that the sun
exploded to send the Moon spin-

ning away from danger. The
humans would then go into sus-

pended animation for a couple of

million years until the Moon’s com-
puters found a safe sun where it

could park itself in orbit.

All went according to plan —
until an alien race landed on the

Moon, dropped a load of fission

mines on its surface and sabot-

aged the power plants for good
measure. To remedy the situation

you must deactivate all twenty-

seven mines, proceed down to the

engineering level, turn on eight

backup cooling systems and shut

down the four power plants, then

go down to the hibernation com-
plex and re-animate nine crew
members so that the aliens can be
destroyed. Whew! To help you in

your task you have at your dis-

posal a Red Max moon bike upon
which you can whizz about at high

speed.
The screen display is split into

two sections, the upper part of the

screen is the playing area while the

lower part features four useful

readouts — a speedometer, rev

counter, fuel gauge and shield

indicator. Fuel can be picked up
during the game, but shields are

Arrgghhhh! It’s

The Last V8 again.

The graphics and
sound may have
changed, but

basically it’s the same game,
just harder and more unplay-

able. The familiar twinkly

screen glitch is stiil there and
the annoying pause when you
start the game. The sound
effects are a complete and
utter rip-off and sound exactly

the same as those in Sanxion.

The graphics are great, but the
game is totally awful. If you
want to waste two quid on a

boring and unplayable game
then go out and get this. If

you’re wiser with your money
then spend it on something
else.

irreplacable and depleted as the

bike runs into things. If either fuel

or shields run out, a life is lost.

The main playing screen gives

an aerial view of the surrounding

area with the Red Max bike placed

\v.
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Legend
speaks of a

child captured,

then raised by the Apes.

The child became a man
- and Lord of his jungle domain.

NOW THE LEGEND
COMES TO LIFE!
Available from all leading software retailers or order today by
mail. Prices include postage and packing plus VAT.

TARZAN Owned by EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS, INC.
And Used by Permission

BBC ‘B’/ELECTRON
Cassette £9.95

BBC ‘B’

Disc £12.95

COMMODORE 64/128

Cassette £9.95
Disc £12.95

SPECTRUM £8.95

AMSTRAD 464/664/6128

Cassette £9.95
Disc £14.95

MSX £9.95

martech
Martech is the registered trade mark of

Software Communications Limited, Martech House,
Bay Terrace, Pevensey Bay, East Sussex BN24 6EE

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. PHONE: (0323) 768456 TELEX: 878373 Martec G
Copyright © 1983, 1986 EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS, INC.

All Rights Reserved



THE SACREDARMOUR OF

ANTIRIAD
Palace Software, £8.95 cass, joystick only

• Flip screen arcade adventure with over 100

graphically stunning locations to explore
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And there ended civilization

as we know it. Over the fol-

lowing months a nuclear

winter raged and the few survivors

of the armageddon cowered deep
beneath the earth in their small,

dark, stinking shelters. Eventually,

starvation forced them to the sur-

face. When they emerged, they

found an endless wasteland of

rubble, completely devoid of life. If

they were to survive, they would

have to make for the countryside

. . and so the few began their

long, fraught trek from the cities to

the barren countryside. Many of

the group fell by the wayside, but

eventually a small number found a

valley where vegetation grew,

under the shadow of an old vol-

cano.
Centuries passed. Generations

arose, grew old and died, and

genetic changes resulted in a har-

dier, stronger race. They lived a

simple, peaceful life in which

technology was considered the

root of all evil as it evoked painful

memories of the Great Catas-

trophe of ancient man and the

ensuing struggles for survival.

The peace continued, until one

fateful day when the skies boijed

and grew dark with strange flying

machines. From these ominous
craft, many strangely garbed crea-

tures came forth bearing sophisti-

cated weapons.
A group of villagers were sent to

greet the creatures in peace. But

they were mercilessly sythed

down under a hail of laser fire. The
alien troops marched forward and

razed the village to the ground,

herding all the able-bodied

humans as they did so. Some
humans fought back, but any

resistance was brought to a swift

end by a trigger-happy clawed

finger.

Once all apparent resistance

had been brought to a close, the

captives were set to work mining

Earth’s valuable minerals and the

aliens made their base in the vaults

deep beneath the volcano which

overshadowed the remains of the

village.

However, unbeknown to the

alien oppressors, newborn males

were taken from the mines and

reared in secret camps. Over the

years they were taught ancient

battle arts and one man, Tal,

proved himself to be the bravest

and most fearsome warrior of all.

The camp elders met and it was
unanimously decided that it was
Tal who should be sent on the mis-

sion to save his race.

Tal was brought in front of the

elders and given an ancient bluep-

rint. Upon its crumbling pages
were scribed details of the sacred

armour of Antiriad, the legendary

combat suit which rendered its

wearer invincible. Tal was told to

enter the evil forest below the vol-

cano and search for the suit. Once
found, he must assemble its vital

parts before entering the alien’s

lair to destroy them. He was
despatched immediately and his

search began. The survival of his

race was in his hands . .

.

Deep inside the alien stronghold, Tal

has to contend with such delights as

fire breathing statues. The blur in the

top left hand corner of the screen is an
alien which has just dropped its load
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The Sacred Armour ofAntiriad
is a flick screen arcade adventure
which puts you into the loincloth of
Tal, just as he enters the evil forest.

He can run left or right (by moving
the joystick in the relevant direc-
tion) and jump by pushing up.
The forest is crawling with mut-

ant creatures, deformed by radia-
tion, as well as alien guards. These
can be avoided, or disposed of
with a well aimed rock (or two),
thrown by pressing the fire button.
Contact with a mutated creature
or alien proves harmful to Tal and
results in the loss of energy. If his
energy is entirely depleted, then
one of five lives is lost.

When Tal finds the suit he can
‘enter’ it, doing so makes the suit

display area (shown at the bottom
of the screen) burst into life as it

reactivates. When activated, the
suit displays the amount of energy
Tal has left, along with the suit’s

energy level (in the form of a bar
chart), your score, the radiation
level outside the suit (which
increases as you delve deeper into

the alien stronghold), and the com-
ponents which you have managed
to collect.

To get the suit fully operational
you must first collect four different

articles: an implosion mine (used
to destroy the alien stronghold),
gravity displacers (anti-gravity

boots which allow you to move the
suit), a particle negator (a shield
which protects Tal from the very

Only one screen awayfrom saving
his race, Tal realises that he’s
forgotten to collect one very
important item— the implosion
mine!

*

T he Sacred Armour of Antiriad is simply superb— there’s no
other word for it. Dan Malone’s mini-comic is brilliant and

the storyline is extremely well thought out. I wish Palace would
produce a larger version of the comic with an expanded
storyline, that would be great! The graphics are truly amazing
with the Commodore’s colours being used to their full to create
the best backdrops I’ve ever seen. Just look at the statues and
trees, for example . . . incredible! Tal himself is another classic,

beautifully animated and extremely well drawn. The only disap-
pointing thing about the graphics are some of the single colour
sprites which look rather bland. Nevertheless, they’re well ani-

mated. The sound is great too, with a very atmospheric, film-

like soundtrack on the title screen and some good spot effects
during the game. The game itself is a collect em up requiring
quick reflexes and dexterity, rather than the old grey matter to
solve any problems. There are quite a few locations, and a map
is just about essential if you are to complete the game. Ifyou’re
after a really slick and polished arcade adventure, then look no
further than this— it’s about the best around.

i



THE SACREDARMOUR OF

AIMTIRIAD

The pulsar beam unit is within easy reach . well, if it wasn’t
for the alien guard firing a volley of laser fire across the

screen it would be

high radiation levels in the alien

stronghold), and a pulsar beam (a

laser used to dispose of any
troublesome aliens).

Before the suit can be moved
(and used), a gravity displacer

must be fitted. This handy device
can be found near to the location

of the suit and picked up by pulling

down on the joystick when Tal is

standing over it. Unfortunately, the
other three articles are situated in

less accessible places.

Once Tal has fitted the gravity

displacer into the suit he can move
anywhere on the screen, as long

as the landscape allows him to do
so. Contact with any alien creature
results in a loss of energy, and if

the energy reaches zero, the suit

ceases to function.

Recharge cells are dotted
around the map and can be picked

up and used to replenish lost

energy, but they are few and far

between and should be used spar-

ingly. A transporter unit is thought-
fully provided, so Tal can transport

back to the suit if it is left in an
inacessible place.

Other problems come in the

form of fire breathing dragons
which roast away the suit’s

energy, alien gun implacements
which constantly fire laser bolts

across the screen, and invincible

flying creatures which drop long

metallic objects onto anything
below. If you manage to avoid or

destroy all these creatures and
make your way to the very nerve
centre of the alien’s complex, you
can plant and prime the implosion
mine to destroy the alien complex,
thus freeing your race from all alien

oppression.

O n playing Antiriad for the firsttime I instantly fell in love with
the the graphics. Here they seem more of an art form than

simple set decoration for a game, and veiy atmospheric they
are too. Palace really impress me with their style, which is dis-

tinctive but not repetitive in the least. Antiriad seems to be the
Cauldron concept of puzzles taken a few steps further to pro-
duce an excellent game— great fun to play and satisfying to

solve. Simply brilliant!

A ntiriad is initially great fun to play, there’s no doubt about
that. It’s a very professional program (which is to be

expected coming from Palace) with excellent presentation, and
the graphics and sound are of a very high quality indeed (the

stonework is beautiful and I just love the expressions of the
faces on the trees). But I’m not so sure about its lasting appeal.
Antiriad is a lot easier to play than Cauldron or Cauldron II, but I

felt it lacked that certain ‘something’ to make me want to keep
playing. Still, if platforms and mapping are your ‘thing’, you will

definitely find Antiriad worth your while.

PRESENTATION 97%
Unusual, but effective instruc-

tions. Excellent title screen and
in-game layout.

GRAPHICS 98%
Incredible use of colour to create
stunning backdrops. Superb
multicolour sprites, but not
enough of them.

SOUND 91%
A memorable tune sets the
atmosphere and the spot effects

keep it going throughout the
game.

HOOKABILITY 95%
Instantly playable and addictive.

LASTABILITY 90%
Completing the game is a hefty

task, but an enjoyable one
nevertheless.

VALUE 93%
Slick programs at this price are
few and far between.

OVERALL 93%
Another classy arcade adven-
ture from Palace.
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Screen shots from Arcade version

SPECTRUM £7.95

COMMODORE 64/128 CASSETTE £8.95 DISC £14.95

AMSTRAD CPC CASSETTE £8.95 DISC £14.95

MSX CARTRIDGE £15.95

Available from all leading retailers and

in case of difficulty send cheques or

postal orders to:

NMC LTD., PO Box 67, London SW11 IBS.

Tel: 01 228 6730
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Followup to Moon Cresta. Now foryourhome computer.

Pilotyourspace fighterover the planet eliminatingallalien life forms on its surface. Buildup fire

poweron boardasyou dodge missiles launchedfrom landsilosand under-sea bunkers.

Face the giant Death Starat the endofeach orbit. You willneed nerves ofsteel to pass this test!

Imagine Software ( 1 984) Limited* 6 Central Street* Manchester*M2 5NS*Tel: 061 834 3939





DISK ONLY
CBM 64/128 £19.99
ATARI £19.99
APPLE £19.99

I
the dungeon
Second in the series, The Dungeon takes the player to a world beneath The

City, shrouded in mystery. Travel this subterranean realm, find that it feeds off

your terror and serves it back to you. Rounding a corner may put you

face-to-face with the substance ofyour nightmares. Four perilous levels with monsters

to fight, treasure to find and secrets to uncover.

If you yet haven’t experienced THE CITY’,

don’t worry it’s still available, and now also on

Atari ST, IBM & Amiga.

THE CITY A role playing fantasy game in which you are abducted by a spacecraft and find

yourself in a room with only one exit. Through this doorway you see The City. The panel displays

changing numbers representing levels of character. At the moment you pass through the portal the

numbers freeze. In The City you will encounter all sorts of strange and wonderful beings. The sun

rises and sets, rain falls, and secret doors lead you into unexpected perils.

U.S. Gold Limited, Units 2/3 Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX Telephone: 021-356 3388

[Jdiskonly
CBM64 128 £19.99

1

Atari £19.99
' I Atari ST £24.99

>m Apple £19.99

IBM £24.99

i Amiga £24.99
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A BITOF
BEARINGMINDIN
Help Bobby find his lost mateys

COMP

A
a

vA

>1

//r

±,T.7T \ BERTIE.

++ barnaby

++ AN
BARTHOLOMEW

++ BILLY'

f-f OZZY

50 copies ofBobby Bearing to be won
You know it’s not in my nature to

gossip, but anyway . .

.

Have you ever met such a
troublesome familyas those Bear-
ings ? It ’s the mother I feelsorry for:

all that trouble with heryoung ’uns,

not to mention their pesky Cousin
Ozzy. And does that idle loaf of a
father lifta finger to help?Does he
heck!He ’s fartoo interested in nip-
ping off to the oilshop with his

mates! ThatBobbyis the onlyone
with his polish on the right way
round— ifit wasn ’t forhim Idon ’t

know what would happen.
Do y’know what those five

pesky young ‘uns did the other
day? Well, poor Mrs Bearing was
out at the shops, just getting the
shopping for the week when that
rascalBarnaby—he’s trouble that
one—decided togo foran adven-
ture. Now, she did say ‘Don’t go
outside ofTechnofear ’so what do
they go and do? Straight out and
got lost in the Metaplanes! Hon-
estly, I ask you. My sympathy is

with her. That nice young lad
Bobby had to go out and rescue
them. You know what it’s like out
there— all them mean ‘n ’ nasty
bearings that eat the young ‘uns.

Of course he found them, had to

push each one of them back indi-

vidually to the Gates ofTechnofear

before they shut at curfew time.

Now thatBobbyhasgone offto

College I don’t know what she’ll

do. But I didhear thatshe ’s going
to employ a full time Bearing min-
der, but with a family like that to

look after, all them applicants have
to pass a test.

Fancy applying for thejob? What
you have to do is to guide the
apprentice Bearing along these
lines of the Metaplanes until you
reach a lost child. Not as easy as
all that though — some of the
lines lead to the Evil Bearings
who will kill you if you encounter
them. What you have to do is to
tell Mrs Bearing which lines, let-

tered A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J, K,
lead to her lost family. If you
think you can managed some
Bearing minding, fill in the appli-
cation form and send it to: Mrs
Bearing, c/o ZZAP! TOWERS,
PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire.
SY81DB
The first 50 correct applicants

will go on to play Bobby Bearing— the simulation — from those
helpful people down at the Bear-
ing minding agency—The Edge.
All the application forms must
be on by the 31st of December.

APPLICATION FORM

Dear Mrs Bearing,
I would like to apply for the post of Bearing Minder, I've
completed the test and the five routes that lead to your sons
are:

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

I understand that I am completely and utterly mad to under-
take the care of a family such as yours.

Yours Sincerely

Name

Address

Postcode

ZZAP! 64 December 1 986 41



ZZAP! READERS
DECEMBER 1 986

CHART VOTING DRAW WINNERS
WINNER (£40 worth of software plus ZZAP! T-Shirt): Hadyn Freebury,

Caldicot, NP6 4EN
RUNNERS UP (ZZAP! T-Shirt and Cap): Steven Porteous, Falkirk FK5
4UD; Steven Ledsham, Runcorn WA7 6AA; Stephen Butterfield,

Havercroft WF4 2PJ; Darren McLean, Durrington BN13 2SD

1 (1) LEADER BOARD
US Gold/Access, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 97%

2 (4) GREEN BERET
Imagine, £8.95 cass
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 93%

3 (-) SUPER CYCLE
US Gold/Epyx, £9.99 cass, £1 4.99 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 95%

4(2) GHOSTS ‘N’ GOBLINS
Elite, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 97%

5(3) INTERNATIONAL KARATE
System 3, £6.50 cass, £10.99 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 91 %

6 (7) SLAMBALL (5%)
Americana, £2.99 cass, £4.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 96%

7(6) MERCENARY (5%)
Novagen, £9.95 cass, £12.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 98%

8(5) URIDIUM
Hewson, £8.95 cass, £12.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 94%

9(8) KNIGHT GAMES
English Software, £8.95 cass, £12.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 90%

10 (9) SPINDIZZY
Electric Dreams, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 98%

11 (28) PARALLAX
Ocean, £8.95 cass
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 93%

12 (13) CAULDRON II

Palace Software, £8.95 cass
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 94%

13(15) DRAGON’S LAIR
Software Projects, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 69%

14 (12) SUMMER GAMES II

US Gold/Epyx, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 97%

15 (14) WINTER GAMES
US Gold/Epyx, £9.95 cass, £1 4.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 94%

16 (11) THRUST
Firebird, £1 .99 cass
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 94%

17 (10) PARADROID
Hewson, £7.95 cass, £12.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 97%

18 (18) TAU CETI
CRL, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 93%

19 (19) ELITE
Firebird, £14.95 cass, £17.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 95%

20(16) BOUNDER
Gremlin Graphics, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 97%

21 (-) DAN DARE
Virgin, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 94%

22 (21) SPELLBOUND
MAD (Mastertronic), £2.99 cass
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 94%

23 (17) SUPERBOWL
Ocean, £9.95 cass
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 90%

24 (22) THE EIDOLON
Activision/Lucasfilm, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 97%

25 (29) STARQUAKE
Bubble Bus, £8.95 cass
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 93%

26 (20) COMMANDO
Elite, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 77%

27 (23) KUNG-FU MASTER
US Gold, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 79%

28f-; DRUID
Firebird, £7.95 cass
ZZAP! Overall Rating: 88%

29 (-) ALLEYKAT
Hewson, £8.95 cass, £12.95 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 89%

30 (-) HACKER II

Activision, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk

ZZAP! Overall Rating: 88%

YOUCOULD WINSOFTWAREBY VOTING FOR THEZZAP!
READERS TOP30 CHART!

Every month we give away an amazing £40 worth of software to the first person whose ZZAP! READERS TOP 30 VOTING FORM is pulled
from the bag. The winner also receives a super ZZAP! 64 T-shirt. Four runners up get a T-shirt and a ZZAP! Cap. So all you have to do is fill out
the form below, remembering to putyour name and address down, listyourfivefavouritegames in descending order (remember they must
be released games that you have played), state which software you would like (to a total value of £40) should you win, and your T-shirt size

(S,M,L). Then send your form in to the address shown.

ZZAP! 64 TOP 30 VOTING COUPON
(Please write in block capitals) ^ am v°ti n9 f° r the following five games.

Name 1

Address 2
f

;
3

4

Postcode 5

If I win the £40 worth of software, the games I would like are:

Game (and software house)

ZZAP! TOP 30, PO BOX 10, LUDLOW,
MyT-shirfsizeisS/M/L SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB
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I

my. I dm uonuemnea, it seems, to selecting pairs of readers to enter
the Challenge arena. Maybe it is as well— the damage done to my
biocircuits by Rignall and Penn when they snatched victory from the
jaws of defeat in earlier challenges cannot be repaired by my
onboard mediputer. I will have to wait for a total refit in a fully equip-
ped medicentre on my home planet before I once again become mv
complete self.

7

I sense a worrying tinge of softness entering my personality. The
ravages of chlorine ions no doubt contribute to by bio-physical
decay. Perhaps a short holiday and a few rounds of Screamfly is in
order. Particularly if I could smuggle Penn and Rignall into a game
as the object beings and practice my technique. A cheering thought.
But to the nature of the current challenge. The thrills and spills of

motor racing make a pleasant change from tedious Earth ‘sports’
such as golf — at least spectators are occasionally treated to the
spectacle of fresh blood being spilt. So it is Super Cycle that I select,
and my Challenge computer discovers two readers who claim com-
petence at the game.
Another Londoner’s name is provided— this time a lad from Gren-

wich by the name of Marcus Bellew who has evidently crammed a

Of EGOs and IDiots
Earthlings are indeed strange creatures. 1 have come to realise that
the sole motive force for most members of the retarded species is
provided by their egos— a part of their mental makeup which spurs
them on to perform a range of uncomfortable tasks. No sentient
lifeform would voluntarily spend hours practicing some dull
unamusing sport such as golf merely to win the adulation of its
fellows, but humanoids have a basic drive to be well thought of by
complete strangers. Hence their devotion to strange, unrewarding
pass-times and the very existence of an annual directory such as
the Guinness Book of Records.

I gained first-hand experience of this phenomenon when I was
forced to study Penn and Rignall in much greater detail than I would
have wished. Why such miserable specimens should have been cho-
sen to act as assessors of computer games remains a mystery to
me — but I was assigned the task of organising competitions of
game-playing prowess and had little choice but to work with the low
quality assistants with which I was provided.
You may remember the early eagerness of these strangely coif-

fured specimens when it came to taking on readers in the challenges
I organised many months ago. It has now become clear to me that
they saw the Challenges I issued as a way of demonstrating their
self-assumed mastery of the joystick. Until they began to lose to my
worthy challengers, that is.

Now that the satisfaction of publicly defeating other members of
the human race has been denied them, Penn and Rignall refuse to
take on my champions. Their egos are not rewarded by defeat, and

It seems the Challengers are in

need of moral support for their
contest, for both arrive in the midst
of an entourage of friends, rela-
tives and companions. Marcus is

accompanied by a cousin— a cer-
tain Joanne Smith, while Hywel
brings a companion by the name
of Kristian Edmunds. The corners
of the ZZAP! offices are soon filled

with supporting relatives and the
room appears full. This is the first

challenge to be conducted in front
of an audience of any appreciable
size and the presence of so many
supporters adds an air of drama
and tension to the proceedings.
Both combatants enter the

arena with their personal joysticks— the mark of serious games
players. Hywel is happiest persu-
ing elusive High Scores when he
has a Euromax Arcade in his hand
and although he arrives with one
arm in plaster, he seems
undaunted by his recent injury and
confident of success. Marcus,

who shows no signs of recent bio-
physical damage, clutches a Fan-
tastick and is clearly a little per-
turbed by the plaster cast on his
opponent’s limb. Could this be a
cunning ploy— is Hywel so confi-
dent that he feels he must have
one arm metaphorically tied
behind his back? Will his medical
encumbrance effect his gameplay
or is it all a sham, to un-nerve his
opponent? An interesting example
of Gamesmanship, perhaps . .

.

I have already decided the for-
mat for the Challenge before the
contestants and their followers
arrive and spend a few moments
explaining what I expect of the
day. A tape version of Super Cycle
is to be used to determine the out-
come, and the best of three games
will decide the victor. A race
against the clock is appropriate,
and each player must endeavour
to race through all eleven levels as
rapidly as possible.
As the loading times for each

successive level remain constant,
a running total of the minutes and
seconds is to be kept by the
unkempt Rignall who appears as if

he has slept for several weeks on
a building site. With the outline
rules explained, there is little more
to do other than to arrange for
copious quantities of heated
brown liquid to be supplied to the
spectators and allow the sport to
commence.
The first level of the inaugural

game is completed rapidly— tim-
ers are started as each contestant
presses the fire button on his joys-
tick and there is very little to
choose between them at the end
of the first track. Hywel has con-
ceded a small advantage to Mar-
cus— finishing in one minute ele-
ven seconds, taking eight seconds
longer to pass the finish line. This
could be a pure ploy, however, to
lull his opponent into believing that
the arm is truly broken and repre-
sents a hindrance. A few moments

reflection is provided while the
second track loads from tape and
the combatants eye each other
warily. This has the makings of an
entertaining period of time.
The second level is plain sailing

for Marcus, who manoeuvres deli-

cately between the other riders on
the track and completes the circuit

cleanly in three minutes and fifteen

seconds. Hywel has some diffi-

culty, however, and seems to have
lost the technique for moving
smoothly through the gearbox. He
changes into second rather awk-
wardly, corners badly and nar-
rowly avoids a crash on the sec-
ond bend. He trails Marcus by
eighteen seconds at the end of the
level.

Marcus continues to ride
smoothly and elegantly in the next
level and is close to completing it

when he crashes into the back of
another bike and loses much time
to limp in with a time of five

minutes forty-two seconds. Hywel
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Marcus Bellew towers over the bespectacled Hywel Dennicks who
grimaces for the camera while Kristian Edmunds looks rather

bemused ...

into a false sense of security is a

vital element. I refuse to be drawn

into Hywel’s ruse and await the

commencement of the fifth level

with an open mind . .

.

My mind is a little less open at

the end of the next circuit. Hywel

sees his opportunity to close the

temporal gap but the opportunity

proves a distraction for he, too,

crashes into the rear of another

rider after five minutes and eight

seconds and takes twenty-seven

seconds longer than Marcus to

finish the ride.

The bonus level follows and

Hywel is still have difficulty when it

comes to changing gear — he

doesn’t start very well and has

difficulty in making the most

efficient use of he gears. Eight

minutes and twenty seconds have

elapsed by the time he rides over

the white line. Marcus has a prob-

lem-free ride, but loses some of

his lead, coming in to complete the

lap after seven minutes and forty-

nine seconds have passed in total.

Hywel has dropped a further four

seconds behind, and begins to

look worried.

It is yet early days though, and

there is plenty of opportunity for

tactical play. I have spent some
time attempting to recharge my
craving for violence by watching

your primitive Earthling contact

sport of wrestling and have

noticed that lulling an opponent

Stroking the keyboard for luck is apparently an ancient Welsh cus-

tom for attracting luck, as Hywel demonstrates for Cameron’s lens

falls to master gearchanges

,

crashes into a lump in the road and
hen hits a bollard square on and
imps home after eleven minutes

and thirteen seconds have
elapsed. Marcus crashes twice—
nto bollards and then into a lamp-

Dost— but manages to widen his

ead to forty five seconds . .

.

Level six sees Marcus hit the ice

after a total loss of control, but he

romps over the finish with twelve

minutes and fifty seconds showing
on his timing device. Hywel avoids

a crash but allows Marcus to build

up a full sixty second lead, coming
in after thirteen minutes and fifty

seconds have elapsed.

Riding on ice is obviously not a

strong point for Marcus — he

crashes again on the seventh level

and looks distinctly peeved, finish-

ing after fifteen minutes and
twenty seconds. One crash also

slows Hywel down, but he pares

eleven seconds off the lead that

Marcus has so far maintained.

Marcus adds another twelve sec-

onds to his lead.

The penultimate level, and
Hywel is clearly in serious trouble.

Or is he? Fidgeting with the vol-

ume control on his monitor while

the track loads he mutters that the

lighting in the room is distracting

him. Maybe he intends to pull

something spectacular out of the

hat . . . or could be be following

the example of wrestlers who lull

their ringmates into over-con-

fidence by deliberately taking

falls? The next two levels might

make matters clearer. . .

.

Marcus skids on the straight and
crashes into a telegraph pole thirty

seconds after he begins — is he

un-nerved? Recovering quickly he

manages to add another second
to his massive lead before the final,

eleventh lap begins. There is little

hope for Hywel unless Marcus
makes a succession of disastrous

errors . . . and he may have

become over-confident. Marcus

Looking rather like he’s just been dragged around a building site, the

repulsive Rignall dominates the foreground as Hywel warms up

watched by Kristian

Could he be about to stage a

dramatic comeback?
Both riders complete the bonus

level without crashing but Marcus

manages to pull off a particularly

slick ride — perhaps spurred by

Hywel’s momentary flurry of

aggressive action — and

increases his lead by four sec-

onds.
Level Nine sees Hywel crash

into a bollard and then ricochet off

another bike. Marcus crashes after

taking a corner with a little too

much speed on the clock and then

he also bounces into the side of

another bike. In the end, Hywel’s

cumbersome gear changes bring

him in to the end of the level

twenty-one minutes and four sec-

onds after he first pressed fire and

finds himself doing some rapid

dodging and then crashes into a

post. A few seconds later he runs

into the back of another bike and
crashes again and so far Hywel

has had a trouble free ride . .

.

Could Marcus be losing his nerve?

Clearly not. Marcus ends the

first game after twenty four

minutes and fifty eight seconds of

hard riding, while Hywel trails in

fifty nine seconds later.

Sighs of relief emanate from the

audience— they have been called

upon to witness a long and hard

fought battle of almost half an

hour. I instruct the unkempt Rignall

to remove the spectators from the

office and purchase quantities of

fried foodstuffs for them all at a

local cafe. I take the opportunity to
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Marcus slides off the course as a
result of going round a bend too
fast— a sign of over-confidence?
And again Marcus attempts to
travel round a corner too rapidly,

this time colliding with a tree.

Hywel manages a ‘clear round’
and ends up a mere twelve sec-
onds behind Marcus.

Neither competitor crashes on
the bonus track but Marcus builds
his lead up to twenty one seconds,
crossing the finish after a total time
of seven minutes and fifty-nine

seconds. The fifth level begins
badly for Marcus — he bounces
off the side of another rider and
smashes into a lamp-post but
rides safely for a while thereafter.

Hywel crashes once and also

w orty four seconds
behind after eighteen minutes and
forty-two seconds riding. Things
are looking grim with only three
tracks left to ride. If he is to throw
aside his plaster cast and surprise

his opponent, now is the moment!
With arm remaining firmly in

plaster, Hywel proceeds to corner
too fast and crash into a rock. Mar-
cus also crashes off the roadway
but seems quietly confident at this

late stage of the game. A little too
confident, for he slides on the bol-

lard stage, but after Hywel has got
on the wrong side of the bollards

and crashed into a post, the time
differential has increased to a
massive one minute and eleven
seconds at the end of the level.

Little can save Hywel now,

Smiles of easy confidence cross the faces of both Challengers before
they begin the race to determine who shall be known as Victor.

(Who’s Victor anyway? asks Rignall in the background . .
.

)

plug into he mediputer once more
and watch a holovideo of motor-
cyle crashes to refresh my mind
for the afternoon’s on-screen
combat.

After a pleasant repast, the

Challengers and their supporters
return, the timers are zeroed and
battle begins once more. Hywel
completes the first course in one

minute eleven seconds without
crashing, seven seconds behind
Marcus. On the second lap Hywel
corners rather too fast and collides

with a cactus for his sins while

Marcus storms through with no
unpleasant incidents to his record,

building his lead up to thirty one
seconds.

It is time Hywel played a master
card or two if he is bluffing Marcus.

A tense moment (Ludlow school of minimalist photocaptions)

except a sudden Ludlow powercut
which he might be able to turn to

his advantage, claiming a null

game. Both riders are involved in

nasty accidents during the penulti-

mate round, but Marcus is almost
assured of victory as he builds his

lead up to one minute and thirty-

six seconds.
It is all but over. By the time he

starts the eleventh level Hywel has
certainly lost the Challenge unless

Marcus decides to play to the

audience and lose deliberately. .

.

But these Grenwich lads play to

win, and win is what Marcus
clearly does with an overall time of

twenty five minutes and fifteen

seconds. Gamely, Hywel rides on,

cutting down the overall lead built

up by the vanquisher to forty-five

seconds.
Polite pleasantries are

exchanged by the two supporting

factions before they leave Ludlow,
but there’s bound to be a lament
in the valleys following this son of

Harlech’s defeat. . .

.

takes things a little more carefully.

Prudence is becoming the order of

this contest. Then Marcus crashes
into the back of two tightly packed
bikes — and Hywel feels obliged

to crash too! Yet another crash for

Marcus, but he finishes the level in

the lead — two collisions with

cones see Hywel trailing by a mas-
sive fifty seconds.

Hywel avoids a collision in the

next level, unlike Marcus and
regains some time — cutting the

lead down to thirty eight seconds
and finishing after thirteen minutes
and forty-eight seconds. On the

seventh level lamp-posts prove to

be a major problem for both riders

— Marcus hits one after cornering

too fast and then runs ino the back
of another bike, while Hywel skids

on oil and ends up connected to a

lamp-post twice! Hywel trails by
almost fifty one seconds.
Bonus time again, and the

eighth level is completed without
untoward incidents by both Chal-
lengers— Hywel pulls back a little,

Marcus peers deeply into the camera lens as if trying to discover
some fundamental truth about life, the universe and playing SUPER
CYCLE
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273,744 Douglas Clark, Carstairs June
tion, Lanark
256,1 28 LuisTroyano, Stockport, Che-
shire

SABOTEUR (Durell)

$395,000 Ged and Jim, Huddersfield,

W Yorks
$208,200 Adrian king, Swindon, Wilts

$99,999 Julian Smith, Sheffield

STARQUAKE (Bubble Bus)
287,763 Nigel Froud, Godaiming, Sur
rey

273,667 Per Kjellander, Stenungsund
Sweden
255,902 Ove Knudsen, 5033 Fyl-

lingsdalen, Norway
BOMB JACK (Elite)

1,248,000 Hatti Jarvelin, Oulu 14, Fin-

land

441 ,100 Andrew Maddison, Coventry
407,980 Chris Gues, Weymouth, Dor-

set

CAULDRON II (Palace)

1 ,508,550 Cliff Nobresa, St Helier, Jer-

sey
153,750 John Reynolds, Duxford, Cam-
bridge
132,400 Shaun Russell, Shildon, Co
Durham

DRAGON'S LAIR (Software Projects)
30,910 Martin Cayle, Clifton, Notts

24,767 Adam Turvey, Sidcup, Kent

23,817 Steve Quinnell, London SE9

DAN DARE (Virgin)

6796 David Sullivan, Heywood, Lancs
6345 Graham Lamb, Maidstone, Kent
6228 Carlo iacono, St Albans, Herts

ENCOUNTER (Novagen)
1 ,888,000 Me, Crewe, Cheshire

1 ,135,500 Stephen Blidgeon, Wythen-
shawe, Manchester
649,900 Andy Clifford, Aylestone,

Leicester

KNIGHT GAMES (English Software)
TOTAL:
65,170 Chris Maclean, Helsby, Che-
shire

65,120 Michael Smith, Stockton-on-
Tees, Cleveland
64,275 Damian Aubrey, Pendeford,
Wolverhampton

LEADER BOARD (US Gold)
NOVICE
-24 Victor Gordon, Co Armagh, N Ire-

land
-22 Steve Forshaw, Gosforth, Newcas-
tle Upon Tyne
-19 David Barker, Feltham, Middx

AMATEUR
-3 Paul Hodgson, Holland Moor, Lancs

PROFESSIONAL
-21 Tom McKee, Dingwall, Ross-shire
-19 A J Loweiy, Chorley, Lancs
-1 7 Russell Williams, Sydney, Australia

LAW OF THE WEST (US Gold)
9,650 Svein Kierstad, 6017 Asetranda,
Norway
7,187 M J Lenton, Burton-on-Trent,

Staffs
• • v '

ft;
x \ i.

MERCENARY: THE SECOND CITY
(Novagen)
523,981 cr Raymond Catalan, Ruislip,

Middx

MISSION AD (Odin)

49,320 Anon, Bearwood, Bournemouth
21 ,560 Steven Towle, Grimsby, S
Humbs
18,990 Leroy Ames, Norwich, norfolk

4,385,990 Stephen Pennel, For-

dingbridge, Hants NOMAD (Ocean)
3,802,983 Andrew Dallyn, Braughton, 175,745 M J Lenton, Burton-on-Trent,

Devon Staffs

1 ,51 9,446 Henry Gibney, London N7 4,065 Paul Want, Harrogate, N Yorks
3,885 Paul Tudor, Stourbridge, Ped-

KORONIS RIFT (Activsion) more
1 28,780 MarkTortolano, Stirling, Scot-
land PARADROID (Hewson)
96,430 Colin Burroughs, Ipswich, Suf- 201 ,845 Andrew Mackay, Liverpool 18

folk 1 75,892 B Mainwaring, Stoke on Trent
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1 16,945 Andy Clifford, Aylestone,

Leicester

PING PONG (Imagine)

57,040 Barrie Hallett, Lawrence Wes
ton, Bristol

51,300 Anoosh Lachin, London W13

PARALLAX (Ocean)
78.400 Adam Pracy, Newton Flotman
Norwich
66,480 J Macmanus, Barnstaple,

Devon
58.400 Tim Austin, Bush bank,
Hereford

ROCK ‘N’ WRESTLE (Melbourne
House)

V (Ocean)
24,600 D A Ashcroft, Wirral, Cheshire

21 ,200 Danny Pratt, Southampton
21 ,100 John Doyle, Kilmarnoch, Ayr-

shire

WARHAWK (Firebird)

1 ,251 ,157 Nick Marshall, Nowhere
1 ,225,039 Jonathan Kendall, Norwich,
Norfolk

1 ,1 28,726 Mick Law, Blackburn, Lancs

WAR (Martech)
14,649 Ali Kerswell, Guildford, Surrey

WIZARD’S LAIR (Bubble Bus)
152,735 Steven Medcraft, Rayleigh,
Essex

YIE AR KUNG FU (Imagine)
152.260.000 Scott Gracen, Whitley

Bay, Tyne and Wear
92,432,400 Riaz Reshamwala, London
NW4
60,200,700 Jamie Ford, Southampton

Z (Rhino)
232.000 Anand Aggorwal, Rushden,
Northants
187,300 Mark Taylor, Stanford-le-

Hope, Essex

842,480 Jamie Ford, Southampton
821,400 John White, Whitefield, Man-
chester

RAMBO (Ocean)
6.659.000 Neil Haydock, Denton, Man-
chester

5.197.000 Gavin Burnett, Westhill,

Inverness

2,691 ,200 David Connor, Aintree, Liver

pool L30

RAGING BEAST (Firebird)

104,374 Paul Ellis, Barnehurst, Kent
67,092 Matthew Minshull, Great Barr,

Birmingham
63,883 Matthew Dodd, Braunstone,
Leicester

SUPER CYCLE (Epyx/US Gold)
256,200 Julain Rignall, ZZAP! Towers
236,040 John Chasey, Cheshunt, Herts

SCARABAEUS (Ariolasoft)

277,824 Robert Berry, Fleetwood,
Lancs

ALLEYKAT (Hewson)
4,429,400 John Doyle, Kilmarnock,

Ayrshire

2,615,050 C Dawson, Heap Bridge,

Bury
2,609,150 David Booth, Riddings,

Derby

ACE (Cascade)
83,380 M Horsey, Waltham Abbey,
Kent
26,890 John Doyle, Kilmarnoch, Ayr-

shire

25,300 James Duffy, Cheylesmore,
Coventry

It will soon be that time ofyearwhen you humans present each
other with gifts wrapped in processed plants. A strange but
profitable ritual. This time ofyear also sees the release of sev-
eral new games, so I am expecting an equally large number of

new scores! Remember, Iam still monitoring all your scores in

preparation for the grand ZZAP! CHALLENGE CHAMPIONHIP
play-off. Perhaps you consider yourself to be a potential ZZAP!
champion? If so, send your scores to me— I am waiting.

FLOYD THE DROID (Ariolasoft)

4,920 M J Lenton, Burton-on-Trent,

Staffs

FIST II (Melbourne House
59,200 Gary Penn, ZZAP! Towers

FIST II TOURNAMENT (Melbourne
House)
1 ,012,900 Gary Penn, ZZAP! Towers.

GRIBBLY’S DAY OUT (Hewson)
62,899 Peter Evans, Aberporth, Dyfed
15,729 Tim Veal, Portishead, Bristol

24,776 Steve Lee, Guildford, Surrey

GREEN BERET (Imagine)

1 ,059,870 Martin/Jon Black, Sheffield

755,800 John White, Whitefield, Man-
chester
626,260 Robert Thys, Philip Smith

GHOSTS AND GOBLINS (Elite)

1 80,000 Billy Jenkins, Warrington, Che-
shire

128,300 Paul Hodgson, Holland Moor,
Lancs
1 26,500 Neil Shumsky, Cheadle Hulme,
Cheshire

PHANTOMS OF THE ASTEROID
(Mastertronic)
561 ,412 M A Grist, Reading, Berks
286,064 Chris Napier, Long Marston,

Herts
21 1 ,103 Andrew Crofts, Sutton Col-

dfield, Birmingham

HERCULES (Alpha/Omega)
560,91 0 G Beddows, Rugeley, Staffs

51 1 ,080 Scott Carstairs, Paisley,

Renfrewshire
258,1 1 0 Alex Maxwell, Uckfield, E Sus-
sex

INTERNATIONAL KARATE (System
3)

306,750 Godaiming, Surrey
302,000 Shazad Iqbal, Bury, Lancs
234,800 Ian Foster, Milnsbridge, Hud-
dersfield

IRIDIS ALPHA (Llamasoft)
1 03,620 A Phare, Marldon, Paignton

KUNG FU MASTER (US Gold)
4,385,990 Stephen Pennel, For-

dingbridge, Hants
3,802,983 Andrew Dallyn, Braughton,

Devon
1 ,519,446 Henry Gibney, London N7

SPINDIZZY (Electric Dreams)
JEWELS COLLECTED
100% Mark Lietch, Norwich, Norfolk

100% Ross Macdonald, Blackburn, W
Lothian

SLAMBALL (Americana)
4,684,710 Martin Dalton, Rochester,
Kent
4,593,91 0 Ian George, Cambridge
4,565,200 Philip Lisa-Webster
Appleyard, Withernsea, E Yorks

SILENT SERVICE (US Gold
(TONS SUNK)
146,250 Duncan Burke, Calverley,

L_66cis

72,100 Steve Quinell, London, SE9

SPLIT PERSONALITIES (Domark)
633,200 Mrs L Hayden, London El 6
404,700 Rob Brown, Portobello, Edin-

burgh
382,100 LH Madsen, Vejle, Denmark

THRUST (Firebird)

1 ,103,800 Arlo Swinson, Doncaster, S
Yorks
715,400 Sean Bartropp, Hockley,

Essex
474,380 Chris Smith, Silver Range
Manager, Firebird

TAU CETI (CRL)
20,465 Robert Elliot, Middlesbrough,
Cleveland
20,440 Shaun Russell, Shildon, Co
Durham
20,260 G Sampson, London El 5

TRAP (Alligata)

481 ,900 Lawry Simm, Liverpool L23
429,510 Colin Bayne, Glenrothes, Fife

328,500 Robert Elliot, Middlesborough,
Cleveland

TOY BIZARRE (Activision)

102,900 Julian Rignall, ZZAP! Towers

URIDIUM (Hewson)
3,820,020 David Horsburgh,
Uddington, Glasgow
3,428,985 Andrew Mackay, Liverpool

18
1 ,1 83,610 Kim E Kjer, 2860 Soborg,
Denmark
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ZZAP! MAIL ORDER FORM
Telephone Ludlow (0584) 5620

Please send me the following items: BLOCK CAPITALS pleasel

Name
Subscriber No
(if applicable)

Please notes some software reviewed may not be available until its release

date. If you are in any doubt about availability, please ring first. We
cannot be held responsible for delays resulting from late or non-release of

titles when reviewed or previewed before their official release dates were

known.

Address

Disk/Cass AmountSoftware House

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

Sub Total: £

Less Discount: £

All prices are as quoted under review headings

or known retail prices and include VAT. ZZAPI

makes no charge for post and packing inside the

UK Customers in Continental Europe should

add the equivalent of 70p per item ordered.

Outside Europe, please write first so that we
may advise on postage rates.

Please make cheques or

postal orders payable to

NEWSFIELD LTD Please

do not send any coinage.

Total enclosed: £
Sorry - onlyONE voucher per order

!

ZZAPI MAIL ORDER, PO BOX 10, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB

Please doNOT enclose this form/payment with any other correspondence to ZZAPI Magazine editorial, as It will only

delay processing your order and may result In loss.

everything
thinour pov

J2&ZfeS£S&&s‘'m
... flll In the

form today

Nothing ‘ouW^'^'atever yo«

OFF ANY ORDER WORTH
MORE THAN £20

OFF ANY ORDER WORTH
MORE THAN £10
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IWAIA The name for joysticks

WARNING:— cheap imitations

of our range are available.

Please be careful and insist on

our product to ensure full

guarantee of satisfaction.

Contact your nearest computer store y-
for details on full range or clip f
the coupon. </

Prices from £8.95 — £69.95 S
Jr

Euromax Electronics Ltd., Jr >
FREEPOST Pinfold Lane, f
Bridlington.

/ <sT
0262 602541 X/ J
Access Accepted yT
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PROGRAMMERS!
YOUR No. 1 OPTION
GUARANTEED ON

Finished Product Publishing

Free Lance Contracts - Original Concept
or Conversion

"In-House" Programming

With exceptional distribution in the U. K., Europe, and
expanding markets around the world "Elite" and
"2.99 Classics" can guarantee to offer the very best
terms on all forms of finished product and
programming/publishing agreement.

Here's Why?
It's quite simple. To get the very best products and
programmers we offer the very best terms around.

Take up the Challenge
Finished Product Publishing - Our reputation for

quality on both the "Elite" and "2.99 Classics" labels

ensures the highest profile for the product. With a

choice of either outright payment or monthly royalty

with a guarantee, its got to be your No. 1 option.

Free-Lance Contracts -

Original Concepts - Elite offer financial support to

proven programmers and development houses
wishing to create original product.

Conversion Contracts - We can also offer the very
finest titles for conversion, again on a fixed payment or

monthly royalty with guarantee basis. Around
El 0,000 per project is quite achievable.

"In-House" Programming Opportunities

-

Looking for a change?

Both "Elite" and "2.99 Classics" can offer In-House
programmers the opportunity to work on both salary

and salary with royalties. Solid support from
'In-House' graphics and somcs people makes a great

working environment.

ACT NOW ! !

Finished Product - Send by recorded deliver/

samples and relevant documentation for an
immediate decision.

Free-Lance Contracts/ln-House Programming -

Advise us by 'phone, telex or post of your experience
with details of published/soon to be published work
(if applicable) and samples where possible.

Then let us know the area of your interest and if it

matches with ours we'll arrange an immediate
meeting.

Contact - Software Development.
Elite Systems Limited.

,

Anchor House, Anchor Road, Aldridge,

Walsall, West Midlands WS9 8PW
v

Tel: (0922) 55852 Telex: 336130 ELITE G
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Hooey! You really wish you hadn’t
been such a bad boy. The Com-
mander’s voice is still ringing in

your ears . . .

So you’re a star when it comes
to flying space fighters: it doesn’t
mean you can get away with ‘bor-

rowing’ ships and taking
girlfriends out to view the surface
of the local moon. You’ve been
warned before about transgres-
sing regulations, this time I have to

teach you a lesson. Transferred to

Lightforce,. Go!
The punishment fleet. Picking

up a few personal belongings, you
enter the shuttle and are transfer-

red across base to the Lightforce

command. Lightforce pilots get all

the messy, unpleasant and par-

ticularly dangerous missions. The
idea is, seeing as they’re all crimi-

nals, it doesn’t too much matter if

they get rubbed out. Survive a tour

of duty and your ‘Debt to Society’

is wiped out and all the criminal

records are erased from your file.

Die during duty and there are no
medals, no memorial services.

Just a short Ethercast announcing
that another criminal element has
perished in attonement for his sins

and a short Ethergram from the
government to your next of kin

announcing your death.
It’s almost as if the Lightforce

Command deliberately stacks the
odds against internees — they’re

rarely sent out as a squadron. As
you soon find out.

Aliens have invaded a small, but
strategically important planetary
system and someone needs to

clear them out. You get volun-

teered, and have to pilot a fighter

over a series of terrains eradicating

the alien horde. No easy task, but
there’s no way the Lightforce Com-
mand are going to be smugly send-
ing that Ethergram, you decide,
clambering into the cockpit of the
heavily armed craft. No way. . . .

LIGHTFORCE is the first game
on Gargoyle’s new FASTER THAN
LIGHT arcade label. This fast and
furious vertically-scrolling shoot
en up has already made a big
impression on both the Spectrum
and Amstrad — and looks set to
do the same on the 64. Now you
could collect a copy, absolutely
free, and find out whether you have
‘The Right Stuff’ to survive life in

the punishment wing. And the
lucky First Prize winner collects a
1541 Disk Drive too . . .

An agile, alert mind is needed,
so here are a few questions to pon-
der over. Get your answers in to
LIGHTFORCE APPLICATIONS,
Z2AP! Towers, PO BOX 10, Lud-
low, Shropshire SY8 1 DB making
sure they arrive on the back of a
postcard or envelope before 31 st

December. Good luck, pilot!

1) What is the speed of light in a
vacuum?

2) What is the speed of light in

water?

3) What are the constituent colours
of white light?

4)What does L.A.S.E.R. stand for?

5) What theoretical particle could
travel faster than light?



OUT OF
THE BLUE
S ooner or later, there comes

a time when you have to eat

your words. Well, I’ve got to

do just that. After last month’s

bijou fanfare announcing the

return of the strategy column, I’ve

now got to tell you that this is the

last one I’ll be doing. Things have
changed since last issue and I

have decided to seek pastures

new, as it were. I’m off ... No
doubt a lot of people are going to

be happy about that but for those

of you who share interested in this

part of the hobby, I’m sorry. C’est

la vie!

The Commodore 64 has more
to offer strategy freaks than any
other home micro both in terms of

quality and the quantity of strategy

and role playing software. But

then, you already know that. The
situation will no doubt continue to

improve as software houses look

for more ways to find diversity in

their product lines. Unfortunately,

too few people in our side of the

business care or understand how
important this will beinthefuture.

Strategy and role playing gam-
ers are far more devoted to their

interest than the average compu-
ter gamer. They deserve good
coverage but rarely get such. I

wouldn’t worry. There will always

be pure strategy, sure. But games
in general will become more com-
plex and harder to pigeonhole as

time goes on. Look at this month’s

Gold Medal as a prime example.

It’s reviewed in the main part of the

mag because it needs several

opinions to put the uniqueness of

the product into context. It doesn’t

really fit into any easily definable

area. QED.
Perhaps if I can offer parting

advice, never buy a strategy game
from anywhere other than a

specialist shop. They’re far more
likely to understand both the good
and bad points of a product and
won’t be too concerned with hard

sell because they are more con-

cerned with your long term cus-

tom. Here’s to the stimulation of

the imagination . . . and the future.

SEAN MASTERSON

. . MY FAVOURITE THINGS
After some consultation with the

erstwhile editor, Mr Penn, I’ve

decided to finish off by outlining

my all time top ten games on the

Commodore. These aren’t all

strategy games, after all, too much
of a good thing can spoil you. They
are all a great deal of fun. But then

again, my ideas of a good game
aren’t exactly what most people

would expect ... If I were asked to

do the same thing six months from

now, I’d probably pick different
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games. There are so many more I

would have liked to include in this

list but we can’t have everything in

life, I suppose. So, in the finest

tradition of pointless and arbitrary

evaluation, here they are in reverse

order.

PARADROID (Hewson)
Of all the arcade games I’ve come
across during my time with ZZAP!,

this was one of the most interest-

ing and compulsive.
,+ was also

This was my second wargame
review for ZZAP!, the first being

Crusade in Europe. I realise now
that I thoroughly underestimated

both games. They are well pre-

sented and documented war-

games that the novice and veteran

player alike can really get into —
absolutely packed with good stuff.

This is still my favourite of the Mic-

roprose wargames.

:
•- :

:

STARCROSS (Infocom)
Said to be the hardest of all the

Infocom games, this one took me
six months to complete. It’s heav-

ily based on ideas from Arthur C
Clarke and Larry Niven, two of my
favourite SF authors. The scientific

authenticity of the game coupled

with the most devious puzzles I’ve

ever encountered in an adventure

have imprinted memories of frus-

trated keyboard bashing on my
mind forever. As Ash once said

about the Alien, ‘I admire its pur-

ity.’

KORONIS RIFT

(Activision/Epyx/

Lucasfilm)

If there has ever been a case of an

arcade adventure approaching

pure science fiction, then this is it.

Most of the team preferred The

Eidolon of all the Lucasfilm games
but the concept of this game was
what grabbed me, apart from its

evidently spotless implementa-

tion. If I were to be alive a few

hundred years from now, a

Techno-scavenger would be my
one ambition in life. Roll up, the

wonders of the universe . . .

GERMANY 1985

(US Gold/SSI)

There are as many visions of the

apocalypse as there are different

shapes of cornflakes in a 160

DECISION IN THE
DESERT
(US Gold/Microprose)

AKING
one of the very first quality games
I saw on the Commodore. I still

enjoy it now, though more for its

nostalgic qualities than anything

else. It’s still the best game Andy
Braybrook has programmed. It

isn’t derivative but its packed with

atmosphere and fun. Wish I was
good at it though . . .

TEMPLE OF APSHAI
TRILOGY (US Gold/Epyx)

For role players, this game has to

represent not only outstanding

value for money, but also a tre-

mendous challenge. The charac-

ter design works well but, more
importantly, the dungeon designs

are excellent. SSI have also had

some good RPGs out, but this is

still my favourite. The rules booklet

alone is crammed with

background material. Several

months worth of good old hack ‘ n
’

slay for everyone.



gramme packet. This is one of the
more unlikely ones as it does not
necessarily envisage the use of
nuclear weaponry. In a way, that
idea makes it a more dangerous
concept. In a nuclear war, we

would all die— sooner or later. But
in a conventional war, the con-
sequences of the outcome could
be far more miserable than death
itself. This is a game that scared
me.

THE PAWN
(Rainbird/Magnetic
Scrolls)
In fact there are several other
adventure and role playing games
I prefer to this one. The reason why
I’ve included it in this list of favour-
ites is because I’ve never been so
impressed by a company’s first

product. Anita Sinclair set herself
a tremendous task when the first

germs of ideas for this game
appeared in her mind, yet she

must have surpassed even her
own expectations. Despite the fact
that this game has several annoy-
ing bugs and a few logical incon-
sistencies, I predict Magnetic
Scrolls will go from strength to
strength in future and set new
standards in adventure game
quality.

ALTER EGO (Activision)
Psychiatry and psychoanalysis
have never impressed me. Both
sciences are in their infancy and
are riddled with inconsistencies
and arbitrary values. However, the
insight into human experience that
this game’s author obviously pos-
sessed has convinced me that one
day, miracles will be possible. We
will make God in our own image.
And he will be interactive.

THE HITCH-HIKERS
GUIDE TO THE GALAXY
(Infocom)

This game is the nearest any piece
of software has got to a pint of Gui-
ness. Fills you up, has unbeatable
flavour and is, of course, pure
genius. The funniest game ever
penned. Need I really say more?

THE SENTINEL (Firebird)
Art for art’s sake? Read the review
in this issue. Ionised infatuation

brimming over with imagination

There you have it. Desert Island

Discs will never be the same. Well,

hardly surprising really. The DJ’s

dead.

Here we go again. This time, US Gold get all the attention— for all

the wrong reasons . .

.

A TRANSATLANTIC MOAN
Dear Sean,
I am extremely pleased to see the
return of the strategic section
ZZAP! 64 pages. However, I do
have one major complaint!! From
reading your ratings section on
Vietnam (

I
quote: ‘Excellent, If the

contents remain the same when
these are reprinted for the English

market’) I assume that you are
reviewing American copies of SSI
products.

Unfortunately you tell us how
wonderful these SSI products are
(and I would not disagree) and then
us poor suckers go out and spend
our hard earned cash on totally

inferior Transatlantic Simulations
rubbish.

If I can site Germany, 1985 as
one example, where the packag-
ing is a ‘fold out sheet ’ with minia-
ture print and as for the map—
what Map?! I wrote to TS and
waited and waited and waited!
Eventually I telephoned them (at

great cost) and was told that maps
were overlooked and were being
printed and that one would be for-

warded as soon as available.

So again I waited etc, I tele-

phoned again and was told that
they had not yet been printed and
I would receive a photocopy. I

queried how they were going to
photocopy a coloured card and
was told that the maps were in

black and white. When \ received
my photocopy it was very poor
copy quality, and was obviously,
of a coloured card. So I telephoned
(my poor telephone bill . .

.

)

yet
again. This time I was told that they
only had one coloured card and
were not planning on printing any,
but they would send a better qual-
ity copy to me. That was six weeks
ago and I am still waiting. A second
example is Phantasie, which has
only one side of a two sided prog-
ram on the disk.

If you are going to review
software please perform the test

on British releases, because I, for

one, will never buy anotherTS rub-
bish release, unless I have assur-
ances that (i) it works and (ii) the
packaging is sufficient. I would
even be prepared to pay a little

extra for a good game, but I am
afraid that imports are a little too
expensive for my pocket. I await,

with great interest, your com-
ments.
Terry Edwards, Sutton, Surrey

When I firstcovered the impending
SSIreleases, I was sent theAmeri-
can packages for review. At that
time I was under the impression
that there would be no significant

alterations made. Evidently, cost
cuttingmeasures were employed,
often to the detriment of the pro-
duct. You’re right about the map
cards. They are in colour and to

send a black and white copy is

fairly hopeless but I think that cal-

ling the English versions rubbish is

going a bit far. The copy ofViet-
nam / reviewedjust had the disk
and some photocopied instruc-

tions and was still a very good
game. This situation should not
arise again. Meanwhile, howdoes
the idea of £20 worth of software
cheeryou up?ffi
sm ^
IMPORT
RECOMMENDATION

‘

w sOE

Dear Sean,
Thanks for starting a decent
strategy section in a magazine I

thought was getting a bit childish

lately. I was thinking this was going
to be the last time I bought it till I

saw your section. Anyway now for

a few remarks about what you said
in the last mag. About buying
import games from the states, I

think it is worth it. I’ve had Ultima
IV since last November and when
are you going to see the classic

That’s yer lot. Thanks to everyone who responded to last month’s
column. In future, send your queries, complaints et al to ZZAP! RRAP
where Lloyd will deal with them in his own, inimitable style. Cheers
and good luck with life in general.

games from SSI like Operation
Market Garden, Wizard’s Crown
and the latest I’ve just acquired,
Road War 2000 which is sort of

Mad Max based strategy.

Also the presentation of the
games knocks spots off the US
Gold versions you get over here.

You say they are dear but look how
long they last. If you like war
strategy, these games will keep
you amused for months and
months. How long will JohnnyReb
II last? Also, the latest SSI games
out here are Questron and Phan-
tasie. Good games I agree but
Phantasie IIhas been available on
import for a couple of months now.
So use your influence and shake
up US Gold to get the new role

playing and strategy games out.

Barry Southey, Enfield,

Middlesex

The American SSI games are fan-
tastic, I agree. The trouble is, most
people couldn’t afford them, or at
leastnotmanyofthem. Andas for

using my influence, I’m sorry but I

don’thave any. Hopefully, they will

take note ofthese lettersandmake
changes for the future.

SM

SILENT PROBLEM
Dear Sir,

Could you offer any way around
the problem I am having with my
US GOLD Silent Service cassette
game? On completing a mission
and returning to a base, the game
stops and will allow you to go no
further, ie: Record Tonnage Sunk,
Re-Load Torpedoes and set out
on another mission. I would be
very grateful to know if there is a
way around this problem as Silent

Service is otherwise a very good
simulation.

R Gowans, Dundee

Several people have asked this

question and the answer would
appear tobe that this is an error left

unchanged in the cassette version
of the game. Unfortunately,

reloadingandstarting again is the
only option I am aware of. If any-
body does knowa way around
this, it wouldbe interesting to hear.
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Retailers
London/South East

‘Chips’ Direct Data Ltd, 53 Rugby
Road, Worthing, Sussex BN11 5NB.

HS SCA

Ultima, Unit 28, White Lion Walk,
Guildford, Surrey. HS SCA

Suburbia, 268 Streatfield Road, Kenton,
Middlesex HA3 9BY. HS SCA

Speedysoft, The Blacksmiths, Radnage
Common, High Wycombe, Bucks HP14
4DH. © 024026 3703. HS SA

Software Plus, Liberty Shopping Mall,

East Sq, Basildon, Essex; 336 Chartwell

Square, Southend, Essex; 72 North
Street, Romford, Essex; 22 St Matthews
St, Ipswich, Suffolk; Boulevards, Har-

pur Centre, Bedford, Beds; 49 High
Street, Gillingham, Kent. S SCA

Software City, 47 Cheap Street, New-
bury, Berks, RG14 5BX. S SCA
Slough Computers, 245 High Street,
Slough, Berks SL1 1BN. S 21594.

HS SCA
Shekhana Computer Services, 221 Tot-

tenham Court Road, London W1R
9AF. S 01-800 3156. HS SCA

Saga Systems Ltd, 2 Eve Road, Woking,
Surrey GU21 4JT. HS S

Readers Dream, 100a Harlington Road
West, Feltham, Middx. ® 01-844 0780.

HS SC

Barry Paul, Leather Lane Music Shop,

67 Leather Lane, London EC1. © 01-

405 1270. S SCA

Octopus Software, Unit 31, In-Shops,

High Road, Wealdstone, Middlesex.
HS SCA

The Micro Workshop, 12 Station

Approach, Epsom, Surrey KT19 8ES.
©Tel. Epsom 21533. HS SCA
Harlow Computer Centre, 17 Staple

Tye, Harlow, Essex, CM18 7LX.
HS SCA

JKL Computers, 7 Winsor Street,

Uxbridge, Middx UB8 1AB. HS SCA

Games World, 129 King Street, Ham-
mersmith, London W6 9JG. © 01-741

4467 HS SCA

Gallery Software, 1st floor, 140 The
Arndale Centre, Wandsworth, London
SW18. HS SCA

M. D. Cooper, Computer Software and

Retail Sales, 63 High Street, Kempston,

Beds. S 0234 852017. HS SCA

Canvey Software, Harmer Arcade,

Roman Road, London El. HS SCA

Canvey Software, Canvey Market, High

Street, Canvey Island, Essex. HS SCA

Alan Bedding Photography/Software,

37 Mile End Road, Colchester, Essex.

©0206 851030. HS SC

Bracknell Computers, 44 The Broad-

way, Bracknell, Berks, RG12 1AG.
* HS SCA

Nimbus Computing, 6 Station Road,

West Wickham, Kent. © 01-777 3160.

HS SCA

Discount Software, 120 Lord Street,

Hoddesdon ,
HertsEN 1 1 8NP . HS SCA

Logic Sales Ltd, 19 The Broadway, The
Boume, Southgate, London N14. S 01-

882 4942. HS SC

Virgin Games Centre, 100 Oxford

Street, London WIN 9FB. © 01-637

7911

Virgin Games Centre, 157-161 Western
Road, Brighton BN1 2BB. S 0273
725313

Virgin Games Centre, c/o Burtons, 140-

144 High St, Bromley, Kent. S 4606895

Virgin Games Centre, Top Man, Oxford
Circus, 172 Oxford Street, London Wl.
S 01-927 7826.

North West

Stewart Electronics, 83 Penny Meadow,
Ashton-under- Lyne, Lancs. © 061-339

0504. HS SCA

P.V. Microcomputers, 104 Abbey
Street, Accrington, Lancs. HS SCA

McSoft, Unit 46, Moorgate Indoor Mar-
ket, Moorgate, Ormskirk, Lancashire.

HS SCA

Mach II, Langam’s, St George’s Pre-

cinct, Preston. HS SCA

Lancashire Micros, 89 Euston Road,
Morecambe, Lancs. HS SCA

Computer World (UK) Ltd, 208 Chor-

ley Old Road, Bolton, Lancs BL1 3BG.
HS SCA

Book Bargains, 31 St Andrew’s Road
South, St Annes, Lancs. S SCA

A. A. Discount Software, 112

Marlborough Street, Ashton-u-Lyne,

Lancs OL70HA. ©061-3302376. S S

Bit Byte Computers, 144 Witton Street,

Northwich, Cheshire CW9 5N9. HS
SCA

City Software, 66 Lime Street, Liver-

pool LI 1JN. S SCA

Computer Games Shop, 3 Royal Oak
Buildings, Waterloo Road, Blackpool

FY4 2AQ. S 0253 48738. S SCA

The Littlewoods Organisation pic,

Church Street, Liverpool L70 1AQ (and

selected stores). HS SCA

H & B Software, Unit 191, Upper
Rochdale Market, Arndale Centre,

Manchester M42EB. S SCA

H & D Services, 1338 Ashton Old Road,
Higher Openshaw, Manchester Mil
1JG. S SCA

H. W. Luxton, 236 Smithdown Road,

Liverpool L15 5AH. S 051-733 1135.

S SCA

South/South West

Kash-Kuts, 77 East Street, South-

ampton. S SCA

Computerbase Co., 21 Market Ave,
City Centre, Plymouth PL1 IPG. ©0752
672128. HS SCA

Gateway Business Systems Ltd, 6 Sta-

tion Road, New Milton, Hants BH25
6JU. HS SCA

Gerard’s Software at Corsham D.I.Y.

Centre, 8 The Precinct, Corsham, Wilts

SN13 0AS. ©0249 712650. HS SCA

Montage, 8 Holyrood Street, Chard,

Somerset TA20 2AH. S SC

Manor Park Enterprises, 82 Mellstock

Avenue, Dorchester, Dorset. HS SCA

K & K Computers, 32 Alfred Street,

Weston-s-Mare, Avon. ©0934419324.
HS SCA

Kintech Computers, St Tudy, Bodmin,
Cornwall PL30 3NH. HS SCA

Judya Records & Computer Software,

Unit 29, Exmouth Indoor Market,

Exmouth, Devon. © Exmouth 264593.

S SCA
Fal-Soft Computers, 8 St Georges
Arcade, Falmouth, Cornwall. HS SCA

Games Inc, 9 Frankfort Gate,

Plymouth, Devon, PL1 IGA. S SCA

The Fuse Box, 67 Sidwell Street, Exeter,

Devon. HS SCA
Computer Services, 9 The Green, Credi-

ton, Devon EX17 3LH. S SC

Virgin Games Centre, 18 Merchant

Street, Bristol BS1 3ET. ©0272294779.

Virgin Games Centre, 103-105 Armada
Way, Plymouth. © 075 2262817.

Midlands

Soft Spot Ltd, 5 George Street, Ban-
bury, Oxon OX16 9YT. S 0295 68921

HS SCA

Honeysett Computers Ltd, 17 Union St,

Hereford. HS SCA

Fast Forward, 29 Smith Street, War-
wick, Warwickshire. HS SCA
Fast Forward, 39 Parsons Street, Ban-
bury, Oxon. HS SCA
ComputaCenta, 17 Campbell Street,

Belper, Derby DE5 1AP. HS SCA

D.J.S. Micros (Mail Order), 28 High St,

Harrington, Northants NN6 9NU.
HS S

Gordon Harwood Computers, 69/71

High Street, Alfreton, Derby DE5 7DP.
HS SCA

Northampton Home Computer Centre,

58a Wellingborough Rd, Northampton.
HS SCA

The Software Centre, 1 Lock Up Yard,

Derby. HS SCA

Allen James Computers, 831 Stratford

Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham Bll
4DA. S 021-778 5737. HS SCA

Comtazia, 204 High St, Dudley, West
Midlands DY1 1QQ. HS SCA

Bull Ring Computers Ltd, 1 Waterloo
Terrace, Bridgnorth, Shropshire WV16
4EG. HS SCA

R & B Computer Software, 6 Waterloo
Road, Hinckley, Leics. HS SCA

Computer Market, 27 Goosegate, Not-

tingham. S 586454. HS SCA

Honeysett Computers Ltd, 17 Union St,

Hereford HR1 2BT. HS SCA

Intoto, 1 Heathcoat Street, Hockley,
Nottingham NG1 3AF. HS SCA

Long Eaton Software Centre, 91 Col-

lege Street, Long Eaton, Nottingham
NG104GE. HS SCA

Microware, 5 St Peter’s Lane, Leicester.

Also at Venture House, 7 Leicester Rd,
Loughborough, and Fords, 191/195 Vic-

toria Centre, Lower Parliament St, Not-

tingham. HS SCA

Virgin Games Centre, 98 Corporation

Street, Birmingham B4 6SX. ® 021-236

1577

North East

U. K. Software Exchange Club. SAE to

15 Tunwell Greave, Sheffield S5 9GB
s SC

Treasure Chest, 220 Beverley Road,
Hull, N. Humberside HU5 1AH.

S SCA

Tomorrow’s World, 15 Paragon Street,

Hull, N. Humberside HU1 3NA.
HS SCA

Thirsk Home Computer Centre, Royal
Oak Yard, Market Place, Thirsk, N.
Yorkshire Y07 1HQ. S 0845 25332.

HS SCA

System 7 Electronics, 664 Anlaby High
Rd, Hull, N. Humberside HU3 6UZ. ©
0482 508687 H SC

A & A C Stobbs (Computer Dept), 39/

40 Upper Precinct, Blaydon-on-Tyne,
Tyne & Wear NE21 5BT. S 091 4143107
HS SCA

Stockton Software Ltd, 14 West Row,
Stockton-on-Tees, Cleveland TS18
1BT. © 0642 606166. HS SCA

Starsoft, 2c Walnut Road, Thorne, Don-
caster, S. Yorks DN8 4HW. S 0405
816970. S SCA

P.E.A.K. Electronics, 222 York Road,
Hartlepool, Cleveland. HS SCA

Microtron, 9 Gillygate, Pontefract, W.
Yorkshire. HS SCA

Microbyte Software Shop, 36 County
Arcade, Leeds LSI 6BH, and 19a Lower
Warrengate, Wakefield, W. Yorks.

S SCA

MarCliff Computers, 43 Stockton Road,
Sunderland SRI 3NR. ® Sunderland
78975. HS SCA

David Llewellyn, 24 Winchester Close,

Great Lumley, Chester-le-Street, Co.
Durham. S S

Ken Green (News & Computer
Software), 26 Fowler St, South Shields,

Tyne & Wear. HS SCA

Datamate Ltd, 2 Delaval Terr, Blyth,

Northumberland NE24 1DL. ® 365846
HS SCA

READER
INFORMATION
SERVICE
DIRECTORY

\

Key: Supplers of:

Hardware
Software
for

Amstrad
Commodore
Sinclair

The Computer Shop, 7 High Friars,

Eldon Square, Newcastle upon Tyne
NE1 7XG. © 091 2616260. HS SCA

The Computer Shop, 224 High Street,

Northallerton, N. Yorks DL7 8LU.
HS SCA

C.H.I.P.S. Computer Shop, 151-153

Linthorpe Road, Middlesbrough,

Cleveland TS1 4AG. HS SCA

Virgin Games Centre, 94-96 The Brig-

gate, Leeds LSI 6BR. S 0532 432606.

Topsoft, Computer Software, 3

Hambletonian Yard, Stockton-on-Tees,

Cleveland. HS SCA

East Anglia

Sudbury Micro Systems, 64 North
Street, Sudbury, Suffolk. HS SA

Logic Sales Ltd, 6 Midgate, Peter-

borough PEI 1TN. © 0733 49696.

HS SCA
Micro Phone, 14 Plowright Place, Swaf-
fham, Norfolk, and Aldiss Furnishing
Centre, Norwich Rd, Fakenham, Nor-
folk. HS SCA

Viking Computers, Ardney Rise, Nor-
wich, Norfolk. HS SCA

Wales

Camelot Software, Cae Ymryson, Caer-

narvon, Gwynedd LL55 2LR. S S

Cwmbran Computer Centre, 3/4 Ven-
tnor Road, Old Cwmbran, Gwent.

HS SCA

R. M. Ehrenzeller, Sounds Good, 1

Middleton Street, Llandrindod Wells,

Powys. S SCA

J.C.G. Software, 23 The Courtyard,

Riverside Market, Haverfordwest,

Dyfed. © 0437 2543. HS SCA

Merthyr Computer Centre, 110 High
Street, Merthyr Tydfil, Mid Glamorgan.
©0685 82230. HS SCA

Scotland

James Clark, 6 Bridge Street, Dun-
fermline, Fife. S SCA

The Computer Depot, 205 Buchanan
Street, Glasgow G1 2JZ. ® 041-332

3944. HS SCA

Inverness Computer Centre, 5 Meal-

market Close, Inverness IVI 1HT. ®
226205. HS SCA

The Micro Shop, 257 Dumbarton Road,
Partick, Glasgow Gil 6AB. ® 041-334

6163. HS SC

Mobile Micros (Marketing) Ltd, 1 East

Back Street, Bishopmill, Elgin, Moray.
HS SCA

Soft Centre, 2 Bruntsfield Place, Edin-

burgh EH10 4HN. S SCA

Software Connection, Argyle Centre

Market, Argyle Centre, Glasgow G2
8AU. S SCA

Vies, Independent Computer Supplies,

31/33 South Street, Perth PH2 8PD.
©0738 36704. HS SCA
Virgin Games Centre, 172 Union Street,

Aberdeen AB1 1QT. S 0224 645851

Virgin Games Centre, 28-32 Union
Street, Glasgow G1 3QX. S 041-204
0866.

Ireland

Charly’s Computer Corner, Clareab-

bey, Clarecastle, Co. Clare. S 065/

20806. S SCA

Darryn Reid, Leisure World, Romanos
Building, 6 Queen Street, Belfast, N.

Ireland. HS SCA

Abroad
Computer Studio, Kosancicev Venae
la, 11000 Beograd, Yugoslavia. S SCA



HI
FOR ALL POPULAR HOMECOMPUTERS

ONLY THE BRAVEST FLY. . .

.

BY D.K.MARSHALL
TOMAHAWK - a stunningly
realistic flight simulation that

puts you in command of an
Apache Advanced Attack
helicopter. Flying low over a
spectacular 3D real world
display with over 7000 ground
features - TOMAHAWK puts
you in the hot seat.

Ground attack and air-to-air

interception is the challenge -
day or night in the thick of the
battlefield. Your combat mission
is to locate and destroy enemy
ground forces. It could be science
fiction - it isn't - the Apache is for

real.... the meanest, deadliest

combat helicopter ever.

You have the weapons, the
machine.... climb in and prepare
for take off!

Spectacular 3D cockpit view
with over 7,000 ground features.

Authentic aerobatic
performance.
Ground attack and air-to-air

interception, with laser guided
missiles, rockets and 30 mm gun.
Doppler navigation and target

tracking.

Day/Night vision systems.
Cloudy, Crosswinds,
Turbulence.
Pilot ratings - Trainee to Ace.
Impressive sound effects.

Pilots Notes.

AMSTRAD PCW 8256/851

2

Tomahawk Disk £19.95
AMSTRAD CPC 464, 664, 6128
Night Gunner £7.95
Night Gunner Disk £13.95
Tomahawk £9.95
Tomahawk Disk £14.95
Fighter Pilot

Fighter Pilot Disk

ATARI
Fighter Pilot

Fighter Pilot Disk
Tomahawk
Tomahawk Disk

£8.95
£13.95

£9.95

£12.95
£9.95

£14.95

SPECTRUM
TT Racer 48/1 28K £9.95
Tomahawk 48/1 28KD £9.95
Fighter Pilot 48K £7.95
Night Gunner 48K £6.95

COMMODORE 64
Fighter Pilot £9.95

Fighter Pilot Disk £14.95
Tomahawk £9.95
Tomahawk Disk £14.95

Name

VAT and p. & p. inclusive within UK
(Overseas inc. 55p per cassette)

Tele Sales

(0276) 684959

Please debit my AccessAfisa card no.

Expiry date

Cheques payable to Digital Integration Ltd

I enclose a cheque/P.O. for

Please send to DIGITAL
INTEGRATION

Watchmoor Trade Centre,

Watchmoor Road,
Camberley, Surrey

GU15 3AJ

Trade and Export enquiries
welcome. Lifetime Guarantee.

Total

.Address



Questor the Elf
;

impish and cunning

his deadly accuracy

and unbelievable

speed make him a

formidable foe.

Thyra the Valkyrie,

beautiful and

fearless, she is

protected in combat

by strong armour.

Thor the Warrior,

bold and brave,

there can be non to

^match his skill in

|||k hand to hand

fwi combat.

Merlin the Wizard,

mystical and wise,

the power of his

magic is untold

|j
t Enter the world of monsters and mazes.

!j^
"flSB M Travel the path of mystery and combat \

M in search of the food that replenishes your ^

TiJr 'health
7 Your way is barred by an array of

Jr monsters and legions of enemy beings but they are^ not your only foe in the quest for food
;
treasure and magic

potions - your fellow players compete in search of the same goo

TAPE DISK
CBM 64/128, Amstrad, CBM 64/128, Amstrad,

Atari. r>i~\ f\r\ Atari 04 A HH

Amiga/Atari ST,IBM

U.S. Gold Ltd., Units 2/3 Holford Way,

Holford, Birmingham B6 TAX. Tel: 021 3563388
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AYEAR'S
SUBSCRIPTION
TO ZZAP! 64
Newsfield, £15
What more can we say? A year’s
supply of the liveliest, most infor-

mative, raunchy, humorous,
imaginative and active (amongst
other things) Commodore
magazine in the world. Take advan-
tage of the unique subscription
deal in this very issue!

US GOLD MUG
Want the ideal mug for sipping
your tea/coffee/champagne bet-
ween screens? Then get a highly

useful US Gold mug. Emblazoned
with a colourful emblem, it may
well make your drink taste ever so
much better. How do you get one?
Well, we’ve got a few to give away
next month . .

.

ft Tg* m

or the rv ^for th (

€> 1984
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AZZAP’-^A'iodPes!
Christmas

Put down that pen and carefully read
through this beforeyou write to Santa. This is

the definitive guide to hardware and software
forthe 64, covering qualityjoysticks, add-ons
and games.A list of everything you could ever
want for a cosy Commodorian Christmas,
including suppliers and prices. Aren’twe just
wonderful to you?

HARDWARE

ODDS ‘N’SODS

USEFUL UTILITIES

CNETMODEM
Compunet, £18.50
Log on to the live one and become
part of the most active and exciting

dedicated multi-user system in the
world. You can chat to thousands
of other 64 users, including such
personalities as ZZAP! 64, Jeff

Minter, Tony Crowther, Rob Hub-
bard — and many others.

Download pictures, music and
demos or even upload your own!
Compunet also caters for many
hobbies and user groups.

VORPAL UTILITY

KIT
Centresoft (Epyx), £19.95

This amazing software based
fastload allows you to load spe-
cially formatted disk based prog-
rams programs up to twenty-five

times faster! Also features a 1541

head alignment utility, file recovery,

fast format and disk drive speed
check. Not recommended for the
novice.

EPYX FASTLOAD
Centresoft (Epyx), £19.95

Loads disk based programs at five

times the normal speed and is

compatible with most disk based
software. All disk commands oper-

ate at normal speed and there isn’t

fast save feature, but there is the
advantage of a decent built in

monitor and a disk dissector.



1

1

X0
•v

QUICKDISK PLUS
Evesham Micros, £19.95

Loads disk based programs up to

ten times faster and is also com-
patible with most disk based

software. No monitor, but there is

the advantage of a red reset button
and all disk commands work at

high speed (the fast format takes
around 30 seconds).

JOYSTICKS/
%

EUROMAXARCADE
Euromax, £15.95

A quality microswitch joystick.

Sturdy, reliable, durable, comforta-

ble to hold and a joy to use.

,V%

^ 0

m

I

Wfi/k

EUROMAX
COMPETITION PRO
Euromax, £16.95

A classic joystick. Quality micros-

witch action provides excellent

response and durability.

i NOISYTHINGS
DATEL SOUND SAMPLER
Datel, £49.99
Become your very own M-M-M-
Max Headroom with the cheapest
sound sampler around. Sample
voices or everyday noises and play

them back in the comfort of your

own home. Also features reverb,

echo, overdub and edit facilities—
you can even play a souncl back-
wards!

EUROMAX
PROFESSIONAL PLUS
Euromax, £19.95

A superb autofire version of the
Competition Pro. Looks great
and plays even better. Expensive,
but worth it.

58 ZZAP! 64 December 1986
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COMPUTER GRAPHICS LTD
SALES 01 -631 5206

01-379 6755

INTERNATIONAL 44-1 -379 6755

COMMODORE 64/128 : SPECTRUM 48/128K



The

Greatest

Game

Ever

Devised,

With

10,000

Separate

Landscapes;

The

SentinelAwaits ¥ourChallenge. Its What You'veCome To

TAPE
£9.95

BBC
COMMODORE 64

Firebird is a Registered Trade Mark of British Telecommunications pic.

“Without doubt an exceptional piece
of software. ..in a class of its own” —

ZZAP 64

FIREBIRD SOFTWARE
FIRST FLOOR, 64-76 NEW OXFORD ST., LONDON WC1A IPS

DISC
£14.95

MAIL ORDER
Please state name of game, machine, cassette or disk and quantity required.

Enclosed crossed cheque/PO made payable to FIREBIRD SOFTWARE. All

offers are subject to availability. Orders are despatched promptly. All prices
inclusive of VAT and postage.

MAIL ORDER: AUNTIE KAY, ‘FREEPOST FIREBIRD, FIRST
FLOOR, 64-76 NEW OXFORD ST., LONDON WC1A IPS.

*No stamp required.



Assault Machine is a deadly race against time. Have you got what it takes

to subdue planetTargon or will you be the first victim?

STOP PRESS - SCREEN SHOTS FROM WARRIOR II -AVAILABLE NOW!

Warrior 1 1 features the return of Psi Warrior. >\

You can glide, slide and hot dog on the
/f/'f K

hoverplane.Jump obstacles and dodge

guardians as you explore the mind
^

maze. It’s part puzzle, part battle. \ \



SOFTWARE

SPORTS
SIMULATIONS

GO FOR GOLD
Americana, £2.99 cass,

£4.99 disk

One the cheapest and best sports
games available for the 64. Fea-
tures large, well animated charac-
ters and six demanding events—
long jump, weightlifting, diving,

110m hurdles, 100m dash and
archery. Are you man enough to

Go For Gold?

INTERNATIONAL
SOCCER
Commodore, £14.95 ROM only

Still considered to be the best foot-

ball simulation available for the 64.

Features a scrolling panoramic
view of the pitch, nine computer
controlled teams and a two player

option. An all time classic.

LEADER BOARD
US Gold (Access), £9.95 cass,

£14.95 disk

The definitive golf game for the 64.

An incredible combination of out-
standing graphics and spot
effects, and simple but addictive
gameplay. Not to be missed!

SUMMER GAMES
Americana (Epyx), £2.99 cass,

£4.99 disk

A classic sports simulation featur-

ing eight unique events — 1 00m
dash, pole vault, 4 x 100m relay,

gymnastics, skeet shooting, 100m
swimming, freestyle swimming
and high diving. Summer Games
may look dated when compared
next to other Epyx offerings, but
for three quid it offers excellent

value for money.

SUMMER GAMES II

US Gold (Epyx), £9.95 cass,

£14.95 disk

Eight Olympic events to test your
your joystick mettle to its full— tri-

ple jump, javelin, cycling, kayak-
ing, high jump, equestrian, fencing

and rowing. Stunning graphics
and sound and gameplay ele-

ments, but an annoying cassette
multiload.

WINTER GAMES
US Gold (Epyx), £9.95 cass,

£14.95 disk

The biathlon, free skating, figure

skating, speed skating, ski jump-
ing, hot dog and bob sled are all

part and parcel of this slick sports

simulation. One for the long winter

nights— if you can put up with the

multiload cassette version.

WORLD GAMES
US Gold (Epyx), £9.99 cass,
£14.99 disk

The cream of the crop! World
Games features eight exciting

events from all over the world. Roll

logs in Canada, Sumo wrestle in

Japan, ski down a slalom course
in France, toss a caber in Scot-
land, ride bareback on an Ameri-
can bull, high dive from an Mexi-
can cliff top, lift huge weights in

Russia, and jump barrels in Ger-
many. State ofthe art graphics and
gameplay make this the definitive

sports simulation for the 64.

SIMULATIONS

SUPER HUEY
US Gold (Cosmi), £9.95 cass,

£14.95 disk

A comprehensive trainer and three

missions await any budding pilot

in this superb helicopter flight

simulator. Exhilarating 3D
graphics and amazingly realistic

sound make this the most exciting

flight simulator available forthe 64.

REVS
Firebird, £14.95 cass, £17.95 disk
The only true racing car simulator

for the 64. Classy packaging and a
program to match. Realistic point-

of-view 3D action as you race
around Brands Hatch or Sil-

verstone in an attempt to win the

Grand Prix. Keyboard or paddles
control ONLY!

ARCADE
STRATEGY
THE FOURTH
PROTOCOL
Hutchinson, £12.95 cass,
£17.95 disk

This superbly presented game-of-
the-book takes the form of an
involved three part icon-driven
adventure. The sheer depth of this

program is astounding as you try

to uncover and nullify a politically

dangerous KGB plot.

ZOIDS
Martech, £8.95 cass
Having melded minds with your
robotic dinosaur Blue Zoid you
must find and collect eight parts of

the ultimate Zoid, Zoidzilla. Doing
so involves taking on and destroy-
ing a complete army of Red Zoids

and their cities. Superb visual

effects and challenging gameplay.

RACY GAMES

KIK START
Mastertronic, £1.99 cass
Race over eight devilish courses
and attempt to knotch up the fas-

test time. A superb split screen,
one or two player motorcycle stunt

game, offering fantastic playability

and value for money. Coming
soon: Kik Start II for the 64 with
new features and courses!

PITSTOP II

US Gold (Epyx), £9.95 cass,

£14.95 disk

A split screen race game which
offers you the chance to race
around one of six famous tracks
against the computer or a friend.

Cramp guaranteed with every
race!

RACING
DESTRUCTION SET
Ariolasoft, £9.95 cass,

£14.95 disk
Build your own tracks and cars

and race them in this split screen
one or two player game. Loads of

useful options to provide plenty of

scope for all manner of tracks and
racers. Unfortunately, both cas-
sette and disk versions feature an
awful multiload system which vir-

tually destroys a quality game.

SUPER CYCLE
US Gold (Epyx), £9.99 cass,

£14.99 disk
Ride a 750cc motorbike around
ten different tracks and take on the
world’s best racers to win the
motorcycle Grand Prix. Both man-
made and natural hazards are pre-

sent to ruin a rider’s chances of

success. Fast 3D graphics and
suitably racy sounds make Super
Cycle highly exhilarating to play.

TRAILBLAZER
Gremlin Graphics, £9.95 cass
One of the simplest, most addic-
tive race games available. High
speed split screen action at its

most frenetic. For more details,

see the review on page 172.

SHOOT
UPS

ANCIPITAL
Llamasoft
Controlling an endearing little half

man/half goat ancipital character

you must blast your way through
100 screens of weird and wonder-
ful arcade action. Four way gravity

and a frenetic pace make this one
of the best blasting games availa-

ble.

DROPZONE
Americana (Arena Graphics),
£2.99 cass
Spawned from William’s Stargate,
this classic horizontal scrolling

shoot em up has you defending
scientists from eight breeds of

marauding aliens. High speed
shoot em up action and outstand-
ing value for money.

ENCOUNTER
Novagen, £8.95 cass
Paul Woakes’ incredibly fast 3D
shoot em up is set over a strange
landscape where you strive to sur-

vive by destroying several types of
flying saucers and missiles before
they destroy you. A classic varia-

tion on the Battlezone theme.

GUARDIAN
Alligata

Steve Evans’ definitive version of

the timeless arcade classic Defen-
der. All the thrills and spills of the
original and as close to the real

thing as you’re ever going to get.

Only available on the Fistful of Fun
compilation tape.

IRIDISALPHA
Hewson (Llamasoft), £8.95 cass
An incredibly fast bi-directional

scrolling shoot em in true Minter
style. Controlling a Gilby ship you
must shoot wave after wave of

marauding aliens and deposit
energy into your planet’s core.

Fast, frenetic, weird — wonderful.
There’s even two pause modes!

PARADROID
Hewson, £8.95
Andrew Braybrook’s classic shoot
em up has you entering eight

renegade ships in an attempt to

terminate all the androids on
board. Features a large scrolling

play area and fast paced action,

plus plenty of other exciting and
unusual features which make this

a timeless classic.

PASTFINDER
Activision, £9.95 cass
Guide your bouncing ‘Leeper’
craft over hundreds of vertically

scrolling screens and retrieve the
artifacts scattered across the ter-

rain. Many futuristic landscapes to

negotiate and aliens to destroy.

SANXION
Thalamus, £9.95 cass,

£14.95 disk
Written by a strange Finnish lad

with an unpronouncable name,
this shoot em up has you battling

against umpteen evil aliens over

fourty increasingly difficult scrol-

ling levels. Arcade quality graphics

and sound are part and parcel of

this superb blasting game.

SENTINEL
Americana £2.99 cass
The best Star Raiders type game
available for the Commodore.
Wonderful 3D effects, gameplay
and atmosphere as you try to

defend your home planet from the
attacking aliens.
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ALTERNATIVE
SOFTWARE

ALTER EGO
Activision, £24.99 disk only
Written by a psychologist, Alter

Ego offers you the chance to relive

your life again and again. Cope
with a lifetime’s worth of problems
— adolescence, old age, sex and
much, much more— in what must
be the most innovative piece of

software ever created. Fun for all

the family — if you’ve got a disk

drive.

LITTLE COMPUTER
PEOPLE
DISCOVERY KIT
Activision, £14.99 disk
Terrific Christmas fun! Discover
and make friends with the little per-

son who lives in your computer
with the aid of this unusual and
highly original entertainment con-
cept. Avoid the cassette version

like the plague.

ARCADE
GAMES

BOULDERDASH

GHOSTS N'
GOBLINS
Elite, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk

In this accurate arcade conversion
you play the part of a knight on his

quest to rescue a fair maiden from
the clutches of an evil demon lord.

Features five scrolling levels and
many horrible creatures to hinder
your progress.

GREEN BERET
Imagine, £8.95 cass

An excellent arcade conversion in

which you play a well-hard

member of the Green Hat brigade.

Travel through many scrolling

screens and penetrate enemy
lines, single handedly destroying

the enemy army to free your bud-
dies from a POW camp.

GRIBBLY'S DAYOUT
Hewson, £7.95 cass

Set in a strange, scrolling world
called Blabgor, you take control of

Gribbly Grobbly, a cute one-leg-

ged character whose task is to

rescue several baby Griblets from
sixteen scrolling levels of increas-

ing difficulty. Andrew Braybrook at

his best.

INTERNATIONAL
KARATE
System 3, £6.50 cass,

£10.99 disk

SPINDIZZY
Electric Dreams,
£9.99 cass, £14.99 disk

In this 3D flick screen exploration

game inspired by Marble Mad-
ness you take control of GERALD,
a YOP cartographer, and have to

explore over 350 different screens
in an attempt to complete a map.
Lots to see and plenty of devious
puzzles to solve.

THRUST
Firebird, £1.99 cass

Visit numerous hostile planets in

your highly manoeuvrable
spaceship and attempt to pick up
supply pods, avoiding enemy
installations in the process.
Reverse gravity and invisible land-

scapes make the going tough on
later levels. Exceptional value for

money.

TRIVIAL
THINGS

POWERPLAY
Arcana, £9.95 cass

A Trivia orientated arcade game
played on a large chequered board
with unusual pieces. Correctly

answer dozens of questions,

mutate and defeat the opposition
in unique head to head challenges.

Four difficulty levels and if you get

bored of the questions you can
always create your own!

Databyte (First Star), £9.95 cass
ZZAP!’s ever effervescent margin
mega-star has certainly appeared
in his fair share of games. In all the

games you have to collect a
number of diamonds from sixteen

scrolling caves within an allotted

time limit. That’s the basics, but

there are plenty of things to stop

you completing your task, such as
fireflies, butterflies and amoeba.
See page 176 for a full review of

the definitive Boulderdash game.
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THE EIDOLON
Activision (Lucasfilm),

£9.99 cass, £14.99 disk

A classic beat em up which allows

one or two players to kick, punch
and chop their way through vary-

ing degrees of opponents to

become^ a black belt champion.
Two bonus sequences and amaz-
ing graphics complimented by a
fabulous Rob Hubbard sound-
track.

JACKATTACK
Commodore, £14.95 ROM
This game is certainly lacking in

the graphics and sound depart-
ment, but makes up for the defi-

ciency with its huge addictive qual-

ities. Controlling fat Jack you must
squash the marauding heads as
they bounce around the screen.

Weird and rather expensive, but
great fun.

TRIVIAL PURSUIT
Domark, £14.95 cass,

£17.95 disk

The officially licenced conversion
of the immensely popular board
game uses exactly the same rules

of the original to produce a
thoroughly enjoyable program.
There are plenty of novel features

and loads of questions to keep all

Trivia fans happy for months.

PLATFORM
GAMES

Enter and explore the corridors of

your mind in this incredible 3D
arcade game. Travel through seven
labyrinthine levels, destroying or

avoiding strange creatures and
large dragons. Then confront the

ultimate evil — a huge seven
headed beast hidden deep within

the recesses of your mind.

SLAMBALL
Americana, £2.99 cass

A pinball machine inside a mons-
ter’s stomach is the setting for this

zany game. High speed scrolling

pinball action with you controlling

the ball!

BOUNDER
Gremlin Graphics, £9.95 cass

This highly original platform game
puts you in control of a tennis ball

which must be negotiated through
ten tough courses. Great graphics

and addictive gameplay.
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BOUNTYBOB
STRIKES BACK
Americana (Big Five),

£2.99 cass

Packed full of unusual features,

this sequel to Miner 2049’er puts
you in the role of Bounty Bob who
must collect artifacts from twenty
five devious screens. Compulsive
platform action at a low price.

HERCULES
Alpha Omega, £1.99 cass

Offering fifty screens of amazingly
addictive, but horribly sadistic

platform action, this game breaks
new grounds in the frustration gen-
eration. Weak on graphics and
sound, but many strong gameplay
elements for only two quid.

IMPOSSIBLE
MISSION
Epyx/US Gold, £9.95 cass

In this platform game cum arcade
adventure you must make your
way through the Evil Professor
Atombender’s lair and recover and
assemble the 36 different pieces
of password. Lots of speech, bril-

liant graphics and plenty of original

features make this a true classic.

LODE RUNNER
Ariolasoft, £9.95 cass,

£14.95 disk

Frantic platform action as you try

to collect gold chests from 150 dif-

ferent screens. Poor graphics and
sound, but a brilliant game. Comes
complete with a comprehensive
screen designer!

ARCADE
ADVENTURES

ARAC
Addictive Games, £9.95 cass

Capture strange creatures and use
their characteristics to the full to

help ARAC the droid become a
spider. Superb graphics and origi-

nal gameplay elements make this

a must for all arcade adventurers.

CAULDRON
Palace Software, £7.99 cass

Over a year old but still one of the

best games of its type available.

Play the part of a nice old hag who
must destroy an evil Pumpking and
his horrible minions who have
taken control of the forest and
caverns below. A brilliant blend of

scrolling shoot em up action and



platform problems. Can you
assemble the six ingredients of the
pumpkin destruction potion?

CAULDRON II
Palace Software, £8.95 cass
Taking the role of a cute little

PumP(dn you have to destroy an
evil witch by assembling a magic
potion, a task which requires you
to battle with her minions and
explore her giant castle. Six
strange objects to collect and
many weird adversaries to over-
come.

DAN DARE
Virgin, £8.95 cass
Take control of Dan Dare himself in
this graphically stunning flick-
screen binary comic strip. Avoid or
fight the Treen guards and solve
many original and humorous puz-
zles in an attempt to penetrate and
destroy the evil Mekon’s asteroid
before it crashes into the Earth.

MERCENARY/
SECOND CITY
Novagen, £9.95 and £4.95
respectively (cass)

This stunning 3D vector arcade
adventure and its dedicated
sequel open up a complete new
world in your 64. Fly around the

two huge cities and explore mas-
sive underground complexes as
you try to escape from the planet.

SGARABAEUS
Ariolasoft, £9.95 cass
An incredibly atmospheric, 3D
real-time arcade adventure in

which you must travel through the
Pharaoh’s tomb to find the
Scarabaeus emerald. Features
ghosts, poisonous spiders, zom-
bies, and plenty of unusual prob-
lems to solve.

ARCADE
PUZZLES

SPLIT
PERSONALITIES
Domark, £8.95 cass
An arcade style slide puzzle with a
difference! Plenty of devious twists
to hinder your attempts at
assembling ten split images of
famous people.

ZENJI
Activision, £9.99 cass
In this magnificent arcade puzzle
you must turn and link ‘elements’
to The Source before the time limit

expires. Just to add a little hassle
and excitement there are several
nasty creatures out to stop you.
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NOISYTHINGS
ELECTROSOUND
Orpheus, £14.95 cass,

£17.95 disk

This outstanding music utility

allows any budding musician to
create quality tunes and use them
in games or demos. May prove a
little overwhelming at first, but the

potential is there for creating pro-
fessional soundtracks and effects.

MICRORHYTHM
Firebird, £1.99 cass
The cheapest and most impres-
sive digital drum kit for the 64. For
more details, see the review on
page 124 ..

.

THE AWARD WINNING

GRAPHIC
ADVGriTURG
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r -fup face of the

Will marV-el-

THEANSWERTOYOUR PRAYERS!
C&VG

A very clever utility . . •

verv easy to u.se.

KEITHCAm/bELL,
COMMOPOgEUSER

Highly recommended.
- - ACORN USER

A very impressive and

sophisticated adventure
generator^

r - SINCLAIR USER,^-"
Now everyone can write professionally
illustrated adventure games.
The Graphic Adventure Creator - THE
adventure writing utility of the eighties.

•5f Unleash the Power of your imagination -Jf

AVAILABLE AT ALL
LEADING RETAILERS
or direct from:

INCENTIVE
SOFTWARE LTD.,
2 Minerva House,
Calleva Park,

Aldermaston,

Berkshire RG7 4QW.
Telephone: (07356) 77288.
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PLEASE RUSH ME (1st Class Postage FREE)
THE GRAPHIC ADVENTURE CREATOR
Tape £22.95 Disc £27.95

Winter Wonderland graphic adventure

Apache Gold (Except BBC B)

The GAC Adventure Designer Pad
SPECTRUM COMMODORE 64 AMSTRADCPCD
BBC B GAC extra information - free with any order

I enclose Cheque/P.O. for£ .

or please debit my credit card No.

Name

i "Mu j".>

VISA

£7.95

£7.95

£7.95

Address.
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Ocean Software Limited

6 Central Street Manchester M2 5NS.
Telenhone: 06 1 832 6633 Telex: 669977
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wo worlds - the mirror image of each
other, touch in space through a
Time-Warp.

ne is positive, good, familiar - our World;
the other is negative, evil yet unnervingly
familiar.

crp

heir interface - a time window through
which objects and beings can pass;

contact has resulted in the beginning of

exchange.

estore our World - stop the invasion, but
do it now, for as the exchange acceler-
ates, the time window grows larger -
domination is a hand!

STARTLING ACTION • INNOVATIVE GAME PLAY • STATE OF THE ART 3-D GRAPHICS

SPECTRUM

£7,95
COMMODORE 64

£8.95 ,
—

6 Central Street* ManchesterM2 5NS»Tel: 061 834 3939»Telex: 669977



Full game or questions only
available on

Spectrum 48/128, CBM 64/128,

BBC B,B+, Master, Amstrad CPC
Cassette and Disk

John Menzies

and all local stockists

HORN ABBOT
INTERNATIONAL

© 1986 HORN ABBOT INTERNATIONAL

YOUNGPLAYERS™ EDITION-OUTNO
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TRIVIAL PURSUIT is a Trade Mark owned and licensed by Horn Abbot International Ltd

.

Published by Domark Limited, 204 Worple Road, London SW20 8PN. Tel: 01-947 5624.

Trivial Pursuit was programmed by Oxford Digital Enterprises.



PREVIEW

SPACED OUT
BY SPACE HARRIER

¥
f

• ,

A nyone who regularly fre-

quents an arcade will have
seen, or at least heard of

Sega’s graphically and aurally

amazing Space Harrier. If you
walk into an arcade housing a
Space Harrier machine, you
won’t miss it: it’s a huge affair,

consisting of a seat and video
screen mounted on a huge hyd-
raulic arm which moves as you
play.

In the game you take control of

a soldier who must make his way
through sixteen levels of first per-

son perspective action, blasting or

dodging anything that moves,
including landscape features like

trees and rocks. Each level has its

own distinctive landscape and
aliens (on later levels the going
gets really tough with the land-

scape packed with indestructible

objects), and at the end of each
level there is a creature, or set of

creatures which must be
destroyed (a dragon on level one,
spinning heads on level two, and
so on).

Space Harrier is more of an
experience than a game — the
amazing graphics and sound and
hydraulic movement compensat-
ing for weak gameplay elements.
It’s little more than a simple shoot
em up, but even so, the 64 conver-
sion looks like it will be something
special . .

.

When Elite first announced that

they were to release a conversion
of Space Harrier, everyone
laughed very loudly and felt that

whoever took on the monumental
task of converting the game must
be a few bits short of a full byte.

Hardly surprising, since no-one in

their right mind would attempt to

reproduce such a visually stunning
arcade game on the humble 64. .

.

would they?

Well, after many weeks of

‘quietly confident’ and intensive

programming, Chris Butler has
almost done it. With the exception
of the sound and hydraulics,

Space Harrier on the 64 is just

about all there — and it’s looking
good.

detail. And as you can see from
these screen shots, Space Harrier

on the 64 features detailed

objects. What you can’t

appreciate, however, is the speed
at which the objects move. Maybe
this shot will give you some
idea . .

.

We saw just how much Chris
has done to date, which is basi-
cally the core of the game — the
3D routines and some alien move-
ment patterns. Oh — and a rather

crude main sprite which is subject
to change.

All the objects move out of the
screen surprisingly fast and
smooth, and it’s certainly fair to
say that graphics of this type have
never been seen on the 64 before.
Tau Ceti and Encounter feature
fast moving scenery and objects
(especially Encounter), but in both
games the objects are simple
geometric shapes with little or no

Chris is confident the game
won’t slow down as more features
are added, such as sound and
more objects and aliens. He’s only
worried about time. At the time of

writing Chris has five weeks to
finish the game. The graphics are
taking up most of his time (and
memory!), so Elite are doing most
of the graphics in-house to pre-
vent any potential delay.

Although Chris is content with
what he’s produced, he feels that

he could certainly get things run-
ning smoother (!). But then, why
bother when what he’s done looks
as good as it does . .

.
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PAPERBOY
A LATE DELIVERY

T his arcade conversion has
been in the pipeline for some
time now and has been

delayed yet again due to program-
ming difficulties. So, despite

numerous promises, you won’t be
seeing any reviews for at least a
month or two.
Paperboy puts you in control of

an all American bicycle mounted
schoolkid on his paper-round,
with the objective of delivering

newspapers to customers, and
potential customers, for one week.
There are plenty of everyday
occurances to hinder Paperboy’s
progress, such as roadworks,

dogs, skateboarders, joggers, and
even the occasional motorbike. At

the end of each day, bonus points

can be scored by completing a
BMX track.

The 64 conversion is being

programmed by Neil A Bate and
Chris Harvey, who were also

responsible for Airwolf and Frank
Bruno’s Boxing on the 64. These
screen shots were taken from the

latest version of the conversion,

but some of the graphics and
gameplay elements will be tidied

up before it is released late

November.

PREVIEW

here are you? Here . .

.

well, almost. Scooby
Doo has been over a year

in the making and has gone
through many changes. It was
intended to be the home computer
equivalent of a laser disk game,
but proved impossible within the

limitations of the 64. So, Elite con-
tracted Gargoyle Games to write

an arcadegame forthem. And they

did so, on the Spectrum and
Amstrad. The 64 conversion isn’t

being programmed by Gargoyle,

but from what we’ve seen it looks

very close to the other versions.

Scooby Doo is a scrolling

arcade game set in a mad profes-

sor’s castle. You control Scooby
and your task is to rescue his four

companions, Daphne, Wilma,
Fred, and Shaggy, from the

clutches of the mad professorwho
has chopped them up and put

them into specimen jars for future

experiments. Ugh.
As to be expected in a Scooby

Doo adventure, the castle is

haunted. Phantoms, ghostly

monks, skulls, ghoulfish (!) and
bats, amongst other things, are all

hell bent on stopping Scooby from
freeing his chums.
The game should be finished in

time for Christmas. In the mean-
time, to give you an idea of what
the game should look like, here is

a screen shot taken from the 64
version as it stands . .

.
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O nce again the general well

being of the Earth is under
threat from Ming the Mer-

ciless. And once again it’s up to

Flash Gordon to save the world
. . . only this time theifate of the

,
thanks

be
need
this

three

e in

in from
ad contains a

Earth is

to Maste
unleash
game
cult cha
The

stages, ea
its own right ai

cassette. The ffst

bulk of all three games, so sub-
sequent loads don’t prove too time
consuming.
The first game is a flip screen

arcade adventure in which you
take control of Flash just after his

ship has crash landed in the jungle.

Armed only with his trusty gun and
a limited supply of ammunition,
Flash must make his way through
the maze-like jungle to a cave

game is

where Prince Barin is waiting.

Hazards come in the form of

mutatedfcrjfctures, which must be
either 'fhot or avoided, and the

occasional crev&sse which must
be iu

SHflWte cave the second
loaaed. This takes the

form of a single player beat em up
in which Flash niust earn Prince

Barin’s^jespect tk beating him in

unarmed combat. If Flash beats

up which ^takesf

0
place on a

Ballblazer HBm
Flash Gordon ns virtually com-

plete and shoJo be released by
Mastertronic before the end of

November, at a price of £2.99 on
cassette. Hopefully, there will be a
full review next month . .

.

SCOOBY

r

SCOOBY DOO!

COMING SOON TO A SCREEN NEAR YOU!
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SNUGGLE UP WITH A COPY OF THE ZZAP! CHRISTMAS SPECIAL!

2^

REVIEWS! NEWS! FEATURES! PREVIEWS!
COMPETITIONS! LM! RRAP!

AND MORE! MORE!

On Sale December 11th

£1.95

Guaranteed to be the BIGGEST, BRIGHTEST and most COLOURFUL edition of ZZAP! EVER!

THOUSANDS of pounds worth of prizes on offer!

Masterblaster! Rockford’s Round Up! A Very Special Challenge!
PLUS A Very Special Competition Indeed!

A FREE copy of

Issue Zero
NOT available in the shops!

TOO
HOT
FOR
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•

I
I

DON’T BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD!
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“I love this game ... ifyou don’t buy this, throw away your
Spectrum!” C&VG Game ofthe Month August 1986.
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Bobby Bearing is very nearly perfect. This may sound a bit over

the top butthis game deserves a whole string of superlatives’.

ZX Comput ing August,1986.
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Screen shots from
arcade version -home
micro versions may differ.

II Bit followup to
jjlleArKung-Fu9

m

Spectrum
Commodore 64

and
Amstrad versions

coming soon.

Our hero has finally

mastered the secret

martial art “CHIN’S
SHAO-LIN” but is trapped
by triad gangs. With kicks

and other secret powers,
escape from and travel

SHAO-LIN’S road to

freedom!

_ !
Published under licence by The Edge, 36/38 Southampton Street, London WC2.E

;
Tel: (01) 831 1801 TX: 892379.
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Here it is — the subscription deal you’ve all been waiting for! If you

subscribe to the best selling Commodore magazine in Britain (erm, that s

us) for one year, we’ll throw in a FREE US Gold game! Yes, we’re crazy.

We’re out of our tree! We’re completely bonkers!! But it’s all true, because

we love you. Just send off £1 5 and choose ANY one of the nine games

from the list below. How can you resist? Why resist? Do it now before

it’s too late!

•
• :

:

:

‘But’, you cry between sobs, ‘I’m

already a subscriber’. Well, ne’er

ye fear, we haven’t forgotten you
— oh no. If you already subscribe

to ZZAP! you can buy any one of

the three groups of three games
here for only £19.98! In other

words, buy two and get one FREE!

If you’re about to subscribe you’re

also valid for this amazing offer.

Packed out with reviews of the

latest games, consistently scoop-
ing the competition for news and
previews of games of the future,

interviews with famous and up-

and-coming programmers, play-

ing tips from the man with a degree

in tactics on DEFENDER — none
other than Julian Rignall, troglody-

tic terpsichore from the Whiter

than blue-white Wizard, a defini-

tive highscore table run by a sys-

tematic scaremongering
Scorelord, and the unsympathetic
scribblings of the world’s most
talented letter answerer, Lloyd

Mangram. And don’t forget the

multitude of cool competitions —
how many other magazines offer

you the chance to win a real

GAUNTLET arcade machine? Or a

go-cart. Or a racing bike. Or a holi-

day in Paris. . .We’ve even offered

you the chance to appear on the

cover of our Christmas Special!

And then there’s the competition

where you can win copies of the

very latest games . .

.

How did you ever get by without

it? All in all it makes rather good
sense to subscribe, what with our

speedy new delivery service which

means you’ll probably get to see

the finished magazine before we
do!

GROUP TWO j

GAUNTLET
What more can we say?

THE official conversion

of THE top-grossing

arcade game of all-time.

This excellent conver-

sion allows one or two
players to play either Elf,

Wizard, Valkyrie or Thor

and battle through

meanie infested dun-
geons in search of trea-

sure./—-—^

GROUP ONE

SUPER HUEY II

This was to be reviewed

in this issue, but we ran

out of colour pages. It’s

an extension of its Sizzl-

ing predecessor (see the

review in issue one) with

lots of new missions.

We’ve been playing it

and already think it’s

destined to become a

classic.

re^resue^ ei9ht
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XEVIOUS
This was the first ever

vertically scrolling shoot

em up and one of the first

arcade games to gather

a true cult following.

Cruising over the land-

scape you must dispose

of the Xevious forces and
eventually confront the

giant Andor Genesis
Mother Ship.

WORLD GAMES
The ZZAP! crew ran out

of superlatives when it

came to reviewing this

classic Gold Medal
sports simulation. It’s

got eight events from all

around the world, includ-

ing barrel jumping, log

rolling, caber tossing

and slalom skiing— and
more!

FOR THOSE WHO
ALREADY SUBSCRIBE

JUST LOOK WHAT YOU
GET FROM ZZAP! 64
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GROUP THREE

MOVIE MOBSTER
BASH, SMASH and
STOMP your way
through six famous
cities. ROAR as you
squish lots of pathetic lit-

tle soldiers into the
ground. SCREAM as you
turn tanks into tin foil and
YELL as you topple tall

skyscapers. HEAPS of

monstrous fun in this

new Epyx game.

•.VMS**-**'"

GOS/y/.

ACE OF ACES
Slip into the cockpit of a
De Havilland Mosquito
and attempt five different

missions in this stunning
action simulator. Fabul-
ous graphics and sound
generate an incredible

atmosphere as you
recreate World War II in

the comfort of your own
living room.

BREAKTHRU
Sitting in the world’s
most sophisticated
armoured vehicle you
must penetrate deep
behind enemy lines and
recover a stolen fighter.

Tons of scrolling shoot
em up action as you take
on a complete army
single handed.

ZZAP! SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
I would like to take out a 12 month subscription to ZZAP! 64
magazinefor £15 (post included) and receivemyfree US Gold game.
Please note, ifyou’re already a subscriber and your subscription has just ended, or if it is within
two issues of running out, you may renew using this form (quote your subscriber number please)
BUT DON’T FORGET TO SAY WHICH ISSUE YOU WISH THE NEW SUBSCRIPTION TO RUN
FROM!

NAME
address

, ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

Should you already have a subscriber number, please quote it:

I would like to receive the following free game from the nine listed here
(cassette versions only):

TITLE

NB: Your game will be delivered INDEPENDENTLY of the magazine.

I would like my (new) subscription to run from issue. . . . I enclose a £15
cheque/postal order made payable to NEWSFIELD LIMITED

FOR EXISTING SUBSCRIBERS
(and those subscribing on this coupon who would also like to take up the
special subscribers’ offer)

I would like the following group of games from the three groups
listed here. I enclose a cheque/PO for £19.98 made payable to
NEWSFIELD LIMITED
GROUP ONE ....
GROUP TWO ....
GROUP THREE ....
(please tick one group)

NB: To be eligible you MUST quote your subscriber number OR have also enclosed £15 for a
new subscription

NAME
address

postcode”!"”™"”!”””"”"””””!""""”””””"™!”""”""””””""!”""

ZZAP! SUBSCRIPTIONS, PO BOX 10, LUDLOW,
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB
NB: All games will be delivered within 28 days of receiving your order—
UNLESS the release date of any of the nine titles is delayed.

ONE
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S COIN-OP HITS
Cassette Disk

SPECTRUM £9.95 —

COMMODORE £9.95 £14.95
4

AMSTRAD £9.95 £14.95
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0 Many eons ago, an advanced technologically

.^ oriented civilization was forced to evacuate the Earth prior

^
tothe IceAge. Now, these Xevious people are returning to reclaim

|

^

their heritage through conquest.
From the controls of your Solvalu super spacecraft, you must defend the

*
- 1 Earth from takeover by the Xevious invaders!

Flying a search and destroy mission, you will cruise over the scrolling landscape,
bombing Xevious ground entrenchments and zapping the airtargets that comb into

range. Easy. But no\y look out for the flying mirrors — impossible to

Sj21|l
|| |

destroy; a collision will spell certain death!
In the event of your surviving wave after wave of enemy on-

slaught you will encounter the controlling force of the

HmMMt Xevious offensive; the Andor Genesis Mother Ship! This
is your goal. A direct hit to her central reactor will

disable her, but do not be lulled into a false sense
of security. Xevious forces will soon re-appear

* to renew tfjeir attacks with.increasejl

hii"' I
determination!

the 64!
ZZAP64

XEVIOUS

Commodore 64 £9—— - -

Spectrum 48K
Amstrad
Xevious is engineered and designed by Namco Ltd. Manufactured under
license by Atari Inc. and U.S. Gold, 2/3 Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX
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4 Smash hit games in one pack — Only £9.95

available on Spectrum, Commodore 64 &Amstrad

DURELL sales dept.,
lastle Lodge, Castle Green, Taunton, Somerset, TA1 4AB, England
elephone (0823) 54489 & 54029

ire yetting harder
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Yes, that’s a new mug leering down from the top of the page! Don’t
worry— Gary might have left the tips pages but there’ll be no change
in the way they’re presented, or a decline in their quality (unless you
stop sending them in). I did used to do Amtips, y’know, but I’ll put
that down to experience. No more crummyCALL &7530 and Anthony
Clarke (the resident AMTIX technospurt) looming over my shoulder
babbling 'hardware scroll’ like a retarded parrot. This is the real

thing!

Anyway, in this month’s cold and wintry issue there are maps of
Dan Dare (thank you Gary), Zoids and Jack the Nipper along with
complete solutions, POKEs, mini tipettes, et al. Not bad for a first

go, I suppose. Oh— I nearly forgot ... in the centre pages there’s a
beautiful map of The Sacred Armour of Antiriad (thanks again, Gazza
ol’ mate). As a Syrius Cybernetics Corporation Door would say:
'glad to be of service’.

Oh, by the way: those of you who own a Cl 28 can use the reset
switch at the side of the machine to enter POKEs (it’s next to the
ON/OFF switch). Just LOAD the game as normal, press reset and
enter the POKEs (although don’t forget to keep the COMMODORE
key pressed as you reset, otherwise the machine will revert back to
128 mode and you won’t be able to enter the POKEs).

BACK TO THE FUTURE (Electric Dreams)

If you never managed to com-
plete this rather tacky game-of-
the-film, follow these free ‘n’

easy tips and you’ll be able to do
it without any hassle. Ta very
much to Ian Durston who lives in

sunny Bridgewater in Somerset.
By the way, don’t forget to blow
the dust off the cassette before
you put it into the C2N, ‘cos it

can ruin the tape heads.

Righty-ho and off you go . . . Grab
the skateboard from the crates
and skate away to the doctor’s
room. When you arrive, collect the
space suit and try to find George.
Once you’ve turned George’s icon
green, go to the hall and get the
guitar and make George stand still.

PARALLAX (Ocean)
Here’s nice little cheat from
Ruwan Madurapperuma who
comes from Hoddesdon,
Hertfordshire . .

.

Park your ship outside a hanger,
select normal kit and exit from the
ship. Nip into the hanger and shoot
the scientist once to stun him.

Swipe his card, leave the hanger
and go back to the ship. Leave the
ship again and go back into the

hanger. The scientist will be walk-
ing around again, so shoot him
once, steal his card (it’ll be a diffe-

rent one), then go back to the ship.

Repeat this process as many
times as you like. Oh yes,

remember that only two cards can
be carried at one time, so keep
using them to either get lots of ere-

Your mother should walk in (in the
game, that is), so get the guitar

again and freeze her next to him.
Now, The Power of Love theme
music will play and your picture

should start to reappear.
Biff shouldn’t be able to pass

your Ma when she’s standing still,

so there’s no need to worry about
him. After a while they’ll go back to

normal, so collect the guitar and
get both of them to stand still

again. Keep doing this until your
picture is fully restored, then go to

the doctor’s house and go back
out again. Easy eh?
Oh — if George runs out of the

hall, go and get the space suit and
make him follow you.

dits, buy things or get parts of the
code.
Talking of codes . . . numer-

ous people have written to say
they’ve found the five codes for
each level. Well, here they are

STACK
JEWEL
PARCH
SALON
GLOBE

WARHAWK
(Firebird)

Last month there were some
POKEs for Warhawk which were

supposed to disable sprite colli-

sion detection. Fab 'n’ cool, but
the big problem is they made
your ship invisible. Never fear,
here are some better ones —
courtesy of Jonathan Kendall
from Norwich. They do the same
but keep the ship visible. Once
the game has loaded, reset the
computer . .

.

POKE 27090,234
POKE 27091 ,234
POKE 27092,234

Then SYS 24604 to restart the
game.

LOADAGAME
(Players)

Not exactly a cheat mode . .

.

stop the tape once the

Loadagame starts and you’ll be
able to keep on playing until you
complete it, even after the time
limit runs out. Thank you John
Earls of Btetchley, Milton Keynes
for that positive gem of a tip.

SUMMER GAMES I

(Epyx/US Gold)
Think your times on the 4 x 400
metre relay are good, eh? Then
G Pernell from Warley, West Mid-
lands has some news foryou. .

.

Wait for the gun to go off and let

the computer pacer shoot off.

Then move the joystick right and
keep pressing the fire button (or

use an auto fire). If you keep doing
this you should get times like

2.13.00 or even less! Wowzer
yowzer!

FUNGUS (Players)
Don’t be an egotist and type in

your name on the highscore
table — type EASY GAME
instead. Why? Cos if you do
you’ll be rewarded with more
Fungi (Funguses?) than you
could ever imagine. Ta
much to our Deutchland
ers, Hans Vokenboume and Kurt

Reber. v

IRIDIS ALPHA
(Hewsons/
Llamasoft)

Hmm . . . what’s this? It’s unli-

mited lives for Jeffrey M’s latest

and greatest, that’s what. If you
load the game then reset the 64
you’ll be able to enter these
Andrew and Johnny Grifo POKEs:

POKE 23060,76
POKE 23061 ,30

POKE 23062,90

SYS 16384 to restart the game
with unlimited Gilbies. Or, if

you’re far less greedy, you can
a a

POKE 1 641 1 .(number of lives from
0 to 1 28)

. . . then SYS 1 6384 to restart.

FAIRLIGHT
(The Edge)

Ta very much to Jim Blackler
from the cold and wintry city of
Lancaster (well, it was cold and
wintry when I last went there) for
these cool POKEs. When the
game loads, reset the computer
and type in:

POKE 34413,234
POKE 34414,234
POKE 34420,234
POKE 34421,234

Once you’ve done that, SYS
20992 to start the game with
infinite energy. How nice.

FIST II

(Melbourne House)
Quite a few people have spotted
this humerous little tlplet, so
thanks to all of you for sending
It in. If you fancy making the
game even more boring by skip-
ping any fighting bits, then this
is what you should do . .

.

Just before you meet a nasty,
keep the joystick pushed left or
light (whichever way you’re
walking) then press the
RESTORE key. Keep doing this
until your man starts sliding
along on his own. You will then
skate past the place where your
opponent is supposed to be.
Once you’re safe, press
RESTORE again and continue on
your long quest If you want a
real laugh, keep somersaulting
and pressing RESTORE . . .you’ll

get a completely new game —
The Way of the Floating Karate
Matey. Har har!

BOMBJACK (Elite)

If you want a birruwa laff, like,

put Bombjack in the C2N (if you
have the game) and when it’s

loaded reset the computer.
Why? So’s you can enter this

POKE from Ray Webb of Bays-
water 6053, Western Australia

POKE 51 12,0

. . . followed by SYS 31 01 to start

the game and become an inde-
structible Jack.

MARBLE MADNESS
(Ariolasoft)
If you’re already a bit bored with
this rather poor conversion,
then here’s a little tip to extend
its playing life a bit. See the pic-
ture below? Yes? Good. What
you should do is jump the gap at
the end of the first left hand zig-
zag, then plonk your marble on
exactly the same position as the
one in the picture. Wait until the
time counts down to 13 and
you’ll be magically transported
to the Water Level! Cripes-a-
lawdy! Thanks to someone cal-
led SIR from.London for this use-
ful information.
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ROBIN IN THE WOOD (Odin)
Not doing enough robbin’ in the
wood? Well, ne’er ye fear, oh
fearless 64 gamer, here’s a list-

ing which will give you infinite

Robins for your pleasure and
enjoyment. Many thanks go to
Jim Blackler from Lancaster for
this listing. Right, first of all type:

10 FOR A=49152 TO
49164:READ B:POKE A,B:NEXT
20 DATA
1 69,248,1 41 ,220,8,1 69,252,1 41 ,2

21,8,76,0,1

Now RUN it. When you’ve done
that type LOAD and press play
on tape. You didn’t forget to

bung the tape in first did you?
When the computer resets type
POKE 1005,1 92:RUN to load the
rest of the program. The compu-
ter will continue to load the
game, then it’ll reset allowing
you to type:

POKE 40857,165
For infinite lives

If you want to change the colour
scheme:

POKE 3621 4,(colour from 0 to 15)

When you’re happy you can type
SYS 36414 to start the program.

DAN DARE (Virgin)
Last month Gazza Pee promised
a map and a full solution to Dan
Dare. So here they are in glorious
technicolour tiporamavision. I

hope you ail realise that if

Matthew Mugrove from
Bracknell, Berks, Hok Pang from
Eastcote, Middlesex and Doug
Johns of Portsmouth, Hants
hadn’t sent in the tips, then they
wouldn’t be here. (Oh, some-
thing wrong with my solution,
eh?—GP)

Make your way to the reeds and
cut them down (use the map to find
the location). Enter the subterra-
nean lake and swim to the left,

using the reed as a snorkel. Keep
going until you hit a submerged
object and pick it up— it’s a highly

useful crowbar. Once it’s safely in

your possession, swim right and
keep going until you reach a lad-

der. Climb up the ladder and walk
right until you reach the steps. Go
down to enter the underground
cave system. Walk left and keep
going until you find a location with
two vines.

Climb down the longest vine,

cut off the vine to the left and tie it

to the piece on the right. Climb
down the tied vines and when you
reach the bottom walk to the right

and open the hatch with the crow-
bar. Collect the fruit and climb
back up the vine.

Walk right, until you come to a
passage ‘too narrow for you to

pass through’. Throw the fruit.

Stripy will chase after it and return
bearing the torch, which he will

duly give to you. Go back to the
vine room and climb down the vine
again. Enter the hatch, switch on
the torch and climb out again.

Climb up to the top of the vine
and cut it down, then walk to the
vine on the left and climb down
until you can go no further. Tie the
two vines together, then climb

down again. Walk left until you find

the hatch you opened earlier, then
go through it to enter the Treen’s
underground complex.
Climb down the long ladder and

walk right. Climb down any one of
the three ladders and walk left to
find a Treen guarding a closed
door. Use the crowbar to open the
door, then walk left. Kill any Treens
you encounter to get special pass
cards (you need three of them).
Make your way down the net-

work of ladders and gantries until

you come to an unlit room. Use the
torch to find your way about, then
go down until you come across
two cells which you should open
with your pass cards to free your
friends. Make your way back up to
the darkened room and walk to the
left— you should now be standing
in front of a large laser. Don’t use
it just yet.

Walk left until you enter a com-
plex of interchangeable mirrors.

There are three main reactors hid-
den in the complex. You must set
the mirrors so that when the laser

beam is fired by the cannon, it is

deflected by the mirrors to the hole
in front of the reactor. Remember
to destroy the reactors in order
(look at the numbers stamped on
the side of each one). Use the map
to see where the computers are,

then adjust the mirrors accord-
ingly.

Once you’ve blown up all three
computers, go up to the third com-
puter where you will find a door
has opened. Walk left, killing any
Treens as you make your way to
the Mekon’s lair. Lob ten grenades
at the Mekon, avoiding his bursts
of laser fire.

Once you’ve disposed of the
green bonced one you are given
two minutes to escape. There’s an
easy way out, but that’s the bit

you’ve got to figure out for yourself

RAMBO (Ocean)

Here’s a little something for who just happens to live in Bol-
those of you who’re still having ton, Lancs. Get your Rambo cas-
trouble with Mr Well-Hard- sette, plonk it into the C2N,
Right-Wing-Facist-Bully-Boy, , rewind it, type in the listing, RUN
courtesy of Trolly Game Hacker II it, then ‘press play on tape’ . .

.

30 PRINT CHR$ (147)
40 FOR A=304 TO 31 7: READ B: POKE A,B: NEXT
50 FOR A=32768 TO 32855: READ B: POKE A,B: NEXT
60 POKE 53280,0
70 SYS 32768
100 DATA 169,173,141,143,12,234,234
110 DATA 234,234,234,76,223,65,0
120 DATA 169,128,133,157,160,1,152
130 DATA 170,32,186,255,169,0,133
1 40 DATA 1 83,32,21 3,255,1 69,31 ,141

1 50 DATA 1 50,3,1 69,1 28,1 41 ,151,1
160 DATA 76,99,3,32,76,128,169
170 DATA 54, 173,225,65, 162,0,1 89
180 DATA 55,128,189,228,65,232,224 -

190 DATA 32,208,245,76,0,64,1 73
200 DATA 0,64, 141 ,0,1 60, 169, 11
210 DATA 141,17,208,76,84,164,84
220 DATA 82,79,76,76,89,33,169
230 DATA 48,141,60,65,169,1,141
240 DATA 61 ,65,96,234,234,234,234

By the way, Trolly sends apologies to Forest for using his program

HACKER II

(Activision)
Darren Millburn from Aylesbury in DAME
Buckinghamshire has disco- GOMES
vered some codes which you
can input when confronted with
the ’Logon Please’ prompt: Try any one of the following dur-

00987
ing the game:

TITLE RED 7

DEMO WHITE 6
COVER BLUE 1

PAM WHITE 50
WAMI 07041776

n ESS* ST
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Smash your way through an immense, hostile world where Ninjas and Shoguns lie in ambush
and wild animals crouch ready to strike! Take the challenge - only you a true FIST master
can survive to the top! C64 Cassette £9.95, Disk £14.95.

Amstrad £9.95 Spectrum £8.95

7& Won* 'd t£i fto*/
Melbourne House (Publishers) Ltd. Melbourne House 60 High Street Hampton Wick Kingston Upon Thames Surrey KT1 4DB. Telephone: (01 ) 943 3911 Telex: 935425 MELRSO Facs: (01 )9432688
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TIPS

EXPERTADVICE
FOR USERS OF
TRILOGIC’S EXPERT
CARTRIDGE
Phew, l thought you’d never turn

to this page. Cor (I hear you say)

Dragons Lair cheats. Okay the

cheats are fine, but l seem to have

some difficulty in getting off the

Deadly Cheauerea Board. Can
anybody help?

KNIGHT RIDER
(OCEAN)
Unlimited time . .

.

At step 3 type:

.F 8C82 8C84 EA (RETURN)

.F 8C8C 8C8E EA (RETURN)

.F 8C96 8C98 EA (RETURN)

.F 8CA0 8C98 EA (RETURN)

.F 8CAA 8CAC EA (RETURN)

.F 8CB4 8CB6 EA (RETURN)

.F 8CBE 8CC0 EA (RETURN)
4) As normal.

To reach next destination

quicker . .

.

At step 3 type:

.F 8856 8856 FF (RETURN)
4) As normal.

HAPPIEST DAYS
OF YOUR LIFE

(Firebird)

Infinite Energy . .

.

At step 3 type:

.F CED5 CED7 EA (RETURN)
4) As normal.

It’s a good job I found out how
to speed this game up, ’cos the
speed at which the bloke walks
and jumps is disgusting!

At step 3 type:

.F B8F6 B8F6 50 (RETURN)
The ‘50’ in the above line may be
changed to any hexidecimal

number between 00 (very fast) and
FF (mega slow).

4) As normal.

ASTERIX
(Melbourne House)
Infinite Lives:

At step 3 type:

.F215C215E EA (RETURN)

4) As normal.

IRIDISALPHA
(Llamasoft/Hewson

)

Infinite lives . .

.

1) LOAD the Expert with VI .8/2.8

2) LOAD and RUN the game as
normal. When the game has fully

loaded, the monitor prompt will

appear automatically. As usual,

the four digit number will appear in

the top left hand corner. Change
’

the numbers to read 4000, then

press RETURN.
3) Type:
.F 5A14 5A16EA (RETURN)
4) As normal.

MISSIONAO
(Odin)

Infinite Lives:

1) LOAD the Expert with VI .7/2.7

2) LOAD and RUN the game as
normal. When game has fully

loaded tap the RESTORE key
lightly.

3) Type:
.F 52CE 52CF EA (RETURN)
4) Now type R (RETURN) or add
more cheats if there are any.

PARALLAX (Ocean)
Firstly l better say thanks to

Andrew Grifo from Walkdon,
Worsley, Nr Manchester for the
excellent Parallax POKEs in last

months ZZAP! They were so good
I couldn’t resist the temptation to

convert them for use with the good
old Expert . .

.

Elimination of most sprite colli-

sion . .

.

At step 3 type:

.F16A416A4 60 (RETURN)
4) As normal.

Going through the floor . .

.

At step 3 type:

.F 10BB 10BB 60 (RETURN)
4) As normal.

Change the first backdrop col-

our . .

.

At step 3 type:

.F 0A8D 0A8D 01 (RETURN)

4) The 01 in the above line may be
changed in any hexidecimal

number between 00 (black) and OF
(I’ve forgotten that colour), other-

wise step 4 is as normal.

Change the second backdrop
colour . .

.

At step 3 type:

.F 0A88 0A88 01 (RETURN)
4) As previous step 4.

DRAGONS LAIR
(Software Projects)

Infinite Lives (TAPE version
only) . .

.

1) As normal.

2) Put the Expert switch to the OFF
position and LOAD the game as
normal. When game has loaded,
zero the tape counter and press
the stop button on the data recor-

der, then put the Expert switch to

the ON position. Now tap the

RESTORE key.

3) Type:
.F 0FE5 0FE5 E6 (RETURN)
4) As normal. Now put the Expert
switch to the OFF position. Press
play on the data recorder, then
press the space bar.

Infinite Lives (DISK version only)

1) As normal.

2) As above but put Expert to ON
when the screen with the Archway
appears. Tap the RESTORE key.

As usual, a four digit number will

appear in the top left hand corner.

Change the number to read ‘ 1 5C8’
and press RETURN.
3) Type:
.F 0F42 0F42 E6 (RETURN)
4) As normal. Now put the Expert

to the OFF position. All I can say

now is play the game . .

.

So .Riggers is in charge of the tips

section — but what can you do, I

mean we all have to put up with the

riggers of life!

I might as well say the usual bor-

ing stuff . . . don’t you dare miss

the big bumper Christmas issue of

ZZAP! ‘cos the EXPERT ADVICE
column will have cheats for Jack
the Nipper, AlleyKat, Druid,

Sanxion, and many more ... I

hope! Until next month then . . .

TAZ
Address all EXPERT correspon-

dence to: TAZ, c/o EXPERT
USER CLUB, 137 STONEFALL
AVENUE, HARROGATE HG2
7NS
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TRILOGIC have done the impossible! Converted RGB1
into RGB. Your RGB TV/monitor becomes a 128
compatible RGB1 monitor when you use an 1-Con

interface.

80 columns on your TV/monitor
Converts RGB1 into RGB
Fully C128 compatible
All 16 colours with most TV’s

Audio lead included

40/80 switch (where appropriate)

Simply plug-in and switch-on

Available for most RGB TV/monitors

stateT.Vmodel on order

THE I CON
ONLY

£27.95!!

THEY’RE
HERE!!

Scorching ideas from Hi-Tech Trilogic
made specially for your computers.

Easy to use plug-in system that
outperforms all other

similar products.

EXPERT
ONLY £31.95

Programs are saved in one file

Freezes and saves programs to disk

Programs compacted to reduce diskspace used
You can save 3 or more programs per disk
Reloads most programs in less than 30 secs
The cartridge is not needed for loading back
Cartridge uses RAM and disk-based software
Instant upgrading. Only £2.

Use the machine code monitor to cheat, gain
extra lives or restart the program etc, etc

TAPE TO DISC / DISC TO TAPE
DISC TO DISC / TAPE TO TAPE

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

The ONLY Expert add-on you’ll ever need! Makes the
Expert unstoppable with the games which defeat all

others! Available separate or with your Expert Cartridge

THE E.S.M.

ONLY £7.95!!
NEW! JUST ARRIVED! The Expert

cartridge with built-in ESM £37.50!!

CALLERS 329 TONG STREET
BRADFORD BD4 9QY Tel (0274) 684289

MAIL ORDER Dept - All prices incl. VAT & P&P

29 HOLME LANE BRADFORD BD4 OQA
Freecatalogue.send 17p.stamp

Please send equipment as ordered

TRILOGIC MAKE MINE FOR CHRISTMAS

FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE / PROMPT
DESPATCH / ALL PRICES FULLY INCLUSIVE
PLUS 10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ON
ALL BACK-UP DEVICES

ORDERING: WRITE OR ’PHONE / PAYMENT BY CASH
CHEQUES PAYABLE TO TRILOGIC / POSTAL ORDER
OR ACCESS' EXPORT ADD £1.00 EXTRA/
'PAYMENT IN STERLING ONLY PLEASE

Name

Address

Complete this coupon with your name/address etc. and
attach to your order and payment/cheque.
Post off to Trilogic. Dept ZZD

29 HOLME LANE BRADFORD BD4 OQA

SEE US AT STAND 105 COMMODORE COMPUTER SHOW NOVEMBER 21st to 23rd



“Plan the Robbery of a Lifetime!”
Commodore 64/128 (cassette £9.95, disk £14.95)

Amstrad 464/664/6128 (cassette £8.95, disk £14.95)

Spectrum 48/128 (cassette £8.95) OUT THIS MONTH
,4 .

it ii

ncMSS oisiCNS

Marketed & Distributed by

© 1986 Ariolasoft UK Ltd |TBP!

AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD SOFTWARE RETAILERS - IF IT’S NOT THERE, PLEASE ORDER IT - OR IN THE CASE OF DIFFICULTY SEND YOUR CROSSED CHEQUE/P.O. MADE OUT TO ARIOLASOFT UK LTD, INCLUDING YOUR
OWN NAME AND ADDRESS, TO ARIOLASOFT, P.O. BOX 461, LONDON NW1 2ND
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TIPS

Alan Smith from Whitehall, Bris- in. OK, so it’s a bit on the long
tol is one cool dude when it side, but it’s well worth typing
comes to POKEing around. in. Anyroad, bung in ye cassette,
Look at what he’s got for you— type in ver listing, RUN it and
some nice infinite ’look no reset’ press play on the C2N. Every -

lives POKEs which you can type thing else is taken care of

0 REM INFINITE LIVES POKES FOR SANXIOf^^^^^^Wp
1 REM BY ALAN SMITH
10 A=49152
15 FOR T=0 TO 92: READ Z
20 POKE A+T,Z: L=L+Z: NEXTT
30 IF L<>1 151 1 THEN PRINT “ERROR IN DATA”:END
40 S=679
45 FOR Y=0 TO 45: READ F
50 POKE S+Y.F: P=P+F: NEXT Y
55 IF P<>5581 THEN PRINT “ERROR IN DATA”:END
65 PRINT CHR$(147) “INSERT SANXION CASSETTE THEN PRESS
ANY KEY”
70 GET K$: IF K$=“” THEN 70

75 SYS 491 52
85 DATA 169, 1, 170, 168, 32, 186, 255
90 DATA 169, 0, 32, 189, 255
100 DATA 169, 1, 32, 213, 255
110 DATA 120, 160, 171, 169, 3, 89, 80, 3, 153
120 DATA 80, 3, 136, 208, 247
130 DATA 169, 76, 141, 162, 3, 169, 58, 141
135 DATA 163, 3, 169, 192, 141, 164, 3
140 DATA 169, 27, 141, 13, 220, 169, 0
145 DATA 162, 144, 76, 83, 3
150 DATA 169, 76, 133, 232, 169, 73, 133
155 DATA 233, 169, 192, 133, 234, 76, 121,

3

160 DATA 169, 76, 141, 191, 3, 169, 167, 141, 192, 3
165 DATA 169, 2, 141, 193, 3, 169, 96, 133, 232, 96
170 DATA 104, 104, 169, 169, 141, 191, 3, 169
175 DATA 16, 141, 192,3, 169,44, 141, 193,3
180 DATA 169, 76, 133, 232, 169, 199, 133
185 DATA 233, .169, 2, 133, 234, 76, 153, 0
190 DATA 169, 234, 141, 62, 55, 141, 63, 55
195 DATA 141, 64, 55, 76, 112, 150

• BARRIER
LAYOUT for
END OF
LEVEL 2
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JACK THE NIPPER (Gremlin Graphics)
conjunction with the map you’ll

be able to become a real teeny

terror. Diolchynfawri Leon Baird

who hails from Camberley in

Surrey.

Trying to be wicked and
naughty, but can’t quite do it

right? Frustrated about being a

goody-goody? Well, if you read
on and use the following tips in

88 ZZAP! 64 December 1 986

If you’re a musical nipper you’ll

want some music to accompany
your wickedness, so grab the

Walkman body from the room next

to where you start, go out of the

house and get the headphones.
Both articles will disappear and

the music will play.

Go back to the house and get

the pea-shooter, then go to the

Police Station and take the bat-

tery. Go to Just Micros and smash
the mirror, then go round to the

Launderette, get the glue and take

it round to the False Teeth Factory

and jump onto the conveyor belt

to gum all the teeth up.

Take the weight from the Prison

and jump onto the conveyor belt in

the Hummo Sock Factory to wreck
it. When you’ve done that, use the

flower killer (found on the top shelf

in the I Bloom flower shop) to kill

all the flowers in the garden beside

the graveyard. Once you’ve done
that, take the fertilizer from the

graveyard by shooting all the

ghosts. When it’s safely in your

possession, wheel the fertilizer

round to the screen where you
dropped the poison.

Now go and get the key from the

other part of the garden and enter

the bank. Drop the key and take

the disk to the Technology
Research Lab, then jump onto the

computer to the right hand side of

the screen. Go back to the bank
and pick up the key which opens
the grating. Open the grating and
crawl through the hole, not forget-

ting to drop any objects you’re car-

rying before you enter. Take the

box (it’s washing powder) and the

credit card with an A on it from the

top of the cupboard. When you’ve

done that, take the powder to the

Launderette and jump in front of

all three machines.
Use the credit card at the Bank

by jumping at the dispenser, then

take the potty from the Play School
and drop it in the China Shoppe
(after breaking the two plates on
the top shelf). Take the clay from
the same screen as the potty and
drop it in the first screen of the play

school. This, for some unknown
reason, makes a dog (weird!), so

leave quickly.

Take the key from the bank to

the museum — this opens the

grating. When you go through the

grating it’s advisable to take a

pea—shooter with you, as there

are a whole load of ghosts in there.

Go through the grating and take

the bomb from the fireplace, drop

the pea-shooter and take the horn.

Once you’ve done that, honk the

horn at the cat in the Police Sta-

tion, in the living room of Jack’s

house and in the play school to

score enough on the naughtyome-
ter to finish the game. Whoopee!!

Don’t forget to break everything

once you’ve used it, and shoot

people, animals and ghosts with

your pea-shooter to increase your

rating.

If you’re still having hassle being

a naughty person (says a lot for

the earlier tips) you can always
cop out and type ZAPIT on the

title screen. The border will go
white and you’ll be able to play

the game as an invincible Nipper
(perish the thought). Cheers to

Andrew and Johnny Grifo from
Worsley, Manchester.
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UHNHM

(Activision)

Here’s a well fab listing which
gives you unlimited energy and
unlimited time to bash those
tres horrible dragons. Mucho
gracias to Cuddly Chrix who

forms half of the ever-so-
whacky-and-zany Sensible
Software team. Plonk the tape
into the C2N, type in the listing,
RUN it, then press play on tape.

1U HJH A=320 TO 383:READ B:C=C+B:POKE A,B: NEXT
20 IF C<>6983 THEN PRINT “ERROR! (BLEEP)”:END
30 PRINT CHR$ (147) “INSERT EIDOLON, THEN
40 SYS 320
500 DATA 169,1,170,160,0,32,186,255,169
51 0 DATA 0,32,1 89,255,1 62,1 ,1 60,8,32
520 DATA 21 3,255,1 69,76,1 41 ,242,3,1 69
530 DATA 102,141,243,3,169,1,141,244,3
540 DATA 76,13,8,169,1,141,29,16,169
550 DATA 115,141 ,28,1 6,76,0,1 6,1 69,1 73
560 DATA 141,238,92,169,205,141,78,115
570 DATA 76,0,76

-
^TERRESTIAC
ENCOUNTER

The big action game for

space freaks everywhere!
£ 14.99 ATARI 520 ST

FROM

THE SAS: OPERATION
THUNDERFLASH!
The first ever Super Sparkler!
Only £2.99 for a super 3-D graphic
game. Your task as leader of the SAS
squad is to spearhead an offensive
against the terrorists who have
occupied a foreign embassy. Can you
stay the pace? Spectrum 48k

Spike Sparkler’s
pick ofthe hits
at only£1.99 eac

l

StreetDate 31 Oc
Poor old Santa! He’s overslept again andnow
has only S hours to deliver all his Christmas
goodies. Help him sort out this chaosby
collecting and dropping the gifts down the
right chimneys. SOONON C-64AND ATARI
SPARKLERATING

Fast and furious with more than a dash of
magic. This search for the holy scriptures
involves battles with venomous creatures
which you have to fend offwith lightning bolts.
SPARKLERATING

Defend the castle against the hordes. As Eric
the Brave you have to fight offwaves of
murderous Ores, outwit and slay the evil
Sorcerer, and defeat the giganticDemon Trolls
Sixplay levels.

SPECTRUM 48k SOONON C-64AND ATARIbPLC 1RUM 48k
SPARKLINGRATING*

THELATESTFROMSPARKLERSALSO INCLUDES:
RIVER RESCUE TANK COMMANDER COMPUTER WAR

ON C-64 ON ATARI ON ATARI

SPECTRUM 48k

mmiEv
/S\

C-64

AVAILABLEFROMALL GOOD SOFTWARESTORES
Unit Bll, ArmstrongMall, Summit Centre, Southwood, Famborough, Hants. GUM 0NP. Tel: 0252 522200.

mmkm
. |
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ZOIDS (Martech)
At long last the numerous
requests for Zoids tips have

been answered. Mucho gracias

to Stephen Fenton (llkley, West
Yorks), Jason Nock (Cradley

Heath, West Midlands), Foxbite

(Tunstall) and S Fisher

(Wilmslow, Cheshire) for their

invaluable advice.

A COUPLE OF THINGS TO
REMEMBER . .

.

J Turn your ‘info bank’ OFF as

soon as you start a game and

whenever you find a piece of Zoid-

zilla, otherwise the radio station

will detect your scan for Zoidzilla

and dispatch Spinebacks.

• Don’t attack Slitherzoids with

your railguns — soften up the

swines with a couple of missiles

first, then let rip with the railgun.

• Never attack a power station—
a task force will be dispatched.

• Don’t attack a radio station —
the city will dispatch Hellrunners

to other cities who will in turn dis-

patch Spinebacks to your loca-

tion.

• Don’t attack a serpent base (un-

less you enjoy the game over

routine).

• Watch how long it takes Slither-

zoids to travel between the mine

and city, then you’ll know how long

you have to destroy the city.

appear.
Select the left hand icon (fre-

quency) and put the cursor on one

of the arrow icons (depending on

which way you want to move the

marker). Select the centre icon,

then select the arrow icon and

move the marker to the relevant

position. Once that’s done, select

the third icon and adjust the phase

until the waves are identical.

Remember: there’s no set phase

to a signal — every time your Zoid

moves, the signal changes.

When the waves are identical,

activate the transmit icon at the

bottom. If the waves are the same,

a straight line will appear in the top

display.

ATTACKING A CITY
When you want to attack a city,

stop your Zoid so the city is on the

edge of the screen (as far away as

possible) and jam the shields

(using the above method). Be
careful if a Slitherzoid approaches
when you’re trying to jam the sig-

nal — the Slitherzoid may return

with a Spineback.
Move your Zoid next to the city

and jam the shields again. Select

your missiles and fire at the city—
but beware: a Spineback will be

dispatched. Select the railgun,

destroy the Spineback and pick up

92 ZZAP! 64 December 1 986

THE RAILGUN
A very important thing to learn is

how to use the railgun effectively.

(It’s worth having a couple of

games where you just blast any-

thing that trundles your way). The

best thing to do is time your attack

carefully — just before you think

the diamond will turn red, press

the fire button and unleash a hail

of bullets. When you’re down to

single shot firing, wait a couple of

seconds for the gun to reload, then

repeat the process.

JAMMING
A really difficult, but crucial part of

the game is learning how to jam

radio transmissions. If you follow

these tips and use them in con-

junction with the rest of the tips,

you should be able to do it compe-
tently.

Once you’ve selected jamming,

move your cursor to the top icon

(carrier wave) and make the

appropriate selection, ie: if the car-

rier wave is one then move the cur-

sor to the top left square and press

fire. Next, move the cursor to the

middle icon (variable wave) and

make the appropriate selection as

you did before. When you’ve done

that, move the cursor to the bot-

tom icon (variable wave adjust-

ment) and another three icons will



the power pod. Fire another mis-
sile and destroy the Spineback,
then fire another two missiles to
destroy the city. Don’t forget to
pick up all the debris, though.

If you find a piece of Zoidzilla,

leave the network and don’t stop
for anything. Try to find a hiding
place in the next network, so your
Zoid can recover. If you use this

method correctly you should be
able to destroy all of the cities.

MORE USEFUL THINGS
Always note the ID number of any
Zoid you destroy, especially the
city-repairing Slitherzoids. If you

destroy Slitherzoid 5.3 for exam-
ple, city 5.3 can’t be repaired.

Enemy missiles are always a
problem, but they can be taken
care of if you remember these
three points . .

.

• If an AA missile is lobbed in your

general direction, use the sonic
flare to get rid of it.

• AT’s can be disposed of by
throwing a heat flare in front of it.

# Redhorn the Terrible’s AE’s can
be jammed. (If not, run like hell).

Just like the old man said to his wife: ‘that’s all for this month’ ... a
cliche, I know, but I can’t think of anything better to say at the
moment. Thanks to all of you who sent in stuff this month, I hope
you’ll be just as busy next month. If you’re not this section won’t be
here! Anyway, maps, POKEs, solutions, cheques and little sisters to:

ZZAP! TIPS, PO BOX 10, Ludlow, Shropshire, SY8 1DB. By the
way, please don’t send any personal correspondence — I’m afraid

there’s no guarantee of reply, not even with an SAE.

SOFTWARE
Electric Dreams Software,

31 Carlton Crescent,

Southampton, Hampshire SOI 2EW.
Tel: (0703) 229694

ZZAP! 64 December 1 986 93
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Now the FIFTH generation of the countries leading disc

back-up/utility package is available This latest version includes

many more "PARAMETERS" to handle the latest highly

protected discs. This includes the latest American and English
software. Be warned if you want to back up software by Ocean,

Gremlin, Hewson, Domark and even U S. Gold, whose protection

schemes are NOT always the same as the American versions, then

you MUST have "D.D.". At press date, we are sure NO other
advertised product will handle all these, be it American
or German.

INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
"EVESHAM 3 MINUTE NIBBLER" is the latest version of

the infamous "Evesham Nibbler" now boasting even more
power and speed. Copies highly protected discs in 3-4
minutes. Handles the latest types of disc protection com-
pletely automatically. This often involves the use of the

"PARAMETERS", these add the vital secret code that the highly

protected programs check for. (This is the important difference that

makes this the best.) At the time of going to press this program

copied virtually all the English and American programs
available for testing, including the latest in games and business

software

"DUAL DRIVE NIBBLER" allows the use of two drives to make

even faster back ups.- Incorporates device number change

software so no hardware mods necessary.

"EVESHAM 8 MINUTE NIBBLER" still very powerful and has

been improved. Copies a few that the three minute version won t.

Many, many other useful utilities are included on the disc, including:

SELECTIVE MENU MAKER, FAST FORMAT, FAST FILE

COPY, NOVATRANS, DISK ORDERLY, DISCMON+,
UNSCRATCH, ETC., ETC.

The whole package is menu driven and has its own fast boot

system built in for your convenience. Pays for itself the first day you

receive it.

ONLY £29.95
Customers with earlier versions may return them
along with a payment of £9.95 to receive V5.0.

Most routines are CBM 128 and 1570/71 compatible in 64 mode.
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This package incorporates new drive stops for two 1541s that will end for good the
dreaded "woodpecker" The fitting process is very easy and a test program is provided to
check the fitment Helps prevent future alignment problems and makes your drive purr with

satisfaction.

ONLY £4.95
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Construction Kit is the

ultimate challenge for

fans ofthe multi award
\

winning Boulder Dash and

the perfect introduction to

Rockford's underground

world forthoseyetto

experience the magic.

Now for the very first time

you can designyourown
games with the Boulder
Dash Construction Kitand
saveyour creations to disk

or cassette.Anewgame is

included for impatient

Boulder Dash fans.

Multiple Rockfords are

action strategygame for

one ortwo players.

Rockford has to dig

feverishly as boulders

crash down all around him,

through 16 mystical caves

and 5 levels of difficulty in

his relentless quest for

jewels.

GAMEELEMENTS
Fireflies, Butterflies,

Diamonds, Enchanted

Walls, Multiple Rockfords,

Blue Slime,Amoeba and
one or two player option.featured in thisnew all

Available for Commodore 64/128, Atari 400/800/XL/XE48K ram
cassette 9.95 disk 14.95

Available from all good computer stores or post free from:

Databyte, 15 Wolsey Mews, London NW5 2DX Telephone 01-482 1755



navigation chart, uranium

cube and the "master

earner". Onceyou have

recovered all these items

you can enteryour rocket

and head for outerspace.

GAMEELEMENTS
Boobytrapped ice,

snowball fights, water

buckets,snowshoes,

saws, TNT, ice slicks,

drifting snow, deadly

icicles.

PROGRAM FEATURES
Full scrolling screens.

Real TimeAnimation,

Simulvision- both players

active at the same time.

Boobytrap construction.

Joystick or keyboard One
orTwo player option and
for the first time in the Spy

series there is Interiors and
Exteriors, where Spies can

enter igloos.
SpyVs Spythe ArcticAntics

takes place in the wintry

conditions ofthe Arctic

complete with igloos, polar

bears, penguins,snow
blizzards and other natural

hazards. Your mission is to

find a space helmet

Available for Commodore 64/128, Atari 400/800/XL/XE48K ram
cassette 9.95 disk 14.95

Available from all good computer stores or post free from:

Databyte, 15 Wolsey Mews, London NW5 2DX Telephone 01-482 1755



Back to those hazy, lazy days of lastyearwe go in this portion ofthe
magazine devoted to past events. This month we go back to the coldand wintry clime of November 1985 and take a look through ZZAP!
issue eight. The month might have been cold but there was much
Sizzling between thewarm and cosypages ofthe December issue.
The everdynamic duo, Gaz and Jaz, look overthe ratingsand decide

whether their judgements were right or wrong.

GAMES ZZAPBACKED

SCARABAEUS
ACE
BATALYX
WHO DARES WINS II

ELECTROSOUND

SCARABAEUS
Ariolasoft

In this unusual 3D realtime arcade
adventure you have to brave a
dark and mustytomb in an attempt
to find the great emerald
Scarabaeus. The many exciting
puzzles and intense atmosphere

got everyone raving . . . ‘This is

one hell of a smart game that no
self respecting Commodore
owner should overlook’, Gary gib-
bered. Jools judged it ‘Brilliant!

Miss it if you dare’, while Sean
spewed superlatives: ‘it’s brilliant!’

This is a fabulous arcade adven-
ture which is— as far as I’m con-
cerned — still unequalled on the
Commodore. The atmosphere
generated is superb (especially
the breathing/heartbeat sounds)
and the 3D graphics are absolutely
marvellous.
JR

The breathing and heartbeat
effects in this game create an

-Inina sequence.

xcellent at' round

appearance.

Sound****
tncredibW -

l get into it.

workout.

Value For Money

^strange game.-

ssss~£-

incredible atmosphere, making it

all the more absorbing to play. It's

a shame Scarabaeus didn’t
achieve anything greater than cult
status. Ah well, there’s no
accounting for taste ... I still play
it occasionally — more so since
Alan Smith provided some crucial
infinite energy POKEs— and I still

can’t complete it! Most annoying.

(Jaz) I think the ratings still stand.
It’s a brilliantprogram which sadly
didn ’t sell as well as it should have
done.

(Gaz) It deserved the ratings then,
and I wouldn’t rate it any lower
now. Scarabaeus is an excellent
game — hopefully Scarabaeus II

will be of the same quality.

Cascade
Though classed as a flight

simulator, ACE is more of a 3D
shoot em up with simulation over-
tones. There was a fair bit of con-
troversy over the ratings, and to
say that Gary Penn wasn’t too
keen on it is an understatement. ‘It

didn’t appeal to me due to the fact
that it was a bit too much of a flight

simulator than a game’ he
bemoaned. Julian and Gazza Lid-
don, on the other hand, were well
impressed: ‘the most impressive
flight sim on the 64, ’ reckoned Rig-
nail. The corpulent one confirmed
this: ‘the best game of this type
I’ve come across’.

Nowadays this game wouldn’t do
too well, especially when you
compare it with something like>4ce
ofAces. Still, it was good fun at the
time and rated about right.

JR

/ never have liked this ‘game ’— in
myeyes it didn ’tachieve a suitable
balance between a flight simula-
tion and a shoot em up. Still, I

wouldn ’t grumble about its Sizzler
rating. Not much, anyway.
GP
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Presentation 93%
Good instructions and

plenty of options.

^SffeSvflJandsome

at little touches.

ine noises,

hatter,

iHooMbHtgrffi
Avery easy simulator to fly

sssrsi-
ctise.

ilue For Money
1%
1Y bit steep

iverall 90%

SgSSSKS***

SS25
imulator.

(Jaz) By todays standards the
graphics should go down to lower
eighties, hookand lastabilitydown
a little, and the value and overall
down to the lower eighties.

(Gaz) It was rated fairly at the time,
but I don ’t think it woulddo so well
now— better flightsimulationcum
shoot em ups have become avail-
able since the release ofACE.



assssss
tune.

Graphics 91%

gaSssfiss-x
sprites.

Soun*1

Great title tune and spot

Hookablllty 93%
Desimto capture the next

post is huge .

Instability 90%
• not easy by any

And it's

means.

Value For Money
92%
Well cheapfor a well crucial

game.

Overall 90%
One of the best arcade

downs yet.
shoot em

000299

«y
was sure ‘Alligata have

come up with a real classic’ and
Sean Masterson thought you
should ‘get your paws on this one’.

Julian considered it to be ‘one of

the top arcade programs of the
year’. Gary Penn wasn’t available

for comment due to illness.

I enjoyed playing this, but got
bored with it rather quickly. It’s got
short-term appeal, but is still bet-

ter than Elite’s official version of

Commando.
JR

Who Dares Wins II isn’t outstand-

(Jaz) This hasn’t really stood the
rigours of time at all. Now, it looks
very dated. Graphics down by ten
percent, hookand lastabilitydown
to the low eighties, and value and
overalldown byat least fifteenper-
cent.

(Gaz) The graphics and sound
were overrated — in fact, I don’t
think Who Dares Wins II quite
deserved the Sizzler award. Still,

it’s not bad by todays standards,
though I’d expect to see it at a
budget price.

ELECTROSOUND
Orpheus
The Gold Medal of the month went
to this music utility, which allows
you to compose music and use it

in games or demos. Since Elec-

trosound was released, plenty of

budding musicians have bought it

and used it to good effect. Many
CNET users use it to add a little

aural interest to their demos and
pictures. Julian was the only

reviewer who looked at Elec-

trosoundand it was met with much
enthusiasm: ‘An absolutely

superb utility which is unsurpas-
sed in my eyes (ears). There’s
massive potential for a profes-

sional musician and the most
incredible tunes can be easily

created’.

\
Presentation 82% bjt
instructions may

con,US,
t
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witb
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The big problem with Elec-

trosound is you can’t change the

preset drumbeats (you can define

your own, but it takes up a chan-
nel). Consequently, tunes sound
rather samey when the preset

drumbeat is used. Nevertheless,

people like DEMON (CNET) have
used Electrosouhdto create some

really good tunes, and I still think

it’s a worthy purchase to anyone
who’d like to experiment with the

SID chip but hasn’t got the techni-

cal ability.

JR

I won’t comment — / don’t con-

sider myself to be a musician.

GP

(Jaz) I think the ratings are fine—
there’s still nothing to beat it.

Presentation 96%
Extremely well thought out

and executed program.

ilcs 93%
it definition,

Graphics
Excellent de

sut^rb ^croltkig^echniques

Sound 81%
Very good and unusual

Nhnteresque sound effects

Hookablllty 95%
Extremely easy to get into as

you can start where you like

.

Lastability 94%
Addictive, challenging and

above all FUN!

Value For Money 95%
More expensive than previous

Minter releases but |ust as

worthy

Overall 94%
Yet another Minter classic

BATALYX
Llamasoft/Ariolasoft

After a rather hefty ZZAP!/Minter
contretemps, everyone wondered
how we would receive Jeff’s new
game. Naturally, when it came to

reviewing Batalyx the team bore
no malice and judged it on merit

alone. ‘Nice one Minter . . . it’s

HYPERBRILL, okay twelve year
olds?’ joked jovial Julian. Penn the
‘traitor’ enthused:

‘

Batalyx is a
perfect example of Jeff Minter at

his best ’ and Liddon thought it was
‘one of the star releases of the

year’.

This is a great combination of

mindless blasting, strategy and
out-and-out weirdness. The
graphics and sound effects still

hold good today— I still think this

is one of the best Commodore

shoot em ups.
JR

This is without doubt one of the
best games Jeffrey has ever writ-

ten. All five sub-games are very
playable, and as a complete pac-
kage it’s worth every penny.
GP

(Jaz) I hate saying 7 think the rat-

ings were fine
’

’cos it’s boring. But
they were, so I must. Ah! Hold on!
I think the sound rating should
have been a weeny bit higher.

(Gaz) With the exception ofsound
(which should have been in the
high eighties) I reckon the ratings
were spot on. I wouldn’t rate it

much lower ifwe reviewed it today— it’s still a classic creation.
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GLIDER RIDER is the name of the

game that Quicksilva have just

released and appropriately

enough, the other day — after a
severe telling off by Gary Penn —
I sneaked it into my beloved broom
cupboard and gave it a go. Cor!

What you have to do is zoom
around the countryside and try to

bomb several nuclear reactors,

avoiding the defensive lasers

guarding each installation (seethe
review for more details).

Anyway, come closing up time I

had to leave, so I put on my helmet,

trundled outside and climbed onto
my bike. Off down the high street I

went, past ZZAP! Towers, the

sandwich shop and the bank, and
was just turning left when I spotted

Girlie Penn leaving the Bull pub.

100 ZZAP! 64 December 1986

Imagine my surprise when the bike

turned into a microlite just like the

one in the game! Har har! Grotty

Gazza was in for a surprise too! I

decided that with the nine bombs
on board, I was going to repay him
for all the nasty things he’d said

that day. And so I began my Spiky
Head Hunt!

Penno saw me hurtling out ofthe

sky just above Woolworth’s and
BOOM! I missed him but

demolished Woolies. (I wonder
where Mummy Minion will buy her

underwear now?) Gripped by the

thought that he’d messed up his

hair style, Penn hesitated, so I

dropped another bomb '— KER-
BOOM! No Penn and no ZZAP
Towers . . . But there he was, run-

ning across the debris and into the

chip shop. BOOM! (scamper)
BOOM! (scamper) . . . This went
on until I only had one bomb left

and the up-and-coming Captain
Corpulent could run no more. He
was hiding and I knew where he
was. I started my final bomb run

knowing that this time I would end
Penn’s rude rants once and for all.

I lined the glider up and was about
to press the fire button when —
KERRSCHLAAAPP!! A hand hit

me across the head and a voice

said ‘Whatd’yerthink yer doin’?

Where’s my bleedin’ coffee?’

Poooh! Life returned to normal
with a start as I realised it had all

been a dream. Sob! Just when I

had a chance to bomb the Spiky
Haired Chump . .

.

Anyway, I had a chat with

Quicksilva and they said they’d

give a copy of GLIDER RIDER to

the first fifty people who could help

to pulverise Penn. Art lent me a
hand too and drew the scene of

the final conflict from my dream.
All you have to do is to place an ‘X’

where you think Old Spiky was
hiding on my final bomb run. Don’t

forget, you only get one go
because that’s all I had. Drop your
entries into an envelope and send
them off to reach me before 31st
December. Address them to

SPIKY HEAD HUNT, ZZAP!
Ruins, PO Box 10, Ludlow,
Shropshire SY8 1DB. And the

very best of luck— tee hee.
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A complete monthly guide by the infamous White Wizard
for all 64 owners who prefer games involving typed commands

rather than wiggled joysticks.

1

Somewhere in Borphee lies a weary Wizard,
i
Weary, washed-out, and wearing a brass bikini.

« Find out the Hideous Truth in this month's epis-
tle from the Bearded One, and while you're
about it— check up on Bugsy from St Brides, try
for the Inheritance from Infogrames, go on the air
with The Archers, and last— but not least— say
KWAH and see what happens in the second
episode of Melbourne House's Redhawk series.

®tje inheritance
Snfogrameg, £9.95 cawette, £14.95 btikette

avid Crossweller
of Infogrames
sent me Mandra-
gore and I didn't

really like it

much. Now he's

sent me The
Inheritance and,
well. I'm afraid I

don't like it much.
To be fair, however. I'm not sure

I ought to review it anyway since

it isn't, in my opinion, an adven-
ture at all. The idea is quite novel
— what you get is a detailed pic-

ture of your location and a cursor.

By moving the cursor and pressing
SPACE you can examine objects

or pick them up, or (once you've
got them and they're displayed in

your inventory) use them. Apart
from the location and the icons
representing the objects you're
carrying, however, the screen
seems rather bare and under-

designed.

The plot involves you travelling
from your bedsit to Las Vegas,
there to win a fortune in the
casinos and thereby inherit an
even larger fortune from your
dead auntie. The game loads in
three parts— In the Block of Flats,

At the Airport, and In Las Vegas.
You can only load the latter two
parts if you've cracked the earlier

ones and noted the password.
I'm not going to spend much

time on this one because it really

isn't an adventure. There is no text

entry and not an awful lot of text

appears on-screen. Characters,
some quite amusingly drawn,
flash up before you and deliver

one-line messages in rather terse

and sometimes rather stilted

English. These sequences take
rather longer than is necessary and
hold up the action, which is crucial

because in every section you're up

objects to hand to your co-tenants
so that they will allow you out of
the building. After a while it all

gets a bit boring.

But then many very popular
arcade games are based on just one
idea, so perhaps I really shouldn't
be reviewing this one. Ratings, I

think, are out of place therefore—
but if I was going to rate it as an
adventure it wouldn't get more
than 58% overall and well below
that for atmosphere and interac-

tion.

ZZAP! 64 December 1986 101

against the clock.

The best thing about The Inheri-

tance is the way you can move the
cursor around the screen picking
on things you'd like to get or
examine. That makes it feel rather
life-like, with the cursor becoming
your roving eye and the space bar
your outstretched hand. Like
Kwah!!, this system perhaps has
possibilities but I didn't feel that
this game really exploited them to
the full. The whole of the first sec-

tion, for example, relies almost
entirely on just one idea— finding
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*r emember Red-

d hawk '? The game
that other
magazines
thought was

q whizzo, but the
Wiz thought was
a load of rub-
bish? Well now

the sideways scrolling comic-strip
format with text-entry is with us
again. Is it any better, or is it still

nought but a turkey?
It's definitely a lot better, thank

goodness. I actually began to get
quite involved in this program, in

which hero Kevin tries to discover
something of his past and bring an
evil doctor to justice in the process.
The real improvements in the

game are: first, quicker drawing of

graphics and improved detail and
quality of the pictures; second, a
far better game-structure with a
well-designed map and more logi-

cal puzzles; third, clearer objec-
tives in a plot unmuddled by petty
thugs, arrests, and a rather silly

reliance on super-powers. These
were all things that I felt made the
original Redhawk game a mess, and
in this follow-up they're all much
improved.

In fact, if only the programming
team can clear up the one major
flaw (see below) in this system,
they might actually be on to some-
thing quite good. Just to remind
you — or inform you, if you
haven't seen Redhawk — the
screen is divided into two, with the
upper half boasting three panels
which carry three pictures as in a
strip cartoon.
The pictures show you the cur-

rent location and characters— and
as you enter commands in the text
window below they flip along
from right to left, bringing in new
pictures from the right as if you
were reading a comic book.
Because of the constraints of a

6502 processor the effect is still

rather clumsy, but it's now been

speeded up to the point where it

does actually enhance the game
rather than make it look simply
amateurish.

Nice touches include the fact

that if you type something like

'SAY KWAH' then the character
Kevin (whom you control) sprouts
a speech bubble in true comic-strip
form in which the word is appears.
If your message can't fit in all at

once, it scrolls through the bubble.
As far as the plot is concerned,

Kevin — as in the previous game— can change into his super alter-

ego by simply saying 'KWAH'.
Rather better use of this is made in

this program than in the original.

For example, there's one point
where young Kev is bound and
gagged and therefore can't say
anything except
MMMGGGGPHHH. . .or words to

that effect. If the original game had
had puzzles of that quality in it I

wouldn't have slated it so badly.
However there remains a bug in

the lettuce. The parser is frankly
awful. As always in these games,
where you try to fit graphics, on-

screen clocks, and other innova-
tions into the program all at once,
something has to give. And in

Kwah!! it's the part of the program
that understands what you're typ-
ing in. You can only move in four
directions, the vocabulary is very
small, and the system is full of

inconsistencies. For example, you
type 'PULL LEVER' in a room
where there isn't a lever. The prog-
ram responds: 'Do what with the
lever?'. If you persevere it will

eventually, after wasting your
time, admit that there 'isn't one
here.'

Worse, apart from the small
vocab, is the way the parser leads

you into thinking it can under-
stand more than it can. You find
'A small gap' in a door. You type
'LOOK THROUGH GAP' . . . 'Look
through what gap?' the program
replies. 'LOOK THROUGH THE
SMALL GAP?' you enter. "Small'
confuses Kevin' replies the
infuriating parser.

And so on. Perhaps the system
is really stretching the C64 to its

limits, or perhaps the program-
mers haven't got into their stride

yet. Which of these two theories is

true will decide whether this sys-

tem has an interesting future or
whether Kwah!! will be remem-
bered as the best it ever had to

offer. As it is, I reckon it's only just

worth the asking price, but if you
get it for a present I think you'll

find it worth having a crack at.

Atmosphere 55%
Interaction 50%
Lasting Interest 60%
Value For Money 5 5%
Overall 60%



Momc/Kebel 9, £9.95 cassette

games, the pics aren't really that

brilliant. Others may disagree but
I'm afraid that I still don't go for

Level 9's graphics. I know they
have problems with memory
space, but I'm sure fewer pics and

go wrong. If they go badly wrong
you get the sack and start again.

The program is divided into four
parts, and each part requires that
you make decisions for one of the
major characters in the series.

evel 9 must have
spent quite a lot

of time develop-
ing their scrol-

ling-text-cum-

multiple-choice-

plot-alternatives

system which
they first used in

Adrian Mole. Either that, or Mosaic
must have made a lot of money
out of selling the Mole game,
because here we have another in

the same vein.

The Archers uses the exactly the
same system as Adrian Mole. As in

Level 9's other games, text prints

on the bottom of the screen scrol-

ling upward, while 'multi-tasking'

pictures draw simultaneously on
the top half.

Also, as with Level 9's other

higher quality plus attention to

detail would be more welcome to

most players.

However, UNLIKE Level 9's

other games, in The Archers you do
NOT get to enter any text. Instead,
the story scrolls up the page and
every so often you get a choice of

three alternative courses of action
for the character being controlled.

Selecting different choices has dif-

ferent results.

In The Archers , the different

results— apart from what actually

happens in the story — are either

a drop in the number of listeners

(if things get too boring) or an
angry letter from the BBC
authorities (if things get too hot).

In other words, you take the role

of program producer/story editor

and have to carry the can if things

Strtfs is the hi ii#r»Choose one of the following:
i> carrf on working rwr^leis;
| > to pp classes;
31 take Captain far long
I tikf CiHlift foe lomm *mlhs x Hehome with poorly pew
teptein sits dom
refuses to move » 1
f mrm*

n Leader *\

carrp Him
wood
:o Borne

ms*
returns at midnight* rear Inf

drunk , to his flat at urey SahlesT
T rudy ana Juliana*, our Spanish
c hemhermeid* run mrremming acres s the
i awn! Biggs chases them into the
swimming pool and jumps in after then!
hit the guests are peering out of their
wi ndows

!

Pick one of :

pretend it's a eartg

;

I

2 > haul then nut;
3> call the rnlice*

These are Jack Woolley, Eddie
Grundy, Elizabeth Archer, and
Nelson Gabriel. In the interests of

equality it would have been nice
to have had two female characters— especially since in my view the
Elizabeth section is one of the
strongest. Perhaps designer/writer
Pete Austin felt nervous about
writing about ladies.

The good news, comparing this

program to Adrian Mole, is that
there are far more frequent deci-

sions to be made and therefore
more variety in the game. Further-
more, the game is not much

found so attractive in Mole re-

occurs in this program but seems
somehow rather strained. The
growing pains of adolescence that
characterised the earlier program
seem to be replaced by moral and
political considerations here, but
the issues seem somehow naive.
Altogether, I felt, a bit of a disap-
pointment.
But then the Wiz is a dyed-in-

the-wool adventurer and not an
Archers' fan. I think that families
who listen to the radio program
might really get a kick out of play-
ing this game together in the long

mmd

h reporter from the Sun errives to
S^ijct one of these mtteenetieem

tohe Ion off night petrols;
2? refuse to see enyhodg

;

deny everything*

affected by whether or not you lis-

ten regularly to The Archers prog-
ram. With Adrian Mole I felt that
having read the books put me at a
slight advantage which in turn
made the game less interesting.

Not the case here. And if you're
totally unfamiliar with the radio
program there are extensive notes
on the different characters on the
cassette cover.

The bad news, frankly, is that I

found the game rather boring and
certainly not worth the asking
price. The sense of humour that I

winter evenings, but personally I'd

rather tackle a Balrog than Walter
Gabriel any day.

Atmosphere 50%
Interaction N/A
Lasting Interest 40%
Value For Money 50%
Overall 50%

ZZAP! 64 December 1 986 1 03
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ugsy is a big bad
blue rabbit who
brazens his way
round Chicago
trying to take
over control
from the mobs.
He has a good
line in Mickey

Spillane-type prose, as in 'The kids
round here are so tough that when
they can't find any wood they
whittle their fingers' and he is the
main character in this latest Quill-
ustrated effort from Priscilla Lan-
gridge and her team in Ireland.

St Brides and the Quill have
together produced some rather

original titles during their associa-
tion. The Secret ofSt Brides was quite
novel as you wrestled with time-
distortion and mesmerism in St
Brides School. The Snow Queen was
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a wonderfully romantic idea that,
in my view, should never have
been released as a commercial
proposition but was still rather
'nice' in a quaint way.

The Very Big Cave Adventure,

however, showed a developing
sense of what was commercially,
rather than artistically, desirable
and finally Bugsy makes an even
better bid for mass sales, featuring
guns, gangsters, and a lot of good
ol' murder and mayhem.
With its Philip Marlow/US

Gangster images, the result might
have been something like that
excellent game Borrowed Time
from Activision, were it not for the
fact that (a) the hero is a rabbit and
(b) the shortcomings of the Quill
system. The first point injects a
reasonable amount of humour
into the project, the second robs it

of any chance to shine technically
or to compete with more state-of-
the-art adventures that have pow-
erful parsers and gi-normous voc-
abularies.

?!»*«*« is m iMisttr on tli* wall identical
Her#...

The fact is that St Brides now
have the design ideas to produce
some really good games, but the
Quill isn t able to provide a power-
ful enough framework for those

ideas. The standardised display,
poor parser, small space for voc-
abulary, and lack of true interac-
tive character handling all limit a
good game.
There was a time when I praised

the Quill for bringing out the
adventurer in us all. It was indeed
an excellent tool for bringing
adventuring to the masses, and it

will remain an excellent tool for
home use. But commercially, I

feel, the tide has turned and from
now on I reckon that this tradi-
tional adventure style is stifling us
writers, not supporting us.

Since I only got a demo of Bugsy
I can t really give you a full review.
The descriptions are amusing, the
plot twists that I saw original, and
the game idea well-worn but still

quite exciting. But after playing
games like Borrowed Time and
Leather Goddesses I felt that I had
been thrown back two years. The
pictures are pretty but they don't

£?!2bE??2s b*r. Gents wear black
r ties. Ladies wear

very well. Also there
»* *** “su* 1 stuff such as

4C* *«<•. * Place where
;2fV ffrve the ginser beer Cue have to
Wihlbitf l,l

f
#r beer because of the
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draw instantly, the screen format
is sufficient but not excitingly dif-
ferent, the parser is highly compe-
tent but not stunning. The game,
in other words, although brand
new, is looking as old as the system
that was used to write it.

St Brides should either get
themselves a professional prog-
ramming team to devise a system
that can do justice to their original-
ity, or be resigned to dwindling
sales and popularity in the face of
newer, more powerful programs.
Meanwhile if Bugsy goes far it will
be on the strength of CRL's mar-
keting, and not much else.
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$nfocom/&cttbtiwn, £24

The Plot . .

.

The combination of an experi-

enced and highly skilled game
designer like Steve Meretsky plus

a rather risque scenario makes for

a game with a number of unusual
twists, but at heart LGOP is just

another excellent adventure in the
traditional Infocom mode.
You must locate eight different

objects in the game and these are:

1 . A common household blender
2. Six feet of rubber hose
3. A pair of cotton balls

4. An 82 degree angle
5. A headlight from any 1933 Ford
6. A mouse
7. Any size photo of Douglas Fair-

banks
8. A copy of the Cleveland Phone
book

Locating these objects isn't that

difficult, but like in the Scott

Adams games, actually getting

them into your possession is

extremely tricky. And then,

perhaps they aren't going to do
you any good after all! Would YOU
believe a moronic keep-fit maniac
who handed you a matchbox with
those items scribbled on it,

announcing that with that equip-
ment he/she could save the
world??

people don't often wonder
whether Infocom games are any
good or not. They just wonder
whether to give them 95% or 96%
and try to decide which superla-

tive adjective to use — 'Brilliant'

'Astounding' or perhaps 'Scrotnig'

if they read 2000AD. The fact is

that there is rarely any doubt
about an Infocom title, but in this

case doubt emerged so the Wiz
rushed out, bought a copy, and
loaded it up. The privileged reader
of this Zarjaz Mag will now hear
the Wise One's opinion . . .

The game is Brilliant, Astound-
ing, and Scrotnig.

Here's what it's all about. You—
and you can be male or female in

this game, thank goodness, so for

1 06 ZZAP! 64 December 1 986

once the Wiz can address the
whole population of the UK and
not just the men, as is unfortu-
nately the usual case with UK
adventures— have been captured
by the Leather Goddesses of Phobos
who invite you to take part in their

scientific research program.
If you've ever seen pictures of

those unfortunate monkeys in labs

with horrible looking tubes com-
ing out of their ears then you
might get some idea of what the
Leather Ones have got in store for

you, except that the tubes come
out of certain other places that we
shall not mention and the game,
mercifully, only hints at. Obvi-
ously, therefore, the aim of the
game is to manfully (or woman-
fully) resist the temptation to join

in the fun and escape, saving the
rest of mankind in the process.

The game has you and your
companion (a fellow escaped pris-

oner) zipping about the universe,

by means of some very convenient
black holes (which are just painted
on the ground), collecting objects

and trying not to get killed or
otherwise inconvenienced.
The ease with which one can

The Sex . .

.

Okay, so some of the passages in

this game are just a tiny bit

naughty. But that really is as far as

it goes and there's nothing here
that would shock my grand-
mother. Whether that's a relief or
a disappointment to you depends
on what sort of person you are.

The three levels of play. Tame,
Suggestive, and Lewd have a two
main effects on the game. The first

is in what the program will print

out on the screen. TAME gets you
briefer descriptions and nothing
that could possibly be construed as

rude (unless you've got a dirty

mind). SUGGESTIVE is practically

the same as LEWD but hesitates a

bit over the more intimate details.

LEWD gives you the full treat-

ment (which isn't, in fact that

much) and often offers rather

lengthier descriptions. For this

reason, even if you're a Vicar, I'd

recommend playing in Lewd mode
all the time.

However, the second main
effect on gameplay that changing
levels has is to increase the voc-

abulary accepted by the parser. In

TAME mode certain words will

simply not be understood. In

LEWD, they almost certainly will

be, though whether entering these
(unspecified, in this family
magazine) commands will get you
much excitement is open to

debate.

Hand-in-hand with this last

point goes the fact that LEWD will

also change the INTERPRETA-
TION of certain words. For exam-
ple, if you EAT an apple in TAME
mode, no problem. However, if

you EAT an apple in LEWD mode,
I would advise you to check that it

is over sixteen first.

The blurb at the beginning of the

game suggests that the program
may raise some reaction from the
Moral Majority. Frankly, I think
that that is highly unlikely. Quite
apart from the fact that I can't see

what's wrong with a bit of healthy
sex in a game anyway. As it is,

everything in this game's healthy,

and there isn't any real sexual
activity to disturb the under-aged.
Buy with confidence, parents.

well-known
magazine pub-
lisher recently

appeared via

holographic
transmission in

the White
Wizard's cave to

ask his opinion
about Leather Goddesses of Phobos ,

the latest release from the almost
Divine Infocom company of Hitch-

Hikers , Sorcerer, and Zork fame.
What did I think, he timidly

enquired, of this game? Had I actu-
ally discovered any . . . RUDE . . .

bits?? What had I done with the
Female Gorilla? Finally, and most
significantly, he asked whether I

thought the game was any good.
That's significant because



move from planet to planet in this

fashion certainly makes for plenty
of variety in the landscape but in

fact the Wiz found this the weakest
aspect of the game. I like adven-
tures that stick to one geographical
location and then go into it in great

detail, thereby helping to generate
a compulsive and vivid 'sense of

being-there'. Not that the LGOP
locations aren't vividly described
— I just found that being on Mars
one moment and a billion light-

years away the next rather

unsettling. I'm sure that one of the
strengths of games like Colossal

Cave and the Price ofMagik is their

concentration on one overall

geographical framework with
many parts, rather than many
frameworks with fewer locations

in each one.
Of course the parser on LGOP is

up to Infocom standard with all

the trimmings, including OOPS
and complex input parsing. No-
one has yet matched this parsing

The Humour . .

.

There is a lot of humour in this

game — inevitably since Mr
Meretsky, author of Sorcerer and
Hitch-Hikers, is a man game for a

laugh. I'm glad to say that much of

the humour does NOT rely on dirty

jokes or innuendos (although
some of these, in LEWD mode are
very funny). For example, what
other game would give you this

variety of responses:
It's a good likeness of a pussy,
but is it art?
Yes
That wasjust a rhetorical ques-
tion.
No
You sound rather negative.
Who am I?

Good question.
V/here is the toilet?

Beats me.
Lie down.

Why bother?
Remove bikini

But the brass bikini is so
becoming!
Or this really absurd response:
Tie the hose to the switch
You've tied the rubber hose! In
the third quarter, with 40 sec-
onds on the clock, the score is

rubber hose 17, player 17!!! But
seriously, folks, you can't tie

the rubber hose.
And if you tire of the

responses, you'll still find that
the continual tongue-in-cheek
humour of the location
descriptions keeps you on the
ball. One of the Wiz's favourite
bits is when:
'

. .

.

You feel uneasy as theMad
Scientist locks the door behind
you and dissolves the key in a
vat of acid.'

I'll say you do!!

system— I'm afraid it's still light-

years ahead of our own attempts
in the UK, with the possible excep-
tion of The Pawn. You won't have
much trouble making yourself
understood in this game, that's for

sure.

I think what the Wizard found
most impressive about Leather God-
desses was that the author has not
allowed the temptation of being
simply rude or risque to weaken
the structure of the game itself.

The puzzles are every bit as good
as one would expect and there's
enough logical gameplay here to
keep you busy enough to justify

the usual high Infocom price tag.

Atmosphere 89%
Interaction 94%
Lasting Interest 9 3%
Value For Money 89%
Overall 91%
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Eatnbtrb (iHagncttc Scrolls),
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nfocom have
been the undis-
puted leaders of

disk based
adventures for

some time, so it's

strange that the
first real chal-

lenge to that

company's dominance should
come from a previously unknown
company called Magnetic Scrolls,

via Rainbird.

Those of you who keep a beady
eye on the general computer press

can already bear witness to the
great success this game has
achieved on 16 bit micros. Now
The Pawn has made a reappearance
in the form of an 8 bit conversion
you can see just how well it has
been done.
The name most associated with

the game is Anita Sinclair, a long
time fan of Infocom who said she
would only ever write an adven-
ture if she thought it was of at least

comparable quality. The Pawn was
a result of her efforts and its

appearance on the Atari ST and
Amiga created a storm. Even the
American market, notoriously
hard to break into and spoiled by
the easy availability of Infocom
products was impressed by this

first effort from Magnetic Scrolls.

The game comes on two disks

and is described as a text adven-
ture with some graphics as an
'extra'. This is what is known as a

gross understatement. The thirty

or so graphic screens accompany-
ing the game were drawn by artist

extraordinaire. Bob Stevenson
and are the best ever to appear on
a game of this type. The full screen
graphics 'drop down' over the text

and succeed in adding to the
atmosphere, despite slowing the
game down somewhat with each
disk access. Should this prove
annoying, though, the pictures

can be turned off or put into a
rather clever 'brief' mode where
they appear as miniature 'cameos'
in the top right hand corner of the
screen.

It may be however, that you
spend a couple of hours with the
packaging before you even bother
to boot up the game. The whole
thing comes in a deep, glossy A5
box complete with a novella,

cypheric clues, a gameplay guide.

Commodore version guide, a
poster and the two game disks. The
production value of the whole

package is extremely high. The
novella is a lot of fun to read as

well, dealing as it does with the
nefarious antics of members of the
court of Kerovnia and various

characters with political and per-

sonal ambitions . . .

And this is where you come in.

You have been grabbed out of your
normal world and plunged into

Kerovnia in its time of deepest
trouble. From here on in, you're
on your own.
The first character you're likely

to meet is the banished wizard,
Kronos. He gives you a note and
asks for it to be delivered to the

king. This seems to be the quest at

first, but in fact, delivering the note
is an easy matter that only earns

you a handful of points. After that,

you're free to wander around and
decide what you're going to do.
During your travels, you will

meet a variety of strange people
and circumstances, like the adven-
turer who rides a legless horse;
Honest John the trader, who is

extremely difficult to deal with;
the sad, uncommunicative snow-
man who guards the entrance to

the ice tower, and the mysterious
guru of the hills. Interaction with
all of these characters is refresh-

Just to prove we actually played it . .

.

you can't simply waiidei
into stunning scenes like this you know! Takes a bit ofwork with
the old grey stuff . .

.

ingly detailed but will often cause
headaches when trying to figure

out their cryptic clues. I would
avoid combat with them as well.

They're all pretty tough.
While you're wandering

around, you may occasionally
notice a dotted red line across the
ground. There is also a series of

accompanying notice boards exp-

laining that this marks the edge of
the adventure and that no objects
may be taken beyond the line.

Your character has a metal
wristband which, apparently, can-
not be removed. As it is an object,

you are kept within the realms of
Kerovnia. A nice touch.

Despite the presence of several
high quality graphic screen, the

108 ZZAP! 64 December 1986
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Eerie forests have been the hallmark of many a great adventure.
This one hides more than one secret behind the bark . .

.

physically too long for the input
buffer, resulting in one frustrated

wax dummy pulling at his wick!

One of the best features of the

game is the hint section. At the

back of the novella there is a series

of puzzles with coded replies. Typ-
ing 'HINT' earns a response asking

for the particular code from the

book. These codes are horrend-
ously long and yet when typed,

often turn out to be no more than
cryptic nudges in the right direc-

tion. Worse still, a response may
read: 'You need more points to

find that out' — after you have
spent five minutes carefully input-

ting codes! Well, I guess it serves

you right for trying to cheat!

The game also earns a plus point

from its protection routine. The
game can actually be copied if the

right instructions are followed but

on restoring a saved game, the

computer puts you to a little test

that relies on the existence of the

novella to ensure that you have a

bona fide copy of the game. Three
chances are given before some-
thing very nasty happens . . .

What is difficult to remember is

that this is the first game from a

new company. In parts it is a little

inconsistent, in others, minor bugs
may be lurking, waiting to pester

you. The game will be remem-
bered as a classic, despite its faults.

And rightly so. The Pawn is one of

the best graphic adventures this

year and will keep you hunched
over your beloved keyboards for

ages. Don't miss it.

SEAN MASTERSON

Atmosphere 94%
Interaction 96%
Lasting Interest 97%
Value For Money 94%
Overall 95%

. . . and look what's waiting atthe top. There'smore to this snow
man than meets the eye.

After having unwittingly become the game's central character,

this is the first view to greet your eyes. Green and pleasant
pastures meet Kilimanjaro.

location descriptions are exquis-

itely written and are on a par with
many Infocom and Level 9 games,
in fact they are markedly superior

in some cases. The parser too,

allows horrendously complex
constructions to be created by the

player and the resulting freedom
of expression can try the game to

its limits. Responses are often ton-

gue in cheek but usually well

thought out, and the vocabulary is

absolutely huge.
A wax dummy like me rarely

gets the chance to give a game a

Gold Medal and I was sorely temp-

ted to do so with The Pawn. Discre-

tion prevailed however, as even a

wonderous work such as this can

be flawed. And indeed it is. In cer-

tain locations, it's possible to move
in a theoretically impossible loop.

In one case, I tried to move up
whilst inside a room, was greeted

with the same piece of text I'd had
when approaching the location

and told that I was outside the

room. Another time, a similar

occurance happened on a moun-
tain side. Most confusing. Also,

some of the coded clues were



‘Doyou actually play adventures after

you have reviewed them? What adven-

tures have you solved, and how
many?' These questions about the
White Wizard's private life and
prowess come from Graham
Perks, who also demonstrates in

his letter a disturbing knowledge
of who the Wiz really is. Quiet,
Graham! You've no idea how
embarrassed I'd be if everyone
knew I was only three feet tall, had
no hair, and had to get the writer
of this column to help me out
every month!
As for the questions. Yes, I do

play adventures after I've

reviewed them, though to be hon-
est not very many. And I person-
ally have not solved very many
adventures either. The reason for

this is simple. No sooner than I get

my hand on a game, hundreds of

letters pour through the letter-box

telling me how to finish it! And
when you get adventures being
sent to you all the time, no sooner
have you finished playing one
than another claims your atten-
tion.

However, I still play Sorcerer

from Infocom, and I think I'll be
playing Leather Goddesses for a

while. I quite enjoy playing Level

9 games from time to time as well— but unless I've got them on disk
I tend not to bother because of the
loading time.

The one game I play with as

great enjoyment as I did when I

first saw it is Suspect from Infocom.
This is STILL my favourite game
and I first played it over two years
ago. The trouble for most people is

that it is rather difficult to get in

this country. Alec Fu writes in

asking where he can get it and the
sad truth is that I don't know! My
copy came from Softsel and only
runs on the Apple— I also had an
IBM version but someone pinched
it. If anyone knows how I can get
my hands on another copy —
short of ordering it direct from
Infocom in the states— I'd like to
know and will pass it on to readers
of this column.
Meanwhile an interesting—

possibly even a rather shameful—
note from David in Warley.
'Thanks for including me in the Con-
tacts column. A lot ofinteresting people
have been in touch with me over vari-

ous problems and several of us have
become friends over the weeks . I'V^m
been involved in quite afew long chats
withfellow adventurers up anddown
the country. Vve even hadphone calls

from Australia, Germany
, and Nor-

way. The comradeship makes it all

wo

' One point that has become obvious
to me over the past weeks however, is

the amount ofpeople who don 7 seem
to want to think the adventure through

for themselves. Quite frequently I've

been asked for complete solutions or

even a phone call ten minutes later

asking what to do next. It isn 7

unusual to receivephone callsfrom the

same person sometimes as often as six

times in an afternoon.

' Often the problem faced is very easy.

The caller will then go on to tell me
howmanygames he or she has solved.

Is this a problem with other contacts or

is itjust me? What is the point ofbuy-

ing a game without at least trying to

do it?

'Anyway, apartfrom thatgripe, lam
enjoying the contact with fellow

adventurers, so I've sent an updated
list in. Ifanyone has a modem and
they want to get in touch over any
adventureproblem, they can MBXme
on DJS8. Keep up the good work.

’

Thanks for that last exhortation,
David. As for the other points
you've made, well— I don't know
what to think. It does sound rather
depressing. I'd be interested to

hear from other people what they
think about the matter. Should we
persevere on our own? Is it cow-
ardly to cry for help? And just

what are the qualities we expect in

an adventurer? Let me know.
Finally, a quick cry for help from

Robert Newell. ‘Any information
on William Wobbler, a graphic
adventure game that came with my
C64, would be most appreciated .

'

Hmmm . . > I've never heard of it.

Other readers please enlighten me
on this one, and I'll see what I can
do. In the meantime, please
remember everyone that the Wiz
is NOT a personal helpline. Believe
me, if I could answer all your let-

ters I would, but I'm only dwarfish
and getting this column written
every month is quite enough for

my aching fingers. Remember— if

you're in trouble, try the Clever
Contacts.

Here's a selection of tips for this

month. The Wiz would like to

announce that the whole Tips Sec-
tion is to be thoroughly over-
hauled, expanded, and redesigned
in future issues. If you have any
suggestions as to what you would
like to see, drop me a line clo
ZZAP! and I'll listen most atten-
tively.

Zzzzz . . .

Ring bike bell outside igloo, then
give bike to sandman
Thumb up for a lift at the road

Kentilla
Examine dungeon for wax

The Very Big Cave Adventure
Open drawer for Red Key
The Red Pillar is the only exit to

part two
Drop log to cross chasm

Worm in Paradise
The poster is a television screen

Borrowed Time
The barman can do more than
serve drinks. Give him a fright!

Escape from Pulsar 7
Stuck in the air vent? Jump!

Causes of Chaos
Give the rum to the cook, not the
sailors

Redhawk
To overcome Fusor, wear the wel
lies

Give vase to curator
In the sewers, go N, U, U

Bored of the Rings
Pass Moronas gate by dropping
something that will make you
sneeze

Circus
Crack the whip at the lion to reveal
something.

Here they be . . . Those brave souls
who are prepared to put up with
your infuriating letters and phone
calls, and all for the sake of adven-
turing and the possibility of mak-
ing new friends!

Due to lack of space this month,
some of the brave souls writing in

with offers of help have had to be
held over to next month. Despair
not! Your names will be featured
in all their glory!

Terrormofin
Hui&T&gg
Protocolm
Black FoA

WM
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Bradley Holroyd, 12 Carrs
Crescent West,Formte
yside L37 2EX

Snowball, Velnor's Lair, Time
Traveller, Price of Magik, Hacker
Valhalla

Jamie Orridge, 10 Tennyson
Avenue, Gedling, Notts
Tel: 0602 611285

Dallas Quest, Hampstead,
Realm, Gremlins, Zim Saia Bim,
Castle of Terror, Terrormolmos f

Paul Doody, 19 Midfield
Avenue, Barnehurst, Kent
DA7 6LY
Tel: 0)22 521754 6-10pm

Fourth protocol (parts 1,2 and 3),

Gremlins - IfmM
Stephen Savage, 14 The
Hawthorns, Aylesford, Kent
ME20 7LJ

Pirate Adventure, Advepturdand,
Hobbit, Lords ofTime^urtlif^l
tocol, Stranded
Emma Butterworth, 7
Greenacres,
Middlesbrough, ClevelandTS8QDM7JSJtI

V >;•< .-X
‘

Eureka f

Death Part l, Perseus and
Andromeda
Martin Georgeson, 29
Springwell Lane, Balby, DoSSI
caster
Tel: Doncaster 856950 between

Zork III, Erik the viking, Castle of
Terror, The Hobbit, Voodoo Castle,
Lords of Time, Fourth Protocol,
The Helm, Ring of Power, Heroes
of Karn, Empire of Karn, The
Count, Sherlock, Seabase Delta,

Perseus and Andromeda, Wizard
of Akyrz, Eureka, Zim Sala Bim,
Holy Grail, Hacker, Kentilla,

Mai%pi?ad, Never Ending Story,
Valkyrie 1 7, Temple of Terror, Col-
ossal aovt
$Itfpven Kelly, 4 South View,
iWhins Lane, Simonstone,
Burnley, Lancs BB12 7QU
Tel: (0282) 74765

Colossal Adventure, Adventure
IQUest, Dungeon Adventure, Lords
of Time, Emerald Isle, Return to
Eden, Snowball, Worm in

Paradise, Red Moon, Price of

l&agik, Erik the Viking, Lords of
Midnight, Runestone, Mordens
Quest, Souls of Darkon, Bored of
the Rings, Seas of Blood, Robin of
Sherwood, Never Ending Story,
Jewels of Babylon, Heroes of Karn,
Forest at the Worlds End, Warlord,
Message from Andromeda, Inca
Curse, Ship of Doom, Espionage
Island, Planet of Death, The Hobbit
Peter Brown, 57 Ropers
Avenue, Chingford, E4 9EG

mm

m

,

j|

:• ,

t&mZJSmera

Return to Eden, 4th Protocol, Erik
the Viking, Pen and the Dark
Duncan Morrison, 22
Blueberry Road, Bowdon,
Altrincham, Cheshire WA14
3LU

Most Infocom titles. Ultima (1, 2
and 3), Dark Crystal Ulysses,

Wizard and the Princess, Blade of
Blackpool, Death in the Cartb-
bean , Qliestron

'

|$**drew Wallwork and Garry
Mt(1%^7 MillbeckGardem,

MM:
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OF THE COMMODORE 64
VERSION OF

ALSO UP FOR
f Vf

One of the greatest arcade games
ever to appear in the arcades must
be the multi-player GAUNTLET.
Believe it or not, there was a time

when such a machine graced the

Greasy Spoon Cafe here in Lud-

low. Every lunchtime the entire

77AP! team would leave the offi-

ces in a mad dash to get to the

machine and feed ten pees into

their favourite character. Jazza

always chose Questor the Elf, fast

on his feet, phenomenally quick on

the draw, and very, very sneaky.

He’d run ahead and grab all the

various goodies before anyone
else got a look in. Talk about type

casting! Sean’s choice was obvi-

ous too: the Mancunian mystic

would mysteriously appear in con-

trol of Merlin the Wizard, from

where his diminutive form could

lob fireballs at the approaching

nasties from the strategic position

of second row.

‘And what of Penn!?’ I hear you

cry. Well this minion can reveal

that, true to character, Gazza
would push his way through the

thronging masses to get his swe-
aty hands on Thyra the Valkyrie’s

joystick. Makes me worry some-
times. But what of your humble
minion? I would be left with Thor

the Warrior, slow in mind and
body, but strong and always left to

clean up the mess that the others

left in their wake.
The officially licensed version of

GAUNTLET will very shortly be
available on the 64 (see NEWS-
FLASH), so up to two players can

enjoy all the thrills of the arcade

game without spending all their

lunch money to feed the charac-

ters (HOORAY!). US GOLD are

immensely pleased with the way
that the conversion is coming
along, so much so that they’re wil-

ling to give away a full blown
GAUNTLET arcade machine to the

overall winner of this blockbusting

competition! Fifty copies of the

Commodore 64 version of the

game will be going to the runners

up.

Hidden in this giant wordsquare
are 22 US GOLD games. What we
want you to do is find and circle all

of them. When you’ve done that,

cut out the coupon at the bottom
the page and put it somewhere
safe. Don’t lose it— if you do, you
won’t be able to enter . . . You see,
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because the first prize in this com-
petition is very special indeed,

we’ve decided to split the compet-
ition into two parts — a big com-
petition for a big prize. So, don’t

miss next month’s ZZAP! Christ-

mas Special if you want to stand a

chance of winning a GAUNTLET
ARCADE MACHINE. See you in

December . .

.

US GOLD
ZZAP!
GAUNTLET

i

I

I

l

i

ONE TOKEN
(KEEP THIS SAFE)
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PART MAN
PART CD

It was a hard task to pick the win-
ner of the Compact Disc and CD
vouchers from the huge mound of

quality entries. Gary looking very
PENNsively over the mountain of

strap-on luxuries you designed for

the carefree Cyborg. He eventually
decided the prize should go to Neil
Evans from Clwyd, LL13 7PU for

his ideas for outrageous options
for the robot in repose. Judging
from the picture, British Leyland
should use a couple of his ideas.

The following runners up will all

recieve a copy of CRL’s new game
CYBORG . .

.

Mr Shaughnlessy, South Glamorgan, CF6
4RF; Garry McNeil, Corby, Northants;
Stephen Thomas, Stockton-On-Tees,
Cleveland; Jimmy Hunter, Leigh, Lancs;
Billy Bann, Cleveland, TS26 7PN; San Miles,
Sheffield, S56FS; Chris Brightman, Birmin-
gham, B29 7PZ; Gareth Jones, Gwent, NP2
5EL; Richard Ansell, Kent, TN11 8QH;
Daniel Polwarth, Essex, IG8 7RG; Angus
Lee, Aberdeen, AB2 4UB; Paul Glancey,
Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE12 9RH; Stuart
Hopkinson, Derbyshire, S42 5LF; Lionel
Dorval, Essex, IG2 7PL; Michal Duncan,
Edinburgh, EH88DZ; Tobias Thomas, Lon-
don, SW14 BAR; William Chetwynd, Warks,
CV10 ODR; Matthew O’Neill, West Mid-
lands, W53 2BG; Sohail Ashraf, Edinburgh,
EH10 4ET; Steven Murray, Aberdeen, AB1
6HY; Peter Probin, Crew, Cheshire; Steven
Carroll, West Midlands, B75 6PQ; Simon
Edwards, Kent, BR1 4EU, Richard Gor-
ringe, Kent, CT11 8QP; Nik Langworthy,
Glos, GL20 8S6; Paul Mace, Surrey, GUI 5
1LZ; Stephen Fathers, Suffolk, NR33 7HE;
Gianfranco Manini, Glasgow, G46 6EJ;
Karim Bovali, London, SW1 7 8LD; John Ste-
vens, West Yorkshire, BD15 9AX

Sill;

•»»*«
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WE MUST MAKE THE
CONSUMER AN ALLY,

NOT A 'TARGET'

nosnic
PUBLISHinG
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ADVERTISING?
TODAY IT'S NO LONGER THE

HARD SELL .

.

THE COPYWRITER'S ROLE

IS TO INFORM:

. . WITH TODAY'S

CONSUMERS, WE'RE IN

THE COMMUNICATION
BUSINESS.

AND THE ART DIRECTOR SEEKS TO

APPEND COGENT VISUAL SUPPORT

THE ARCHERS Witty, entertaining TWICE SHY Dangerous action

and programmed by Level 9. adventure — a new RamJam classic.

Available for Spectrum, Commodore and Amstrad (The Archers also for Atari and MSX).

Cassettes £9.95. Disk versions coming soon.

Distributed nationwide by WHS Distributors, St John's House, East Street, Leicester LEI 6NE (0533 551196) to stores oi class and distinction and all that good stuff

WHAT IS IT GOOD FOR?
MARTECH ’sWAR was the subject
of a cunning (oh no not again)

wordsquare where the first 50 cor-

rect combatants flushed out of

their foxholes received a copy of

the game with which to rageWAR
on their 64. The lucky fifty veterans
who made it out of Girly’s back
hole are

D Miller, Suffolk, IP144DB; ScottSimpson,
Middlesex, UB6 8NQ; Jonathan Crook,
Dorking, RH4 3LJ; Mikael Smidt Jensen,
Brabrand, Denmark; Oliver Barrow, Lon-
don, NW108AW; Frazer Clark, Chichester,
P019 4EB; Stephen Knight, Launceston
PL15 8DZ; David Stevenson, Walsall WS1
8EF; P Bartlett, Kent, ME75LG; G Metcalfe,
Dunstable, LU6 1TN; Christopher Gough,
Hindley, WN2 4BW; Ryan Mathiesen, Inver-
ness, IV1 2HQ; Paul Hammond, Solihull,

B92 7DH; Ben Landico, Billesdon, LE7 9AD;
Aran Connelly, Mill Lane, NW6 1AD; Geoff
Bayiiss, Dunfermline, KY11 5QF; Niall

McDermatt, Sheffield, S30 1TA; Aaron
Ratcliffe, Wirksworth, DE4 4ER; Gerry

Harty, St Judes, BS2 ODP; Nicholas South-
ern, Trowbridge, BA14 9JW; Mat Willson,
Rippingale, PE10 OSP; Bert Scobbie,
Gartsherrie, ML5 2EY; Neil Ertherton,
Wimbledon, SW20 8SP; Antony Reale,
Aldershot, GU11 3AB; Joseph Greenwod,
Sheffield, S31 9YL; Stephen Morris, Wor-
cester, WR52HH; Alex Morgan, Lenchwick,
WR11 4TG; Chris Wells, Deal, CT14 6RA;
Lee Labecki, Peterborough, PE4 6TN;
Jeremy Cusworth, Stoke-on-Trent ST4 6AI;
Howard Thompson, Oxon, 0X10 OHL; Col-
ette Reid, Liverpool L1 1 2XR; Peter Mann,
Leicester, LE6 2SA; Gavin Jackson, Por-
tishead BS20 9UR; John-Paul Sena, South-
sea, P04 OQB; Roy Hunt, London, SE16
3HR;_Adrian Chamberlin, Oxon, 0X10 OPT;

ns, West Sussex, BN1 5OPG; Roger
isborough, TS7 OEQ; Mr

an, Ilford, IG2 6AJ; 24170592 CPL
, Lad Reme, BFPO 106; Chris

,
Long Marston, HP234QL; Jonathan

lesborough, TS6 ORG; Clive
I, TW13 5NJ; Colin Spiller,

11 5NY; W.Hay, Tyne-and-
3PU; Mr L.S Harrison, London,

0, Merseyside, LI 5 7LF; Kevin
e, KYI IPX; Matthew Crane,

Herts, AL4 9YH

Pa E
G

ar,

E4; Tony
Murphy,

LLOYD’S LOST RIBBON
Code crackers of a different nature
were needed to break a joystick

cypher in the OCEAN competition.
Fifty successful cryptographers
will each be receiving Lloyd’s
undying gratitude along with a
copy of the game PARALLAX . .

.

Simon Burrow, Birmingham, B16 9LN; D L
Nash, Surrey, SM6 8QT; William You, West
Midlands, B62 OHP; Ian Lambert, Tyne and

Wear, NE37 3LF; Jeremy Parfitt, West Mid-
lands, DY5 4DL; Alan Wave, Hants, SP10
4DZ; Adrian Hope, West Midlands, CV7
7NT; V Szarmach, Cumbria, CA26 3UT;
Danny Blom, Birmingham, B1 5 2NG; Ratjin-

der Kang, West Midlands, B70 6QP;
Richard Poyser, Worcestershire, WR10
1 PW; Ernst Winfield, Notts, NG209AS; Gary
Harding, Dorset, BH12 3DF; Ian Tows,
Northumberland, NE24 4EE; Darren Stan-
ley, Essex, SS7 3TW; Jonathan Jones,
Swansea, SA6 7NU; Owen Williams, Avon
BA1 5SU; Paul Smith, Derbyshire, DE5 1 EJ
Stephen Newton, Staffordshire, ST2 8JW
Cristopher Earp, Leicester, LE9 5SY;

THE MOST
AMAZING
ZZAP!
COMPETITION
EVER
The ultimate in ego-widening
competitions will see D Priest

from Gloucester, GL1 5JB trot-

ting all the way up to ZAPP towers
where he’ll be sat down, (sit just

there please) for art supremo ON
Frey (now don’t move about,
there’s a nice chap) will incorpo-
rate his features into the cover of

the Crimble Special (there,

finished!). The two lucky runners

up will also be subjected to the
merciless accuracy of Oli’s air-

brush as he captures them on can-
vas (it’s artboard actually) when
they visit the famous Art Garret for

their sittings. Who are they? Sean
McKenzie from Mid Glamorgan,
CF46 6NY and Mitchell Haines
^cee^the West Midlands, B73
6BH — that’s who.

James Walker, Herts, AL54LR; Kevin Hog-
gard, Leicestrshire, LE131DY; Michal Fish,
Pontypridd, CF38 1 ES; David Smith, Devon,
EX4 4RG; Steven Murray, Aberdeen, AB1
6HY; Stephen Fathers, Suffolk, NR33 7HE;
Jason Humphries, West Midlands, WS3
3PU; Wayne Hughs, Norfolk, NR31 7HA; PD
Stephens, Berks, RG4 7NT; Robert Syrad,
Dorset, BH189BU; Richard Perry, Hull, HU7
5AB; Richard Lloyd, Surrey, SM5 2HD; Neil
Shumsky, Cheshire, SK8 6HP; Nicholas
Beech, Staffs, ST15 OQG; Ian Greenhouse,
Staffs, ST58BY; John M.Barbour, Reading,

RG4 7TR; Mark Bishop, West Midlands,
DY3 3QB; Nicholas Mavity, Dorset, BH18
9NB; Kashif Darr, Manchester, M14 5SU;
M.Taylor, Lines, LN12 1LQ; Darryl Stokes,
Herefordshire, HR6 9HA; Mark Currums,
Merseyside, L62 6DN; Steven Ansell, Sut-
ton Coldfield, B76 8SB; SD Davies, Liver-

pool, L4 2SP; Russell Higgs, Staffs, WS7
8SS; Chris Bartholomew, Leicester, LE2
8SQ; Mr Clive Ainsworth, Kettering, North-
ants; Mr Jerry Pang, Northolt, Middlesex;
M.CIements, Avon, BA1 2YB; Steven Fran-
cis, Essex, SS1 1 8NA
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SPECTRUM SCREENS

Dandy is the massive arcade adventure that takes you
through some of the most detailed dungeons you’ve ever

seen. Either solo or with a (brave) friend you can hack,

thump and zap your way through spectres, necromancers
and other dungeon-dwellers whose concern for your health

and well-being is zero.

• 3 complete 5 level dungeons
• Treasure trove screens at the end of each dungeon
• One or two players

• 5 different spell types

• A variety of nasties

• Frenzied, thumb-busting action
They hcive their reasons of course. They’re guarding a

massive treasure hoard which you, if you’re quick, can stuff

into your amazingly capacious swag bag.

ELECTRIC DREAMS SOFTWARE,
31 CARLTON CRESCENT, SOUTHAMPTON

SOI 2EW TEL: (0703) 229694

Mail Order: Electric Dreams Software,

23 Pond Street, Hampstead.

London NW3 2PN.

AVAILABLE ON

ZX Spectrum 48K/128K/+ cassette... £7.99

Coming soom for Amstrad and Commodore home
computersDandy is the ultimate dungeon. Enter at your peril
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COMMODORE SCREEN

There are some places in the universe you don’t go alone

ZX SPECTRUM 48K/128K/+ ..

COMMODORE 64/128 Cassette

£9 .99 AMSTRAD CPC Cassette

£9.99 AMSTRAD CPC Disk

: 64/128 Disk £14.99

ELECTRIC DREAMS SOFTWARE, 31 CARLTON CRESCENT SOUTHAMPTON SOI 2EW TEL (0703) 229694

Mail Order: Electric Dreams Software, 23 Pond Street. Hampstead, London NW3 2PN.

c Twentieth Century Fox
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The lovely Mandy Keyho down at

PIRANHA is well chuffed with their

latest Berk. No, Richard Eddy
hasn’t hung up his joystick to rush
down to London to grovel at her
feet, this particular Berk is the put
upon hero of TRAPDOOR the
game where you control Berk as
he dreams up weird and wonderful
culinary delights to satisfy his

master’s insatiable appetite.
‘Fetch me a can of worms Berk!’
and ‘I want some eyeball crush!’

he cries down to the depths of the
kitchen where Berk must scamper
around and catch, grow and cook
all the dishes before his master
gets too impatient and sacks him.
‘ Bring me some boiled slimies! ’ he
bellows, and poor Berk has to

wade around in the slime filled cel-

lar and catch and cook the slippery
slugs. Poor Berk, he barely gets a
moments peace.

1 20 ZZAP! 64 December 1 986

This all sounds a little too famil-

iar to me. As I sit in the gloomier
recesses of ZZAP towers, I wait for

the next barked orders to shatter
my tranquility. ‘ Fetch me a coffee!

’

barks a voice from the very depths
of Girlie Penn’s Black Hole. And
off I go to try and sneak a mug from
the quagmire of his desk. ‘Mine’s
a tea!’ whine the prattling

primadonnas of the reviewing
department as Jazza, Dicky and
Paul all notice me trying to sneak
off to wash the gel and hairspray
from the Grand Girlie’s mug. ‘And
change the cassette on the ghetto
blaster while you’re at it!

’ they cry.

Yes, Berk and myself sufferfrom
very similar problems — only I

have to wash and cook and clean
and sort out comps and mailbags
and . . . But I’m not one to comp-
lain.

Anyway, PIRANHA are going to
give away a bendy Berk along with
his friends Drutt the spider and
Boni the skull— oh, and a copy of

the game— to the winner, and 30
copies of the game to the runners
up in this cool comp. All you have
to do is design a masticating mas-
terpiece for Berk’s boss. The types
of ingredients he likes have been
mentioned but you can add any-

thing else that you think might
tickle his tonsils. You can draw a
picture of the ultimate yucky meal
or just send us your recipe for suc-
cess. Once you’ve cooked up your
entry put it on a low light and send
it to us at SLIME GLORIOUS
SLIME, ZZAP! Kitchens, PO Box
10, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB
to arrive before the December
31st. Happy eating!



THE MISSING GAUNTLET PICCIES

If you read last month’s news col-

umn you will probably have
noticed that at the end of the piece

concerning Gauntlet we said:
‘ here’s a screen shot o’er which to

cast your beady eye’. Well, there

wasn’t one, was there? Not even
an iddly-piddly little microscopic
one. Sorry about that folks, but it

wasn’t our fault — it’s those silly-

billies up in art again. Oh well, here

are some new Gauntlet screen
shots to make up for last month’s
deficiency . .

.

DOG OFA PROGRAM
Gremlin Graphics have a new ver-
tically scrolling, bas-relief shoot
em up in the pipeline called
Bulldog. In it you have to fly over
many levels of horrendously well

defended alien landscape and
strafe the hell out of all the installa-

tions before confronting a giant

mothership the end of each level.

There are no aliens to contend
with, just the landscape and the
missiles fired by gun emplace-

plenty of things which you can pick
up and add to your ship like rapid
fire, invincibility (for a while), extra
fire power and extra speed. There
are also hazards you can run over
which do things like restrict your
ship’s movement, reduce your
speed to a crawl or take away your
extra fire power (sob). Bulldog
should be finished during
November, so there could well be
a review in the next issue . .

.

Otor
Hirrior

Thanks to Software Projects, 17 yr old Matthew Hicks from
Wrecclesham in Surrey— the winner ofthe DRAGON’S LAIR
competition— receives his prize from ZZAP! Ed Gary Penn.

ments. On your travels there are

AT LAST 1

COMMODORE SPARES
AT REALISTIC PRICES WITH FREE SOCKET

CIA 6526 £17.99
MPU 6510 £17.99
PLA 906114-01 £18.99
ROM 901226-01 £15.99

C64 POWER

ROM 901227-03 £15.99
ROM 901225-01 £15.99
SOUND 6581 £17.99
RAM 4164 £2.49
5LY UNITS £24.99

All prices include post & packing, handling and VAT - or send your faulty

computer and P.S.U. for free estimate and repair from £9.99-1- parts

Spectrum low-priced spares and repairs

SEND CHEQUE/P.O. TO

ELECTRONIC SERVICES
176 VICTORIA ROAD WEST, CLEVELEYS, BLACKPOOL FY5 3NE

Tfel. (0253) 822708
TRADE ENQUIRIESWELCOME Send large S.A.E. for full list
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HEAPS OF NEWACTIVISION STUFF
An official Transformers game has
already appeared on the Ocean
label, but now Activision have got
the rights to the ever-popular
robot characters and are set to
release their own version of the
game. It’s being designed by
David Crane, author of such clas-
sics as Ghostbusters and The Lit-

tle ComputerPeople Discovery Kit
and features eight different Trans-
former characters, each with its

own strengths and abilities. The
idea of the game is to destroy the
evil Decepticons, which you must
do by controlling all eight charac-
ters.

It’s been almost a year since
Lucasfilm last released a program,
but now they’ve almost finished
work on their latest product,
Labyrinth — based on the Jim
Henderson film of the same name.
In the game you become a captive
in the Labyrinth, a really weird
world of corridors and passage-
ways. The idea of the game is to
escape within a thirteen hour time
limit, a task which involves
interacting with some really

strange characters — the Goblin
King, the riddle-filled wise man, an
armed goblin guard and Alph and
Ralph. We’ve already seen and

played a preproduction copy of
the game and it’s certainly original,

containing a sort of mini text
adventure along with a huge ani-
mated arcade adventure. Unfortu-
nately, it’s so big that it doesn’t
look like it will go on cassette at all.

Shanghai is a strategy game
derived from the ancient Chinese
game, Mah Jongg. The idea of the
game is a simple one— from 1 44
randomized picture tiles of seven
different suits players must snap
off matching pairs until they run
out of tiles or moves. The only
problem is that players can only
match tiles from the dragon’s head
or tail, so they must know where
the tiles are and how to play their

way to them. Sound’s like a
reviewer’s nightmare . .

.

Another game-of-the-film is

Howard the Duck, based on the
original Marvel cartoon creation
and the new Lucasfilm movie.
Playing the part of Howard you
have to travel through the hazards
of a perilous volcanic island to
rescue your friends from the
clutches of a horrible overlord. To
help him in his task he’s got a jet

pack, a laser, an ultralite and of
course he’s skilled in the ancient
arts of Quack-Fu . .

.

!! IT'S IN A DIFFERENT LEAGUE !!

Th« moat complato, compulstva and antartaining
football managamant gama avarl
• 4 divisions a FA Cup a European Cup a European Cup
Winners' Cup a Promotion/Relegation a Transfers
• Suspensions a Injuries a Substitutes a Name team a Team selection
a Choose/change team formation a Weekly league tables a Reserve squad

Check with your retailer, phone your Access/Visa
number or just note your name, address, computer
and game required on the back of your cheque or PO.

48 QUEEN STREET, BALOERTON
P€nK/OfT NEWARK, NOTTS

Tel: 0636 705230 SH

K
K p /

t ^ ^ i

MORE ON TRACKER
Tracker \s a strategy/arcade game
in the true sense of the word. Con-
trolling up to eight different skim-
mer craft at once you must knock
out the communication nodes bet-
ween the central computer and its

slave outposts to undermine the
supremacy of the dominant Cyc-
loid forces. Each skimmer can be
controlled manually (which brings
a 3D display into view) or put into

auto pilot and sent to a preset pos-
ition.

The strategy part comes into

operation when you’re working out
which section of the giant map
you’re going to attempt to take
over. There are over 2,000 nodes
with tracks running between them,
so a fair bit of planning is needed
jf your Cycloid-destroying mission
is to succeed. The Cycloids aren’t

passive and send out ships to
destroy your skimmers, and this is

where the arcade bit comes into
action. Taking direct control of the
skimmer you must decide whether
to stay and fight or try and run from
an attacking ship.

Tracker should be finished
around the end of November and
will cost £14.95 for the cassette
version and £1 7.95 for the disk.

OFARCH CRIMINALSAND JUDGES
You were quite a happy arch crim-
inal until you were caught and sen-
tenced to be turned into a useless
android. However, while you were
being taken to the androidising
centre you managed to escape
and made your way to the compu-
ter complex in the centre of the city

and sabotaged it. Now you’ve got
to escape the city before the whole
place blows sky high. Naturally the
going is tough and the whole of the
android guard are after you. Just
to heap a little more trouble on
your narrow shoulders there are
six levels, each with loads of scrol-
ling screens to battle through.

That’s the scenario for the latest

Melbourne House game,
Knucklebusters. It’s being written
by Martin ‘MAT’ Sneape of Com-
punet and Thalamus loading
screen fame and features some
great graphics and an absolutely
am-m-m-mazing Rob Hubbard
sound track.

Another newie in the Melbourne
House pipeline is Judge Dredd,
the officially licenced game of the
comic character. Playing the
mighty judge you have to patrol
the many screens of Mega City 1

and its Undercity to track down
unsolved crimes. Naturally your
task isn’t an easy one and you’ll
have to rely heavily on your
Judge’s training to combat such
horrors as robodogs, sattellats,

rats and the sub-human dwellers
of the underworld. Still, your Law-
giver pistol with its supply of
ricochet, high explosive, armour
piercing and heat-seeking bullets
will help you to lay down the law.
Won’t they?
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24th CENTURY DRUG RUNNING
Sky Runner is the name of the new
release from Cascade. Written by
Ian Martin, the author of ACE, this

game puts you into the role of a
futuristic vice squad patrol group
who must clear the tree-covered
planet Naibmoloc of drug runners
and their massive drug manufac-
turing machines. This involves
flying above the trees and knock-
ing out the giant factory towers,
then speeding down into the forest
itself and pursuing the drug run-
ners on your jet skimmer.
The whole game was inspired by

the brilliant ‘jetbike chase through
the trees scene’ which appeared
in Return of the Jedi and every-
thing takes place in 3D first person
perspective. Definitely enthralling
stuff — there should be a review
next month. I

PSI WARRIOR II

Nexus Software (they of the jolly

box) have just announced the
impending release of two new
titles — Warrior II and Assault
Machine.
Assault Machine is an icon dri-

ven arcade/strategy game in

which you must subdue a convict
planet. Controlling four search
droids and three attack craft it is

your task to drop down onto the
planet surface and uncover its

secrets. Once you’ve done that,

you have to slip behind the con-
trols of an attack craft and blast
installations with torpedoes and
laser fire. Sounds fun . .

.

The long awaited follow-up to
Psi Warrior (which was released
exactly two years ago) features the
same hoverplane riding soldier
and some really weird and won-
derful gameplay. The idea of the
game is simple— enter an ancient
pyramid and discover its secrets.
Naturally there is a twist in the
game, which comes in the form of
the strange obstacles and puzzles,
all of which have to be overcome.
The original Beyond program is

quite a favourite amongst the older
members of the ZZAP! team, but
we’ll just have to see how the new
version fares when it’s reviewed
next month.

ASSAULT MACHINE

BOOM BANG-A-BANG
Take a trip back to World War II,

courtesy of the latest Epyx ‘action
simulation’. Destroyer (for that is

its name) is set in the summer
months of 1942 and puts you in

complete command of an Ameri-
can sea-going destroyer in the
South Pacific. Controlling all

aspects of the ship— engineering,
navigation, sonar, guns, and the
Captain’s decisions — you have
to patrol your sector and make

sure it’s clear of enemy planes,
boats and submarines.

It certainly looks like a promising
product with some incredible
attention to graphic detail. But will

it play as good as it looks? Well,
there’ll be a review as soon as
those nice US Gold people send
us a copy. Until then here are a
couple of screen shots to titillate

your tendrils . .

.

WOW! IT'S LIKE,
ZARJAZ MAN

Ariolasoft have a new shoot em up
in the pipeline called Zarjaz. A
strange zone of space has been
discovered which doesn’t obey
our rules of physics, so you’re dis-
patched to find out exactly what’s
going on . . . and end up fighting
for your life. This section of space
doesn’t like you very much and all

manner of weird and wonderful
things are sent to destroy your
craft. Just for the record, the game
also features some We MUSIC
and lots of sprites in the border.
Coo.
Other ‘Arry ‘Olasoft programs

which should be ready around
Chrimble time are: They Stole a
Million (a cops ‘n’ robbers game
detailed in issue 17), Blitzkrieg (a

A BRAND
NEW LABEL
Ariolasoft are releasing three new
shoot em ups around Christmas
time on a new label called Reak-
tor. The Centurions is based on
the cartoon series of the same
name and features the three
heroes battling against the evil

Doc Terror. The finished product
will have, and I quote: ‘digitised

speech and amazing graphics’.

A rather unlikely sounding title

called Mountie Mick’s Death Ride
has you riding atop the Trans
Canada Express in an attempt to
get to the driving locomotive. The
only trouble is there are certain

criminal elements who object to

your presence on the train, and are
determined to kill you off.

The final offering is called

Warehouse Shoot-Out. Playing a
criminal on the run you must out-
shoot the numerous gun-toting
policemen and detectives and get
to freedom. Unfortunately, they’ve
got you pretty well pinned down
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wargame which features action
screens) and Camelot Warriors (an
arcade adventure). More news
when we have it.

NEW LEADER
BOARD COURSES
Those of you who are getting a bit

too good at or bored with the four
standard Leaderboard courses
will be pleased to hear that US
Gold have just released Leader-
board Tournament Courses. It’s a
datadisk/cassette which you can
load into an already booted
Leaderboard program to get four
brand spanking new courses.
Don’t forget — you need to have
an original Leaderboard program
to be able to run the new courses,
they won’t work on their own.
The new courses are slightly

disappointing since they look and
play very similarly to the original

;

ones, although it’s true to say that
they’re far more difficult. They
don’t contain any new features
like trees or sand traps — these
will appear in the new Executive
Leaderboard which will be availa-

ble later on this year. The Leader-
board Tournament Courses are
available on both cassette and
disk format for £4.99 and £6.99
respectively.
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MICRORHYTHM
Firebird, £1 .99 cass

ing KEYBOARD PLAY mode and
prodding various keys to beat out
a rhythm. Not very productive, but
noisy fun nevertheless.

The best thing about Mic-
rorhythm though, is that the facil-

ity exists to load in a different set

BAR WRITE
Writing a bar is one of the most
enjoyable aspects of this program
as it lets you be totally creative and
very noisy. There are two ways you
can write a bar, either in realtime

or by working out your rhythm and
putting single beats into the bar. A
maximum of sixteen beats can be
inserted into a bar or you can
decrease the length of the bar to a
minimum of one beat if you so
desire.

Sounds are inserted into a bar

This is a really amazing drum
program, better than anything
else I’ve seen or heard on the
Commodore, and some of the
more expensive dedicated
drum machines. You can sit

down and bash out a really

great sounding drum solo or
build up a complete rhythmic
backing track. The quality of

the drum sounds has to be
heard to be believed— no hiss,

crackle or anything, just crisp
bashing sounds. The program
is brilliantly presented and
extremely well thought out. Its

real beauty, however, is that
it’s easy enough for a com-
plete novice to use, but isn’t

condescendingly plebian for a
serious musician. It’s just

about impossible not to pro-
duce something which sounds
tunefully rhythmic, unless you
try really, really hard, but at the
same time the program is flex-

ible enough to produce any
amount of varied and profes-
sional sounding beats — your
imagination’s the limit. At two
quid Firebird are practically

giving the program away, and
you’d be silly to miss it.

of sampled sounds. Firebird aren’t
promising anything, but there is

the possibility of say, some animal
sounds and other ‘alternative’

noises in the reasonably near
future!

in the same price range as the mill-

ions of other budget games, Mic-
rorhythm is the most professional
drum machine available for the 64.
I know it sounds silly, but believe
me — for a couple of quid you
make your 64 sound like a com-
plete drum kit!

The cassette comes complete
with thirteen preset sounds —
base drum, snare, three toms, two
wood, clap, two hi hats, and two
cymbals — all of which can be
used various forms in your
rhythms.
Microrhythm has two main

modes of operation— BAR WRITE
and SONG WRITE. Using them
both you can write a bar, or series
of bars and then sequence them
into a ‘song’ or rhythmic backing
track. Here’s a breakdown of both
modes of operation:

positioned anywhere on the bar by
using the cursor keys. If the bar is

a little too slow or fast, then the
tempo can be changed (there are

SONG WRITE
Once you’ve written a series of

bars they can be sequenced using
the SONG WRITE mode. All you
have to do is call up a bar by typing
its number, then you can insert it

into the sequence by pressing
RETURN. You can repeat bars as
many times as you like and up to

99 different bars can feature in the
sequence. Fortunately, sequ-
ences can be saved out to tape for

future use.

Another novel feature of Mic-
rorhythm is that you can play
drums from the keyboard by enter-

Julian Rignall has a bash (yuk) at Firebird’s new drum
machine program and comes to the conclusion that
it can’t be beat (double yuk) . .

.

I

f you’ve ever fancied turning

your 64 into a proper drum
machine or just felt that you

might have some sort of rhythmic
bent, then take a look at this new
release from Firebird. Although it’s

by pressing any key along the
QWERTYUIOP line. A cursor whiz-
zes along the bar and every time it

goes over an inserted drum beat
the relevant sound is played. Alter-

natively, drum beats can be

fifty settings).

To produce some different

sounds you can change the pitch

of a beat (there are sixteen diffe-

rent pitch settings) and give the
impression that there are more
drum sounds. If the pitch settings
are used cleverly you can produce
some quite brilliant tom run downs
and some really weird effects.

Beats can also be ‘flanged’ with
one of eight settings to make them
sound more ‘spacious’.
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THE ULTIMATE BACKUP CARTRIDGE IS HERE
ACTION FOR C64/128 ONLY£24.99 POST FREE

MK II

Stop the action of your game and make a

complete backup to Tape or Disk
• Action replay works by taking a 'snapshot' of the
program in memory so it doesn't matter how the
game was loaded — at normal or high speed —
from Tape or Disk.

action

NEW IMPROVED VERSION

Just look at the features, no other unit

can offer such value.

FAST LOADER SYSTEM
Two Cartridges in One!!

Yes at the flick of a switch

you have a fast load

cartridge that will speed up
your normal disk load speed
by 5-6 times.

Special switching hardware
makes the fastload invisible

to the system: — Uses no
memory.

y

TAPE TO TAPE TAPE TO DISK DISK TO DISK
DISK TO TAPE ALL BACKUPS WILL RELOAD AT TURBO

SPEED AND RUN INDEPENDENTLY OF THE CARTRIDGE
SPECIAL COMPACTING TECHNIQUES TO SAVE ON DISK

SPACE.

UNIQUE CODE INSPECTOR FEATURE

• Stop the action with the button then inspect any area of memory in it's "Frozen" state including

all VIC + SID REGISTERS ETC.

V&-
100% SUCCESS ?

\>tel
?*°1

Action Replay is under

constant development to

stay on top of latest

releases. No other

product will cope with as

much software as Action

Replay - despite our competitors claims.

In fact in our most recent tests we could not find

any memory resident program that could not be

backed up!!

SO SIMPLE TO USE. Just load your game as normal. When it progresses to the point at which you
want to save it, simply press the button then:

• Press 'D' to save to disk to reload at high speed. • Press T to save to tape to reload at high speed.

• Press 'S' to save to disk to reload at normal • Press 'C' to enter "Code Inspector."

speed.

THE PROCESS IS FULLY AUTOMATIC - JUST GIVE THE BACKUP A NAME

•“WARNING***
Action Replay is designed for the user to make
backups for their own use - Datel does not condone
piracy.

EVEN MULTI STAGE PROGRAMS
Now programs that load extra sections

can be transferred from tape to disk.

l . Works with most programs Nova +

Standard System.

HIRES SCREEN DUMP
L’ Any hires screen from your favourite

games can be saved to disk.

l J Compatible with many graphics packages

including Blazing Paddles, Koala etc.

UPGRADES
Mk 1 Action

Replay can be

upgraded for

£8.50

AMERICA'S BEST SELLING DISK BACKUP SYSTEM NOW AVAILABLE IN THE UK!

BY= = MIKE J. HENRY

£19.99
POST

FREE

SIMPLE TO

USE FULLY

MENU
DRIVEN

FOR THE COMMODORE
A MULTI-MODULE SYSTEM - ALL ON

64/1 28 FAST HACK'EM IS QUITE SIMPLY THE
nMc mas BEST D,SK COPYING SYSTEM AVAILABLE,
Unit U/oK ANYWHERE AT ANY PRICE.

SINGLE 1541 MODULE
• AUTO NIBBLER Copy an entire protected disk in 3 minutes Automatically senses type of protection and

treats it as normal data lo produce working copy

• NIBBLER Copy and entire disk in 2 minutes As above but parameters can be set manually
• FAST COPY Copy a disk in under 2 minutes

• FILE COPY Copy and file in 9 seconds

• FAT TRACKER Fat tracks are amongst the latest forms of protection This mode allows you to produce a

fat track on the disk

TWIN 1541 DRIVES MODULE
• AUTO NIBBLER Copy an entire protecled disk in under 1 minute features auto track sector analyzer

• FAST COPY Copy entire disk in 36 seconds 1

or 66 seconds with verify

® AUTOMATIC FASTCOPY As above but with completely automatic operation In fact once set up doesn t even need the computer A
must for duplicating disks on a large scale

SINGLE 1571 DRIVE (64 OR 128 MODE)
• FAST COPY Entire 1571 disk in under 1 minute

• SINGLE OR BOTH SIDES Will copy C64 or true 128 soflware

• C64 or 128 Modes

1541 PARAMETERS MODULE
This is the module that gives Fast Hack em its power The parameters module contains dozens of Parameter Keys' that are used to

unlock those heavily protected programs Each parameter is designed for a particular software brand or even a particular program Other

copy programs may make strong claims but without special parameters they just can't cope Datel will be ottering updates to Fast

Hack em on a quarterly basis, featuring 20 50 new parameters plus other improvements as the' re made Prices to be £6 plus old disk

SOFTWARE
HARDWARE
SUBMISSIONS

If you have a

program or hardware

project or just the

idea for one. Why not

submit it to us for

evaluation. We pay

top royalties or

outright payment

BECAUSE FAST HACK'EM IS PRODUCED IN THE U.S. IT WILL ALWAYS BE ON TOP OF THE LATEST PROTECTION TECHNIQUES. SINCE MANY OF OUR
LATEST PROGAMS APPEARED IN THE U.S. MANY MONTHS AGO.

SPECIAL

OFFER! VGQ ONLY £6.99
or for C 16 including Interface

£8.99 POST FREE

How about the dynamic duo? Action Replay and Fasthackem together - £39.99
Also Action Replay and Disk Mate II together on the same cartridge - Only £34.99

DEALER ENQUIRIES

WELCOME

#*lWARNING**
FAST HACK'EM IS A VERY EFFECTIVE

PRODUCT DESIGNED TO ENABLE USERS
TO MAKE BACK UP FOR THEIR OWN
USE - DATEL IN NO WAY CONDONES

SOFTWARE PIRACY.
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turn tour

WITH __CONTROL
Save wear on your expansion port: 3 slot Now a full Midi Interface for your 64/128 at a

realistic price! pnoT cdcc

NOW ONLY °STFRE^SK^
ROBOTIC

ONLYL. iU.OO
j* POSTFREE

§*& ACCEPTS 3 CARTRIDGES
SWITH IN/OUT ANY SLOT
ON BOARD SAFETY FUSE
HIGH GRADE

PCB/CONNECTORS

AVAILABLENOW!!

Alternative
Character

Fitted in minutes

soldering
required

• At the hick ol a

riitterent
superb new

midi in jr^r
MIDI THRU Sr
2x MIDI OUT

D Compatible with most leading software packages

• Advanced Music System • JMS • SEIL, etc.

Special Offer! Buy Midi Interface + advanced music

n choose
between

sets;
switch you ca

character

descender
p£U l P9E

,

so ,„s
W«%compa«We

meii

'sWDNOWfOROUICKO

SCRIBE
FUTUPiE

system only £49.99 + £2 postage (disk only).

A MUST FOR THE DISC HACKER

Super i
Snooper J&

Oise Utility.. Disn
0
j^

£14.9

. FAST FORMAT Formal a"

.SSWD*

^

0?COMMANfs
;

n9le
ke, comma,

et^paie. Assemble, Sc,een o,

inn many features to ' lS '

TurboRom
Replacement

KernalIncluding "Cartridge

Development Handbook

'

ONLY L. I Uiwu
POST FREE ^S|r

Super Snooper lets you examine decode and change any program
directly on the disc in your drive

• Gives readout ot each sector track in Hex Decimal and ASC II

• Built in powerful disc ram monitor disassembler Unprotecting
adding pokes and making backups are made easier with the
Super Snooper Since most disc protection schemes are never
loaded into the computer ram a track and sector editor is

A complete kit of parts lor an 8K IbK Autostart [

including

•High quality double side PC 8
* Inaction moulded cartridge case

•Reset button bank switchmu tanldy

•Accepts 2/64 or 2/128 f proms

•Cartridoe can be configured m many ways to

Cartridge Development Handbook

the normal slow

undines plus

at b 6 Imres speed

i

commands

all ports are tree

•

t flick ol switch

soldering
usually r

,
have to be de soli

iivimands
mpuiet and replaces

perlast disc loading

Loads most programs

Improved single kev r

fits inside computer so

Return to normal kernal a

, Fitted m minutes no 1

P64 s the old Rom may

invaluable tool when making back ups etc

DIGITAL SOUND SAMPLING
COMPLETE PACKAGE

£49‘"

FREE AUDI° lTV LEADI>

r NOW FOR YOUR
COMMODORE 64

The Datel Sampler now brings you

this technology at a sensible price!

• The Sampler allows you lo record any sound digitally into

memory and replay it instantly at any pitch backwards forwards

ascending scale descending with echo reverb flanging

endlessly looped etc Truly professional hardware incorporating

•Full 8 bit D and ADC conversion

•Line or MIC input line output and feedback control

A comrehensive software package including

•A live effects menu with echo reverb digital delay etc

•Full sample editing facilities with review and on screen

freguency plotting

•A powerful real lime seguencer

Copy Drum Software available separately at £9.99 to turn yout

sound sample into a Corn-Drum system as well as a sampling

sounds not synthesized
. fu || editing system

, time and step time seq
v0lCes , Q be te leas

Alternative voices supplied tree «

lo be about B 00 * »““ s ” J£teina , s,„c

e ptoyraotnieb ihylhmsjti« ^ „ ,, amp thtou

y • Very simple to us P
. On screen menus

ith optional audio TV lead 'see one'

. . Diomco ^tate taoe ot disc software

ONLY

digital drum
SYSTEM FOR THE 1

IT'S A COMPLETE LIGHTPEN SYSTEM...
IT'S AN ALL IN ONE ILLUSTRATOR/GRAPHICS

DEALER ENQUIRIES

WELCOME

mmmmmu post free (please state which)

Yes Blazing Paddles is one of America's top selling graphics packages.

Fully Icon/Menu driven, comes complete with the Datel Lazerwriter -

A lightpen featuring the latest polymer fibre optic cable and sensor for pin

point accuracy of a calibre simply not possible with conventional system

• ... But that's not all - Blazing Paddles will also work with any standard

input device including Joysticks, Touch Tablets, Paddles, Mice, Trackball and

Professional Graphic Tablets

Advanced Colour Mixing to create over 200 textured hues
Painting with a range of brushes Air Brush Ovals
Rectangles Lines Rubberbanding Text Mode
Fill Single Dot Mode Freehand Draw
Shape Library Clear Printer Dump
Hires Screens saved from Action Replay can be loaded
and edited etc (Disk)

PLUS A zoom feature for single Pixel editing while
viewing, the results at full scale. Powerful cut and paste
facility, shapes can be picked up, moved around, repeated
and saved. Full Load and Save feature for pictures,

shapes and windows which are supplied.
If you think the Software you got with your Mouse/Graphtablet is a bit weak then you can buy Blazing

Paddles Software alone. F0R ONLY£12.99 TAPE OR DISK (PLEASE STATE)
(Note conventional Lightpens cannot cope with the high Pixel resolution of Blazing Paddles - only Lazerwriter is suitable as a Lightpen input).

PADDLES ILLUSTRATOR
IS FOR EVERYONE!
Using the Lazerwriter a child can use it as a colouring book or a computer artist can

create superb graphics.
ILLU3TJWOK

USUALLY SAME DAY
24 HR CREDIT
CARD LINE

m DESPATCH ON ALL ORDERSm SENDCHEQUES P O'sTOJ UN ITS 8/9
r FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE.
DEWSBURY ROAD, fenton,
STOKE ON TRENT TEL: 0782273815
FAX: (0782) 264510

FOREIGN ORDERS
ADD £2 POSTAGE

A SUPERB PACKAGE WITH ADVANCED FEATURES
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Lead the toughest commando squad of all time in a desperate battle to save the World
from destruction. Time is running out as you fight your way through the Enemy’s
labiynthine fortress. You’ll need skill, firepower and raw courage to find and destroy the
vital computer complex on which the Enemy’s terrifying power depends.

Spectrum • Commodore • Amstrad • £9.95

Available p
from your local UHjt
software stockist. —r

In case of difficulty, direct from John Darvill

Macmillan Distribution Ltd Houndmills, Basingstoke RG21 2XS.
Make cheques and postal orders payable to Macmillan Limited and state the

machine version you want.
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THE COMPUIMETPAGE

MORE
BRING! BRING!

LICK!

THE RETURN OF THE CNET PAGE
Thanks to Alternative Telephone Voyeur JULIAN RIGNALL. Take it away, Jazza

Sorry about the lack of any
Compunet page last month,
but there really weren’t

enough decent demos to warrant
a page. Oh well, at least this month
is completely the opposite and
there are all manner of new demos
out and about in the dusty DIRs of

the net — it must be the cold
weather encouraging everyone to

huddle round their 64s once again.
Hugh Binns, Skuzz, Spidey

and Andy have just produced the
AIRWOLF DEMO (GOTO 206502),
a really nice picture of the Airwolf

none other than Gi-Jo, and the
other two — GI-JO’S WEIRD and
GI-JO’S TECHNIQUE — have
multi-directional (and even upside
down) scrolling messages and
Michael Winterberg music. The
former of the two music demos is

really good with a great film-like

atmosphere and is worth a look.
Another Michael Winterberg

demo — BRILL MUSIC — is also
worth a BUY. It contains four diffe-

rent pieces of music, all very listen-

able and featuring really decent
bass lines. GOTO 206502 if you’re

Gasp! The Airwolf Helicopter as
seen in THE AIRWOLF DEMO
from HUGH BINNS, SKUZZ,
SPIDEY and ANDY

helicopter (by Hugh) with some
jolly music. There’s no scrolling
message, instead the words pop
up and down one at a time from
the bottom of the screen.
GI-JO has recently uploaded

four new demos, all of which can
be found in GI-JO’S HOVEL
(GOTO 204572). GI-JO’S HOR-
ROR and GI-JO’S MOODY are
quite amusing digitised pictures of

1 30 ZZAP! 64 December 1 986

interested.

Hex — aka Cory (CK2) — has
recently uploaded two new
demos, one called HUNTER KIL-
LER and the other featuring the
SANXION loading music.
HUNTER KILLER consists of a
spaceship flying over a horizon-
tally scrolling bas-relief backdrop
with the music from ONE MAN
AND HIS DROID. You can change
the colour scheme of both the
scenery and the ship and also slow
down and speed up the scrolling.

Quite pleasant, especially if you
haven’t got a demo with the ONE

HUNTER KILLER from HEX

Boo! GI-JO’s HORROR

MAN AND HIS DROID music in it.

The SANXION loading screen
music is pretty basic however,
with only a simple screen to com-
pliment the music. Still, it’s well
worth a BUY (GOTO 206400).
DENE’S DRUID DEMO by DTC1

is really neat and has the Bob
Stevenson loading picture along
with the titie screen music from
Firebird’s game. If you happen to
be loafing around 204265 then
give it a BUY. Another similar sort
of demo is THE OFFICIAL
WARHAWK demo by SIR which

can be found by going to 199282.
Again, it features both the loading
screen and the music from the
respective game— thanks to Rob
Hubbard and Firebird.

If you go and check out Rob
Hubbard’s directory then you’ll be
able to pick up the ZOOLOOK
DEMO which features the music
from the forthcoming Durell game
CHAIN REACTION along with an
unusual ‘scrolling’ message. The

Growl . . . GI-JO’s MOODY



A full screen Albert Einstein
wonders how it’s done . .

.

Tutankhamen— as you’ve never
seen him before! A full screen
picture from the 1001 Crew

music is a really neat version of the
Jean-Michel Jarre composition
and is certainly one of Hubbard’s
best pieces to date. GOTO ROB,
and while you’re there have a look
at some of his other music demos.
THE DRIVE AD II by Goblin and

Ian features a picture of a disk
drive, an old piece of BOGG music
and a scrolling message. It’s

nothing special or unusual (Goblin
himself admits that it only took him
three hours to knock up) but is

worth a look if you’ve got a spare
few minutes to download it (GOTO
207306).

If you GOTO 206424 you’ll find
Geoff and Tob’s first demo —
CATHODE CHAOS. It’s a pretty
nifty idea, and although it

doesn’t work wonderfully it’s

well worth downloading, just for
the initial laugh.

If you’re interested there are a
couple of Jaybird (JB20) demos
at 204203 and 206264, both with

An interesting parcel arrived at
ZZAP! Towers the other day . .

.

Inside was a letter and disk from
some ‘Dutch 64 freaks’ called the
1001 Crew. They asked if we
would be so kind as to print some
of their ‘interesting demos’ —

supplied on aforementioned dis-
kette. So, we loaded in the first

demo, which turned out to be
something of a shock ... It was a
portion of Bob Stevenson’s Tutan-
khamen picture— which filled the
whole screen! Somehow, the 1 001

Crew have managed to dispose of
the border— and as you hopefully
can see from these screen shots
the effect is quite stunning.
One of the demos mentioned

that these full screen pictures were
done using ESCOS — Expanded

suruny messages and music by
Rob Hubbard. LH5 has uploaded
THE HUDDY DEMO, a static pic-
ture of our very own Rockford
which has some music with it. If

you’re interested GOTO 204974.
There’s also a very silly (and amus-
ing) two-part program called
MOANS (oh . . . ooh ... ah ... oh
. .

.

)

which can be found at 207290
and 207289. Download it and see
what your granny thinks!
PARTYLINE has been fun

recently, what with a newly found
‘feature’ which allows you to use
the same alias as another PLINEr!
(No, not their ID). One evening saw
THREE ‘linoM’s engrossed in con-
versation at the same time, all try-
ing to convince each other that
they were the ‘real’ ‘lino!!’. It

freaked me out at the time along
with a few other people!
See you next month— if we get

our bill paid on time!
J A Z

Screen Construction Set — and
consisted of either 56 or 112
expanded sprites, some of which
are ‘in’ the top and side borders.
I’ve no idea how it’s done, but
really I hope someone puts the
effect to good use in a game!

ZZAP! 64 December 1 986 1 31



T he health service has always
been a popular career move— lots of chance for promo-

tion as well as the odd perk like

taking home the used syringes to

use as sewing needles, and so on.

However, like any job, you have to

start at the bottom and work your
way up. Straight out of nursing col-

lege and into your first hospital, life

isn’t going to be easy. All them
howling babies screaming for food
and water and milk and love and
hugs and attention and nappy
changes, it’s enough to drive you
round the twist!

Nevertheless you, along with

your fellow trainees, enter the hos-
pital just as the last lot of students
leave. They weren’t very good. In

fact they were awful and the baby
ward is in utter chaos. The little

darlings have all clambered out of

their cots and are roaming around

To be brutally
honest Mad Nurse
had me bored
stiff after a mere
half an hour of

play. I was hoping for a good
laugh after all that I had heard,
but even seeing yabbering
babies being electrocuted
didn’t evoke any laughter from
me at all. The sound of the
baby dying sounds more like a
dalek, and as for the ghastly
theme tune . . . Don’t like it.

willy nilly.

R

A ^

to be cooped up in a horrid hospi-
tal cot eh? Not the babies that’s
for sure. Out they clamber and
begin wandering again.

Once you have collected up all

the babies and put them back in

their cots you can move onto the
next ward. The wards rarely vary in

layout, but as you proceed the

Dropping babies
down lift shafts or
onto plug soc-
kets was fun for a
while, but once

the novelty wore off I found
Mad Nurse too monotonous to
continue. The graphics are
reasonable and the music is

quite jolly, but one screen of
simple action isn’t enough.
Still, if you’ve got two quid to
spare and want a simple plat-
form game then you’ll find Mad
Nurse fits the bill quite nicely.

baby population begins to grow
and it becomes increasingly
difficult to cope. It’s just as well

that you have five trainees to your
credit — if poor old Brenda Bum-
wipe gets the boot then Fiona
Feedface will have to step in and
take over, and so on until all five

trainees have been given the sack.

This game does
have an initial

novelty factor —
after all it’s not
often you can get

away with throwing babies
down lift shafts and letting

them drink urine samples. The
trouble is that once you’ve
watched them fry, frazzle or
fall a few times the novelty
wears off and what you’re left

with is a rather dull collect em
up. The graphics aren’t bad,
the sound is quite jolly, but
screens and screens of the
same thing? No thanks.

As you might expect, babies
aren’t the most responsible of cre-

atures: horrible grimy pink things

that make ghastly noises at the

most ridiculous times at night, and
they’re very inquisitive. Plug soc-
kets and mysterious boxes hold a
fatal attraction for the little dears
and too much prodding and pok-
ing ends in a nasty shock for them
— a 240 volt shock to be precise.

Each ward in the hospital is split

into three levels, sometimes with a
single cot on each floor, and occa-
sionally more. A counter on the

status screen shows how many
babies are on the loose. Playing

the part of Brenda Bumwipe you
must chase after each one of the
little horrors, pick them up in your
caring arms and deposit them in

their own little cots. But who wants

PRESENTATION 85%
An attractive front end.

GRAPHICS 34%
Poor sprites and a simple
backdrop.

SOUND 68%
Several jollytunes play through-
out.

HOOKABILITY 49%
Fun for a few games . .

.

LASTABILITY 28%
. . . but there’s not enough vari-

ety to keep you playing.

VALUE 38%
Not much game for two quid.

OVERALL 32%
A novel idea which hasn’t made
a decent game.

NURSE
Firebird, £1 .99 cass, joystick only

r Mufcse ...

•
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DIGITAL
INTEGRATION
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HOME COMPUTER SOFTWARE
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Please tick the correct box
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BACK NUMBERS SPECIAL OFFERS!
• OrderTHREE or FOUR issues at the same time and get 40
pence offTOTAL COST!
• Better still, order FIVE or MORE issues at the same time and
get 20 pence off EACH ITEM!

PRICES
• ALL BACK ISSUES NOW £1.20 EACH (including P&P)
• OVERSEAS ORDERS: £2.00 per magazine (they cost a small
fortune to send)

Name ...

Address

Postcode

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to ZZAP! It is best to avoid
sending cash payments. Please DO NOT enclose ANY order with mail to
the EDITORIAL side of the magazine as this will result in DELAYS! Send
your orders to the address below . .

.

Number of issues ordered

Less discount if applicable

TOTAL COST£

I enclose a CHEQUE or POSTAL ORDER for the TOTAL

BACK NUMBERS,
ZZAP! 64 MAGAZINE,
PO BOX 10, LUDLOW,
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB
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is located
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grows insidiously

Collecting a
Golden Crown
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Are you ready for the ultimate challenge?
Our original Repton garrie was immediately acclaimed as a refreshingly new concept: a game requiring dexterity to complete its arcade-style
elements, and clear logical thinking to solve its strategic puzzles. Repton involves retrieving treasure from cleverly-constructed traps of falling
rocks whilst avoiding the fearsome monsters and haunting spirits. “This is an astounding game reaching new heights in BBC arcade adventures.”
enthused the Micro User magazine.

Last Christmas saw the release of Repton 2, larger and much more challenging than before. Acorn User’s Technical Editor Bruce Smith wrote-
Repton 2 is better than anything I’ve played on the BBC Micro or Electron. Brilliant!”

Now, completely rewritten and improved for the Commodore, Amstrad, BBC Micro and Electron, we proudly present Repton 3 For the first time a
screen-designer is included: try to devise screens that will perplex your friends, then see if you can solve their newly-designed screens. Another
innovation is the character-designer which enables you to design your own monsters, rocks, eggs, spirits, diamonds . . . any or all of the aame’s
characters can be redefined as you wish.

7 *

Repton 3 is much larger than its predecessors — it has 24 fascinating screens, and players who are skitful enough to complete them all can
enter our prize competition described below. All the favourite Repton characters have been retained, together with several new features: a
creeping poisonous fungus which grows at an alarming rate; time bombs and time capsules (for puzzles in the 4th dimension)- and golden
crowns as wel l-deserved rewards for your endeavours. Can YOU complete Repton 3?

PRIZE COMPETITION
If you complete Repton 3, you can enter our competition.
Prizes include over £200 in cash, with T-shirts, mugs, badges

and pens for runners-up.

COMMODORE 64/128 • AMSTRAD CPC 464/664/6128
BBC MICROS: B, B+, MASTER, MASTER COMPACT • ELECTRON

Commodore Cassette £9.95 BBC Micro Cassette £9.95
Commodore Disc £11.95 BBC Micro Disc £11.95
Amstrad Cassette £9.95 Master Compact Disc £14.95
Amstrad Disc £14.95 Electron Cassette £9.95

SOflUIAftC
a /n/ATi tvtoA i vn The screen pictures

ACORNSAFT
,BBC Micro version of

Repton 3.

Dept. R19, Regent House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS7 1AX. Telephone: 0532 459453.

VISA

24 HOUR TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
• All mail orders are despatched

within 24 hours by first-class post.
• Postage and packing isfreet

• Faulty cassettes and discs will be
replaced immediately.
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T echnofear: a land of steel

inhabited by creatures of

steel — living ball bearings
to be precise. Every ball living in

Technofear is happy, with every-
thing a ball bearing could ever
want. Rolling around their metallic

land they live a full and hassle-free

life, in fact the only thing that could
ever endanger their existence
resides in the Metaplanes: an evil

and twisted land surrounding
Technofear. So, smart bearings
stay in their homestead and never
stray beyond the city limits.

This game concerns a large

family of bearings who live in a

cosy semi-detached in

Technofear. Mummy and Daddy
bearing, Bobby (the oldest of the
kids), Bertie, Barnaby, Barth-

olomew and Billy all live together
in perfect harmony. Well, they did— until now . .

.

It all started when Cousin Ozzy
came to stay. Ozzy tried to make
amends for his past mis-
demeanours by volunteering to

take the younger bearings for a
roll. Mummy agreed to this, think-

ing that Ozzy had become a
responsible and mature spheroid.

Imagine her surprise when a few
hours later a worried Police Bear-

ing dropped by to tell her that her
youngsters and cousin had
strayed out of Technofear jurisdic-

tion . . . and hadn’t come back!
Mummy was distraught, so she
called upon eldest son — Bobby— for help. Bobby thought for a
few seconds, then volunteered to

enter the Metaplanes and find

them . .

.

Bobby Bearing is a flick screen,

3D isometric perspective arcade
adventure in which you take on the
role of young Bobby on his quest
to save his younger brothers (and
Ozzy) from the horrors of the
Metaplanes. Since you have no

Bobby prepares to dash undersome moving cubes. He’s not
going to get splattered this time ... is he? idea where your idiot cousin has

taken your brothers, you must
scour the landscape in an attempt
to find them.
Once you have found one of

your brothers you must push him
to safety, all the way back to the
exit to Technofear. However, the

exit to Technofear can only be kept
open for a limited period of time,

so if your brothers aren’t rescued
before the gate closes, you will

remain in the Metaplanes forever!

A lthough Bobby Bearing is superficially similar to Spindizzy,
there are many differences between the two. Spindizzy is

primarily a puzzle solving game, whereas Bobby Bearing is more
of an exploration and rescue mission with a few puzzles thrown
in for good measure. The different bearings all have their own
character and make the game all the more enjoyable to play.

Bobby looks so cute as he rolls over the landscape with an
inane grin spread across his face, and the evil bearings smile
maliciously as they bump poor Bobby senseless. Though lack-
ing in variety, Bobby Bearing is a highly addictive and very play-
able game which shouldn’t be missed.

I cauipfVr
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BEARING
The Edge, £9.95 cass, joystick or keys
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E nter Bobby Bearing, the cutest character yet seen on the
Commodore 64. This little metallic sphere generates a won-

derful personality as he rolls around the Metaplanes in search
of his lost brothers. Bobby’s animation is brilliant— just watch
when he gets squashed or stunned. The way the landscape
works is amazing, you really feel the uneven surfaces as Bobby
rolls overthem and the inertia is just right as he beetles through
the many weird and wonderful screens. Though the graphics
consist of only two colours, they are really stunning and work
really well. The soundtrack is pretty neat too, a little similar to
Thing on a Spring’s, but it adds atmosphere. The game is

difficult, but deserves every bit of perseverance devoted to it.

Ifyou want something totally addictive and amazingly playable,
go out and get this.

The land of the Metaplanes is

composed of geometric shapes
and platforms which are con-
nected by thin catwalks and run-
ways. Evil bearings inhabit certain

locations and are eager to dispose
of any bearing that happens to
stray into their territory. On meet-
ing an evil bearing, Bobby is

chased and bumped until he is

stunned — whereupon control is

temporarily lost and the time limit,

shown at the bottom of the screen,
counts down very quickly for a few
seconds.

Squish! Bobby the pancake doesn’t look too healthy at the
moment. But then,who would after being crushed under ten
tons of metal?. . . a \

I
didn’t think much of Bobby Bearing to begin with, it all

appeared rather dull, what with scooting around plain areas
with little to do. However, after trundling around for a while I

discovered that there is a great deal to do. Packed full of
humour and ’cute’ touches, Bobby Bearing now appeals to me
immensely. It’s a great game which I heartily recommend to
anyone who enjoys this type of game.BANG! goes the evil black bearing as he bashes into Bobby.

ZZzzgoes Bobby as he tries to get his scrambled brains into
gear

Evil bearings aren’t the only
hazards Bobby will encounter dur-
ing his travels — the landscape
also poses many problems. Some
locations feature huge cubes sus-
pended in the air, waiting to

squash any unsuspecting bearing
that rolls underneath them. In

other areas there are impassable
blocks which can only be moved
by activating switches situated

elsewhere on the landscape. And
then there are the air ducts which
blast Bobby into the air when he
travels over them. All these prob-
lems — and more — will have to

be overcome if Bobby is to find

and rescue his brothers.

PRESENTATION 80%
Good on-screen presentation
and a keyboard or joystick

option.

GRAPHICS 92%
Beautifully drawn but lacking in

colour.

SOUND 79%
No spot FX but a jolly tune plays
throughout.

HOOKABILITY 95%
Instantly appealing but occa-
sionally frustrating.

INSTABILITY 94%
Perseverance proves highly

rewarding.

VALUE 91%
Lots of challenge for your
money.

OVERALL 93%
An exceptionally cute and play

able exploration game.

I
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This is a fun game
which is ready
enjoyable to play
for a short while.

After playing
through the six scenarios,
frustration sets in— you can’t
really have a very long game
and always have to make your
way out of the city after a very
short period of playing. It’s

brilliant fun stomping on tanks
and kicking in skyscrapers, so
why limit the gameplay? It

would have been miles better

if they’d given you three
monsters so you could play it

more like an arcade game. The
graphics are pretty decent —
some of the monster sprites

are really great — and the
sound is fine. Give it a try if the
idea sounds appealing, other-
wise wait until someone con-
verts the arcade game Ram-
page.
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has a different objective. In Escape
you have to try to get out of the city

before the army destroys you. Ber-
serk has you smashing down as
many buildings and stomping on
as many people and vehicles as
possible. Lunch is where you have
to eat as much as possible (ahh
the good old days of Gary Liddon
—ED). In Destroy Landmark you
have to kick down a specified fam-
ous building while Search sets you
on the trail of your baby who’s hid-

den under one of the buildings in

I was expecting
great things from
this game but it’s

turned out to be a
disappointment.

Running amok in one of six
cities, demolishing buildings
and crushing people and vehi-
cles underfoot is fun for an
hour or so, but due to the slow
pace of the game I soon lost
interest. Movie Monster should
have been fast, frantic and
more action packed, but it

isn’t, it strikes me as being
more of a simulation than a
playable arcade game, which
is a shame as the potential for
a brilliant game has been
wasted.

F
ed up of being a puny seven
stone weakling and having
sand kicked in your face by

some musclebound bully? Well

now’s the chance to get your own
back ... by playing The Movie
Monster Game. Step into the skin

of one of six huge, mutated
monsters and wreak havoc in one
of six famous cities — London,
Paris, New York, San Francisco,

Moscow or Tokyo.
Choose your monster from

Godzilla, a tall fire-breathing

reptile; the fat stomping Mr Merin-
gue; a giant wasp called Sphectra;
The Glog, a giant radioactive blob;

Tarantus, a huge mutated
arachnid, and a giant renegade
robot that goes by the name of

Mechatron. All of them have spe-
cial characteristics — some can

walk through water, others are
immensely strong and some have
the ability to freeze everything with

a single piercing scream. It’s up to

you to decide which monster best
suits your playing style.

Five different scenarios are pro-

vided: Destroy Landmark; Escape;
Lunch; Berserk and Search. Each

MOVIE MONSTER
US Gold/Epyx, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk, joystick only
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the city.

Once the selections have been
made, the scene switches to the

inside of a cinema. The lights fade,

a brief set of instructions and an
introduction to the forthcoming

action appears on the ‘cinema’

screen. The game begins. Your
monster appears in the middle of

the main display area and the land-

scape scrolls around him as the

joystick is moved.
The status area under the main

playscreen reveals the score and
game time elapsed. Next to these

readouts, the monster’s endur-

ance level is shown as a bar that

diminishes to a fatal zero as the

army’s bullets and missiles land

home. The endurance bar

increases if the monster manages
to remain unscathed for a period

of time, although the speed of the

recovery depends on the monster
selected.

The action icon shows the

specialised action currently

selected (pressing the space bar

cycles through the monster’s

capabilities). Some of these

actions include spin web (Taran-

tus), spew fire/laser, scream and
atomize up (essential if you are to

destroy helicopters and jets).

Pressing the fire button activates

the selected mode, although using

it too much can tire the monster
out. If you’re playing Lunch, a
hunger indicator diminishes if you
don’t eat and a proximity indicator

appears during Search and
Destroy Landmark.
Each city is surrounded by an

invisible boundary and when you
reach it you’re asked if you want to

leave the city. Leaving a city

causes the scene to revert back to

the cinema screen, which displays

what I’ve

waiting to
for quite
time. None

of your namby

lark here, just good oid

fashioned violence. Stomp,
crush, smash, scream — all

great fun ... for a few games.
Then it seemstowear off. After

ail, there’s only so much build-

ing stomping you can do in a
lifetime, i ne grapnics are *un,

the sound is adequate, but
overall I don’t think you’ll play
this too often.

a text conclusion to your adven-

ture along with your score, and the

rampage comes to a swift end. If

you don’t leave the city you can go
back and romp about a bit more,

but keep an eye on your endur-

ance. Monsters may be tuff, but

they get tired too . .

.

PRESENTATION 83%
Awkward loading system, but

well presented with plenty of

options.

GRAPHICS 81%
Neat monster sprites and con-
vincing, but repetitive

backdrops.

SOUND 75%
Numerous simple tunes and
suitable stompy spot effects.

HOOKABILITY 84%
Initially great fun stomping
everything into the ground . . .

INSTABILITY 65%
But the limited gameplay palls

after a while.

VALUE 69%
Expensive when you consider

the limited gameplay.

OVERALL 75%
A brilliant idea which should
have made a better game.

If you're already elite . .

.

there can only be
one more challenge.

KONAM!
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The world is under threat

again, not by some extrater-

restrial force, but by a fellow

human being. This vile individual,

known only as The Enemy, is

threatening civilization with a nuc-
lear holocaust unless it yields to

his demand that he become Pres-
ident of the World. You see, this

demented chappie is rather good
at the hacking game and has bro-
ken into defence computers all

over the world and left a small, but
powerful program. If his demands
aren’t met, or he’s killed and his

password not input into the prog-
ram, a massive nuclear strike will

be launched to targets all over the
world.

Naturally this sort of lunacy has
to be stopped, so an elite fighting

force consisting of the cream of

the world’s special forces have
been assembled into an eight

strong commando unit,

codenamed COBRA. What this

team has to do is penetrate The
Enemy’s fortress and blow up his

giant computer.
First, they have to rescue the

scientists whom The Enemy is

holding captive (if they don’t help
him they get horribly tortured).

Each scientist knows one digit of

the password which they will

gladly tell if rescued. This

launch, effectively giving the game
a time limit. There are mini termi-

nals dotted around the fortress

levels, all heavily armed with

automatic weapons systems,
electronic traps, killer robots and
human guards. Once an alarm is

set off the main computer begins
the countdown for the nuclear

Although the
pace is slow and
there isn’t a great
deal of fast
action, I found

Strike Force Cobra rather
absorbing to play. It’s no
graphical marvel and does
slow down quite drastically at
times, but on the whole it plays
quite well and offers plenty of
challenge if you’re willing to
persevere. My only majorgripe
with this game is the lack of
sound— some quality interac-
tive music would have created
a decent atmosphere. Strike

Force Cobra is far from out-
standing and I wouldn’t regard
it as an essential purchase, but
it’s worth a look if you want to
try something different.

Strike Force Cobra
is a most unusual
game for the 64, it

actually looks
more like a Spec-

trum game. Unfortunately I

can’t really see many 64 own-
ers getting into it with the
knowledge that it could look
and sound a great deal better.

As a game concept it’s quite
adventurous, theoretically it

could have worked well, but
sadly it hasn’t If you want to
trysomething different it might
be worth checking this out,

otherwise save your pennies.

a time, so careful planning and a
little strategy is needed. Each
member of the team starts off in a
different position around the for-

tress and can either try to penet-
rate the defences alone or find one
another and work together.
Each member of the Cobra team

comes armed with a sub-machine
gun and electromagnetic flux gre-
nades (which destroy or confuse
electronic equipment). The com-

STRIKE FORCE COBRA
Piranha, £9.95 cass, joystick with keys

password, when assembled, dis-

ables the missile launch program.
Once the program has been dis-

abled the computer can then be
blown up and the world will be
safe.

The Enemy’s fortress has four

which, if destroyed, slow the
countdown, thus giving you more
time to complete the mission.
To crack the computer

password you have to use your
Digital Lock Breaker which is also
vital to get through the doors of

the main computer room. You’ll

also need to aquire at least six of

the nine digits to stand a chance
of cracking the password.
When the game starts you’re

asked to select an assault team of

four from the eight recruits pro-
vided. These four must be used as
a team if you are to succeed in your
world-saving task. You can only
control one member of the team at

mandos are also agile little devils

and can be made to dive through
windows, kick in doors and jump
or even crawl through tiny gaps.

Despite being protected by
armour, if a team member receives
too many hits he will die. You are
made aware of their status by
means of a bar chart which
appears in their icon, and as hits

are sustained the bar chart
diminishes until it reaches a fatal

zero. If a team member is looking
a bit unhealthy you can search for

one of the first aid posts located
around the fortress which replace
the lost energy.

Not all the doors and windows

I didn’t like play-
ing this much. For
a start, the
keyboard con-
trols are a real

pain. Surely the programmers
could have better use of the
joystick? The instructions
aren’t particularly informative,
and it takes quite a few games
before you can get a real grip
on the situation and work out
what should happen when and
where. The graphics don’t help
either, sometimes it’s very
difficult to work out exactly
what’s going on. It’s a shame
really, Strike Force Cobra is a
nice idea but it’s let down by
too many flaws.

yield to a good welly with a hob-
nail, some need to be switched on
by jumping onto pressure pads
located elsewhere around the
complex. There are also lifts to the
different levels of the fortress

which are controlled by switching
consoles in other rooms — you’ll

just have to learn which consoles
control which lifts.

PRESENTATION 79%
Rather awkward keyboard con-
trols, but the LOAD/SAVE option
is useful.

GRAPHICS 72%
The characters are sometimes
unclear and slow down consid-
erably when several things are

on screen.

SOUND 18%
A few very simple spot effects.

HOOKABILITY 60%
Difficult to get into due to the

over-complicated controls and
tricky gameplay.

LASTABILITY 71%
Plenty there for those who are

willing to persevere.

VALUE 62%
Nothing special for ten quid.

OVERALL 68%
A nice idea which hasn’t quite

worked in practice.
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SOLDIER ONE
American Action/Greve Graphics, £9.95 cass,
£14.95 disk, joystick only

but can be disposed of in similar

fashion to the torpedo boats —
faster work is called for to avoid
energy being entirely depleted.
The third screen presents a view
of the island with its three gun bat-
teries and a warship blocking the
entry to the harbour. Using the
same gun and control method, the
enemy forces must be taken out
before the energy bar reaches the
zero mark.

If the island’s gun batteries have
been avoided successfully, an
aerial view of the beach and your
boat pops up. Time to unload the
Acme Beach Assault Craft and sail

to the beach without being hit by
fire from the beach machine gun
emplacements. Each time you’re
hit energy is lost and the craft has
to start the journey from the ship
to the beach all over again.

Once that problem has been
negotiated, the beach must be
stormed and your position con-
solidated. Gripping an Acme
Machine gun, confront the evil

General’s defence troops as they

S tanding on a podium, your
‘ Hardest Soldier in the Com-
mandos 1986’ award grip-

ped in your hand, you’re thinking
of what to say in the thank you
speech, when all of a sudden a
Commander rushes in looking a lit-

tle flushed. He explains that a
small island has been taken over
by an evil megalomaniac General
who has to be stopped before he
does any more damage. The only
way that can be done is for one
soldier to go in alone, penetrate
the general’s newly formed
defence system and destroy his
stronghold. The hardest man the
Commandos is the logical choice
for this perilous mission. So, tos-
sing the shiny award to one side
and grabbing a gun, you rush
down to the nearby quayside and
jump into a handy boat.

Soldier One is a seven screen
shoot em up in which an island has

This is a very sim-
ple arcade game
which lacks origi-

nality, variety,
playability and

decent graphics and sound.
The seven ‘different’ sections
are all quite dull, and I’m sur-
prised American Action
bothered to release a game as
poor and derivative as this.
Ten quid is a lot to pay for an
inferior version of Beach Head.
Give it a miss, or ifyou’re desp-
erate get the ageing original.

If I wanted to play
Beach Head I

would dig it out
from my bottom
drawer. I

wouldn’t bother with this. Sol-
dier One certainly is a poor pro-
duct, offering little in the way
of excitement or entertain-
ment. Everything in it appears
dated: the playability, the
graphics and the sound —
absolutely nothing to make
you return to the game. Even if

you did enjoy similar games
don’t feel upset if you miss
this.

to be approached by sea, a beach
stormed and the General’s stron-
ghold destroyed. Single handed.
The first screen depicts the peril-

ous approach to the island. Sitting

in your Acme Commando Assault
Craft, you spot a fleet of torpedo
boats approaching and they’re
lobbing missiles. Luckily, you’ve
brought along an Acme Anti-Tor-
pedo-Boat gun which can be used
to repel those pesky ships. The
gun is moved left and right with the
joystick while up and down adjusts
the elevation. The fire button
launches an Acme Anti-Torpedo-
Boat Missile. If an enemy missile

hits home, some energy is lost and
the bar at the bottom of the screen
shrinks towards a fatal zero.

The second screen sees the arri-

val of the General’s backup fleet.

This lot fire more accurate shots

pop up from behind obstacles and
fire at you. Again, finding the right

elevation and timing shots is the
key to success. The following
screen is very similar, only an
ambush takes place . .

.

On the final screen the General’s
fortress must be destroyed by
shooting all the soldiers as they
pop up from behind the stron-
ghold’s wall. When all*he defen-
ders are dead, the mission is com-

This unmitigated
Beach Head rip-

off boasts ‘stun-
ning graphics’
and reckons it is

‘entertainment at its best’ on
the iniay. Unfortunately this is

far from the truth. The
graphics are very reminiscent
of the ancient Access game
and when compared with
today’s standards, they don’t
really stand up. The gameplay
is less varied than Beach Head
and for ten quid there are
plenty of games which offer far
more, and provide tasting
entertainment. Quite simply,
avoid it

PRESENTATION 67%
Title screen and hi-score table, but
no game options.

GRAPHICS 54%
Ancient looking, but clear and
functional nevertheless.

SOUND 61%
Reasonable title screen music,
jingles and spot effects.

HOOKABILITY 42%
Might provide initial interest if you
haven’t played Beach Head.

INSTABILITY 31%
The game is quite easy to finish

and there’s nothing special to

keep you coming back.

|

VALUE 30%
Expensive for what’s on offer.

OVERALL 35%
A dull and archaic seven screen
shoot em up.

plete.
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T he Mosquito, affectionately

dubbed by pilots as the
‘Wooden Wonder’

,
was one

of the unsung heroes of World War
Two. It didn’t come into regular

service until after the Battle of Bri-

tain, but it made many vital night

and daytime raids over Germany
during the latter stages of the war.
Comprising of wooden fuselages
and powered by twin Rolls Royce
Merlin engines, the Mosquito was
capable of attaining fast speeds
while maintaining its incredible

aerial manoeuvrability.
Ace of Aces attempts to emu-

late the thrill of flying a wartime raid

over Germany, not as a traditional

flight simulator but as an arcade
style simulator which simplifies the
aeroplane controls. It concen-
trates more on the completion of

various missions than continually

adjusting flight controls.

When the game is first loaded a
menu screen is presented, allow-
ing you to practice or undertake a
proper mission. Selecting the

practice option allows you to take
part in a dog fight or undertake
either a train or U-boat bombing
mission. Enemy fighters are less

hostile and appear less frequently

in the practice mode, allowing you
to get the general feel of the plane
and its control system.
By pressing certain keys on the

keyboard or quickly pressing the
fire button twice and moving the
joystick in the relevant direction,

one of five different views from the
plane can be accessed: the
cockpit, the left or right wing, the
bomb bay orthe navigator’s map.

Selecting one of these views
allows various controls to be
altered, done by moving a small
cursor to the required instrument,
holding down the fire button and A pilot’s eye view of the proceedings

Ace of Aces is the
best factual war
simulation I've

seen. Dambusters
looked impres-

sive but was let down by its

playability and Desert Fox was,
at times, a little unbelievable.
Accolade seem to have got the
balance right with this and
have produced a brilliantgame
which offerswonderful atmos-
phere and plenty of playability.

I’ve always been interested in

the history behind the
'Wooden Wonder' and con-
sequently played this in the
hope that it might offer some
of the feel of flying a Mosquito
during a wartime raid. It does,
and it’s quite easy to become
totally engrossed when play-
ing it, especially when you’re
chasing after V-1 Buzz bombs
or trying to escape the wrath
of a group of ME-109's. The
graphics are stunning and the
effect of flying over the clouds
is superb. The interior of the
plane is very nicely drawn and
the view through the open
bomb bay doors when you’re
over your target is ace. The
throbbing sound of the engine
is truly stunning — It sounds
just like an old propeller air-

craft. Some of the other sound
effects are a bit on die tinny
side though. This is a great
program, which won’t appeal
to the mainstream Commo-
dore owners but should be
looked at by anyone who is

keen on reliving a Mosquito
raid.

Choosing a mission in the briefing room

Bombs away . . . but wait!

That’s a POW carriage!
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moving the joystick up or down.
This control system is used to

increase or decrease the speed of

the plane, open or close the bomb
bay doors, select rockets or guns
and jettison the extra fuel tanks—
amongst other things.

All five of these control screens
must be used in conjuction with

each another to help fly the plane
and complete a mission. The plane
is actually manoeuvred by tradi-

tional pilot style joystick control.

Pressing the fire button activates

either guns or rockets, depending
on which weapon is selected.

Once you feel confident
enough, you can attempt a proper
mission. There are four missions
to choose from: V-1 rocket,

bomber, train, and U-boat. Any
combination of these missions can
be undertaken.

The navigation screen

A right wing point of view

In the V-1 mission you have to

intercept and shoot down a group
of V-1 bombs before they reach
their target, which is usually Lon-
don. The bomber mission runs
along similar lines, only you must
intercept and destroy a squadron
of Junkers JU-88 before they
offload their bombs onto some
poor unsuspecting British city.

The Train and U-boat missions
follow the same format, both
requiring a pilot to fly low over a
target and bomb it. The train mis-
sion is far more precise though, as
you have to drop bombs on the
correct carriages — some are
marked with an iron cross and
carry German soldiers, others are
marked with a red cross and house
POWs.

After a short mission briefing,

the plane has to be armed. The
screen displays an assortment of

weaponry, such as bombs, bullets

and rockets, and it’s up to you to

decide which armament is

required. There’s also the fuel

aspect to worry about: too much
weaponry means that fuel is

burned faster, so you it’s best to

carry one or two extra drop tanks
and jettison them when they’ve
been used up.

Once that’s all settled you can
begin the mission proper. You
always start from a position above
the English Channel and must fly

to your target area. A radar is pro-
vided along with a map of Western
Europe and all its features (includ-

ing your target), so you can plot a
route and see exactly what’s going
on.

Throughout each mission you
will be persued by Messerschmit
ME-109 aircraft, which must be
shot down. And then there’s the
added hazard of thunderstorms
which are best avoided as lighting

Dambusters was
authentic and
atmospheric, but
it didn’t quite
achieve the

balance between a flight simu-
lation and a playable game as
intended. Ace of Aces on the
other hand, captures both ele-
ments effectively and Is far
more impressive and playable— though the four missions
are lacking in content and
prove a little monotonous
once completed. If Ace of Aces
offered more of a lasting chal-
lenge then it would be brilliant.

As it stands . . . well, it’s still

which isn’t too taxing or

compromise to
be made with

lulations
on homecomput-

ers. They should be playable
and not too complicated. Ace
of Aces is certainly easy
enough to play. The graphics
are great and there are many
neattouches. I particularly like

the way enemy planes disap-
pear into the clouds, and being
able to look overthetwowings
and still see targets as they try
to get behind you is effective.
The controls aren’t overly
responsive when flying, but
then I’ve never flown a mos-
quito. The only gripe I have
with Ace of Aces is that with the
amount of control available
over the plane it would have
been nice if you had to take off
and land. Most disappointing.
Still, Ace of Aces is a highly
competent simulation which
shouldn’tbe missed byanyone
who likes this type of game.

strikes can prove highly damaging
to the Mosquito.
A mission will only be deemed

complete if, once you’ve
destroyed your target, you fly to a
position over your airfield. If you
finally make it home you are given
a summary of your performance
and a score for hits on enemy and
fuel remaining. You can then enter
your name in the hi-score table. If

you should fail to complete a mis-
sion you are still given a score, but
you are unable to enter it on the
hi-score table. After all, you’re
dead!

PRESENTATION 96%
An extremely well thought out

program with plenty of options
and suitable touches.

GRAPHICS 90%
Detailed screens and convincing
flying effect.

SOUND 85%
A couple of reasonable ditties

and some great spot FX— espe-
cially the engine hum which is

incredibly realistic and atmos-
pheric.

HOOKABILITY 90%
Just the thing for non-pilots to

get into.

INSTABILITY 84%
Lots to do but it can prove repeti-

tive.

VALUE 85%
Money well spent, especially if

you’re into militaria.

OVERALL 88%
An excellent program which
lacks that little something to

make it a classic.
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ORPHEUS
IN THE UNDERWORLD
Alpha Omega, £1 .99 cass, joystick only

O rpheus is an explorer who
is always looking for new
challenges. In true James

T Kirk style, he spends his time

boldly going where no man has

gone before. His adventures have

taken him far and wide and he’s

faced many dangers, but his latest

escapade is by far his toughest.

become trapped in a nightmarish

world full of demons and strange

creatures.

According to the legend the only

way to escape from the Under-

world is to collect all the treasures

scattered about its many loca-

tions. Once all the treasures are

yours, the magic spell keeping the

Orpheus in the
Underworld was
first released as a
full priced game
nearly two years

ago by a company whose
name escapes me at the
moment, and I didn’t think

much of it then. Why Alpha
Omega have bothered to re-

release it, I don’t know. Two
quid is still asking too much for

such a diregame— it’s graphi-
cally retarded and far too frus-

trating to be worthwhile.

zens which always seem to inhabit

the underworld. Any contact with
a creature or hazard results in the
loss of one of Orpheus’ three lives,

If this was a
decent Pitfall rip

off then it

wouldn’t have
been quite so

bad. As it stands, it’s diaboli-

cal. Any initial addiction soon
wears off leaving a tedious
game that suffers from some-
what difficult gameplay. The
music is a bit sad too, it only
plays when Orpheus is scam-
pering around. Overall, this

game is well up (or down) to
the usual standards I have
come to expect of Alpha
Omega.

and losing all three means that

he’s damned to live in the Under-
world for eternity.

PRESENTATION 33%
Nothing special.

GRAPHICS 31%
Crude sprites and repetitive

backdrops.

SOUND 25%
Dire tunes and spot effects.

HOOKABILITY 29%
Too frustrating to be addictive.

LASTABILITY 16%
And far too tedious to enthral.

VALUE 25%
Poor, even at two quid.

OVERALL 21%
A badly implemented version of

an ageing game.

For some reason he’s decided to

investigate an old legend and dis-

covered a secret passage into the

dark underworld of Hades. Unfor-

tunately the poor fellow didn’t

know that the secret passage only

let people in, not out, and now he’s

door shut is broken and you are

free to leave.

The game is a flick screen
arcade adventure in which you
have to travel through many
screens and pick up the various

This time it’s not
a tacky flight

simulator, it’s a
Pitfall rip-off, and
a completely

pathetic one at that. Pitfall is

now years old, but even the

original Atari VCS version is

better than this. The graphics
are feeble, the sprites even
worse, and the sound just

adds to the tackiness of the

whole thing. Do yourself a big

favour and don’t buy it.

treasures. There are plenty of

hazards to avoid, like gaping pits,

magic pools of darkness, holes
and underground passages. To
add to these there are the vile deni-

ROBOBOLT
Alpha Omega, £1 .99 cass, joystick only

Y our mission takes place in

a strange corridor in the

very depths of a space
port. You enter, slightly timid, not

knowing what will confront you.

The corridor must be shut down
before the virus colonies that have
taken refuge there infiltrate the

entire space port.

The only solution is to collect

four Death Pods— doesn’t sound
much fun. When the four pods
have been collected in the correct

order, the corridor disappears and
you find yourself in another one.

The Death pods take the shape of

black or white squares which can
be found on the floor. When one is

collected a yellow light appears on
the status board and you must

manoeuvre your Robot along the
corridor to locate the assembly
unit, marked with blue and white

This is diabolical
— even at a
budget price it’s a
poor offering.

The graphics are
simplistic and very dull, and
there’s hardly any sound to

speak of. The tasks are so
incredibly tedious. To be quite

honest, I played it for half an
hour, got thoroughly bored
and threw it away. I just hope
it doesn’t return . .

.
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stripes. Plonk the pod in the

assembly unit and go an look for

the next one . .

.

Mobile viruses float around the

corridors making your life difficult

— each time the droid you control

comes into contact with a nasty it

loses some radiation energy. Vir-

uses can be zapped with a bolt of

Once the Death Pods have been
installed in the assembler, the
virus is eliminated in the current

corridor and it’s through the portal

and on to clean up yet another cor-

ridor . .

.

‘I’m sorry, but I

have to tell you
. . . there’s very
little hope for

your newly
purchased game.’ Are you
sure?’ ‘I’m afraid so. It doesn’t
looktoo good.We could barely
get a sound out of it, so I think

we should ...
* ‘You don’t

mean! . . .

’ ‘Yes— 1

1

—

*

it, but your game
dead. It would b<

took it off your hands ana dis-

posed of it humanely.’ ‘I ... I

don’t know what to say.’ ‘Look
— a word of advice: the next
time you decide to buy a game,
take precautions. Use a reli-

able reference source. Or bet-

ter still, don’t do it unless you
are sure it won’t result in an
unwanted game.’

energy released by a prod of the
fire button in conjunction with a
direction. Killing a bug bumps up
your energy.

I really can’t
believe this

game. It’s just so
pathetic, unplay-
able and boring.

This really is the pits of Com-
modore software. The
graphics and sound are
instantly forgettable, and as
for the the gameplay ... if you
want to torture someone,
strap them into a chair and
force them to play this! If I was
given a choice between play-
ing this again or being injected
with Gastro Enteritis, I’d go for

the illness every time— it’s far

more enjoyable and stimulat-
ing.

PRESENTATION 41%
Simple title screen and a hi-

score table.

GRAPHICS 12%
Severely lacking in variety, quan-
tity and quality.

SOUND 13%
Abysmal title screen tune and
three simple spot effects.

HOOKABILITY 8%
Once played, best forgotten.

INSTABILITY 2%
Nothing to inspire or enthral for

more than a couple of games.

VALUE 5%
Even two quid is asking too
much for this drivel.

OVERALL 3%
One consolation: games can’t

get much worse than this.

TURBOSOFT
DISKSPEED 64
THE NEWESTAND THE BEST

Fast load/save cartridge yet DISKSPEED 64 is

compatible with 1541/70/71 drives.

DISKSPEED 64 cuts down loading, saving and
verifying times to a fraction of normal.

DISKSPEED 64 incorporates a reset button, fast file

copier, fast format, disk backup in approximately 2
minutes, and much more.

ONLY

GUARANTEE
AtTurbosoft we are so confident in the qualityofourproducts we
willrefundyourmoney ifyou returnyourpurchase to us within28

days ofyour receipt, undamaged, with or without a valid

complaint.

ALSOAVAILABLE ONLYFROM US

TURBOSOFT SUPERKLONE

Fortape backup on Commodore 64/128, Vic, Pet home
computers.

Full instructions supplied.

No software required.

100% safe to use. 100% successful.

All you need to useSuperklone is yourcomputerand
access to 2 datacasettes.

Superklone will copy any tape program that will load

into your Commodore. In may cases the copy may be
of better quality than the original.

WARNING
It is an offence to copy copyright protected software for

gifts or resale**
STILL ONLY

To receive these products cross your cheque or
RO. make it payable to Turbosoft and send off

today to

TURBOSOFT
74 SKIPTON ROAD, BARNOLDSWICK, COLNE,

LANCS BB8 5EG

and don’tforgetto includeyourname and address

DISKSPEED 64 £12.95 inc P & P
SUPERKLONE £8.95 inc P & P
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“forget you ever heard ofRock'n’Wrestle
- Championship Wrestling from EPYX
will make it pale into insignificance when
released in October. It will be easier to
use, and more realistic and enjoyable to

play”- RA

MANGLE
HISRIBSHIS NECK

ALL THIS BLOOD
AND GUTS FOR ONIY

£9.99 cassette
£14.99 disk
CBM 64/128

SMASH
HIS

FACE IN

And now we proudly present the
'

Sultans of Slam. The Champs of Chokes. The
meanest, nastiest, foulest fighters the canvas has ever seen.
We bring you the guys who use every dirty trick known to man. And a
few that aren’t.

I
—

" Use leg drops, spin kicks, body
slams, rope bouncing, a flying drop kick, a

suplex. an airspin, even the famous atomic drop to mangle
those dudes. You'll need over 200 stitches if you don't.

The crowd will cheer. They’ll boo. They’ll egg you on, or simply throw
eggs instead. The scoring is based on the complexity of your moves and,
of course, your strength.

And one day, probably long after your poor battered head resembles an
overcooked cabbage, you’ll be good enough to win the title. And the
coveted ‘Championship Wrestling Belt' will be yours.

Take on any eight rowdy wrestlers, each with his own individual style
when it comes to busting heads. From K.C. Clolssus, whose “trash
computer” turns victims into waste matter, to Prince Vicious, who gets a
crush on every opponent.

U.S. Gold, Units 2/3, Holford Way, Holford, i
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The Original SUPERHUEY
is Now Available for the
Atari: cassette £9.99,
disk£14.99; and the

Amiga, Apple andAtari ST
8/t £19*99

SIX EXCITING
RESCUE & COMBAT SCENARIOS:
“RENEGADE” Chase the stolenUHIXbefore all the bases inthe area are destroyed.

“BRUSH FIRE” Use your fire-fighting capability to save homes in the burning
hills of California.
“GULFOFTERROR” Tackle determinedterrorists intheir gunships andsubmarines.
“BERMUDA TRIANGLE” Your mission is weather reconnaissance, but in the
Bermuda Triangle anything can happen.
“ARCTIC RESCUE” Battle in the harshest conditions to save lives.

“OIL BLAZE” Save lives and fight the fire before the whole well blows!

AVAILABLE for the fcQ
COMMODORE 64/128 Cassette9 Disk



MONTEZUMA'S REVENGE
Databyte, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk, joystick only

A ll you ever wanted was to

prove that anything Harri-

son Ford could do, you
could do better. And now look

where you’ve ended up. This place

is dangerous — but the rewards

are great. If you survive . .

.

Playing the part of porky

Panama Joe (a kind of poor man’s
version of Indiana Jones), you
have to wander around a series of

underground caverns collecting

valuable jewels while avoiding the

members of the monster
menagerie that live there.

Montezuma’s
Revenge is great
fun to play and, as
that is the most
important aspect

of a game, I wish It well. How-
ever, it is overlyexpensive.The
game doesn’t really warrant a
ten pound price tag. At around
a fiver, it would represent
great value for money. The
graphics aren’t astounding but
they’re colourful and fun.

Watching Joe get reduced to a
puff of smoke is almost worth
losing a life for.Thesound isn’t

brilliant either but again,, it’s

fun. The on screen presenta-
tion isgoodand thescreen lay-

outs are demanding and
imaginative. If it wasn’t for the
price tag, I’d recommend it

without hesitation. As it

stands, I recommend caution.

1 54 ZZAP! 64 December 1 986

The caverns are designed so

that each ‘level’ is several screens

across. Each screen may or may
not offer a way down to a lower

level. All of the screens contain

some kind of obstacle or a

thoroughly unwholesome nasty.

Nasties come in several forms;

skulls, spiders and snakes. Only

the snakes stay put. Skulls roll

around in obscene ecstasy, relish-

ing the prospect of knobbling the

odd prospector. Some of them

bounce too, in a way only skulls

can. Spiders are altogether more
gruesome as they can climb or

descend ladders within a screen.

They’re fast too . .

.

Then, of course, there are obs-

tacles to be overcome. Doors are _

Beneath the
rather crude
exterior of Mon-
tezuma’s Revenge
there lies a highly

playable platform game. It

doesn’t look or sound like any-

thing special, and certainly

isn’t original, but it’s addictive,

challenging and above all, fun.

I thoroughly recommend It to

anyone who likes a decent
platform game.

colour coded and need the correct

key to open them. Fires burn away,
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levels are suddenly plunged into

darkness. Once the torch has
been acquired, the journey may
continue. The lower levels are

more difficult to get through but

your efforts are well rewarded at

the end. A giant pit, filled with

jewels looks most inviting. Sure
enough, if you dive in, there are

jewels for the taking and no
hazards to slow you down. It’s

best to get as many jewels as pos-
sible, as fast as you can. After a
short time, Joe lands on a pole and
slides back to the beginning. Only
this time it’s harder . .

.

There are three difficulty levels

as well. Although the three cavern
patterns are almost identical, the

optimum route to the final screen
is changed. Even if, during the

course of a level, all Joe’s lives are

lost, play may continue with a new
set of lives at the cost of the score
so far. This may only be done
once, however — so keep your
eyes peeled!

patiently waiting to turn your little

character into a rapidly dissipating

puff of smoke. Shimmering floor-

boards are extra deadly: they have
a habit of disappearing at the most
inopportune moments. Strange
energy barriers that switch them-
selves off and on can only be
negated with care. Then the

screen may simply be arranged so
that it may only be traversed from

a particular direction or involve

jumping. Despite his ever evident

bulk, Panama Joe can jump. But if

he falls too far, he lands on his

head and loses a life.

Joe has five lives to begin with

and these can be protected. He is

limited to carrying five objects at

any one time and these can
include swords and scrolls. Scrolls

are rare but, when carried, they

make nearby nasties quite harm-
less. This effect is only temporary.
Swords permanently despatch an
offensive nasty, but at the cost of

one sword per nasty, this is an
expensive process. They are best

saved for when absolutely neces-
sary.

Eventually, after sliding down
poles, climbing and descending
ladders and coping with rope
climbing, Joe will find that to go
any lower, a torch is needed as the

Montezuma’s
Revenge is an
oldie, but goodie.

Wm%-

PRESENTATION 69%
Afew options but no title screen
as such.

GRAPHICS 60%
Poorly drawn and animated, but

colourful and quite effective.

SOUND 54%
A couple of jolly ditties and suita-

ble spot FX.

HOOKABILITY 90%
Immediately addictive.

INSTABILITY 82%
Three challenging levels with

many different routes to explore.

VALUE 77%
Fun, but still overpriced for

what’s on offer.

OVERALL 83%
A highly playable platform game
marred by its price tag.

— AFTER TWO YEARS OF RESEARCH -
THE IMPOSSIBLE HAS BEEN ACHIEVED

The Manager of Everton F.C.

Howard Kendall says . .

.

This mustbe the ultimate

of allstrategygames . . . Excellent

OUTNOW... OUTNOW... OUTNOW...
Pit your wits and skills against 65 other teams which have their own
Transfers, Finances, Injuries etc., involving OVER 1050 PLAYERS
all with their individual skill levels of Passing, Tackling, Kicking etc.

All results are achieved by 22 players using Artificial Intelligence
with 'live action' graphics and player commentary from any of the
three division fixtures

YOUR TASK IS TO...
Manage a given 3rd Division team and succeed by either Promotion
or interesting larger Clubs with your expertise in winning the League
Championship or better still THE DOUBLE. Careful programming
has eliminated luck so you will need astuteness and a Managerial
mind to organise Administration, Staff & Players, Wages & Transfers

(not easy we promise), Crowd Control, Policing, Scouts, Finance,

Gates, Injuries and Physiotherapy. At your disposal are print-outs,

individual player reports, visits to League Grounds, Fixtures, Results

and current League Tables of ALL THREE DIVISIONS.

To survive you will have to be good— to impress other clubs you
will have to be very good— to succeed you will have to be excellent.

But will you achieve the ultimate of 'THE DOUBLE'???

HOWARD KENDALL did not achieve success in 5 minutes neither

will you!

COMPETITION, COMPETITION . .

.

If you can be the FIRST to achieve THE DOUBLE you will WIN A
DAY OUT in style at EVERTON F.C., for a fixture of your choice

and meet HOWARD KENDALL.

ORDER NOW... ORDER NOW... ORDER NOW...

£10.95 Including V.A.T. Plus 28p post & packing

PLEASE SEND CHEQUES/P.O. TO:—

JOHNSON
39 TOTTERDOWN ROAD
WESTON-SUPER-MARE
AVON BS23 4BR

LIMITED

COMMODORE 64, ATARI
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FIST II
THE LEGEND CONTINUES
Melbourne House, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk, joystick or keys

During your travels you may
stumble across one of the evil

Warlord’s horrible henchmen —
which always results in hand to

hand combat. Peasant soldiers

are the most common of the War-
lord’s soldiers and are easily

L
ong, long after the Fist had
exploded there came a time
of darkness. The Chief

Exploding Fist and his warriors

were betrayed and overthrown by
an evil and deformed Warlord who
ruled with a rod of iron from his

fortress in a volcano. He was so
nasty that he ordered all the tem-
ples of the Exploding Fist cult to

be razed to the ground. His faithful

minions carried out his orders and
the scrolls explaining the
techniques of the Exploding Fist

were lost beneath the rubble.

choking gases. If only someone
was brave enough to travel

through the Warlord’s domain and
find all eight scrolls and absorb
their knowledge, then they would
become powerful enough to

banish the Warlord forever . .

.

Fist II is an arcade adventure
cum beat em up in which you must
make your way through the many
scrolling screens of the evil War-
lord’s domain and recover the
eight Trigrams. Once a Trigram
has been found it must be taken to

its corresponding shrine, where

At last, the
eagerly awaited
follow up to the
best selling Way
of the Exploding

Fist. Gosh, I can hardly contain
my excitement . . . Fist il— The
Legend Continues is basically a
big disappointment, amongst
other big things (iike ‘job*).

There are plenty of locations
to explore, but there’s very lit-

tle to do in the meantime —
most of the game consists of
wandering around doing
nothing. On several occasions
I spent well over an hour play-

ing and managed to get quite

far into the game — only to
lose everything when I failed to
beat a ninja in hand to hand
combat. Very frustrating, even
with an extra life or two gained
by meditating over a Trigram.
The scrolling is a nice idea
which doesn’t work at all. It

proves highly frustrating hav-
ing to wait for the screen to
catch up when you walk away
from a fight. The screen jud-
ders as it scrolls too, but this

isn’t really noticeable when
you are fighting . . . the huge
screen glitch is, though
(flicker, flicker). Fist ii contains
a lot of oriental magic, better
known as bugs . . . like the
samuri who walks out of the
water and through the ground.
The sprites are chunky and
poorly defined, and the anima-
tion is slow and jerky. Control
is also sluggish and the game
slows down quite dramatically
during the fighting sequences.
The ‘different* adversaries
aren’t — just the main sprite

with a new head and different

coloured pyjama bottoms. The
backdrops are reasonable, but
lacking in variety. The various

tunes played throughoutgame
are short, simple and annoy-
ing, and create a suitable

atmosphere. The absence of a
title screen and a ‘game over’

sequence is irritating: when
the game ends you simply
jump back to the first location

with your score zeroed, so
there’s no chance to see what
your previous score was —
unless it beat the hi-score.

Very shoddy and unprofes-
sional. The tournament ver-

sion of Fist on other side of the
tape is also slow and jerky and
very dull. Scoring a million

points wasn’t too difficult— a
bit tiring on the hand though.
There’s no leg sweep ‘bug*, oh
no, this time by continually

moving in close to the opposi-
tion and using the low punch,
it’s a doddle to reach 10th dan.
It’s all very well saying: ‘ah, but
you should play the game
properly’, but how can you
when the option to ‘cheat* is

present— it’s just so tempting
to use. And anyway, a bug
such as this just shouldn’t
exist in a game written by a
team of professional program-
mers. Ah well, Tournament Fist

is effectively a freebie, so I

won't complain too loudly

about it. No, instead I’ll moan
about the quality of Fist il:

Gimme a ‘C’ . . . Gimme an ‘R’

. . . Gimme an *A* . . . Gimme a
‘P’ . . . And what have you got?
. . . FIST II . .

.
yawn.

Over the following years the
people became enslaved and any
resistance to the Warlord’s
oppression was swiftly brought to
an end. Memories of the legendary
Exploding Fist faded, but a few
remembered his might and were
also aware of the eight ancient

The Legend Con-
tinues . . . quite

true. But I don’t
think Joe Public
will be talking

about Fist il in the same way
that they addressed the origi-

nal game. In fact, I think Mr
Public will feel well upset if he
splashes out a tenner of hard
earned cash on such a blat-

antly awful game as this. No
doubt the game will sell

because of it’s name—there's
little else for it to fall back on.

scrolls — Trigrams — scattered

throughout the land. Once found,

these scrolls could provide untold

power. But to find them one would
have to travel through the War-
lord’s domain, facing such
hazards as his minions, mutated
animals, bottomless pits, blac-

kened caverns, walls of fire and

you must meditate to absorb its

I’m really disap-
pointed with this,

it’s completely
awful. About90%
of the game is

spent slowly wandering the
locations in search of the Trig-

rams — there is very little

fighting. When you finally meet
an opponent your game can
finish really quickly if you do a
wrong move. Very dishearten-
ing, especially after ages of
play. Everything is really slow,
the fighting, the exploring, the
scrolling . . . boredom creeps
in after a few goes. The
graphics are pretty dull and the
sound is pathetic— one ‘tune’

is about six seconds long
before it wraps around,
another is ripped out of the
disk version of The Hobbit. As
it stands the program looks
unfinished and is completely
overpriced, even with the free
tournament thing on the other
side. That’s useless too—you
can beat all the opponents
with one move.

powers. Doing so also results in an
extra life (you start with one).
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FEAR NOT!
THE ZZAPI64 COMMODORE
REPAIR SERVICE IS HERE.

defeated. Warrior soldiers are
difficult to beat, but shouldn’t
prove too much trouble to a true

Fist master. Masked Shoguns are

real toughies, but Assassins are by
far the most fearful of the War-
lord’s henchmen.
Whenever a nasty is encoun-

tered, seventeen fighting moves
become available to you. These
can be accessed by moving the
joystick in relevant directions, with

macmm?

or without the fire button depre-
ssed — a repeat of the system
employed in Way of the Explod-
ing Fist. To win a fight you must
hit your opponent until he runs out
of energy and dies, whereupon he
shrivels up and disappears. How-
ever, if your energy is depleted first

and you have no extra lives, then
your quest comes to an end.

PRESENTATION 56%
Adequate instructions and good
use of joystick, but little else.

GRAPHICS 60%
A veritable oriental Legoland:
good, but repetitive backdrops
and chunky, poorly animated
sprites.

SOUND 48%
A few short and simple ditties

play and annoy throughout the

game.

HOOKABILITY 40%
Boring after only a few plays.

LASTABILITY 27%
Lots to explore but so little to do.

VALUE 37%
The ‘enhanced’ version of Fist

does little to compensate for the
poor quality of Fist II.

OVERALL 39%
Disappointing and severely lack-

ing in content.

THOMAS WALKER & SON LTD
37-41 Bissell Street,

Birmingham B5 7HR
a 021-622 4475

Most times repaired while-u-wait

TECHNICOM SERVICES
(South-West)

Unit 5, Itansom House, Victoria

Street, Bristol BS1 6AH.
a (093 484) 3460

Commodore repairs, eg C64 £2750 + P&P
3 months guarantee. Also Amstrad, Sinclair.

MICRO MEND
The Old School, Main Street,

Farcet, Peterborough PE7 3DB
S (0733) 241718

ixed prices: C64 £29.95, C16/Vic 20 £24.95

New/used computers for saleIf you wish to advertise your repair services here, contact us on
Ludlow (0584) 4603 for details of booking.

(Therms a Hospital near you!)



Amstrad: £6.95

victory House, Leicester Place,

London WC2H 7NB.

Telephone: 01-439 0666

can you save the day?
two or multi-player

option, training

mode, league tables.

ALL THEACTION!



i The fastest sci-fi

narcade game yet.

Victory House, Leicester Place,

bndon WC2H 7NB
telephone: 01-439 0666

Spectrum

CBM 64
and Amstrad: £8.95

Can you become
Earth’s Xeno champion? 1 or 2 player

option.



GLIDER RIDER
Quicksilva, £8.95 cass, joystick or keys

W hen you joined the army
you never expected to be
drafted into the ‘Silent

But Deadly’ squadron — a
specialist commando unit that

uses motorised hang gliders to

travel over targets. Perhaps you
shouldn’t have shown great

aptitude for flying microlites and
come out top when you sat your
commando exam . . . Over the

years you’ve been on many peril-

ous missions and now you’re

with a massive pension— fail and
you’ll be rewarded with a rather

useless posthumous medal . .

.

Microlites are small and can fly

over a radar station without being

detected — and of course their

engines can be switched off allow-

ing a silent approach. The deadly
bit comes with the release of

bombs, carried under the wings of

the microlite— this technique of a
sneaky and silent approach fol-

lowed by a deadly attack has given

spots.

The landscape includes road-

ways, open ground, laser

emplacements and foliage. Some-
times it’s best to ride the bike,

other times you need to be in the
air. Obviously you can’t whizz
through trees and the like, but can
zip along the roads and through
clear patches of countryside quite

happily. Controlling the bike is

straightforward — it responds to

the joystick directions— but in the

airborne mode you turn clockwise
and anti-clockwise by moving the
joystick left and right, and climb
and dive by pulling or pushing the
stick.

To destroy the complex, bombs
have to be dropped on the domed

about to begin your last one. You’d

think that after years of service

they’d have given you a nice cushy
number to finish with, but no, this

one is the most dangerous mission

you’ve ever undertaken. Still, com-
plete it and you’ll be able to retire

Glider Rider sure
is an unusual
game, both to

play and to solve.

The tactics

needed will take some time to
learn and get to grips with—
and the mission even longertp
complete. There’s lots to see,

and lots to listen to, but unfor-
to

persevere with the game
you could well lose Interest
However, with that said, I

enjoyed it — but I can see it

oniy appealing to a certain

audience, so it’s worth taking
a look at it first

your crack commando squadron
its name.
TheAbraxas Corporation are the

bad guys this time round — their

motto is ‘arms for anyone, any-

where, any reason, any quantity’.

They’ve been supplying weapons
to terrorist groups all over the

world and the Powers That Be
have decided it’s time to put a stop

to their nefarious activities. The
SBD squadron and you, their

number one soldier, have been ‘in-

vited’ to deal with the situation.

Glider Rider is a flick screen

game which uses 3D forced

perspective to portray the action.

The mission begins as you land on
the remote island base of the

Abraxas Corporation — which is

heavily defended. They make
weapons, remember? You start off

riding a lightweight motorbike that

converts to a microlite when you
zoom down a hill, building up
speed. Pull back on the controls

and you take to the air. The aim of

the game is to fly over the com-
plex, dropping bombs on its weak

reactor plants scattered around

the island. Laser emplacements
make life difficult, opening fire as

soon as you get anywhere near

This type of 3D
game is fairly

common on most
other computers,
but very rare on

theCommodore.When agame
like this does appear it's usu-
ally pretty slow — this isn’t

though. The 3D works really

well and you can zip about the
place at a very high rate of
knots. The game itself is

difficult, but very enjoyable as
you try to penetrate the rather
well defended complex. The
backing track is really brilliant

with a extra nice piece when
you go into glider mode. If

you’re after something a tittle

different then go and have a
look at this.

explore. But,

after a couple of hours play, it

becomes apparent that there
isn’t a great deal to see or do
— simply bomb ten reactors
and avoid umpteen laser

emplacements. This may
sound easy, but it’s infuriat-

ingly difficult and I soon found
myself becoming thoroughly
narked with the whole thing.

The graphics are good and the
soundtrack is superb — it’s a
shame there’s not much of a
game to gel everything
together. Glider Rider is fun for

a while, but it didn’t hold my
interest long enough to con-
vincemethat it’s worth buying.

them. A counter on the right of the
screen indicates your energy
status and each laser hit sends you
spinning out of control for a few
moments and reduces energy.

Nine bombs are provided at the
start of the game but further

supplies can be gathered from
dumps hidden on the island. Keep
an eye out for them . .

.

Once the complex has been
thoroughly disabled the mission is

complete and it’s time to go home
to enjoy the benefits of a peaceful
retirement. A submarine is waiting

out at sea, but can only hang
around for thirty minutes . . . fail to

find it and the glider eventually

runs out of fuel, you crash into the

sea and get eaten alive by sharks.

What a way for a hero to end his

days . .

.

PRESENTATION 78%
Good on-screen presentation

and humorous instructions.

GRAPHICS 81%
Although lacking in colour, the

3D is effective.

SOUND 96%
Two great Dave Whittaker tunes
add atmosphere and excite-

ment.

HOOKABILITY 84%
Instantly enjoyable, if a little

tricky.

LASTABILITY 69%
Challenging but not compelling.

VALUE 70%
Worth it if you’re willing to perse-

vere.

OVERALL 71%
Good, but it would have been a
lot better if there was more vari-

ety.
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STREET SURFER
Entertainment USA, E2.99 cass, joystick only

road— dangerous oil slicks make
the going tough by causing skids

and tumbles. Chickens trudge

across the road very now and
again and must be avoided.

G rab your skateboard and
take to the streets! The city

needs cleaning, and it

needs cleaning NOW. The evil

Phantom Empty Coke Bottle Lob-

ber has been out and about and
has spread empty Coke bottles all

over the highway. Naturally, this

sort of gratuitous pollution can’t be
tolerated, so you’ve been asked to

whizz around after the litterbug on

your motorised skateboard and
clean up after him. You can never

catch up with the evil do-badder
and his trail of bottles always lies

ahead of you. At least you can

make some impact . .

.

Street Surfer is a 3D race game
where you must whizz down a

never-ending road, running over

as many Coke bottles as possible.

The skate boarder can accelerate

or decelerate and can turn left and
right around corners — although

the faster he goes the more
difficult it is to steer him around a

bend. If the skater whizzes around

a bend too fast and runs off the

road, he loses velocity, but doesn’t

take a tumble.
The road isn’t empty — cars

zoom along it— but it’s a one way
road, and vehicles only come from

behind and try to overtake. If you

get up enough speed you’ll leave

them behind and maybe even start

overtaking them yourself.

Some of the cars are rather

unfriendly and try to bump you off

the road, others are more amica-

ble and hold a full bottle of Coke

out for you to grab, although care

has to be taken, or you might crash

into the side of the car. Collisions

with cars result in a tumble that

This is one of the
most boring
games I’ve ever
had the displea-

sure of meeting.

The graphics are dull, so is the

soundtrack, and collecting

empty Coke bottles while

avoiding Legoland cars and
the occasional patch of oil

proves monotonous after only

a few games. There are plenty

of cheaper, more exciting

Mastertronic games available,

so I suggest you do yourself a
favour and give this one a
miss.

reduces your health status as

shown at the bottom of the screen

on a bar that shrinks as you get

squashed or crash into things.

When the bar reaches zero your

skater won’t recover from the next

tumble: the skateboard whizzes

away into the sunset and the game
ends. Running over an empty bot-

tle or grabbing a full bottle of Coke
from a passing motorist magically

restores a bit of health, allowing

you to continue further into the

game.
Cars aren’t the only thing on the

There are so
many variations

on the ancient
Pole Position for-

mat out on the
market it seems hardly worth-
while producing another one.

Still, Mastertronic have
decided to pump out the nth

one . . . and what a pointless

exercise. Street Surfer is basi-

cally a load of rubbish which is

unchallenging, unaddictive

and totally boring to play. The
graphics are pretty dull, but

the gameplay is ten times
worse — just whizz along the

road collecting bottles. There
isn’t even a time limit to the

game to add a little excite-

ment. If you see Street Surfer

coming along the road, take
my advice and string a wire

across it at head height.

At regular intervals along the

road there are neighbourhood bot-

tle disposal dumps where your

collection of empties can be
offloaded. Bonus points are

awarded for the bottles delivered.

Once the drop’s been made, your

health is restored and you can start

on your travels again. At the bot-

tom of the screen there’s a

countdown to each bottle dump
that reveals how far you have to go
before you can dump your load.

I am not at all

impressed with

this offering from
Mastertronic; it

appears tacky in

the extreme. The sprites are

far too blocky to be represen-

tational ofthe characteron the
skateboard who seems to

gather very little speed even
though the speedometer
registers a high amount. Avery
frustrating aspect is that cars

come from behind, with little

warning, and before you know
it you’re off skidding into the

distance. Even at a measly
three quid it isn’t worth the

asking price. No, I don’t like it

in the slightest.

PRESENTATION 56%
Dull title screen and no options.

GRAPHICS 34%
The sprites are chunky and
poorly defined, and the road

moves like there’s an ear-

thquake.

SOUND 65%
A short, bearable soundtrack
speeds up and slows down as

you do.

HOOKABILITY 40%
Some initial interest might be
generated by the simplistic

nature of the game.

LASTABILITY 25%
There’s not much to come back
to once you’ve played it a few
times.

VALUE 34%
Low quality game for a low price.

OVERALL 29%
One of Mastertronic’s weakest
releases.
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MOUNTAIN

BRIDGE

U.S. Gold Ltd.,

Units 2/3 Holford Way,
Holford,

Birmingham B6 7AX.

Tel: 021 356 3388.
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180
Mastertronic Added Dimension,
£2.99 cass, joystick or keys

astertronic’s latest

release offers you the

chance to play darts

against one of eight computer

opponents or a human player.

Both games are played under pro-

I always thought
a computer ver-

sion of darts was
a waste oftime

—

after all, a board
and a packet of cheapo darts

hardly costs more than yer

average computer game. Still,

Mastertronic have decided to

have a crackatthe ratherdubi-
ous darts market and have

graphics and some really neat
tunes. The game plays very

well and although the hand
wobbles about a fair bit, with

practice you can move ittothe

right place and throw your
darts on target . . . well, most
of the time. My only gripe with

this game is the computer
players. On many occasions
my opponent shot a nine dart

601 towipeme out!!! Neverthe-
less, this is a very enjoyable
program, especially when you
considerthetwo playeraspect
of die game. 180 is a must for

those who are too lazy to walk
from the oche to the darts

board to retrieve their arrows.

fessional rules — starting from

501 ,
each player takes a turn at

throwing three darts at the board

in an attempt to be the first to

reduce their score to zero.

I hate darts— it’s

even more banal
than football or
snooker. How-
ever, much to my

surprise, I found 1 80 great fun

to play, especially with human
opponent It won’t enthral for

any great length of time and I

wouldn’t consider it to be an
essentia! purchase, but for

only three quid 1 80 is worth a
second look.

« \ . • y-

When playing the game you are

given control of a dart-wielding

hand which wobbles around in

front of the dart board. By moving
the hand to the required position

and pressing the fire button, the

dart is thrown. The longer you
keep your finger on the fire button,

the harder the throw and the higher

up the board the dart will land. All

scoring is done automatically, but

it’s up to you to decide the best

way to finish the game.
The single player game is played

over three sets and each set is the

best of three games. Once you
have thrown, the screen changes
to show your adversary taking his

turn at throwing his darts. His

score is then taken from his total

Tactical Ted takes his turn on the oche

and it’s yourturn again. Ifyou man-
age to beat your opponent, you go
on to the semi finals, played in

similar fashion. Then, if you’re

really good, it’s onto the finals and

This is exactly
what a darts
game should be:
great fun with a
lot of excitement

thrown in for good measure.
The sound is good, especially

the soft thud as a dart lands in

the board. The digitised

speech announcing ‘one
hundred and eighty’ isn’t too
bad either. The choice of three
variations on a game of darts

is good, and the two player

mode comes in handy for an
alternative practice mode. I

like 180 immensely and have
no hesitation in recommend-
ing it to anyone who fancies a
quick game of arrows.

the nine dart finishes . .

.

Fortunately, the option to prac-

tice is available if the going proves
too tough. There’s no opponent to

worry about in the practice game,
only a time limit . .

.

you are given

one minute to hit each number on
the dart board in descending
order, twenty through to one.

PRESENTATION 75%
Sufficient instructions and a one
or two player option.

GRAPHICS 64%
Well drawn dart board and hand,

but the other graphics are a bit

on the naff side.

SOUND 65%
A couple a Dave Whittaker tunes
jolly along the proceedings.

HOOKABILITY 81%
Instantly playable.

LASTABILITY 62%
The computer players are tough,

and the two player option pro-

vides some long term appeal.

VALUE 76%
Plenty of cheap thrills to be had.

OVERALL 70%
Far from outstanding, but good
fun.
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L et’s all go down the pub —
‘ave a banana. Ow’s the mis-

sus? Roll out the barrel . .

.

‘ere we are guvnor, down at the

old rub a dub dub, for a nice night

out quaffing the Old Flatulence bit-

ter while having a good round of

arrows. Ow about a luvverly game
of Bar Billiards? What d’ya fancy?
Well, take yer pick — got the lot

‘ere, all you could want for a free

night out with the lads. Mag-nif-i-

centlTell ya wot, let’s start off with

a baht of arrer chucking . .

.

DARTS
Take to the Oche for a 501 or 301 round,

selected by pressing the trusty fl key.

The screen shows your view of the pub
wall, ornately decorated with traditional

wallpaper. Looks like you’ve been
quaffing a mite too many . .

.
your view

is a particularly wobbly one! As you try

desperately to steady yourself, you
must aim the disembodied hand at the

board. When you are happy with the

throwing position press fire to release

the dart and watch it glide through the

air and land, plunk, in the board. Darts
fall to the ground if they hit the wire.

Once you’ve completed the darts, have
a quick slurp, and onto the . .

.

BAR BILLIARDS
Played with eight balls, one of which is

red and the rest white, the aim of the

game is to sink balls into holes in the

table. Each hole has a points value,

ranging from ten to two hundred— the
red ball score double. To make a shot
you have to select the position from
which the ball is to be hit, then the

strength of the hit, and finally, the angle.

Sit back and watch it wind its merry way
up the table. Knocking down a white
mushroom on the table ends a break
and costs you the points collected, but
felling the black mushroom removes
you total score so far. After ten minutes,
balls are not returned to play after

they’ve been potted.

DOMINOES
There’s money to be made in this game,
yes a pound for the winner of each of

the three rounds! Don’t get too excited
though, Alligata don’t really cough up.
Following league rules, the aim is to
place all your dominoes on the table,

Alligata’s latest

release is really a
collection of very
mediocre prog-
rams. None of

them stand out on theirown at
all, and on the whole they’re all

very boring and dull to play.

The darts game is slow and
cumbersome, so is the bar bil-

liards and I thought the table
football was really awful. Even
the loading system is bad: I

had great trouble in getting it

to work and many times had to
reload the game because it

crashed. If pubs were really

like this I’d never go.

as you like. Best of three games decides
the winner.

TABLE FOOTBALL
This is played on a traditional table

which is viewed from above. The objec-
tive is to score more goals than your
opponent. Moving the joystick up or

down moves the players nearest to the

ball up or down. To kick the ball you
simply move the joystick left or right.

Nine footballs are provided per game
and a pound goes to the winner of each
game.

PONTOON
More money is involved, but from here
on you’re probably going to lose it. In

pontoon the aim is to make up a hand
of cards with a pip value of twenty one,

or at least get closer to twenty one than
anyone else playing. After your second
card has been dealt you can stick, twist

(get a card for free but everyone sees it)

or buy (pay money to receive a card face
down). Wimping out isn’t allowed —

taking it in turns to add dommies to the

line building up. Pressing fire reveals

the dominoes in your hand, so your
opponent will have to turn away while

you have a look. No cheating here folks.

Once you have selected the domino
you wish to play then you can man-
oeuvre it around the board, rotating it

you can’t stick below sixteen. Each
player plays ten consecutive hands and
can bet between one pound and a fiver.

POKER
Yep, another money down the drain

game. Playing a five card game you get
one chance to change up to five cards
and then the betting begins. Usual
poker rules apply, with full houses,
flushes and runs all appearing . .

.

SKITTLES
Nice destructive game, skittles— after

losing your loot at cards you get the
chance to work out some physical

aggression by knocking over every-
thing in view. With ball in hand, try to

align it with the skittles, then roll it down
the alley and kerrrrack, knock em all

over — or maybe not. Never mind it’s

still ten points for every skittle that’s

sent down the hole and best of five

games decides who wins the pound
prize.

This was fun for a
short while but I

found ail seven
'events’ lacked
that certain

something to keep me coming
back for more. There aresome
uncomfortable delays
throughout, mainly when
scores are announced, and
some ofthe games prove quite
tedious to play, especially the
darts which I found to be the
most frustrating game of the
lot ('hitting the wire’ was a
common occurence when
going for doubles or trebles,
resulting in one very irate

Penn). Pub Games is basically

a collection of barely average
budget games, so for ten quid
it represents reasonable value
for money.

I am really in two
minds about this.

On the one hand
the games are
quite fun and well

thought out, but then again
there doesn’t really seem all

that much to them. Darts
began as quite fun, but it

wasn’t long before it became
too long and drawn out seem-
ing to go on for ever. Surpris-
ingly, I think I enjoyed the
dominoes games best of all.

Dunno why, just appealed to
me. But I wouldn’t pay ten quid
for it.

PRESENTATION 83%
Adequate in-game presentation
— although there are often some
annoying delays— and a neat
loading system (when it works).

GRAPHICS 53%
On the whole, lacklustre.

SOUND 58%
A couple of simple but suitable

jingles.

HOOKABILITY 60%
Some initial urge to do well at all

events.

LASTABILITY 52%
One or two events might prove
compelling — but not much.

VALUE 60%
Seven reasonable games for a
tenner.

OVERALL 59%
An unusual approach to the

sports simulation theme which
doesn’t quite work.

PUB GAMES
Alligata, £9.95 cass, joystick only



9th official

^commodore
computershow

CD LOCATION

Champagne Suite &
Exhibition Centre,

Novotel, Hammersmith
London W6 Z RANGE

PRESENTTIME

Looking for ideas for gifts?

Take your pick from many
thousands of products

from stocking fillers to

major presents, including

all the latest software and

hardware releases.

On show: the

entire Commodore
family - from the

Cl 6 and Plus 4 to

the 64, C64, Cl 28
and the fabulous

Amiga.

HOURS

1 0am-6pm Friday,

November 21

10am-6pm Saturday,

November 22

1 0am-4pm Sunday,
November 23

a
d MUSIC HALL

When the versatile C64 takes to

the stage you'll be treated to an

amazing kaleidascope of sound

and music.

GEOS

Windows, icons

and pull-down

menus — see the

innovative GEOS in

action.

AMIGA VILLAGE

The centrepiece of the whole show — this

is where you'll see for the first time the

exciting new products that will make the

Amiga the most talked-about computer

range of them all.

WHO'LL BE THERE?

Everyone who's anyone in the growing

Commodore world — including a number
of mystery celebrities. The last time a

Commodore Show was held in London it

attracted a record 20,000 visitors.

TICKETS A

1

Write today for

your advance
tickets. Walk past

the queues and

save money too -

£1 per head off

the normal

admission prices.

^ Advance ticket orders

Please supply:

J
Adult tickets at £2 (save £ 1 ) £

]
Under-1 6s tickets at £1 (save £1 ) £

9th official

ftcommodore^ computershow

November
21-23
1986

Total £

I I Cheque enclosed made payable to

Database Publications Ltd.

]
Please debit my credit card account

Post to: Commodore Show Tickets,

Europe House, 68 Chester Rood,

Haze! Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.

Name ..

Address

Signed

Access l. -t

—

j* , _i L. J l—i- J U

Visa ii i i .j i—i—i—J L J It A J

Admission at door:

£3 (adults), £2 (under 16s)

PHONE ORDERS: Show Hotlins: 061-456 8835
PRESTEL ORDERS: KEY *89, THEN 614568383
MICROLINK ORDERS: MAILBOX 72:MAG001
Please quote credit card number and full address, Ref.TJKP^
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At a time when you’re being showered with cut price bargains, amazing value packs or stunning compilations

(of games you’ve never heard of?), then it’s hard to work out what is a good buy and what isn t. Cast off the

confusion and look no more, for here we present a range of compilations of gamesi that are classics in their

own right, or have established pedigrees which guarantee their quality.

Here we have compiled a series of products which stand as the master of any of its rivals.
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Quicksilva, £7.95 cass, joystick only

T he job advertised in the

Galactic Times seemed
ideal: ‘See the universe and

make mega credits.’ ‘Qualified

pilots only need apply,’ it said.

That’s you isn’t it? Captain Kelly,

ex-space corps and qualified to fly

any type of ship. With those qualifi-

cations you couldn’t fail to get the

job . .

.

The only problem is that the job

is incredibly boring— all you have
to do is pick up ships from their

parked orbit above Earth, check
out their main instrumentation and
deliverthem safely to their owners.
You certainly need to be a qualified

pilot though — some of the ships

look as if they would never make
the planetfall trip to the space port!

Oh well, at least taking the job was
better than being unemployed.
Just. So you get into the routine

and day after day pick up and
deliver craft . . .a ‘safe’ job with no
action. Well, until today.

You’ve been ordered to pick up
a craft called the Obsidian II, a new
breed of robot-protected class XIV
mining vessel. A nice and easy job

you thought to yourself as you
inserted your security pass into the

lock to disable the robot guards.

Captain Kelly is

basically a poor
man’s Paradroid
and I'm not
impressed with it

in the slightest. It’s slow and
monotonous to play, the
graphics are simple and inef-

fective, and the tune played
throughout the game is aurally

offensive. Captain Kelly is an
incredibly B-A-D piece of
software which should be left

alone to die and rot in peace.

and a really bad
one at that. The
Kelly sprite

trudges around the place at a
really slow speed and killing

off the robots is a dull and
pointlessly long task. The
graphics consist of very poor
bas-relief and the sprites are
dull and badly animated. There
are very few original features
in die game and there’s

nothing on offer to keep you
coming back to it. If you like

the sound of this sort of

scenario then look at Paradroid
first, it’s several classes above
this.

Your pass is rejected so you try

again, but again the pass is

rejected. Perhaps there’s a mal-

function? Still, there’s no problem
— you can enter the ship through
the main door.

The doors clang shut behind
you, breaking your train of thought
and you suddenly remembered
the claim of the company which
built the ship: ‘the security system
which lets intruders in but not out’.

Oops. Well, here’s the action that

you were hankering after . .

.

You’ve just entered a seven level

ship and each level is crawling with

vicious anti-personnel droids with

one thing on their binary minds:
your destruction.

The action takes place in a scrol-

ling window, and is viewed from
above. To take control of the ship

you must destroy all the robots on
each of the seven levels and then
make your way to the main control

room to power up the two gauges
found there. To make matters

more complicated you also have
to keep your eye on your vital

supplies — oxygen, energy and
ammunition. Run out of oxygen or

energy and Kelly dies, ending the

game. Without bullets, your gun
doesn’t work and robots can’t be
killed. Supply centres on each
deck of the ship can be used to

replenish stocks, but you’re only

allowed to visit each supply centre

a set number of times. Strolling

into a computer terminal allows

Kelly to check his status.

To dispose of a robot guard you
have to knock down its energy by
shooting it several times. When its

energy gets low it scuttles off to

look for a robot repair room where
it can recharge. If you allow it to

reach the repair room it will

emerge refreshed and twice as
keen to kill you as it was before, so
make sure you finish it off before it

gets there!

When all the robots on a level

have been eliminated the level

shuts down and is unguarded —
no more robots will appear there.

Then it’s time to move on to the

next level using the on-board
transporter system — just walk
into a transporter and you are spi-

rited to the next part of the ship.

Maybe being unemployed wasn’t
so bad after all. .

.

Captain Kelly, eh?
Not a name that
makes you want
to grab the game
and play It with

enthusiasm. it sounds
hopelessly dated and believe
me, it sure is. The graphics are
weak and unimaginative and
rarely vary through the diffe-

rent levels making It all

extremely tedious. After
seeing this game I didn’t want
to play it When I eventually did
play it, I quickly became bored,
and I don't want to play it

PRESENTATION 45%
Simple loading screen, title

screen and in-game presenta-

GRAPHICS 34%
Lacking colour, quality and vari-

ety.

SOUND 19%
Abysmal tune played throughout
the game.

HOOKABILITY 39%
Tedious from the outset.

INSTABILITY 28%
Not much to do or enthral.

VALUE 29%
A vastly inferior version of

Paradroid for the same price.

OVERALL 30%
Quite simply, a very dull shoot
em up.
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BMX SIMULATOR
Code Masters, £1 .99 cass, joystick or keys

Both players experiencing

problems with the

third course

B MX riding is one of the

biggest crazes to appear in

recent years. There have
been BMX songs, films, books,
comics, clothes . .

.
you name it,

someone has BMXed it. Now,
Code Masters have produced a
computer simulation of BMX rid-

ing: BMX Simulator, featuring

seven increasingly difficult

BMX Simulator is

fun and surpris-

ingly compelling.
It’s one of those
games that origi-

nally strikes you as being inef-

fective, but on further investi-

gation it grows on you. I’m

quite happy with the graphics
and the superb sound really

takes the biscuit. For only two
quid, BMX Simulator is well

worth having a look at.

courses and a two player option.

Each track is shown from above
and features ramps, burms,
bumps and an assortment of other

obstacles. Two cyclists appear on
the starting ramp and a
countdown announces the start of

the race. Holding down the fire

button turns the pedals; to brake

you simply release the fire button.

Moving the joystick left or right

rotates the bike, effectively steer-

ing it.

To finish a race you must com-
plete three laps within an allotted

time limit. If you manage to com-
plete a course, you are given a

score (the faster you go, the bigger

your score) and automatically

placed on the starting grid of the

next course. Failure to complete a

course means disqualification, so

you can’t progress to the next

track.

An ‘action replay’ feature is

thoughtfully provided, so once you

have completed a course you can

relive any particularly hairy

moments all over again.

This Is a very sim-
ple race game
with little variety

but plenty of

playability. It’s

well presented (lots of useful

options), graphically compe-
tent (the backdrops are pretty,

but the sprites are a bit iffy) and
features decent music and
adequate spot FX. As budget
titles go, this is one of the best

I’ve seen and played. BMX
Simulator is two quid well

spent.

This is a bit like a
scaled down ver-

sion of the arcade
game Super
Sprint III. Though

limited in scope, It’s still pretty

goodfun— especiallywithtwo
players battling it out against

each other. The graphics are

really great with colour effec-

tively used to display the aerial

view of the track. The sound is

another good feature with a
thumping good David Whit-

taker tune on the title screen
— it’s a shame it gets cut short
by the demo mode. There are

plenty of options, and overall

the game is slick and well

polished. Ifyou’ve gota couple
of quid burning a hole in your
pocket, there are many worse
things to spend it on.

PRESENTATION 83%
One or two player options, action

replay and even slow motion!

GRAPHICS 84%
Effective bas-relief backdrops
and dull sprites.

SOUND 91%
Great Whittaker soundtrack and
ditties.

HOOKABILITY 84%
As easy to get into as falling off a

bike.

LASTABILITY 81%
The computer opponent is

tough, and the two player

options maintains the initial

interest.

VALUE 90%
A mere two quid for a great little

racing game.

OVERALL 83%
A must for BMX fans and worthy

of a look if your too old for the real

thing.
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later levels mechanical bridges
make the going very hazardous.
Each racecourse features a dif-

ferent characteristic. Level four

requires some rather hefty jumps,
and level five has reverse gravity.

If you manage to reach the finish-

ing post within the allotted time,

then the remaining seconds are
converted to bonus points and you
progress onto the next level. At the

What a massive
disappointment!
Perhaps I was
expecting too
much, but what

we have here is a second-rate
conversion which tacks the
playability of its arcade parent
The graphics and layout of the
screens are very faithful to the
original, but that’s about it.

Playability wise it’s lacking on
many counts. For a start, the
scrolling has problems in

keeping up with the marbie,
and on level four the ball con-
stantly rolls off the bottom of

the screen. While the scrolling

tries to catch up, you hearyour
marble dropping off the land-
scape! Frustrating, to say the
least Another big niggle is that

the marble sometimes drops
off the road when it’s nowhere
near the edge, resulting in

more frustration. Even more
frustration is encountered
when you have to wait foreach
level to load — it takes ages!
As a game on its own, Marble
Madness is not much fun. It

only has six levels and we very
nearly completed them after

about half an hour’s play! The
music rangesfrom passableto
downright abysmal, the tunes
on levels three and four being
the worst The only good thing
going for this game is the two
player option, and even that

slows the game down hor-
rendously attimes! Ifyou really

like the arcade game and are
interested in this conversion, I

suggest you look at it before
buying. I wouldn’t recommend
it.

In the continuing
saga of poorly
executed conver-
sions comes this

heap of some-
thing nasty and smelly. This
really is a poor product which
fails to impress or excite me in

the slightest. The program-
mers have tried very hard to
get everything into this con-
version, but it is lacking the
consistency of the arcade ver-

sion. If you liked the arcade
version then avoid this at all

costs, it’ll giveyou nightmares.

the race is simple: get from the

start to the finishing post before
the time limit expires.

Each course is suspended in

bump racers into the void. Marble
Munchers leap onto and devour
any marble stupid enough to stray

near, resulting in a loss of time.

Acid pools lack any senses and
drift over the landscape in the
hope that a marble will be careless
enough to drift into it. Should this

happen, the marble is dissolved

space and comprises of small

plateaus and areas of land con-
nected by twisting narrow ramps
and bridges. Racing over the land

is straightforward enough, but the

narrow ramps and bridges can
prove hazardous — one false

move and you will fall over the

edge into the void. If this happens
your marble is placed back onto
the land and time is lost.

Three breeds of creature live on
the racecourses and all have an
intense disliking for the intrepid

marble racers. Black marbles are

twisted and evil outcasts of the

marble society who just love to

and digested by the pool, resulting

in the loss of more time.

Along with the living creatures
there are many mechanical
hazards which must be
negotiated. The first contraption
you encounter is the mechanical
wave machine. This pumps out
wave after wave of metallic sludge
upon which you must surf if you
are to reach the finishing line. Giant
hoovers are another big problem,
rising up from underneath a par-

ticularly thin section of the track in

an attempt to suck you off. A
catapult has to be used to

negotiate a huge chasm, and on

B eing a marble isn’t much fun,

especially when you’re trap-

ped in a surreal world where
the laws of physics don’t behave
as they should. So, to pass the

time, you decide to enter the yearly

competition held at the local

racecourse. There are six courses,
all of which are raced against the

clock, either alone or with another
marble if you so desire. The aim of

The SecretWater Level. How
doyou get here? All is revealed
in the Tips section . .

.

MARBLE MADNESS
Ariolasoft, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk, joystick only

Electronic Arts
have managed to
cram in nearly all

the features of
the original

arcade game . . . but they
haven’t been executed very
well. The backdrops are good
and the sprites bear a passing
resemblance to those seen on
the arcade game. However,
the scrolling is s-l-o-w and
most of the time the screen
has severe problems in keep-
ing up with the marbie. Fun,
fun, fun—and veryfrustrating.
All the tunes are there too, it’s

just that the notes aren’t quite
sure when they should play.

The result is abysmal. Gyros-
cope wasn’t any better, but at

least it was one load. Maybe a
decent conversion of Marbie
Madness isn’t possible within
the limitations of the 64 — if

this is the case then Electronic
Arts shouldn’t have bothered.

beginning of the next race, extra
seconds are added to your total

and you start all over again.

PRESENTATION 39%
Cute cheat mode, but otherwise

the program is lacking gloss.

Abysmal loading system— more
time is spent loading than play-

ing.

GRAPHICS 70%
Decent backdrops, reasonable

scrolling, mediocre sprites.

SOUND 39%
Awful tunes and few spot FX.

HOOKABILITY 76%
Easy enough to play, and initially

quite fun.

LASTABILITY 38%
Six tedious levels to complete—
seven if you include the water

level.

VALUE 33%
Overpriced for what it offers.

OVERALL 40%
A very disappointing, second
rate conversion.
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SO WHAT'S NEW
IN LLAMALAND (HANTS)?

*•

JEFF MINTER, our long-haired Peruvian Correspondent is off to

the Hand of INCA COLA once again...
«

LEAVING A FEW SOFTWARE ARTIFACTS BEHIND...

For the CBM 64

IRIDIS ALPHA - meet GILBY, a droid with a high cuteness factor, scuttling or

flying across the planetary surfaces collecting energy..

BLAST WITH CLASS for those who like a little subtlety with the intergalactic

mayhem. Includes a great bonus-wave game, pause mode game and (a real first!)

fractal music! -published jointly with HEWSON ASSOCIATES £8.95 on tape,

£1 2.95 on disc

For the CBM 1 6

MATRIX 8i LASERZONE - two classics re-written for the Cl 6.

MATRIX includes all the features of the original version including that traitorous

humanoid, the Snitch, plus (it's hard to take) an even faster fire rate than the original!

LASERZONE's unique duo of independently controlled laser-bases has never been

easy to control but as you learn its skills things get rougherand tougher forthose pesky .

aliens! - published jointly with ARIOLASOFT £6.95 - both games on tape.

VOIDRUNNER - The new, megablasting sequel to GRIDRUNNER and
LASERZONE... lots of waves, loads of chaos and bits of disintegrated alien flying

everywhere in the fastest blast to hit the Cl 6 ... and on the far side (of the cassette) we
plan to include the '1 6 version of HELLGATE - a shoot-em-up for those with superfast

reactions and independently controlled eyeballs!
- coming soon from LLAMASOFT, with ARIOLASOFT.

oOnDoODODODDiiDiinoDoDDDDD"D" D "a" []clDl] D n[]ll[]DD "a[lDnDnD “D “ DD[]DD “ DDCIll[lD

AND ALL THIS

VIVA VIC! is ourVIC collection -8 of JEFF's best for the good old machine. Great **

stuff for VIC owners! ABDUCTOR, TRAXX, MATRIX, HELLGATE, LASERZONE etc.

£6.50, all on one tape.

YAK'S PROGRESS - the best of Jeff's '64 stuff, includes 8 games, some now
difficult to get, commercially - ATTACK, & REVENGE OF THE MUTANT CAMELS,
ANCIPITAL, SHEEP IN SPACE, HOVER BOVVER, etc.

^
can't whack it at £9.45 (2 tapes) or £1 1 .95 on disc

AND LIGHTSYNTHS TOO
Another string to JEFF's bow is his work on our LIGHT SYNTHESISERS which allow

the computer user to play his machine like a LIGHT PIANO'.

The oriqinal Lightsynth, PSYCHEDELIA, is still available for most home micros, •

now £4.00

COLOURSPACE, its successor, has been published for the ATARI 8-bit micros

(only on tape £7.50), the BBC B (tape, £7.95) and in a spectacular 1 6-bitformforthe 4

ATARI 520 ST (£19.95).

FUTURE: After the Peru trip the Atari ST is due for a bit of pounding - a new
project is planned which should be totally ZARJAZ. Suffice to say that

COLOURSPACE addicts should expect something interesting in 1 987...
^

FOR EVEN MORE DETAILS
SEND S.A.E. FOR CATALOGUE & FREE NEWSLETTER, TO
LLAMASOFT LTD, 49 Mount Pleasant TADLEY HANTS RG26 6BN
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hies, £9.95 cass, joystick or keys
>

screen racing game
«- I. B

cks, one or two player option

E
ver fancied racing across the
mystic pathways of space
through unknown galaxies,

boldly blazing a trail where no
other trail has been blazed before?
Well now’s your chance . .

.

Trailblazer is a three dimen-
sional, one or two player, split

screen race game in which you
must travel as far as you can along
a straight spacial pathway. The
pathway is split into twenty one
different sections, each must be
completed within a given time
limit. If the clock runs down before

you get to the finishing post, the
game terminates. However, if you

G remlin really have proved themselves over the past year
and Trailblazer won’t tarnish their reputation in the

slightest. This version is the best of the lot, with the two player

option making the races very exciting and exhilarating. I must
admit, I tend to play the practice mode more than the arcade
mode as it’s a great opportunity to see the various levels, some
of which are very devious. Overall, this one of the most addic-

tive and challenging games I’ve played in ages.

manage to pass the post in time,

extra time is added to your total

allowing you to tackle the next

section of the track. There are no
other objects on the course to

worry about (only the other racer if

two players are playing), it’s just

you versus the clock.

The racing tracks are made up
of many metal slabs, although not

all the slabs are of the same metal-

lic composition. Each metal is a

different colour and has a different

effect on the racing craft (see panel

for details).

The Trailblazer race craft have
been specially designed for space
path racing and look rather like

footballs. They stick to the surface

of the path as they zoom down it,

but can move left or right with a
push of the joystick. Pushing for-

ward or pulling back on the joys-

tick makes the craft accelerate or

decelerate, and pressing the fire

button makes it jump a short dis-

tance.

There are two main racing

options presented on the title

screen: Course Practice gives

one or two players the chance to

race over any three of the path

sections. You are given an unli-

mited supply of jumps and with 99
seconds to complete each course.

Arcade Trailblazer can be played

either on your own or against

another player. However, you are

only given 30 seconds to complete
each course and a limited supply

of jumps, so when you run out,

that’s it— you can’t jump!

** *» >

***** .>**«*»».
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Two player race games are always great fun to play, espe-

cially when they are as good as this. Trailblazer is a simple

game with little variety, but it’s very playable. Some of the

courses are too frustrating and I found the one player mode
monotonous at times, but on the whole Trailblazer is a compe-
tent release which should appeal to anyonewho would love the

opportunityto thrash the pants offa friend in atwo playergame.
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BROWN slabs make up the bulk of the track. Going over them has
no effect on your craft.

BLUE slabs make the craft bounce.
instantly increase your craft to maximum velocity.

white slabs increases your velocity to ‘warp’ speed, although the

a *
1 ls cance^e<^ if you touch a black, purple or red square.CYAN slabs reverse your controls and consequently cause a lot of

hassle.

® slabs are really holes in the road which must be avoided at
all costs. If you fall into one, time is lost before your ball is thrown
back onto the course.
PURPLE slabs stop the ball in its tracks.
RED slabs slow you down to minimum speed.
GREY slabs announce the beginning or end of a race track.

H.KV;

T railblazer is loose cross between Pitstop II and Bounder, and

has taken the addictive qualities of both. The object of the

game is really simple, but actually getting to the end of each

course within the allotted time limit takes a lot of skill and

practice. The graphics are really effective and colourful, and

the whole thing plays superbly, especially in two player mode.

If you’re after an unusual and immensely addictive race game,

then look no further than this, it’s great.
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Boulderdash was first con-
ceived in 1 981 by a thirteen

year old Chris Gray (who
went on to design and program
Whirtynurds and Infiltrator).

Within two years Boulderdash
was programmed on an Atari, and
then converted to the Commo-
dore. In December 1984 the game
was released in Britain where it

quickly established a strong cult

following. Then, during the sum-
mer of 1 985, came a follow-up cal-

led Rockford’s Riot and a year

later, Boulderdash III was
released.

Now, First Star are set to release

the long awaited Boulderdash
Construction Kit, a utility which
allows you to design and play your

very own Boulderdash games,
complete with caves and intermis-

sions.

For the uninitiated (where have
you been?), Boulderdash puts

you in control of a small insect-like

creature called Rockford. This

strange fellow spends his whole
life roaming caves, avoiding nasty

creatures and collecting precious

diamonds.
In a standard game there are

sixteen caves and four bonus

I
t’s been over a year since First Star released the last official

Boulderdash game— Rockford’s Riot— and ever since then

I’ve been yearning for some form of construction kit. Now it’s

arrived—and I reckon it’s been worth the wait. Designing caves
and intermission screens is simplicity in itself (using the ran-

dom function it’s iamond falls through and activates it for a
predetermined time possible to create a playable cave in sec-

onds!) and unlike the original game, nearly everything can
appear in a cave — fireflies, butterflies, magic wall, slime,

expanding wall . . . the Boulderdash Construction Kit is quite sim-

ply brilliant. It’s got immense potential and shouldn’t be over-

looked by any self-respecting fan of the original game.

screens. The caves are roughly

four screens in size and contain

four basic elements: diamonds,
boulders, dirt and spaces.
Rockford can tunnel through dirt,

run through diamonds (thus col-

lecting them) and push boulders

horizontally (as long as there isn’t

any dirt or immovable object in the

way). The screen scrolls with him
as he moves.
The object of the game is to col-

lect a certain amount of diamonds
from each cave — within a given

time limit (which varies from cave
to cave). If the quota of diamonds

T his is a Boulderdash player’s dream come true— an easy

to use construction kit which allows you to design the

screens you’ve always wanted to play. The designer is

extremely well thought out and it takes no time at all to work

out how to use it. As for designing screens ... it couldn’t be any

simpler— just put everything where you want it and you’ve got

your cave. The designer also comes complete with Boulderdash
IV (which is a neat game in itself) so you can play that and get

some inspiration — some of the screens are nicely

implemented! If there’s one game worth buying this month, it’s

this.

flies, butterflies, amoeba, and
slime. Each has its own charac-

teristic which can, and occasion- Repositioning the
working window

One of the sixteen caves in Boulderc

IV. After successfully digging his wayj

through many levels of expanding w<s

Rocky must push the boulder from
‘

... to here, then drop it on one of the

butterflies to get the
diamonds he needs.
But which butterfly?

Ml 0m fV



^
Veiy common, can be used to create big pr

2
Themostimportant object in^9*™?™
dance to make a cave difficult to complete.

3 ENCHANTED WALL
Looks like a normal piece of wallw until a boulder ordiamond falls I

diamonds, and vice versa.

4
Impassable, unless a hole is made in it.

5
Completely^npenetrable, used around the edge of each cave.

6
Looksllkeanormal piece of wall, butexpands in a horizontal direc-

tion If there is space either side of it

7
can be placed anywhere on screen . They play

^paMivepartln^game^but^^^re^^^^terflycomes into con-

tart with one, it explodes ... and so do you.

8
Acoinmon substance through which Rocky can tunnel,

within a one square radius.

10
SiSrto

F
th

Y
e firefly, but nine diamonds arecreated

when it explodes.

11

33s»^
before itreaches 200 squares, amoeba turns into diamonds.

Destroys fireflies and butterflies, too!

^2
Looks like amoeba but doesn’t expand.

a sufficientnumber ofdiamondshaw be«n col-

looted.

14
SSSsSiwi'a sESientnumber ofdiamonds have been collected.

15 ENTRY DOOR
The entrance to each cave.

16
Used todraw lines almost objects.

17
an icon toUovwd b, IMS’hmrton. randomly place, fhm

units of the selected object on the screen.

18
Canbe'ueed to cnwte spaces or romovo unwanted objects.

^SXm^fthecolour^hwn..

20 »>.«». orlntmmi«eonc,wtwl-proWd<Klitfee

tures an entrance and exit

21

and format.

j

22
Enww

<

thifscreen, allowlnfi you to create, nwe one.

23 —“

I amoebae, and so on.

j
FULL SCREEN
Kiro^rr. om, <

**3£2£*£i!£L
acmenmtnlature nmp ofthecave being edited to displayed,

allowing you to reposition the working winoow.
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C onstruction sets are always great fun, but a Boulderdash
one? Honestly, I flipped over this. It’s brilliant. There’s no

end to the amount of weird and wonderful designs you can
come up with. It’s the sheer flexibility ofthe program that impre-

sses me— it’s really simple to use and no hasslewhen itcomes
to trying out your designed screen. When you’re bored of Boul-

derdash Construction Kit, you’re bored of yourself because it all

relies on your imagination.

is collected before the time limit

reaches zero, then an exit is acti-

vated allowing Rocky to escape to

the next cave.

Some caves are also inhabited

by weird creatures, such as fire-

ally must be put to good use.

The Boulderdash Construc-
tion Kit comes in two parts, a

screen designer and a main Boul-

derdash program, into which a

maximum of 64 previously defined

caves can be loaded. Ten caves

and five intermission screens are

provided, so you effectively have

Boulderdash IV to play with.

Any possible sequels are in your

hands ...

The construction kit is icon dri-

ven. Options are executed by

moving a joystick controlled cur-

sor over the relevant icon, then

pressing the fire button. A com-
plete list of icons is displayed

down the far right hand side of the

screen, alongside a ‘working area’

which consists of a quarter of the

whole cave structure, ie: one
screen. This working area can be
changed by firstly calling up a

complete miniature ‘map’ of the

cave, then moving a window to the

required position.

Caves or intermission screens

can be play-tested at any time (as

long as there is an entrance and an

exit present) or saved out to disk

(or tape) for future use.
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HIGH

E
arth has once again has
aroused the interest of a load
of nasty, horrible aliens who

have decided that the human race
should be exterminated and the
planet colonised by their own
breed. Just to show that they
mean business they’ve already
begun the attack by landing their

giant mothership in an attempt to

create a ‘beach head’ for the
impending invasion. Bad news,
eh?

Well, not quite. An eminent sci-

entist has examined all available

data concerning the alien’s

mothership and has discovered
that if it was destroyed the alien’s

nasty plan would be thwarted and
the Earth saved. The only problem
is that the only thing capable of

destroying the mothership is the
newly developed Lasertron, a
device which has to be installed

within the enemy camp before
detonation. You’ve been assigned
the task of transporting the Laser-
tron to the mothership and have
been given five droids to help you

There are good
and bad points in

this game. The
sound effects
aren’t superb but

the music is reasonablyimpre-
ssive. The graphics are weil
drawn but their implementa-
tion leads to rare but mildly
annoying flicker. Still, these
are only minor gripes. Highway
Encounter is an interesting and
original idea that works fairly

well when played. Nothing
dramatic— but nothing catas-
trophic either.

complete this world-saving task.

The mothership lies at the end
of a long, long road which is split

into 30 different zones. Each zone
is made up of one screen, and as
you go from one to another the

screen flicks to show the relevant

zone. When the game begins your
five droids assemble behind one
another at zone 30 and proceed to

move down the middle of the road,

the Lasertron at the group’s foref-

ront. The rearmost droid is put
under your direct control and can
be rotated in Asteroids fashion.

Once you’ve pointed it in the right

direction, pressing the accelerate

button sends it whizzing forward.

By constantly accelerating and
decelerating, your droid can be
moved anywhere on the screen, as
long as there are no obstructions

in the way. The rest of the droids

remain docile and follow the
Lasertron blindly.

To get your entourage through
the 30 zones you must clear a path
through the obstructions and
enemy defences. The obstruc-
tions come in the form of barrels

and blocks which hinder the

Lasertron as it trundles forward.
They can be moved out of the way
and used to good purpose later on
in the game.

Basically there are three types
of alien hazard— stationary mines
which can be avoided, mobile
mines which move backwards and
forwards across the road, and sol-

diers which whizz about the place
giving grief whenever and where-
ver they can. The mines can be
dealt with by blocking their path—
if you shunt a barrel or block into

their path they become trapped
and are unable to move. On later

levels blocking manoeuvres are
made more difficult due to the pre-

set patterns of the mines becom-
ing more complicated, criss-cros-

I enjoyed Highway
Encounter quite a
bit on the other
machines and the
64 version has

come well up to scratch in

comparison. Itdoestakesome
time to get into, learning the
various tactics and slowly
progressing through the
levels, but itdoes proveworth-
while In the end— completing
a level leaves you with that
smug satisfaction that you’ve
actually done something. A
great game that’s not an
essential buy but certainly
worth experiencing.

HIGHWAY ENCOUNTER
Gremlin Graphics/Vortex, £7.95 cass, joystick or keys

(•alien scone
r
rmm
Mill

Z0NHB

o
assess-?

1 1

Although this

yfyf appeared well
over a year ago

I on other compu-
ter formats, it’s

still a pretty good game. The
3D works quite welt and the
game is fast enough to appeal
to most shoot em up addicts.
As well as shooting things, you
also need to use your brain as
you try and work out how
you’re going to block the path
of the mines. The graphics and
music are of a commendable
standard and the game is fun
to play. If you like the sound of
it give it a try— it’s a not awe-
somely brilliant, but there are
loads of worse games availa-

ble.

sing the road and bumping into

one another.

There are several types of

enemy soldiers, varying from
stupid to downright horrible. Most
of them rush about the place and
only pose a problem ifthey happen
to be heading towards you, others
actually home in and try and touch
you. If any droid (including a docile

one) touches a soldier it explodes,
and you have to take a new one
from your reserve. Fortunately, the
aliens can be blown away with one
shot of your laser, although you
can only fire bursts of three shots
so don’t aimlessly blast around—
you might find yourself in a situa-

tion where you’re surrounded by
aliens but can’t do anything
because your laser is recharging.

There’s a time limit to the game
which ticks down as you play. If

you fail to get the Lasertron to zone
zero before the time limit expires
the game ends and the aliens con-
quer Earth. And you’re not going
to let that happen ... are you?

PRESENTATION 82%
Useful in-game instructions and
demo mode.

GRAPHICS 79%
Effective 3D which unfortunately
lacks colour.

SOUND 89%
A great title screen tune, but
weak spot effects.

HOOKABILITY 82%
Straightforward gameplay with

a very clear objective.

LASTABILITY 73%
The 30 zones will keep you
occupied for quite some time.

VALUE 79%
Sensibly priced fori what’s on
offer.

OVERALL 79%
Like a lollipop— farfrom memor-
able but enjoyable while it lasts.
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Top Gun puts you in the fighter pilots seat

of an F- 14 Tomcat.

Vector graphics and a split screen allow I or 2
players to play head to head, or against the computer.

TM
Your armaments in this nerve tingling aerial duel

are heat seeking missiles and a 20mm rapid fire cannon.
Can you feel the force!

Top Gun mavericks! Enter the danger zone.

£7.95
SPECTRUM

£8.95
AMSTRAD/COMMODORE

Ocean Software Ltd., 6 Central Street, Manchester M2 5NS. Telephone: 061-832 6633.Telex: 669977OCEAN G.
Ocean Software: Distributed in France by Ocean France. Telephone: 93-42-7144. D.stributed in Germany by Rushware. Telephone: 2101-70040.

DESIGNATES TRADEMARK OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION and used by OCEAN SOFTWARE, LTD. under authorization.
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